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ABSTRACT 

In line with the recent development of the NCHRP perpetual asphalt pavement design 

procedure in the US, the Australian Asphalt Pavement Association (AAPA) has proposed a 

new perpetual asphalt pavement design procedure based on the well-established Fatigue 

Endurance Limit (FEL) concept. The proposed methodology implements an asphalt FEL-

stiffness relationship drawn from successful perpetual field trials both in Australia and 

overseas. The proposed AAPA design procedure (i) adopts the current Austroads CIRCLY-

based mechanistic pavement design procedure to calculate critical strains in the asphalt layer 

developed under design axle loads at various operating temperatures, and (ii) implements a 

newly developed FEL-stiffness criterion to select asphalt thickness requirements for perpetual 

pavement designs. The objective of this study is to enhance the proposed AAPA design 

procedure by (i) establishing a national material database for Australian asphalt mixes for 

perpetual pavement design, and (ii) calibrating/validating the proposed criteria using in-service 

field trials of perpetual asphalt pavements in the UK. 

This study is comprised of two parts. In the first section, 28 typical Australian dense grade 

asphalt mixes were subjected to a comprehensive suite of laboratory tests to characterise the 

mechanical behaviour of the mixes and performance properties of their binder constituents. 

This extensive laboratory testing program enabled establishment of a national database of the 

dynamic moduli of the asphalt mixes, master curves of the complex shear modulus and the 

phase angle of the binders. The Australian asphalt database was then used to evaluate five 

dynamic modulus predictive models most widely used in the US (including Witczak 1-37A, 

Witczak 1-40D, and an Artificial Neural Network model). It was found that the nominated US 

models were insufficiently robust to accurately predict the dynamic moduli of the Australian 

mixes, hence modifications were warranted to improve their predictions. Various approaches 

were adopted to modify/improve the accuracy of the models, including linear and non-linear 

transformations, and adjustment of the numerical coefficients of the models. The most accurate 

modified model was then nominated to predict dynamic moduli of the Australian asphalt mixes 

for perpetual pavement designs. 

In the second section, extensive pavement deflection data (tested with the Falling Weight 

Deflectometer) of 31 in-service heavily trafficked UK motorways over a period of ten years 
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(1995-2005) were back-analysed. The selected sections were the same sections studied to 

establish the UK Long Life Asphalt Pavement (LLAP) design procedure. The CIRCLY-based 

back-calculation model, EfromD3, was used to determine field pavement properties of the trial 

sections at various pavement temperatures over the time. For each pavement structure, the trend 

in changes of the field pavement properties over time was examined to confirm its perpetual 

status. In addition, the field pavement properties at three selected operating temperatures were 

used as inputs into the Austroads CIRCLY-based pavement response model to determine the 

field critical strains under the design axle loads. As all the studied sites were reported to be un-

cracked and in good service condition, perpetual and non-perpetual pavements were identified 

by examining the variation in the back-calculated moduli of the pavements over time. This 

enabled development of a field critical strain-asphalt stiffness relationship to distinguish 

between non-perpetual and perpetual pavements. It was also found that the identified 

relationship based on the analysis of UK sites differed from the proposed AAPA FEL-asphalt 

stiffness relationship. This study concluded by proposing a revised FEL-asphalt stiffness 

relationship and a series of pavement design chart nomograms as enhanced perpetual pavement 

design criteria that can be used for perpetual pavement design in Australia. 
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 Introduction 

 

 

 

1.1 Background 

1.1.1 Fatigue Cracking Behaviour and Fatigue Endurance Limit of Asphalt Pavements 

Fatigue cracking of an asphalt pavement, along with roughness and rutting, is one of the 

most common forms of pavement distress. Fatigue cracking in asphalt pavements manifests 

itself as a series of interconnected cracks resembling the skin of a crocodile, and as such, is 

often referred to as crocodile cracking. This cracking is caused by fatigue failure of the asphalt 

mix as a result of repeated bending of the asphalt under traffic loading. The repeated bending 

of the asphalt layer(s) in the pavement results in elongation (tensile strains) at the base of the 

asphalt layer. The established theory states that each cycle of this bending results in 

unrecoverable damage to the asphalt mix. The repeated sum of this damage eventually results 

in the loss of asphalt structural integrity and, at a critical point in the damage process, the 

formation of a crack. Once this crack is formed, the continual action of traffic propagates the 

crack through the asphalt resulting in fatigue cracking of the asphalt mix.  

Recent studies, however, show that not all loading to asphalt pavements may induce damage 

and if strains/stresses are kept below a specific limit, namely the Fatigue Endurance Limit 

(FEL), this cracking may not occur. Even after decades of research, the modelling of fatigue 

performance of asphalt mixes is far from an exact science and a better understanding would 

enable significant advances in pavement design and construction (Carteret & Jameson 2009; 

Witczak, El-Badawy & El-Basyoury 2006). 

1.1.2 Current Material Characterisation Methods and Pavement Design Procedures for 

Asphalt Pavements in Australia 

Over the past decades, several test protocols have been developed to determine the fatigue 

behaviour of asphalt mixes. The accuracy of these test procedures in predicting the fatigue 
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performance of an asphalt mix in the field depends on how accurately the test procedure 

replicates the field conditions of support, stress state, environment, loading conditions and 

frequency. In Australia, the most common fatigue test is the 4-Point Bending Beam fatigue 

test. Even though this test has been in existence for 20 years, there is still significant difficulty 

in simulating actual field conditions with this test, some of which were identified by Denneman 

(Denneman 2013). For this reason, a shift is required between laboratory results and field 

performance. The shift factor, however, varies according to a number of conditions, with shift 

factors ranging between 10 and 100 being reported (Harvey et al. 1997; Harvey et al. 1995; 

Harvey & Tsai 1996). Some research has found that the wide variety of shift factors was due 

to the constrained model form used in the conventional fatigue analysis and concluded that a 

global shift could not exist (Garcia & Thompson 2008; Thompson & Carpenter 2004, 2006). 

The Austroads Pavement Design Guide (AGPT02 2012) adopted a ‘mechanistic’, or 

‘structural’, pavement design procedure for new asphalt pavements and overlays. In this 

procedure, pavement materials and subgrade are characterised as linear elastic materials. The 

asphalt elastic modulus is derived from laboratory flexural beam modulus testing and 

presumptive elastic modulus values are assigned to granular sub-base and subgrade moduli. 

This provides a common analytical framework (via the use of the linear elastic layer response 

model CIRCLY) for the calculation of the critical asphalt tensile strain and the critical subgrade 

compressive strain, which are then used to select the appropriate design thickness for a specific 

traffic condition.   

It should be noted that while shift factors between laboratory fatigue cracking results and 

field fatigue performance are known to exist, the current AGPT02 offers no recommendations 

on calculating or applying the shift factor for the purpose of pavement design. Instead, it has 

opted for a semi-empirical design approach to implement empirical asphalt tensile strain 

criteria, which were drawn from the Shell asphalt tensile strain-fatigue life relationship (Shell 

International Petroleum Company 1978). Different reliability factors (RF) are assigned for 

project reliability, to ensure the predicted lives (from CIRCLY analysis) are covered by the 

broad range of observed lives of in-service asphalt pavements. According to the AGPT02, the 

reliability factor is not a shift factor that takes into account in-service field conditions, but it 

reflects “the probability that the pavement, when constructed to the chosen design, will outlast 

its design traffic before major rehabilitation is required”. Given the semi-empirical nature of 

the current Australian design procedures, the use of this procedure is not encouraged for long-
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life asphalt pavement designs, which have a much longer design life than 1×108 Standard Axle 

loads (i.e. maximum design traffic loads recommended by Austroads). 

1.1.3 Concept of Perpetual (Long Life) Asphalt Pavement 

Perpetual or Long-Life Asphalt Pavement (LLAP) is used to describe long-lasting asphalt 

pavement in the context of conventional pavement design, i.e. an optimum design thickness is 

required to achieve a defined high traffic loading with very low probability of fatigue cracking.  

In the UK, field trials of heavily-trafficked in-service roads were used to develop guidelines 

for design and construction of perpetual pavements (Nunn & Ferne 2001). In this case, well-

constructed fully flexible pavements designed for 40 years and for traffic in excess of 80 

million standard axles (msa) were categorised as perpetual pavements (Nunn, Brown & Weston 

1997). Field verification of the FEL and the resulting perpetual pavements was conducted in 

the UK by Nunn (2001), who observed the performance of several sites across UK between 

1984 to 1997, and found that pavements which should have been weakening with traffic 

loading (as per the conventional theory), showed no signs of structural deterioration. Contrary 

to the conventional theory, the studies found that “the great majority of the thick pavements 

examined have maintained their strength or become stronger over time” (Nunn 1997; Nunn, 

Brown & Weston 1997; Nunn & Ferne 2001). Subsequent studies by US researchers also found 

perpetual pavements existed and were most likely due to the presence of the FEL (Mahoney 

2001; Powell 2009). 

In the US, thick asphalt pavements that have been “designed and built to last longer than 50 

years without requiring major structural rehabilitation or reconstruction, and needing only 

periodic surface renewal in response to distresses confined to the top of the pavement” are 

regarded as “perpetual” pavements (Asphalt Pavement Alliance 2002). Perpetual pavements 

have the potential to be everlasting without fatigue cracking under infinite traffic loading. The 

Fatigue Endurance Limit concept was first introduced by Wöhler in the 1870s. Wöhler defined 

the FEL as the stress level below which fatigue failure did not occur. In pavement design, the 

concept is not new with the design of concrete pavements incorporating an FEL, expressed as 

a minimum strength to the stress ratio. In asphalt pavements, the early FEL concept was 

introduced by Monismith and McLean (1972) who found that there appeared to be a strain level 

below which damage to an asphalt mix did not appear to occur (Advanced Asphalt 

Technologies (AAT) 2008; Epps & Monismith 1972; Monismith & McLean 1972a). Recently, 

further research undertaken as part of the NCHRP 9-44 study (Bonaquist 2009; Witczak et al. 
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2013b) confirmed the existence of the FEL and showed that the FEL of all studied mixes varied 

with both temperature and length of the rest period, with the FEL increasing with increasing 

rest periods. It was hypothesised that this increase in the FEL was directly related to the healing 

potential of the asphalt mix. The NCHRP 9-44 study recommended an alternative approach for 

the determination of asphalt stiffness-FEL relationships based on work done using Schepery's 

elastic-viscoelastic correspondence principle and the pseudo stiffness and Healing Index (HI) 

approach (Schapery 1989; Witczak et al. 2013a). The study also recommended that this 

stiffness-FEL model be incorporated in the US Mechanistic Empirical Pavement Design Guide 

(MEPDG) and other pavement mechanistic-empirical design methods. More details of the 

development of LLAP and perpetual asphalt pavement design procedures overseas are given 

in Chapter 2.  

1.1.4 Need for the Development of a Perpetual Pavement Design Procedure 

During the 2011 AAPA Master Class concerns were raised by the clients, industry and 

consultants that the current Australian design procedure produces overly conservative asphalt 

pavement designs, particularly at high temperatures and high loadings, which may be leading 

to a potential loss of value in the pavement. At the AAPA Master Class consisting of industry, 

researchers, consultants and owners, a number of issue were raised which were believed to 

possibly contributing to the overly conservative designs being produced in Australia. The 

issues identified were: (a) limited data on material characterisation of Australian mixes 

resulting the use of overly conservative material properties, (b) lack of recognition of the effect 

of confining stress when charactering mixes at low speeds and high temperatures, (c) the lack 

of a calibrated and validated shift factor between laboratory observations and field 

performance, (d) the lack of incorporation of the healing mechanism in asphalt mixes, (e) 

discrepancies in the modelling of the fatigue potential of asphalt mixes at higher temperatures, 

and (f) the lack of recognition of a “threshold” strain or FEL below which no damage occurs. 

If some, or all of these concepts could be incorporated into the current pavement design 

procedure, more efficient design could be developed. In particular, it was felt that if the FEL 

could be incorporated into a pavement design procedure, Australia could design LLAP, 

meaning the limiting thickness of asphalt could be determined, beyond which any increase in 

design thickness will result in no increase in the structural capacity of the pavement. As a result, 

Asphalt Pavement Solution for Life (APS-fL) project was set out with the main objective of 

developing a perpetual pavement design procedure for Australia (Sullivan et al. 2015). 

Perpetual pavements are believed to have longer life, lower use cost, require no structural 
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repairs, require shorter construction time, impose less user delay and lower maintenance costs 

at a disadvantage of possible higher initial costs (Sakhaeifar et al. 2013). 

1.1.5 Challenges for the Development of Perpetual Asphalt Pavement Design Procedure 

in Australia 

Over the last ten years, design of LLAPs or perpetual asphalt pavements has become a 

problem of increasing concern to both the Road Authorities (RAs) and the asphalt industry in 

Australia, particularly the requirements for the use of Australian local asphalt mixes in higher 

pavement temperatures experienced in Australia compared to the UK and the US. Whilst the 

UK guidelines for the design and construction of LLAPs are limited to specified mixes and 

loading-temperature environments, they have not been validated against field trials of LLAPs 

using Australian asphalt mixes and for Australian loading-temperature conditions. The US 

MEPDG design procedures have a different framework to the current Austroads design 

approach (in particular, the different requirements of laboratory material characterisation 

methods, structural response models and semi-empirical performance models). Consequently, 

the new material data and FEL performance models established for the US perpetual asphalt 

design are not readily transferable to the Austroads design procedures for Australian 

conditions. 

 Thus,  the challenges in the development of perpetual asphalt pavement design procedures 

within the framework of Australian pavement design procedures are (i) to adopt improved 

laboratory material characterisation methods to allow more accurate prediction of the asphalt 

design moduli and FEL for Australian loading-temperature conditions, (ii) to establish simple 

FEL design criteria suitable for the selection of pavement thickness in the design process, and 

(iii) to establish field trials for the validation of design criteria of the defined FEL. 

As mentioned previously, the current Austroads design procedure adopts the laboratory 

flexural beam test, which simulates loading of thin asphalt pavements subjected to large tensile 

strains, for determining design flexural moduli and fatigue limits of an asphalt mix. In addition, 

accurately predicting the response of a perpetual pavement to variable loading-temperature 

conditions requires laboratory modulus testing methods that can characterise an asphalt mix 

across the full range of temperatures and loading speeds experienced by the pavement. A 

review of laboratory modulus testing methods (Chapter 2) indicated that the Dynamic Modulus 

Test (DMT) is widely accepted for the characterisation of asphalt mixes across the full 

temperature frequency range. One of the principle advantages of the dynamic modulus test is 
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the broad database which has been, and is continually being, developed to link laboratory 

results to actual field performance (moduli and strains), particularly at the National Centre for 

Asphalt Technology (NCAT) test track (Timm, Robbins & Willis 2014; Willis & Timm 

2009b).  

The realisation that LLAP exists and that there may indeed be an FEL for asphalt mixes has 

lead researchers to develop laboratory test methods for the prediction and incorporation of the 

FEL into the pavement design. A review of laboratory FEL testing methods (Chapter 2) 

indicated that the most widely accepted laboratory method for predicting fatigue performance 

and the FEL of an asphalt mix is based on the Ratio of Dissipated Energy Change (Carpenter 

& Shen 2006; Thompson & Carpenter 2006). The most widely accepted laboratory method for 

determining the mix stiffness-FEL relationships is based on Schepery's elastic-viscoelastic 

correspondence principle and the pseudo stiffness and Healing Index (HI) approach (Schapery 

1989; Witczak et al. 2013a). Given that stiffness could be used as a surrogate for the effect of 

temperature and mix properties on the FEL and that the FEL is directly related to the stiffness 

of the mix, the NCHRP 9-44 study recommended the use of stiffness-FEL relationships for 

LLAP or perpetual asphalt pavement design (Prowell et al. 2010; Witczak et al. 2013a). 

For reasons of simplicity in pavement design, it is preferable to develop simple criteria for 

FEL, which are drawn from complex FEL models (derived from laboratory testing), and 

validate them with field performance. A review of the methods for incorporating FEL into 

perpetual pavement design (Chapter 2), indicated that the Cumulative Distribution of Strain 

(CDS) concept developed by NCAT researchers could be used to simplify complex FEL 

models for implementation in pavement design (Willis & Timm 2009b). 

1.2 Asphalt Pavement Solution for Life (APS-fL) Project 

1.2.1 Problem Statement 

Significant sustainability advantages can be achieved in Australia by designing perpetual 

pavements or LLAP for Australian conditions. The Australian Asphalt Pavement Association 

(AAPA) conducted the Asphalt Pavements Solution for Life (APS-fL) project and developed 

a detailed plan to explain and validate a mechanistic design procedure for the incorporation of 

the FEL into pavement design. The project considered the Australian environmental conditions 

and incorporated the effects of the increased healing potential of Australian mixes, due to the 
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higher pavement temperatures experienced in Australia, relative to the rest of the developed 

world.  

1.2.2 Framework of the AAPA Perpetual Pavement Design Procedure 

In line with the recent development of the NCHRP perpetual asphalt pavement design 

procedure in the US, AAPA has proposed a new perpetual asphalt pavement design procedure 

based on the well-established FEL concept. The proposed methodology implements an asphalt 

stiffness-FEL relationship drawn from successful perpetual field trials both in Australia and 

overseas. The proposed perpetual asphalt pavement design procedure adopts: 

I. The laboratory dynamic modulus test to determine asphalt design modulus 

II. The current Austroads CIRCLY-based pavement response model to determine design 

critical strains in the asphalt layer developed under design axle loads at various 

operating temperatures  

III. Newly developed, empirical FEL-stiffness criteria to select asphalt thickness 

requirements for perpetual pavement designs 

1.2.3 Development of FEL-Stiffness Criteria for Perpetual Pavement Design 

The empirical FEL-stiffness criteria for perpetual pavement designs have been developed 

by the AAPA Working Group, representing the members of asphalt industry and Austroads.  

Details of the work undertaken in the development of the empirical FEL-stiffness criteria for 

perpetual pavement designs are provided in Chapter 3. Note that the author was a member of 

the AAPA Working Group relevant to specific works at the time. 

1.2.4 Research Work for Implementation and Validation of the Design Procedure 

The dynamic modulus test has not been adopted by Austroads to determine asphalt design 

moduli and, therefore, there is a lack of dynamic modulus data for typical Australian asphalt 

mixes. It should be noted that in the early implementation stage of the AAPA perpetual 

pavement design procedure, there was a need to identify Australian mixes that have similar 

material characteristics to those already used in existing perpetual pavements overseas so that 

the overseas experience could be transferred and reused. It should also be noted that not all 

practitioners in Australia have access to the dynamic modulus testing facilities. In addition, the 

Dynamic Modulus testing and the analysis of the test results can be a complex and costly 

exercise and may not be justified for routine pavement designs. Therefore, the establishment 
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of a national database of asphalt material mechanical properties, including the dynamic 

modulus data for typical Australian asphalt mixes, is a cost-effective solution for both 

pavement design and pavement management purposes.  

A review of the work undertaken in the development of the empirical FEL-stiffness criteria 

for perpetual pavement designs (see Chapter 3) showed that many field trials in the US and 

Australia, which were used in the developmental stage, may not be regarded as perpetual 

pavements. Therefore, there was a need for further validation using extensive field trials of 

LLAPs in the UK. 

1.3 PhD Research Project 

1.3.1 Objective 

This research project was undertaken as part of the APS-fL project. The main objectives of 

this study were to: 

I. Implement the proposed AAPA perpetual asphalt design procedure by establishing 

a national material database for Australian asphalt mixes for perpetual pavement 

design  

II. Validate the newly developed empirical FEL-stiffness criteria for perpetual 

pavement designs by using extensive field trials of LLAPs in the UK 

1.3.2 Research Tasks 

This study consisted of several main tasks and subtasks which are listed below: 

Task 1. Review of the development of the AAPA perpetual asphalt design procedure 

Task 2. Development of a database, based on laboratory characterisation, of mechanical 

behaviour and performance properties of most commonly used Australian asphalt 

mixes and their binder constituents 

Task 3. Evaluation of five internationally widely accepted performance prediction models 

against the developed Australian database 

Task 4. Development of an Australian-focused, performance prediction model based on 

the established database 

Task 5. Characterisation of the field performance of nominated UK site sections and 

identification of perpetual pavement sections based on back-analysed moduli and 

the provided construction and maintenance history 
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Task 6. Validation of the AAPA perpetual pavement design criteria based on the FEL 

concept against the characterised field data 

1.3.3 Research Methods 

Task 1: Includes a review of the work undertaken by the AAPA Working Group in the 

development of the LLAP design procedure. Of particular interest are (i) work done to resolve 

issues associated with the selection of material characterisation methods, and (ii) work done to 

resolve the technical issues encountered, and the solutions adopted, in the formulation of the 

empirical FEL-stiffness criteria for perpetual pavement designs. 

Task 2: The mechanical behaviour and performance properties of 28 typical dense graded 

Australian asphalt mixes were characterised through a comprehensive suite of laboratory tests. 

This lead to the establishment of a database of dynamic moduli of the asphalt mixes at different 

temperatures, loading frequencies and confinement pressures in the form of master curves. The 

database also contained complex shear modulus and phase angle master curves of the binder 

constituents of the selected asphalt mixes at various temperatures and loading frequencies in 

neat, Rolling Thin-Film Oven (RTFO) aged and mastic conditions. 

Tasks 3 and 4: The accuracy of the five most commonly used international dynamic modulus 

predictive models was evaluated against the established performance properties database of the 

Australian asphalt material. It was found that the selected prediction models were insufficiently 

robust to accurately predict the performance of the Australian asphalt mixes. Modifications 

were made to the nominated models to improve their performance and the best performing 

modified model was selected.  

 Task 5: As part of the ASP-fL project, comprehensive deflection history data (Falling 

Weight Deflectometer - FWD) were supplied by the Transport Research Laboratory (TRL) for 

several in-service, heavily trafficked road networks in the UK (VALMON database). Data 

included 31 long-life asphalt pavement sections that were examined as part of the TRL report 

250 undertaken by Nunn et al. (Nunn, Brown & Weston 1997) to establish the UK LLAP 

design procedure. This database was analysed to identify the potential perpetual pavement site 

sections. The examination consisted of back-calculation of the pavement layers’ moduli, 

normalising the back-calculated moduli to a reference temperature and assessing changes of 

the normalised back-calculated moduli over time to identify potential perpetual pavement 

structures. 
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Task 6: The final stage was to validate the AAPA’s proposed perpetual pavement design 

criteria against the field data. This stage was accomplished by calculating the critical strain 

levels for the VALMON site sections in a linear viscoelastic pavement response model 

(CIRCLY) and comparing the results with the proposed FEL criteria. Revised design criteria 

were established and used to develop and present a set of pavement design chart nomograms. 

1.4  Organisation of the Dissertation 

This thesis has been divided into eight chapters. A brief description of each chapter is 

described below: 

Chapter 1: Introduction 

Chapter One is composed of a general introduction to the present research study and 

highlights the problem statement, scope, objectives, significance, research approach and the 

outline of the dissertation. 

Chapter 2: Literature Review 

This chapter presents an overview on the major distresses in flexible pavements and 

perpetual pavement structural composition and material selection. A review of the literature on 

the mechanistic-empirical distress thresholds and current perpetual pavement design 

approaches and construction practices are also presented. 

 

 

Chapter 3: Development of the ASP-fL Perpetual Pavement Design Procedure 

This chapter briefly describes the background, approach and methodology in the 

development of the AAPA perpetual asphalt pavement design procedure. It also provides a 

review of the technical basis of the AAPA’s newly developed FEL-stiffness criteria for 

selection of perpetual pavement thicknesses. As one of the objectives of this PhD research 

study was to validate the AAPA empirical FEL-stiffness criteria against field performance, the 

method development and a summary of the methodology for the validation work are also 

outlined in this chapter. 
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 Chapter 4: Development of the National Database of Material Properties for 

Australian Asphalt Mixes 

This chapter presents the mechanical properties database for asphalt mixes in the form of 

sets of master curves and shift factor fitting parameters at all levels of confinement pressures. 

The binder rheological properties are expressed in terms of viscosity A-VTS charts as well as 

complex shear modulus and phase angle fitting parameters and master curves. 

Chapter 5: Development of a Predictive Model of Mechanical Properties for 

Australian Asphalt Mixes 

This chapter has two parts. Section one presents the findings of the evaluation of five widely 

used dynamic modulus predictive models against the established national database of 

mechanical properties for Australian asphalt mixes. It also details the evaluation process, 

including a review of the material database of each of the models, assessment of the bias, and 

goodness-of-fit statistics and evaluation of the residual distributions. The results of a 

comprehensive sensitivity analysis on the input parameters of the studied models are also 

discussed. Section two presents the modifications made to the nominated performance 

predictive models to improve their accuracy and reliability for Australian conditions. This 

chapter details the modification approaches and the goodness of fit statistics of the modified 

models.  

Chapter 6: Long Term Field Properties of In-Service Long Life Asphalt Pavements in 

UK 

Thirty-one long-life asphalt pavement sections in the UK were used to validate the newly 

developed stiffness-FEL design criteria. This chapter details the pavement deflection data 

obtained from the Falling Weight Deflectometer testing data on the 31 LLAP sections over 10 

years. It describes a back-calculation procedure used to determine field elastic moduli of 

pavement materials at a reference temperature from the FWD deflection data. It also provides 

field (back-analysed) layer moduli at the reference temperature for each pavement section over 

time. Since all the studied sites were reported to be un-cracked and in good service condition, 

LLAP perpetual and non-perpetual pavements were identified by examining the variation in 

the back-calculated moduli over time. 

Chapter 7: Validation of FEL-Asphalt Stiffness Relationship for In-Service Perpetual 

Pavements 
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This chapter describes a pavement analysis procedure used to determine the critical tensile 

strain at the bottom of the asphalt layer of a pavement section under a design Standards Axle 

Load at various design temperatures (using back-calculated field material properties as given 

in Chapter 3).  It also provides critical strain-asphalt stiffness relationships for each LLAP 

pavement section.  Given that perpetual and non-perpetual sections (as identified in Chapter 6) 

can produce different critical strain-asphalt stiffness relationships, a ‘design’ asphalt FEL-

stiffness relationship could be formulated to distinguish between non-perpetual and perpetual 

pavements. This design asphalt FEL-stiffness relationship was then compared with the AAPA 

developed FEL-stiffness criteria (as given in Chapter 3). 

Chapter 8: Summary and Recommendations 

This chapter provides a summary of the major findings of the research study and suggestions 

or recommendations for further research work. 
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 Literature Review 

 

 

 

2.1 Introduction 

Long-life asphalt pavement (LLAP) or perpetual pavement (also referred to as long-lasting 

or extended life pavement) is not a new concept and has been in use for decades (Newcomb, 

Willis & Timm 2010). Full-depth and deep-strength pavements, such as Southern Cross Drive 

in Australia (Bushmeyer 2002), have been in existence since the 1960s with very little 

maintenance (Newcomb, Buncher & Huddleston 2001). The pavement industry has been 

motivated by such successes to pursue perpetual pavement concept and design. Flexible 

pavements can perform for much longer periods of time than previously thought provided that 

they are designed and constructed well (Harvey et al. 2004; Mahoney 2001). Many of the full-

depth and deep-strength flexible pavement designs in the past forty years constitute today’s 

long-life pavements (Asphalt Pavement Alliance 2002). 

Asphalt Pavement Alliance (APA), first introduced the concept of perpetual pavements as 

“an asphalt pavement designed and built to last longer than 50 years without requiring major 

structural rehabilitation or reconstruction, and needing only periodic surface renewal in 

response to distresses confined to the top of the pavement” (Newcomb, Willis & Timm 2010). 

It was found that many of the full-depth or deep-strength pavements of that time had been in 

service for decades with only some minor mills and fills to the few millimetres of the top 

overlay (Asphalt Pavement Alliance 2002).  

With the current budget shortages for expansion and rehabilitation strategies and increasing 

demand for road networks, the perpetual pavement concept can play an important role in 

providing a lifetime solution to maintain and construct asphalt pavements (Newcomb, Willis 

& Timm 2010).  

Two main schemes have been utilised as long-life asphalt pavement, full-depth and deep-

strength pavements, each of which leads to the implementation of a thinner overall pavement 

section than when a thick granular base is used. Full-depth pavements consist of asphalt layers 
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on un/modified subgrade material and in deep-strength pavements, the asphalt layers are placed 

on top of a thin granular base. These pavements can exceed their design life with minimal 

rehabilitation if their fatigue cracking potential can be confined to the upper removable wearing 

layers (Asphalt Pavement Alliance 2002). 

Fatigue cracking and rutting are two major faults of poorly designed and/or constructed 

pavements which happen before the end of design life (Mahoney 2001). Deep-strength and 

full-depth pavements can result in structurally resistant pavements against these distresses. The 

idea of perpetual pavements has evolved from recent attempts of pavement engineers to design 

pavements resistant to bottom-up fatigue cracking and rutting (Newcomb, Willis & Timm 

2010). According to previous empirical pavement design approaches, the thickness of the 

pavement for a fixed material quality increases with the increase in traffic level. In contrast, in 

the perpetual pavement concept, the excess thickness of the pavement beyond a certain level is 

not required and may lead to unnecessary heavy added expenses (Newcomb, Willis & Timm 

2010). There is also little point in excessive usage of non-renewable natural resources, with 

regard to sustainability and the environment, which result from over-designing pavements 

according to empirical pavement design procedures. For example, Huber et al. reported an 

over-designed pavement in India of 40-115 mm, which was designed in accordance with the 

AASHTO pavement design guide 1993. This can lead to the waste of 900-3000 tons of material 

per lane-kilometre  (Huber, Andrewski & Gallivan 2009). 

Some recent research has shown that there might be a level of stress or strain below which 

no structural damage will occur to the asphalt pavement. It has been postulated that a pavement 

can last indefinitely and without any major structural damage if it is designed and constructed 

so that no damage occurs under the cyclic traffic load. However, surface maintenance and 

overlays will still be required to keep the pavement in a decent servicing condition (Newcomb, 

Buncher & Huddleston 2001; Prowell et al. 2010). Ferne, suggested a broader concept for long-

lasting pavements: “long-life pavement is a well-designed and constructed pavement that could 

last indefinitely without deterioration in the structural elements provided it is not overlooked 

and the appropriate maintenance is carried out” (Ferne 2006).  

Various definitions of perpetual pavement can be found in the literature which indicate 

almost the same concept; a summary these definitions are listed below: 

• Transportation Research Laboratory (TRL): 
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Well-constructed fully flexible pavements designed for 40 years and for traffic in 

excess of 80 msa are long life pavements (Nunn, Brown & Weston 1997). 

• Asphalt Pavement Alliance (APA): 

A Perpetual Pavement is defined as an asphalt pavement designed and built to last 

longer than 50 years without requiring major structural rehabilitation or reconstruction, 

and needing only periodic surface renewal in response to distresses confined to the top 

of the pavement (Asphalt Pavement Alliance 2002). 

The Asphalt Pavement Alliance instituted the Perpetual Pavement Award program 

in 2001 to recognise DOTs and other owners of pavements that had the foresight to 

build pavements according to these principles. To qualify for the award: 

The pavement must be at least 35 years old and must have never had a structural 

failure; pavement must have hot-mix or warm-mix asphalt binder and surface layers; 

there must have been no rehabilitation that has increased the total pavement thickness 

by more than 100 mm (special circumstances, such as a drastic increase in traffic, may 

apply); resurfacing must have been performed no more frequently than 13 years on 

average; minimum project length is two miles; and in the case of staged construction, 

the 35-plus year time frame against which the criterion is evaluated begins when all 

stages of construction are complete. 

• The European Long-Life Pavement Group (ELLPG): 

A long-life pavement is a type of pavement where no significant deterioration will 

develop in the foundations or the road base layers provided that correct surface 

maintenance is carried out (FEHRL 2004). This concise definition can be elaborated 

with the following clarification: 

Deterioration: This includes whatever the network manager considers important, e.g. 

significant cracking or (progressive) deformation in the structural layers of a fully 

flexible pavement, for other types of pavement ‘deterioration’ could be quite different. 

In 2009 the definition was revised as: A long-life pavement is a well-designed and 

well-constructed pavement where the structural elements last indefinitely provided that 

the designed maximum individual load and environmental conditions are not exceeded 

and that appropriate and timely surface maintenance is carried out (FEHRL 2009). 

• The World Road Association (PIARC): 
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A pavement is considered as a “success story” when it has proved to behave better 

than expected when it was designed. Such a pavement must be clear of structural 

maintenance and still be in good shape, despite the fact that it has sustained a cumulated 

traffic higher than the one contemplated at its design (PIARC Technical Committee 4.3 

Road Pavements 2009). 

• National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP) 

A long-life or perpetual pavement is one able to withstand 500 million axle 

repetitions in a 40-year period without failing or a mix that provided 50 million cycles 

or more of fatigue life in the laboratory (Prowell et al. 2010). 

Rickards and Armstrong (2010) believe that the TRL findings provide a rational measure of 

the achievement of the perpetual pavement status in which, over time, the deflections in a full-

depth perpetual pavement remained constant or reduced despite heavy traffic loading 

(according to the UK network study); this was later confirmed in extensive German research 

(Rickards & Armstrong 2010). 

Pavement performance is more than a function of design (Newcomb, Willis & Timm 2010). 

Trafficking, climate, subgrade and pavement parameters (such as modulus), pavement 

materials, construction, and maintenance levels, all contribute to how a pavement will perform 

over the course of its life (Von Quintus 2001a; Walubita et al. 2008). Engineers believe that 

alongside the construction issues, perpetual pavements should be designed in a way that their 

structures remain intact during their lifetime and distresses, such as fatigue cracking and 

permanent deformation, will not occur. They should also be durable enough to withstand 

damage from traffic and environment (Merrill, Van Dommelen & Gáspár 2006; Walubita et al. 

2008). 

Although the initial construction costs of perpetual pavements seem higher than 

conventional pavements, research has shown that perpetual pavements have the following 

benefits (Timm & Newcomb 2006): 

• They eliminate reconstruction costs at the end of a pavement’s structural capacity 

• They lower rehabilitation-induced user delay costs 

• They reduce use of non-renewable resources like aggregates and asphalt 

• They diminish energy costs while the pavement is in service 

• They reduce the life-cycle costs of the pavement network 
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The long-life asphalt pavement concept has now been adopted by many countries (e.g. USA, 

UK, Germany, Canada, China) and is being implemented on some of their heavily-trafficked 

highways (Asphalt Pavement Alliance 2002). In the US, states such as California, Washington 

and Ohio have performed perpetual pavement projects (Hornyak et al. 2007; Monismith 1992; 

Ursich 2005). In Texas, there were eight completed perpetual pavement projects by 2005 

(Scullion 2006). Based on the findings of a study done by Walubita et al in 2010, a design 

guideline was published by the Texas Transportation Institute in which  recommendations for 

structural thickness design, design software, response criteria, mix-design, and layer moduli 

values for Texas perpetual pavement structures were presented (Walubita & Scullion 2010). 

The National Centre for Asphalt Technology (NCAT) also conducted a study in perpetual 

pavement design concepts in 2000, 2003 and 2006 which is discussed in detail in section 2.3.4 

(Willis & Timm 2007).  

Mahoney (2001), in a study for the Washington Department of Transportation (WSDOT), 

specified goals which would define a pavement as perpetual pavement. These goals, along with 

basic perpetual pavement concepts, give engineers the design qualifications for perpetual 

pavements: (Mahoney 2001): 

• Perpetual pavements should have a wearing course life of 20 years 

• Perpetual pavements should have a structural design life of 40 to 50 years 

• Perpetual pavements use mill and fill as their primary surface rehabilitation 

• Perpetual pavements contain their distresses to the top few centimetres of the surface 

To successfully design a pavement section, one should consider the appropriate thickness 

for the pavement layers, taking into account the heaviest anticipated traffic loads, while 

avoiding overdesigning the thickness. Research has shown that by limiting the mechanistically 

defined stresses, strains and displacements of the pavements layers, the initiation of deep 

cracking or rutting in the pavement structure can be avoided. These thresholds are often 

referred to as limiting pavement responses (Newcomb, Willis & Timm 2010). 

2.1.1 Major Structural Distresses of Perpetual Asphalt Pavements 

Defining critical pavement responses (stress, strain and displacement) below which there 

would be no accumulation of the structural damage to the pavement is required for the design 

of perpetual pavements. Based on the perpetual pavement concept it is assumed that if the load-

induced pavement responses are below some level that can cause accumulative structural 
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damage to the pavement, then the design can be considered as a perpetual pavement. Currently, 

most perpetual pavement design approaches deal with pavement responses associated with 

structural rutting and bottom-up fatigue cracking (Newcomb, Willis & Timm 2010). 

2.1.1.1 Structural Rutting 

When the overall strength of the pavement structure is incapable of resisting the traffic 

loading induced deformations either in the granular base or subgrade, structural rutting may 

occur. Although structural rutting failure can rarely be seen in modern perpetual pavement 

structures, it necessitates major rehabilitations and reconstructions (Newcomb, Willis & Timm 

2010). Based on the findings from the National Centre for Asphalt Technology (NCAT), Rolt 

(2001) and Brown et al. (2002) suggested that no structural rutting take place in thick asphalt 

pavements and that rutting is confined to the upper few centimetres of such pavements which 

can be easily milled and filled (Brown et al. 2002; Rolt 2001).   

To eliminate the impacts of subgrade deformation on surface rutting, Harvey et al. (2004) 

and Walubita et al. (2008) used vertical compressive strain of 200 microstrain at the top of 

subgrade layer as the limiting design parameter. (Harvey et al. 2004; Walubita et al. 2008). 

They found that rutting (due to plastic deformation) in the lower layers would not take place if 

the compressive strain at the top of the subgrade was kept below 200 microstrain. This limiting 

response can be achieved by either increasing the overall pavement structural thickness or 

increasing the stiffness of one or more of the pavement layers (Newcomb, Willis & Timm 

2010). 

Researchers at the University of Illinois used the ratio of subgrade stress to the unconfined 

compressive strength of the soil, Subgrade Strength Ratio (SSR), as the limiting response 

characteristic. The critical value for SSR found in the clay soils studied in their research were 

in the range of 0.5 to 0.6. They suggested an SSR of 0.42 for design purposes (Bejarano & 

Thompson 2001; Bejarano, Thompson & Garg 1999). 

2.1.1.2 Fatigue Cracking 

The other major mode of distress in flexible pavements is bottom-up fatigue cracking 

(Newcomb, Willis & Timm 2010). The loss of pavement stiffness due to cracking can result in 

accelerated surface deterioration, pumping and rutting. High repeated load induced strains at 

the bottom of the asphalt layer are believed to be the cause of this mode of distress (Huang 

1993). Its eventual propagation to the surface through the layers of the pavement causes the 
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infiltration of water into the pavement layers and subsequent changes in unbound material 

properties (Newcomb, Willis & Timm 2010). Research has shown that fatigue cracking can be 

prevented by controlling the horizontal strains at the bottom of the asphalt layer (Asphalt 

Institute (AI) 1982; Shook et al. 1982). Figure 2.1 shows a schematic mechanism of fatigue 

cracking in flexible pavements (Willis & Timm 2009b).  

 

Figure 2.1. Fatigue Cracking Schematic (Willis & Timm 2009b) 

One approach to decrease the probability of bottom-up fatigue cracking is to increase the 

thickness of the pavement structure (Willis & Timm 2009b). It has been demonstrated that 

cracking in thick pavements is confined to the pavement surface due to reduction in the 

intensity of strains at the bottom of asphalt pavement (Al-Qadi et al. 2008; Asphalt Pavement 

Alliance 2002; Martin et al. 2001; Merrill, Van Dommelen & Gáspár 2006; Newcomb, 

Buncher & Huddleston 2001) 

In a 2006 survey of accelerated pavement testing (APT) facilities in the US, most of the 

responding facilities measured horizontal strain at the base of the asphalt layer to study fatigue 

life (Willis 2008). Perpetual pavement projects such as the I-5 in Oregon (Estes 2005; Scholz 

et al. 2006) and the Marquette Interchange in Wisconsin, have incorporated measuring strain 

at the base of the asphalt layer into their research (Hornyak et al. 2007). In Ohio, U.S. 30 in 
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Wayne County was designed as 410 mm of asphalt over 150 mm of granular base and was 

instrumented to measure displacements, strains, pressure, temperature, and moisture as well as 

groundwater level (Liao & Sargand 2009; Newcomb, Willis & Timm 2010; Sargand et al. 

2006). 

The critical location of the strains in pavements may change from the bottom of the asphalt 

layer to the surface of the structure as the strains at the bottom of the asphalt layer are reduced 

(Mahoney 2001; Rolt 2001). By controlling the strains at the bottom of the asphalt layer and 

hence confining the distresses to the surface layer, deep structural rehabilitations and 

reconstructions can be avoided and maintenance would be limited to functional maintenance, 

such as skid resistance and ride quality (Ferne 2006). To eradicate the surface cracks, a “mill 

and fill” maintenance plan is recommended for extending the pavement’s life (Mahoney 2001). 

In addition to the advantages of thick asphalt pavements to control fatigue cracking, studies 

on thick pavements at the National Centre for Asphalt Technology (NCAT) Pavement Test 

Track and research done by Rolt have shown that rutting, as another major concern of 

engineers, is also limited to the surface layer in thick pavement structures (Brown et al. 2002; 

Rolt 2001).  

The longitudinal strain at the bottom of asphalt layer has proven to be critical in thinner 

pavements, and in a fully-bonded pavement, it is always the location of highest tensile strain 

(Al-Qadi et al. 2008). A typical threshold limit of 70 microstain for strain at the bottom of the 

asphalt layer helps prevent bottom-up fatigue cracking in perpetual pavement (Walubita et al. 

2008). Other research, however, has shown different threshold values. Based on laboratory 

testing, Romanoschi et al. (2008) proposed that a strain threshold of 60 to 100 microstrain be 

applied everywhere in the pavement structure (Romanoschi et al. 2008) while an experimental 

pavement project in China Yang et al. reported a fairly un-conservative value of 125 

microstrain (Yang et al. 2005).  

2.2 Perpetual Pavement Structural Composition and Material Selection 

Achieving a perpetual pavement is not just a matter of pavement thickness (Newcomb, 

Willis & Timm 2010). Washington State’s study of long-lasting pavements found that many 

pavements with shorter life-cycles were actually thicker than pavements with superior life-

cycles (Mahoney 2001). Some research has shown that although increasing the pavement 
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thickness can help decrease the tensile strain at the bottom of the asphalt layer, the magnitude 

of strain reduction is highly mix dependent (Romanoschi et al. 2008). 

The composition and the structure of a perpetual pavement also play an important role in 

achieving a long-life flexible pavement (Newcomb, Willis & Timm 2010). The perpetual 

pavement structure should include a rut and wear resistant impermeable upper layer of hot mix 

asphalt (HMA). In many cases, a stone matrix asphalt (SMA), an open graded friction course 

(OGFC), or a dense graded asphalt (DGA) design is used for this lift. Below the wearing course 

is a rut resistant and durable intermediate layer, below which is a fatigue resistant and durable 

base layer which can be achieved by a slight increase in the bitumen content and reduced air 

voids in the mix (Newcomb, Buncher & Huddleston 2001). 

Material properties and mix designs are two other important factors for achieving extended-

life distress resistant perpetual pavements (Newcomb, Willis & Timm 2010). To reduce the 

initiation and propagation of fatigue cracking and rutting in perpetual pavements, a common 

theme containing four parts for perpetual pavement structure is found in the literature (Gierhart 

2007; Harm 2001; Newcomb, Buncher & Huddleston 2001): 

1. A solid foundation 

2. A flexible, fatigue-resistant HMA base layer 

3. A durable, rut-resistant intermediate HMA layer 

4. A rut-resistant, renewable surface layer 

Figure 2.2 shows the basic perpetual pavement structure presented by Newcomb et al. 

(Newcomb, Buncher & Huddleston 2001).  The design of I-710 in California, the first designed 

perpetual pavement in the US, was very similar to the illustrated perpetual pavement concept. 

It consisted of 25 mm open-graded friction course (OGFC) and 75 mm high-temperature rutting 

resistant polymer modified asphalt as the surface layer, 150 mm standard HMA as the 

intermediate layer, and 75 mm rich-bottom fatigue resistant (with bitumen content above the 

optimum) as the base layer (Bushmeyer 2002). 
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Figure 2.2. Perpetual Pavement Design Concept (Newcomb, Willis & Timm 2010) 

Based on the perpetual pavement concept, Texas proposed a pavement structure which from 

top to bottom comprises of 25-40 mm optional porous friction course (PFC), 50-75 mm Stone 

Mastic Asphalt (SMA) course, 50-75 mm transitional HMA layer, 200 mm plus rut resistant 

HMA layer, 50-100 mm fatigue resistant HMA layer, all placed on a 150 mm lime-stabilised 

granular base layer. The pavement layers are supported by a natural well-compacted subgrade 

(Newcomb, Willis & Timm 2010). It is believed that this composition could undergo 30 million 

equivalent single axle loads (ESALs) during the pavements life cycle (Walubita et al. 2008; 

Walubita, Scullion & Scullion 2007). More technical details of the four required layers in the 

perpetual pavement structure are discussed below. 

2.2.1 Perpetual Foundation 

The pavement foundation is critical to the construction and performance of a perpetual 

pavement. The pavement foundation may be comprised of well-compacted subgrade, 

chemically stabilised subgrade or granular materials, or un-stabilised granular materials (i.e. 

crushed rock or gravel). It is recommended that the foundation meet some minimum 

requirements for stiffness during construction and throughout the pavement lifetime regardless 

of the of material used (Asphalt Pavement Alliance 2002). The role of the foundation in the 

life cycle of a perpetual pavement structure can be summarised as follows (Asphalt Pavement 

Alliance 2002): 

1. Foundations act as working platforms for dump trucks and other pavement placing 

equipment 
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2. Foundations resist deformation and deflections during pavement compaction 

3. Foundations support the traffic loads of flexible pavements 

4. Foundations can reduce variability in support due to freeze-thaw and moisture changes 

from season to season 

When a granular base is considered in the design of a perpetual pavement structure, a 

minimum thickness of 150 mm is recommended (Muench et al. 2007). Base materials are 

required to not contain highly plastic fines which make the base layer prone to loss of stiffness 

and strength (Muench et al. 2007). Granular base layers thinner than 150 mm might cause some 

construction problems, such as not adding much strength to the overall pavement structure, 

providing little protection from frost heave (if locally applicable), fines from the underlying 

subgrade may contaminate a substantial portion of the layer and inhibit drainage, being difficult 

to compact; being frequently subject to quantity overruns, and being difficult to construct and 

maintain smoothness in thin aggregate layers (Muench et al. 2007). 

A significant role of the base layer is to be stiff enough to protect the subgrade below. 

Chemical (lime-treatment) or mechanical stabilisation (proper compaction) might be needed to 

achieve the appropriate stiffness (Newcomb, Willis & Timm 2010). In Texas, during the 

construction of a perpetual pavement, a paver caused structural damage to the soil because the 

foundation was not strong enough to be a stable working platform (Willis & Timm 2009b). 

Numerous forensic investigations in Texas have found that excessive surface roughness can be 

found in flexible pavements if the base layer is not stabilised or strengthened properly (Scullion 

2006). 

The variation in material properties of the subgrade and unbound base layers from season 

to season also should be taken into account. Mechanistic responses of the pavement in subgrade 

and unbound base layers are significantly affected by seasonal variation in moduli in these 

layers. The worst case scenario is recommended for consideration for a conservative design 

(Asphalt Pavement Alliance 2002). 

In addition to the variation in layers’ moduli, there have been some recommendations for 

frost protection in northern US states. It has been noted that volume changes should be 

prevented in unbound layers of perpetual pavements due to wet/dry and freeze-thaw cycles. 

Soil stabilisation, may reduce the potential for frost heave and improve ride quality (Asphalt 

Pavement Alliance 2002; Newcomb, Buncher & Huddleston 2001). For places where the 
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freeze/thaw cycles can be severe, APA has recommended 50-70% of the frost depth as the 

minimum pavement structure (Asphalt Pavement Alliance 2002).  

2.2.2 Asphalt Layers 

2.2.2.1 Fatigue-Resistant Base Layer 

The fatigue resistant base HMA layer is one of the most important layers in the pavement 

structure to provide resistance to bottom-up fatigue cracking.  The tensile strain at the bottom 

of the HMA base layer can be reduced by either designing a stiff or a thick pavement structure 

(Newcomb, Willis & Timm 2010). When a pavement is designed thick or stiff enough to keep 

the tensile strain at the bottom of the HMA base layer below a critical value, there is no need 

for a fatigue resistant base layer in the pavement structure. Therefore, the mix used for the 

intermediate layer can be used for the base layer as well (Asphalt Pavement Alliance 2002; 

Newcomb, Buncher & Huddleston 2001). In most cases, however, the tensile stain values at 

the bottom of the HMA base layer are critical in the design process. According to Al-Qadi et 

al. , a fatigue resistant base layer should be considered and designed in perpetual pavement 

structures (Al-Qadi et al. 2008). 

One mix characteristic that can help guard against fatigue cracking is a higher designed 

binder content (Figure 2.3). A summary of fatigue research studies by Epps and Monismith 

(1972) established that this behaviour was consistent in many asphalt mixes (Epps & 

Monismith 1972). Additional bitumen, up to a point, provides the flexibility needed to inhibit 

the formation and growth of fatigue cracks. Combined with an appropriate total asphalt 

thickness, this insures against fatigue cracking from the bottom layer (Figure 2.3) (Asphalt 

Pavement Alliance 2002; Epps & Monismith 1972). 
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Figure 2.3. Fatigue Resistant Asphalt Base (Newcomb, Willis & Timm 2010) 

Two approaches have been proposed by researchers to improve the fatigue life of the base 

layer: using softer grade binders and using more than optimum binder content (Asphalt 

Pavement Alliance 2002; Epps & Monismith 1972; Romanoschi et al. 2008). Although using 

softer grade binders in the mix makes it more flexible and allows it to stretch without cracking, 

the most common practice to improve the fatigue life of pavement is to apply more binder 

content than the optimum value (Asphalt Pavement Alliance 2002; Epps & Monismith 1972; 

Romanoschi et al. 2008).  

Rich-bottom layers, which is the term used for layers with excess binder content, have been 

used extensively in California, Illinois, Oklahoma, Texas, China, and NCAT to reduce fatigue 

cracking in pavements (Asphalt Pavement Alliance 2002; Gierhart 2007; Harm 2001; Scullion 

2006; Willis & Timm 2007; Yang et al. 2005). 

Research has shown that excess binder content can provide the following advantages to the 

pavement structure (Asphalt Pavement Alliance 2002; Harm 2001; Martin et al. 2001; 

Newcomb, Buncher & Huddleston 2001; Newcomb, Willis & Timm 2010): 

1. Allows for greater compaction  

2. Improves fatigue resistance  

3. Additional binder at the bottom of a pavement does not negatively affect rutting 

resistance 

4. Reduces moisture susceptibility 
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According to studies done on perpetual pavements in Illinois, the excess binder content in 

rich bottom mixes can lead to decreasing in-place air voids to less than 6% while typical in-

place air void levels in the field are reported to be near 7% (Harm 2001). The increase in binder 

content, and hence increase in the density of the mix design, allows the voids to be filled with 

bitumen (VFB), subsequently improving the durability and flexibility of the pavement which 

can restrain fatigue cracking (Asphalt Pavement Alliance 2002; Monismith, Epps & Finn 

1985). It should be noted that additional binder content will also improve compatibility of the 

mix (Harvey et al. 2004). 

Monismith et al. (1985) performed laboratory studies on the effect of binder content and air 

voids on fatigue resistance of asphalt pavements. They found that the air void content had a 

more significant effect on fatigue life than binder content (Monismith, Epps & Finn 1985).  

Research has been carried out on the role of the rich bottom layer in the pavement structure; 

its limitations; thickness and design details (Willis & Timm 2009b). Today, it is recommended 

that rich-bottom pavements be built with about 0.5% excess binder content in the bottom lift 

that is between 50 to 75 mm thick. It has been shown that excess thickness, above 75 mm, has 

no role in improving the fatigue life cycle of the structure (Newcomb, Willis & Timm 2010). 

Also, as the rich bottom layer lacks shear resistance, this layer is recommended to be placed at 

least 150 mm below the surface to be protected against shear damage (Harvey et al. 2004). 

As discussed before, increasing the binder content has been the most common approach 

among pavement design engineers to extend the fatigue life of the pavement; however, varying 

design methodologies have been used to design the rich-bottom layer (Newcomb, Willis & 

Timm 2010). An additional binder content of 0.5% above optimum in a 75 mm lift was used 

on the I-710 project in California to improve the fatigue life of the layer (Martin et al. 2001). 

In a perpetual pavement project in China, 0.6% was added to the design binder content to 

achieve a rich bottom base layer (Yang et al. 2005). 

Although the addition of binder content is a viable approach to improve the fatigue life of 

pavements, some engineers believed that increasing binder content may not necessarily lead to 

an extended fatigue life (Harm 2001). Therefore, many states in the US design their rich-bottom 

layers for a reduced air void content (Willis & Timm 2009b). States such as Texas, Oregon and 

Ohio consider 3% target air voids for their laboratory mix design process. The newly laid 

perpetual sections at the NCAT Test Track were designed by the Oklahoma DOT for 2% air 

voids which correlated to 5-7% in-situ air voids (Newcomb, Willis & Timm 2010). Although 
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different approaches were taken, those reductions in air voids had the same results as a 0.5% 

addition to the binder content (Estes 2005; Ursich 2005; Walubita, Scullion & Scullion 2007). 

The US literature recommends higher-temperature grade binder (based on the PG grading 

system) to be used in the rich bottom base layer. The low-temperature grade (based on the 

grade specifications) is recommended for the intermediate layer. This is to provide rut 

resistance by using high binder grade while maintaining the fatigue resistance by adding excess 

binder to the mix (Asphalt Pavement Alliance 2002; Newcomb, Buncher & Huddleston 2001).  

It is recommended that fatigue resistance and moisture susceptibility of the mixes which are 

to be used in this layer are evaluated. APA suggests the four-point bending beam fatigue test 

to characterise the fatigue and stiffness of the mixes. As this layer is most likely to be in 

prolonged contact with water; moisture susceptibility also needs to be considered (Asphalt 

Pavement Alliance 2002). Although it is believed that the higher binder content will enhance 

the moisture susceptibility of the mix, stripping and debonding of the material is reported to be 

still possible (Willis & Timm 2009b). 

2.2.2.2 Intermediate Layer 

The intermediate layer in perpetual pavement structure is required to be stable and durable 

(Asphalt Pavement Alliance 2002). Using course aggregates (providing stone-on-stone contact 

of the aggregate stone skeleton) and a binder with a relatively high-temperature grading in the 

PG binder grading system, can provide stability in this layer. In the top 150 mm of the pavement 

where shear failure can occur due to high wheel load induced stresses, placing a mix with 

appropriate stability becomes important (Asphalt Pavement Alliance 2002).  

The internal friction provided by the aggregate can be obtained by using crushed stone or 

gravel and ensuring an aggregate skeleton. This stone-on-stone contact in the coarse aggregate 

gives stability to the mix (Newcomb, Willis & Timm 2010). The Bailey Method is a 

methodology that tests the interlock of a mix and can be used to enhance the design of 

intermediate layers for perpetual pavements. This method focuses on the packing properties of 

the aggregate structure. The test characterises the skeletal structure’s relationship to volumetric 

properties, segregation, and compaction of the mix (Asphalt Pavement Alliance 2002; Gierhart 

2007; Willis & Timm 2009b). 

Durability of the intermediate layer can be achieved by selecting a proper high-temperature 

grade for the binder (Newcomb, Buncher & Huddleston 2001). Choosing high-temperature 
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grade of the intermediate layer as the high temperature of the surface layer is recommended to 

reduce the potential for structural rutting. The low-temperature requirement could, however, 

probably be relaxed one grade, since the temperature gradient in the pavement is relatively 

steep and the low temperature in this layer would not be as severe (Figure 2.4) (Asphalt 

Pavement Alliance 2002; Newcomb, Buncher & Huddleston 2001; Newcomb, Willis & Timm 

2010).  

 

Figure 2.4. Impact of Temperature Gradient on Asphalt Grade (Newcomb, Willis & 

Timm 2010) 

Newcomb et al. (2010) recommended a Standard Superpave mix design approach with a 

materials selection process and a design air voids level that will guard against permeability for 

this layer. Moisture susceptibility and rutting resistance are two suggested performance tests 

for mixes in this layer. Currently, the asphalt mixture performance tester (AMPT) is configured 

to provide a measure of rutting resistance known as the flow number. This repeated-load test 

relies on the development of tertiary flow to identify the point at which the material becomes 

unstable and thus susceptible to rutting (Newcomb, Willis & Timm 2010).  

According to the US Mechanistic Empirical Pavement Design Guide (MEPDG), the 

modulus of the mixes for this layer for design purposes can be defined in either laboratory or 

field deflection testing (Newcomb, Willis & Timm 2010). The Asphalt Mix Performance 

Tester (AMPT) is currently used in the US MEPDG to determine the dynamic modulus of the 

mixes in the laboratory. Although adjustments are being made to improve the precision of the 
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test, it appears that this method will become the standard for asphalt modulus in future mix 

design procedures (Bennert & Williams 2009).  

To determine the pavement layer moduli in the field, back-calculation procedures from non-

destructive deflection testing have typically been used (Newcomb, Willis & Timm 2010). 

Gedafa et al. (2010) found comparable back-calculated moduli from a number of back-

calculating programs and methods in their study (Gedafa et al. 2010). Scullion (2006) 

determined the design moduli values for the perpetual pavement mixes in Texas, based on the 

data collected from Falling Weight Deflectometers (FWD) on an experimental project 

(Scullion 2006). Washington DOT and Minnesota DOT use modulus-temperature relationships 

for asphalt concrete and seasonal multiplication factors based on estimated pavement 

temperatures for adjusting layer moduli for seasonal variations (Ovik, Birgisson & Newcomb 

1999; Pierce & Mahoney 1996). Data available from the Long-Term Pavement Performance 

(LTPP) database were used in the design of the Bradford Bypass in Pennsylvania. The asphalt 

mix modulus corresponding to the mean monthly pavement temperature (MMPT) was used for 

structural design of the pavement in this project (Rosenberger, Zurat & Cominsky 2006). 

Although the intermediate layer in perpetual pavement structure might be the thickest layer, 

they are reported to be the simplest to design and test (Willis & Timm 2009b). As this layer is 

in the vicinity of the HMA base layer, it is recommended that moisture susceptibility is 

included in the testing regimen to mitigate stripping (Asphalt Pavement Alliance 2002; 

Newcomb, Buncher & Huddleston 2001). 

2.2.2.3 Rut-Resistant Wearing Course 

The requirements for the surface layer or the wearing course of a perpetual pavement depend 

on many factors, such as traffic conditions, environment, local experience and finances 

(Asphalt Pavement Alliance 2002). Performance requirements for this layer include resistance 

to rutting and surface cracking, adequate friction, mitigation of splash and spray, minimisation 

of tyre noise; albeit, some have classified this layer simply as a rut resistant layer (Asphalt 

Pavement Alliance 2002; Newcomb, Buncher & Huddleston 2001).  

According to APA, the requirements for the wearing course can lead to the selection of 

dense graded Superpave, Stone Matrix Asphalt (SMA) or Open Graded Friction Course 

(OGFC) (Newcomb, Willis & Timm 2010). It has been shown that while dense graded 
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Superpave mix is a viable option, SMA and OGFC mixes have had more promising long-term 

performance and durability (Harm 2001).  

The need for a rut resistant, durable, impermeable and wear resistant layer, especially in 

urban areas with high volumes of truck traffic, sometimes leaves no other option than SMA. 

When an SMA is properly designed and constructed, it can provide a stone skeleton for the 

primary load carrying capacity while the combination of binder and filler (matrix) add to the 

stiffness (Newcomb, Willis & Timm 2010). Use of polymer, fibres or specific mineral fibres 

can assist in obtaining an SMA matrix (Newcomb, Willis & Timm 2010). Brown and Cooley 

Jr (1999) indicated the importance of the aggregate gradation, especially remaining on the 4.75 

and 0.75 mm sieves in SMA mixes, and found that the use of fibres in SMA mixes could help 

prevent drain down in these mixes (Brown & Cooley Jr 1999).   

Texas has proposed a 50-75 mm SMA under an optional friction course, while Illinois has 

suggested 50-150 mm thickness based on the level of traffic. It is believed that the excess 

thickness would add resistance against the shear stresses due to high trafficking situations 

(Harm 2001). 

As the use of SMA necessitates designing against rutting, permeability, weathering and 

wearing, where the truck traffic or the overall traffic is lower, a well-designed dense graded 

Superpave mix is recommended by APA (Asphalt Pavement Alliance 2002). The guidance on 

the volumetric properties of Superpave mixes is provided by the Asphalt Institute (Asphalt 

Institute (AI) 1996). Performance tests are recommended during the mix design regardless of 

the type of selected mix (SMA or Superpave). Brown, Kandhal and Zhang believed that the 

performance tests should at least consist of rut testing (Brown, Kandhal & Zhang 2001). Other 

researchers have recommended flow number tests (AMPT) or Superpave Shear Tester (SST) 

to estimate the performance of the material (Newcomb, Willis & Timm 2010; Sousa et al. 

1994). 

Another mix type used as the wearing course in the perpetual pavement structure is OGFC 

(Newcomb, Buncher & Huddleston 2001). The OGFC is a porous mix in which polymer 

modified binder or asphalt rubber binder is used to minimise tyre splash and spray, tyre-

pavement noise, hydroplaning and aging (Martin et al. 2001). OGFC is typically designed for 

air voids as high as 20% as compared to 4% in typical dense graded HMA. The porous OGFC 

structure helps water move rapidly through and flow out of the pavement structure before 

causing any safety problems for drivers (Newcomb, Willis & Timm 2010). Some research has 
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showed that the long term performance of the OGFC mixes can be improved by increasing the 

design air voids from 15% to an 18-22% range with the help of a polymer modified binder 

(Asphalt Pavement Alliance 2002; Huber 2000). A mix design method for OGFC has been 

developed by Kandhal and Mallick using the Superpave Gyratory Compactor (Kandhal & 

Mallick 1999). 

As this layer is prone to experience surface cracking and rutting, the US literature suggests 

care should be taken over the process of the binder grade selection. The PG grade used in this 

lift of asphalt should be appropriate for the climate and traffic in the given area (Newcomb, 

Willis & Timm 2010). The APA recommends the use of a performance grade one temperature 

grade higher than the typical high-temperature grade of the area, to provide resistance against 

rutting, especially in cases with high volumes of heavy or slow-moving traffic (Asphalt 

Pavement Alliance 2002). The low-temperature grading to resist thermal cracking should be 

within 95-99% reliability for the area (Newcomb, Willis & Timm 2010). Harm suggested 

modifying the top 150 mm of any perpetual pavement to avoid surface cracking (Harm 2001). 

2.3 Mechanistic-Empirical Distress Thresholds 

2.3.1 Introduction 

In mechanistic-empirical pavement design and analysis, material properties are used to 

calculate the theoretical load-induced responses in pavement structure (Willis 2009). When the 

pavement responses are defined, they can be used in transfer functions (distress models) to 

predict life-cycle of the pavement. An optimised pavement thickness can be achieved provided 

that the theoretical strains and stresses used in distress models are defined accurately (Willis & 

Timm 2009b). Perpetual pavement suits mechanistic-empirical pavement design well as 

pavement responses are to be kept below some critical thresholds (Newcomb, Willis & Timm 

2010).  

The allowable traffic repetition to fatigue failure of the asphalt pavements in Austroads 

asphalt pavement design is defined by a mechanistic procedure (Jameson 2012). In the current 

Austroads fatigue-based asphalt pavement design approach, increase in traffic loading, which 

is a design input, will lead to increase in the pavement design thickness to ensure the fatigue 

life cycle of the pavement. The thicknesses of the asphalt pavements are expected to 

continuously increase as the levels of design traffic loading increase which is aggravated by 

relatively low asphalt stiffness in many areas of Australia due to the warm climate. Asphalt 
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thicknesses for some recently designed heavy duty full-depth asphalt pavements in Australia 

have exceeded 500 mm (Carteret & Jameson 2009). 

Some research has indicated that where the applied strains are below a certain limit, the rate 

of asphalt healing exceeds the rate of damage accumulation, hence no damage will occur to the 

asphalt. This is sometimes referred to as fatigue endurance limit (Carteret & Jameson 2009). It 

is believed that the concept and existence of such a limit will lead to potential thickness 

reduction in full-depth or deep-strength asphalt pavements under certain conditions (Carteret 

& Jameson 2009). 

2.3.2 Fatigue Endurance Limit Concept   

2.3.2.1 Background 

The fatigue endurance limit concept was first introduced by Wöhler for metallic materials 

in 1867 (Shen & Carpenter 2005). Wöhler showed that below a certain stress, ferrous material 

will endure without failure for an infinite number of loading cycles; since then this level has 

been termed the endurance limit (Shen & Carpenter 2005).  

The concept of the endurance limit for paving materials was first implemented by the US 

Portland Cement Association (PCA) for thickness design of concrete highway and street 

pavements, which is also the base for Austroads concrete pavement design procedure (Packard 

1984; Prowell et al. 2010). Austroads concrete design approach is based on the calculated 

flexural stress divided by concrete flexural strength (stress ratio) for each type of axle. There 

is a limiting stress ratio of 0.45 below which allowable load repetitions are considered infinite 

or commonly referred to as unlimited (Jameson 2012). This limiting stress ratio is an equivalent 

concept to fatigue endurance limit (Carteret & Jameson 2009).  

2.3.2.2 Asphalt Fatigue Endurance Limit  

The Fatigue Endurance Limit (FEL) concept for asphalt is defined as the strain level below 

which no damage occurs to the asphalt as the rate of asphalt healing exceeds the rate of fatigue 

cracking damage accumulation at the base of the asphalt pavement (Carteret & Jameson 2009). 

The pavement thickness associated with the fatigue endurance threshold is believed to be a 

potential limit above which additional pavement thickness would provide no benefit to the 

asphalt fatigue life cycle but impose unneeded construction expenses (Carpenter, Ghuzlan & 

Shen 2003). In such cases, non-structural top-down fatigue cracking may occur rather than 
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bottom up structural fatigue distress (Carteret & Jameson 2009). Top-down cracking in 

pavements initiates at the surface of the pavement and propagates downwards and can affect 

the entire depth of the asphalt layer. It is believed that top-down cracking has 3 stages. First, 

cracks appear as single short longitudinal cracks in outer wheel path. Over time, short cracks 

will grow longer and some additional cracks will develop in parallel to and within 0.3 to 1 

metre of the original cracks. Eventually, the parallel longitudinal cracks are connected via short 

transverse cracks. More details of the crack initiation mechanisms and the cause and effects are 

discussed elsewhere (Chun et al. 2017; Freitas, Pereira & Picado-Santos 2003; Harmelink, 

Shuler & Aschenbrener 2008; Myers & Roque 2001; Roque et al. 2010; Svasdisant et al. 2002). 

The performance of a pavement where applied strains are below the fatigue endurance limit is 

an integral part of what is variously described as long-life or perpetual and may be considered 

to have a long but indeterminate pavement life (Nunn, Brown & Weston 1997). 

There have been several studies to determine the FEL of bituminous pavements since the 

concept of perpetual pavement was developed. In an extensive NCHRP study investigating the 

existence and characteristics of the FEL for flexible pavements, FEL is defined as “a level of 

strain below which there is no cumulative damage over an infinite number of cycles” (Prowell 

et al. 2010). Von Quintus described the FEL for flexible pavements as “the horizontal 

asymptote of the relationship between the applied stress or strain and the number of load 

repetitions, such that a lower stress or strain will result in an infinite number of load repetitions” 

(Von Quintus 2001a). It is believed that additional pavement thickness, greater than that 

required to keep strain levels at the bottom of the HMA layer below the endurance limit, would 

not provide extra protection against fatigue cracking (Carpenter, Ghuzlan & Shen 2003; 

Prowell et al. 2010). 

Defining an accurate and representative value for fatigue threshold limit in a mechanistic- 

empirical pavement design procedure has become a debatable issue among researchers. Many 

engineers currently use a 70 microstrain fatigue threshold (Walubita et al. 2008), while others 

have proposed other values (Prowell et al. 2010). Some researchers argue that these fatigue 

threshold limits come from laboratory testing at one temperature and it is difficult, if not 

impossible, to relate these values and correlate them to field testing and field performance 

(Newcomb, Willis & Timm 2010).  

The values of these threshold limits significantly affect the pavement thickness; an increase 

in the allowable strain would lead to thinner pavements. An example of this thickness reduction 
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is the perpetual pavement experimental study in China in which the pavement thickness was 

reduced from 100 mm to less than 40 mm when the fatigue threshold limit was changed from 

70 to 125 microstrain (Yang et al. 2005). Currently, thresholds for fatigue cracking are only 

conservative estimates based upon laboratory work. The reduction in pavement thickness 

would lead to a reduction in construction and material costs as well the use of the amount of 

non-renewable natural recourses. While laboratory work has been conducted to establish 

fatigue thresholds for perpetual pavements, little has been published to relate these laboratory 

values to what is experienced in the field (Newcomb, Willis & Timm 2010). More details of 

the laboratory and field studies on pavement performance thresholds are presented in the 

following sections. 

2.3.3 Laboratory Studies on Fatigue Endurance Limit 

Monismith et al. first introduced the concept of FEL of asphalt in 1970. They carried out an 

extensive study on fatigue response of asphalt mixes and incorporated a fatigue factor in design 

of asphalt pavements (Monismith et al. 1970). Based on the data collected from the analysed 

California asphalt mixes, they found that a strain of approximately 70 microstrain appeared to 

produce a long fatigue life, in excess of 107 repetitions (Monismith et al. 1970). 

Von Quintus reported that at 65 microstrain, the allowable number of load applications 

become so large that laboratory beam fatigue tests confirming the fatigue strength of an asphalt 

mix become impractical. However, the author commented that this value seemed to be more of 

a practical limit than an endurance limit and suggested further laboratory and field studies (Von 

Quintus 2001a). 

Carpenter et al. studied the existence of the FEL and investigated fatigue life of ten asphalt 

mixes. Their fatigue tests were conducted for an extended period from 5 million to 48 million 

load repetitions at strain levels down to 70 microstrain. The fatigue test results were analysed 

in the traditional manner (AASHTO procedures) using the dissipated energy ratio (Carpenter, 

Ghuzlan & Shen 2003). In their traditional fatigue analysis, which required a 10 Hz haversine 

load with constant strain at 20°C, the number of load repetitions at which the initial modulus 

decreases to 50% of the initial value was defined as loads to failure, Nf. This failure value was 

plotted against the applied tensile strain measured during the initial 50 load cycles to develop 

one data point for the fatigue curve. The test was repeated at various strain levels from 1000 to 

250 microstrain, depending on the material, to develop a complete traditional fatigue curve. 
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The fatigue equations were developed from the best fit to these data (Carpenter, Ghuzlan & 

Shen 2003). 

Carpenter et al. also used dissipated energy ratio (DER) to analyse the fatigue test results. 

Their DER method involved measuring the dissipated energy produced during a load cycle and 

calculating the dissipated energy ratio as the change in dissipated energy between two cycles 

divided by the dissipated energy of the first cycle. This ratio is a function of dissipated energy 

in the previous cycle and can provide an indication of the damage occurring to the mix 

(Carpenter, Ghuzlan & Shen 2003). When the dissipated energy ratios are plotted against the 

log of load cycles, the resulting curve looks like a U (Willis & Timm 2009b). A typical DER 

plot is illustrated in Figure 2.5. 

 

Figure 2.5. Typical Dissipated Energy Ratio (DER) Plot (Carpenter, Ghuzlan & Shen 

2003) 

There are three phases to a typical DER curve. The phase of most interest in terms of 

endurance limit is the second phase which is an extended level plateau and represents a period 

during which there is a constant energy input being turned into damage (Carpenter, Ghuzlan & 

Shen 2003). Carpenter et al. noted that the plateau value depended on the applied load or strain 

as well as asphalt mix composition. The failure of the mix occurs in the third phase where 

damage is accumulated and more damage occurs to the mix in each consecutive load cycle 

(Carteret & Jameson 2009). Previous research by Ghuzlan and Carpenter found that the load 

cycles to failure determined by utilising both DER and traditional approaches were consistent 

(Ghuzlan & Carpenter 2000).  
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Carpenter et al. reported a discontinuity in the trend of DER plateau values verses flexural 

strains. They found that at normal strain levels, the change in the rate of damage accumulation 

was proportional to the change in the strain level. However, at low strain levels non-linearity 

was introduced. They associated this discontinuity with the fundamental change in material 

behaviour at low stain levels in which the energy going into damage after a load cycle decreases 

substantially in comparison with normal strain results. This supports the fact that at low strain 

levels the damage accumulated from each load cycle is disproportionately less than predicted 

from extrapolations of fatigue testing at normal strain levels. The authors attributed this 

reduced damage to the healing process (Carpenter, Ghuzlan & Shen 2003; Carteret & Jameson 

2009). For the mixes studied, they found that the amount of damage done per cycle changed at 

strains below about 100 microstrain and was evident at 70 microstrain (Carpenter, Ghuzlan & 

Shen 2003).  

Based on previous work done by Carpenter et al. (Carpenter, Ghuzlan & Shen 2003) and 

Ghuzlan and Carpenter (Ghuzlan & Carpenter 2000), Thompson and Carpenter  incorporated 

the FEL into pavement design and suggested a design procedure for long-life asphalt 

pavements (Thompson & Carpenter 2004). They concluded that to achieve a long-life asphalt 

pavement, the estimated asphalt strain for the maximum mean monthly average pavement 

temperature (MMPT) must be less than the asphalt FEL (Thompson & Carpenter 2004). 

Peterson et al. carried out an experimental investigation into fatigue life of an asphalt mix 

with two different binder contents at five strain levels (from 70 to 800 microstrain). Three 

approaches were used to analyse the results of the beam fatigue tests: the traditional fatigue 

analysis method with 50% decrease in initial stiffness as the termination condition; dissipated 

energy ratio; and another energy based approach that shows separate stages of fatigue life and 

the rate at which they occur (Peterson et al. 2004).  

For the traditional fatigue analysis, the beam fatigue tests were stopped at 4 million load 

repetitions for 70 and 100 microstrain levels and extrapolated to failure, 50% of initial stiffness, 

using a linear regression to the flat portion of the fatigue curve (Figure 2.6). The authors noted 

that the non-linear shape of the resultant fatigue curve for strain levels from 70 to 100 

microstrain plotted on a semi-log scale confirmed the existence of the asphalt FEL (Peterson 

et al. 2004). 
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For the dissipated energy ratio method, a linear relationship was found between the log of 

strain and the log of DER plateau value until a point below 100 microstrain where the fatigue 

life appeared to significantly increase (Peterson et al. 2004).  

The third method of analysis used by Peterson et al. (2004) was plotting the ratio of stiffness 

at any given loading cycle to the initial stiffness (Figure 2.7). This method was first developed 

by (Rowe & Bouldin 2000). Failure, as defined by Rowe and Bouldin (2000), occurs at the 

start of the crack formation stage. 

Figure 2.6. Traditional Fatigue Analysis – Cycles vs. Stiffness (Peterson et al. 2004) 

. Peterson et al. also indicated that by plotting the reduced energy ratio (modulus multiplied 

by cycles) versus load repetitions, the failure (initiation of crack formation) could be 

determined more easily. The fatigue tests that were run at the 70 microstrain level never reached 

the crack formation stage before the 4 million cycles which was the test termination condition 

(Figure 2.8) (Peterson et al. 2004).  
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Based on the analysis of the fatigue testing data, Peterson et al. suggested a fatigue threshold 

limit around 70 to 100 microstrain which could assure the extended fatigue life of the studied 

asphalt mixes (Peterson et al. 2004). 

Shen and Carpenter (2005) refined the dissipated energy ration method and proposed a 

specifically designed fatigue-healing test using the ratio of dissipated energy change (RDEC) 

 

Figure 2.7. Dissipated Energy Ratio Fatigue Analysis – Regions of Fatigue Behaviour 

(Peterson et al. 2004) 

 

Figure 2.8. Reduced Energy Ratio Fatigue Analysis (200 Microstrain Test) – Defining The 

Point of Failure (Peterson et al. 2004) 
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approach to analyse fatigue performance and healing of the asphalt. RDEC provides an 

indication of the damage being done to the mix from one cycle to another by comparing the 

previous cycle’s energy level and determining how much of it contributed to damage. They 

examined the plateau value (PV) of the ratio of dissipated energy change as a fundamental 

damage parameter that uniquely relates to failure, regardless of mix type, test modes, and other 

testing conditions. The PV was defined as the RDEC value at the 50% stiffness reduction point 

(Shen & Carpenter 2005).  They suggested a PV of about 6.74E-9 as a threshold of the FEL. 

They noted that below the fatigue threshold limit, the asphalt mixes’ healing effect should be 

taken into account as a large compensation for loading and other damages which will lead to 

extremely long fatigue life (Shen & Carpenter 2005). For typical neat binder and mixes, 

Thompson and Carpenter suggested a fatigue endurance limit range of 70 to 100 microstrain 

below which there would be no accumulation of asphalt fatigue damage. They recommended 

conservative value of 70 microstrain to be used in the absence of FEL data (Thompson & 

Carpenter 2006). 

Thompson and Carpenter noted that the FEL represents the balance point between damage 

and healing in asphalt (Thompson & Carpenter 2006). They also concluded that the expected 

FEL of asphalt is likely to vary with temperature because the FEL is closely tied to the healing 

potential of the binder which is higher at higher temperatures. As healing occurs more rapidly 

and damage is recovered more quickly at higher temperatures, the strain level that can be 

tolerated with no damage accumulation increases with temperature (Thompson & Carpenter 

2006).  

According to Thompson and Carpenter, different asphalt mixes produce different FEL 

values. They attributed this difference to differences in binder properties. In the absence of 

binder data, with the assumption that for a specific gradation, modulus of the mix will be 

controlled primarily by the binder, they compared the flexural stiffness obtained during the 

initial 50 load cycles of the fatigue test for 11 Illinois Department of Transportation (IDOT) 

Superpave mixes tested at low strain levels. The data indicated that, for these mixes, alteration 

of the modulus, essentially through binder differences, produced a strong relationship between 

modulus and the FEL as shown in Figure 2.9 (Thompson & Carpenter 2006). 
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Figure 2.9. Relationship Between FEL and Flexural Modulus in Fatigue Test (Thompson 

& Carpenter 2006) 

2.3.4 Overseas Field Investigations on Fatigue Endurance Limit 

Schmorak and Van Dommelen conducted the first field study to validate the FEL of asphalt 

pavements. They investigated the formation of traditional bottom-up fatigue cracking in 176 

pavement sections. In an overall analysis of the SHRP-NL data, it was found that in asphalt 

pavement structures thicker than 160 mm, only surface cracking with maximum depth of about 

100 mm occurred. They then concluded that conventional bottom-up fatigue cracking was 

unlikely in thick pavement structures and the main form of distress in such pavements appeared 

to be surface cracking (Schmorak & Dommelen 1996). Other researchers, however, believe 

their experiment does not assure the existence of FEL but just the fact that the surface cracking 

may occur before bottom up fatigue cracking (Carteret & Jameson 2009). Nishizawa et al. also 

reported an endurance limit of 200 microstrain based on the analysis of in-service pavements 

in Japan (Nishizawa, Shimeno & Sekiguchi 1997). 

Nunn (1997) performed experimental studies in the field in the UK and proposed concepts 

for long-life pavements in which classical bottom-up fatigue cracking would not occur (Nunn 

1997). Nunn defined long-life pavements as those that last at least 40 years without structural 

strengthening. He drew together information from full-scale experimental pavements, studies 
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of deterioration mechanisms on the road network, long-term deflection monitoring of 

motorways and condition assessments with the aim of producing a design method for long life 

pavements (Carteret & Jameson 2009). The UK’s pavement design system was based on 

experimental roads that had carried up to 20 msa. When this study was conducted, these 

relationships were being extrapolated to more than 200 msa. Nunn evaluated the most heavily 

travelled pavements in the UK, most of which had carried in excess of 100 msa to evaluate the 

current design system of that time (Prowell et al. 2010). Nunn concluded the following 

(Carteret & Jameson 2009): 

• Pavements with less than about 180 mm of asphalt deformed at a high rate but thicker 

pavements deform at a rate about two orders of magnitude less; the sudden transition 

suggesting a threshold effect 

• No correlation existed between the rate of rutting and pavement thickness for thick 

(180+ mm) asphalt pavements 

• The level of traffic loading was not the major factor affecting the residual fatigue life 

of the thick asphalt pavements 

• Deterioration of thick, well-constructed, fully flexible pavements was not structural, 

and that deterioration generally occurred at the surface in the form of cracking and 

rutting 

• Any evidence of fatigue cracking or damage in the main structural layers of the thicker, 

more heavily trafficked pavements was unable to be detected 

• Deterioration, either cracking or deformation, was far more likely to be found in the 

surfacing than deep in the pavement structure 

• The great majority of the thick pavements studied became stronger over time, rather 

than gradually weakening with trafficking as assumed 

Nunn et al. in their study of road base fatigue in UK motorways, investigated short sections 

of four motorways representing a range of ages (11 to 23 years) and traffic loadings (22 to 71 

msa). All the pavements examined had carried more traffic than they were originally designed 

to carry. Cores were cut to enable the structural properties of materials that had been subjected 

to heavy commercial traffic in the wheel path of Lane 1 to be compared to the lightly trafficked 

material of the same age and nominal composition from between the wheel paths in Lane 3. 

Laboratory tests measured and calculated residual fatigue life. Analysis of the data showed no 

consistent difference between the measured residual fatigue lives with most of the difference 
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being accounted for by variations in binder hardness and content between the samples extracted 

from the two lanes. When these factors were taken into account, none of the differences were 

statistically significant (Nunn & Ferne 2001). 

All the material tested in their experiment had a residual fatigue life lower than that of new 

material and traffic loading could not account for that reduction. The authors attributed this 

lower laboratory residual fatigue life to ageing of the materials, however, relationships 

developed as part of the study showed that the increase in elastic stiffness with age produced a 

reduction in the traffic-induced, tensile strain responsible for fatigue at the bottom of an asphalt 

pavement. This reduction in tensile train more than compensated for any reduction in the 

laboratory fatigue life and the net effect was that the predicted fatigue life increased with age 

(Nunn & Ferne 2001). 

Nunn and Ferne (2001) also examined the deflection histories of 10 heavily trafficked 

sections of motorway to investigate whether the strength of thick, fully flexible pavements 

reduced with time and traffic. The deflections of these sites showed considerable fluctuations 

which was attributed partly to the difficulty in applying accurate temperature corrections, 

seasonal variations in the subgrade strength, and variation in alignment of successive surveys. 

Further confirmation of these deflection trends was also provided by falling weight 

deflectometer (FWD) measurements on the same sites. The results from FWD measurements 

indicated that all the sections showed a trend of steady or decreasing deflection with age and 

traffic, with one exception that showed no decisive trend either way. The authors concluded 

that the traffic-induced stresses and strains in the road base and the subgrade, which were 

considered to be responsible for structural deterioration, were decreasing due to stiffening of 

the pavement over time (Nunn & Ferne 2001). 

As a result of the work by Nunn et al. the UK procedure for design of asphalt pavements 

was revised in 1997 to include a minimum asphalt thickness corresponding to a minimum 

threshold pavement strength for the most common asphalt mixes, beyond which the pavement 

should have a very long but indeterminate structural life (Carteret & Jameson 2009). 

Quintus conducted a review and analysis of field investigation data from Long Term 

Pavement Performance (LTPP) asphalt test sections across North America in 1995 and again 

in 2006 to try to confirm or refute the concept of an asphalt FEL (Quintus 2006). Though not 

formally documented, the 1995 study utilised randomly selected LTPP data on field 

observations of cracking, to conduct survivability, probability of failure and analysis for full-
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depth asphalt pavements more than 10 years old. The survivability analysis was completed to 

estimate a value for the FEL based on fatigue cracking observations, rather than just using 

values estimated from limited laboratory test programs. The definition of failure for confirming 

the endurance limit premise was nominally no fatigue cracking, which in practice was taken as 

2% fatigue cracking to account for recording errors. The EVERSTRESS linear elastic model 

was used to calculate the maximum tensile strain at the bottom of the asphalt layer for each test 

section. A typical survival curve, based on amount of fatigue cracking and probability of 

occurrence, is shown in Figure 2.10 (Carteret & Jameson 2009). 

Based on the 1995 LTPP results, Von Quintus suggested the existence of an endurance limit 

of 65 microstrain at a 95% confidence level for an 80 KN single axle load applied to the 

pavement at the equivalent annual temperature for the specific site. Conversely, the survival 

analysis completed with the updated LTPP performance data in 2006, did not support the 

concept of FEL. Von Quintus noted that the volume of heavy vehicles for the sections used in 

the updated study was lower than is considered heavy truck traffic and that much higher levels 

of heavy vehicle traffic were needed to validate the endurance limit design premise with field 

observations and data. Although the author believed that the endurance limit is a valid design 

premise and an HMA mix property, he noted that no definite conclusion could be reached from 

the field performance data collected without a forensic investigation (Quintus 2006). 

Figure 2.10. A Typical Survival Curve (Quintus 2006) 
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An extensive study was carried out under NCHRP project 9-38 in 2010 to investigate the 

existence of a FEL for hot mix asphalt (HMA) mixes, the effect of HMA mix characteristics 

on the endurance limit, and the potential for the limit’s incorporation in structural design 

methods for flexible pavements. The results were published as the NCHRP report 646. The 

main findings of this study are summarized below (Prowell et al. 2010): 

• The endurance limit or long-life pavement was defined as a pavement being able to 

withstand 500 million design load repetitions in a 40-year design period. 

• The data supported the existence of an endurance limit for all the studied mixes. The 

estimated endurance limit for each of the six studied mixes in this research, which 

varied from 75 to 200 microstrain, was the one-sided 95% confidence lower prediction 

limit for the strain level that produces a fatigue life of 50 million cycles. 

• Beam fatigue and uniaxial tension testing were conducted to determine fatigue life of 

the mixes. The uniaxial tension testing method provided a promising technique and 

could be used to more rapidly determine the endurance limit of a mix as it would not 

require the production of an HMA beam and instead would use a sample more closely 

related to those being contemplated for simple performance tests related to rutting. 

However, there were reported discrepancies in the predicted fatigue life trends defined 

by beam fatigue and uniaxial tension testing which necessitated further evaluation of 

the uniaxial tension testing results. 

• The role of the quality of construction along with pavement thickness design and 

materials selection to achieve long life durable pavement structure was emphasised. 

• Shift factors ranging from 4.2 to 75.8 based on fatigue transfer functions were 

introduced to correlate the laboratory and field fatigue performance. 

• Using the endurance limits predicted from beam fatigue tests conducted as part of the 

study and a typical principal arterial traffic stream, the perpetual pavement thickness 

determined with PerRoad was approximately the same as the 20 and 40 year 

conventional (no endurance limit) MEPDG or 1993 AASHTO Pavement Design Guide 

pavement thicknesses. The MEPDG perpetual thickness was approximately 50% 

thicker. The overall conclusions at the end of a 20 or 40-year period were significantly 

different. With the conventional designs, the pavements would have failed in bottom-

up fatigue with cracking over 20% of the lane area at 90% reliability while no cracking 

would be expected if the endurance limit was considered. 
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NCAT performed three cycles of the test track (2000, 2003 and 2006) to research strain 

criteria for fatigue cracking in perpetual pavements. For the 2000 track experiment, strain 

distributions were estimated using the mechanistic pavement modelling program PerRoad. For 

the 2003 and 2006 cycles, direct strain measurements from the base of the HMA were used to 

develop strain profiles (Willis et al. 2009). 

In the 2000 test track, six test sections that had experienced at least 20 million ESALs 

(equivalent single axle load) without showing signs of fatigue cracking, were selected and 

studied for theoretical stain analysis.  The stiffness of the HMA and the resilient modulus of 

the soil were characterised using FWD (AASHTO two-layer back-calculation methodology). 

Relationships were developed between the HMA modulus and the temperature 250 mm into 

the HMA for each test section during the time of testing (Ep=K1
ek2 T) where Ep is the HMA 

modulus in PSI, k1 and k2 are section specific constants and T is the pavement temperature in 

F). Upon the development of these relationships, cumulative distributions of the stiffness were 

developed by calculating stiffness based on the average hourly temperature under trafficking. 

No significant correlation was found between the resilient modulus of the soil and the pavement 

temperature in the studied test sections (Willis et al. 2009). 

Figure 2.11. Average Strain Distribution With Confidence Bands For NCAT Test Track 

(Willis & Timm 2009b) 
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In the 2003 test track, embedded asphalt strain gauges were used to measure the strain at the 

base of the HMA layer of the pavement structure in eight sections. Detailed trucking databases 

allowed precise loading configurations to be analysed and weekly measured pavement 

responses were used to develop continuous strain distributions for the structural sections. These 

two design components were linked to the observed pavement performance of the section to 

make correlations between pavement response and performance in test sections. Previously 

developed relationships between pavement response and temperature were used to develop 

cumulative distributions of strain for the life of the pavement. The 2006 test track also involved 

the measurement of the actual strains at the base of the HMA and the same procedure used in 

2003 was used to create the cumulative strain distributions. In the 2006 test track, relationships 

between longitudinal strain and temperature by axle for each section instead of by truck were 

also developed (Willis et al. 2009).  

Willis et al distinguished between the cumulative strain distributions of the sections that 

failed in fatigue to those that did not. The comparison of the field performance and cumulative 

strain distribution of each test section suggested the existence of a limiting cumulative 

distribution of strain to avoid asphalt fatigue cracking. Three criteria were considered to help 

develop a new strain-criterion for flexible perpetual pavement design: (1) the section could not 

be overdesigned; (2) the section could not have exhibited any fatigue cracking; and (3) the 

section had to have experienced at least 20 million ESALs. Analyses for N3 and N4 test 

sections by axle and by truck met the criteria. Allowing a ± 15 µƐ confidence boundary, the 

average of the strain distributions for these test sections were determined to be an appropriate 

field-based strain threshold for designing perpetual pavements (Figure 2.11 and Table 2.1) 

(Willis et al. 2009). It is believed that the concept of long life asphalt pavement thickness design 

based on compliance with limiting cumulative distribution of asphalt strain has considerable 

merit. It has the potential to avoid the acknowledged uncertainty in theoretical fatigue 

modelling and constrain management of asphalt fatigue and durability to satisfying compliance 

hurdles (Rickards & Armstrong 2010). 
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Table 2.1. Field-Based Strain Criteria for Perpetual Pavements (Willis et al. 2009) 

 

2.3.5 Australian Field Investigations on Fatigue Endurance Limit 

Ross reviewed design and construction of deep-strength asphalt pavements including 14 

sites in Victoria which were constructed between 1971 and 1995. For this investigation, the 

current traffic volume data was collected, deflections were measured using the FWD and actual 

pavement layer thicknesses and asphalt resilient modulus for the top, middle and bottom 

sections of the pavement structure were determined by taking cores. The author concluded that 

most of the investigated sites would exceed or had already exceeded the design life predicted 

by mechanistic analysis without further structural improvement. He also noted that the 

performance of the majority of the deep-strength asphalt pavements studied was much better 

than predicted (Carteret & Jameson 2009). 

According to the laboratory testing and core samples, Ross reported that the top layers of 

asphalt had higher modulus than the bottom layers for 11 out of the 14 investigated sites. This 

difference was quite significant on some of the older pavements, however, the lower layers 

were 20 mm mixes compared with 14 mm or 10 mm in the top layers. Ross suggested that age 

hardening of the top layer could be the most probable reason for the stiffness discrepancies. 

The author also noted that the formation of micro cracking in the lower layer could be another 

reason for these results which would support the traditional mechanism of bottom-up fatigue 

cracking. However, as the data for un-trafficked pavement were not available to evaluate the 
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specific effect of age hardening, it was difficult to draw any definitive conclusions from the 

modulus variation between the top and bottom layers (Carteret & Jameson 2009). 

The AAPA Research and Development Committee (Australian Asphalt Pavement 

Association (AAPA) 2000, 2004) studied the performance of heavy duty flexible pavements in 

NSW, Queensland and Victoria by investigating 20 sites aged 3 to 28 years with asphalt 

thicknesses primarily in the range of 320 to 370 mm. The data collected included traffic data, 

inner and outer wheel path deflections, rut depth, texture depth, roughness, and coring of the 

pavement to determine layer thicknesses and asphalt modulus/cemented material UCS/ 

subgrade CBR as appropriate. Analysis of the data collected included calculating the 

percentage of design traffic already experienced by the pavement, comparing the measured 

asphalt modulus (from coring) with the design modulus and determining binder properties 

(Carteret & Jameson 2009). 

The collected data showed that all 20 sites were in a sound structural condition and met 

functional requirements (roughness, rutting and macrotexture). A weak correlation was found 

between modular ratios (actual modulus divided by design modulus) with time. Overall there 

did not appear to be any definitive pattern of increased roughness with time and there was a 

weak correlation between rutting and traffic. The data indicated that there was stiffening of the 

binder after construction, however, no definitive relationship between stiffness and time was 

found. The collected data also showed that some pavements had performed satisfactorily for 

significantly longer than predicted (Carteret & Jameson 2009). 

As a part of the AAPA project, limited coring through the observed cracking was also 

undertaken. It was found in those pavement sections that cracking had not propagated through 

the full depth of the asphalt, the cracks were confined to the top layer (above the base layer) of 

the asphalt (Carteret & Jameson 2009). Hence, it was concluded that the crack formation 

initiated at the pavement surface and propagated downwards which corroborated the findings 

of Nunn et al. (Sharp et al. 2000). However, no data was collected to refute the assumption of 

the formation of micro cracking at the bottom of the asphalt layer (Carteret & Jameson 2009). 

Tsoumbanos (2006) investigated the performance and the types of failures of some 

Melbourne thick asphalt pavements with particular focus on top-down cracking. The sites 

formerly investigated by Ross were visually assessed and additional detailed field 

investigations were conducted on four selected sites where cracking was believed to be 

confined to the top 40 to 60 mm of surface layer. Based on visual observations, it was noted 
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that most sites did not exhibit load or environmental associated cracking which suggested 

performance expected from long-life pavements (Tsoumbanos 2006). 

The four studied pavement sections ranged in age from 20 to nearly 30 years and were 

assessed against roughness, rutting, cracking, strength (deflection) and stiffness (curvature). 

The thickness and resilient modulus of the top, middle and lower asphalt layers were 

determined through coring (Carteret & Jameson 2009). It was found that: 

• Roughness at all locations was increasing; however, it was below VicRoads 

intervention criteria  

• Rutting was generally between 3 and 10 mm, with two sites exhibiting constant average 

rutting depth and two sites exhibiting an increase in average rutting depth of 

approximately 1 mm per year  

• There was an increasing proportion of cracked pavement for all sites, though the rate 

of increase varied  

• Very low average deflections and curvature were obtained utilising VicRoads 

deflectograph, in all lanes and both wheel paths  

• Higher modulus values, from resilient modulus testing of core samples, were obtained 

for the bottom layers compared with the top for two sites, consistent with observations 

by Ross but inconclusive overall  

Tsoumbanos (2006) concluded that three of the four investigated sites generally showed the 

expected performance of long life pavements with typically higher thicknesses than 210 mm; 

cracking was mostly confined to the top 40 to 60 mm of the surface layer (Figure 2.12); 

collected deflection data suggested a very strong pavement structure and no structural 

maintenance was required to date. However, as with Ross, coring of between wheel paths was 

not undertaken and therefore definitive conclusions on whether micro-cracking due to fatigue 

occurred below the surface could not be determined (Carteret & Jameson 2009). 

Based on the mechanistic design analysis done by Tsoumbanos (2006) on the data collected 

from the four studied pavement sections, it was noted that the tensile strain threshold of 70 

microstrain was exceeded for all four sites and yet no visual sign of fatigue cracking of 

pavement sections which had been in-service for 20 to 30 years, was observed (Carteret & 

Jameson 2009). 
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Figure 2.12. Example of Top-Down Cracking (VirRoads 2007) 

2.4 Current Perpetual Pavement Design in the US 

As the idea of perpetual pavement began to gain momentum in 2000, it became evident that 

mechanistic-empirical design procedures needed to be modified to adapt to the concept. The 

Asphalt Pavement Alliance worked with Auburn University to develop PerRoad, a computer 

analysis program used to design perpetual pavements using the M-E design philosophy. In this 

section the current US perpetual pavement design methodology is reviewed. The program 

couples layered elastic analysis with a statistical analysis procedure (Monte Carlo simulation) 

to obtain a probabilistic analysis of pavement responses to loading and evaluation of potential 

damage (Timm, Newcomb & Selvaraj 2006). By mechanistically evaluating the effects of a 

mix of traffic loads and statistically analysing potential damage, designers can apply their own 

judgment as to acceptable risks in relation to the functional classification of a pavement (Timm 

& Newcomb 2006). 

2.4.1 Perpetual Pavement Design Framework 

One of the key features of perpetual pavement design procedure is designing the structure 

such that the load (traffic) induced strains/stresses are kept below their respective threshold 

values, therefore, it is critical that any perpetual pavement design process be mechanistic-based 

so that these responses may be calculated (Timm & Newcomb 2006). 

Figure 2.13 illustrates the implemented perpetual pavement design flowchart in PerRoad. 

Similar to other mechanistic-empirical design approaches, the pavement cross section and 

material properties and loading configuration are fed into a PerRoad mechanistic pavement 

model and pavement responses at critical locations are calculated. Transfer functions will then 

be used to empirically correlate these responses to allowable number of load repetitions (Nf). 
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The most significant difference between the PerRoad approach and existing mechanistic-

empirical methodologies is that below the threshold, response damage accumulation is 

considered as zero for that combination of load configuration and seasonal condition, hence Nf 

becomes infinite. The total damage, as calculated by Miner’s Hypothesis, can then be assessed 

against a critical value to determine the adequacy of the design (Timm & Newcomb 2006). 

To predict the strains which would prove detrimental for fatigue cracking or structural 

rutting, PerRoad requires the following inputs: 

• Seasonal pavement moduli and annual coefficient of variation (COV) 

• Seasonal resilient moduli of unbound materials and annual COV 

• Thickness of bound materials and COV 

• Thickness of unbound materials 

• Load spectrum for traffic 

• Location for pavement response analysis 

• Magnitude of limiting pavement responses 

• Transfer functions for pavement responses exceeding the user-specified level for 

accumulating damage 

Another important consideration in pavement design is accounting for the inherent 

variability in the material properties, layer thicknesses of the pavement cross section, and 

loading configurations. Within PerRoad, this variability is modelled using Monte Carlo 

simulation, a numerical technique to simulate variability and develop a distribution of strain 

responses for the given set of input conditions.  
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Figure 2.13. Perpetual Pavement Design Framework (Timm & Newcomb 2006) 

Figure 2.14 shows schematically how PerRoad utilizes Monte Carlo simulation for 

pavement design. Input distributions are used with the Monte Carlo simulation technique and 

the mechanistic pavement model to generate a distribution of strain responses. These responses 

are then compared against the threshold value. Responses below the threshold contribute 

nothing to the total damage and are simply counted as per cent below the threshold. Responses 

above the threshold are critical since they may contribute to pavement deterioration. Therefore, 

within the Monte Carlo approach, strains falling above the threshold are entered into the 

relevant transfer function so that damage accumulation can be computed in the tradition of 

mechanistic-empirical design.  
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Figure 2.14. Monte Carlo Simulation in Perpetual Pavement Design (Timm & Newcomb 

2006) 

2.4.2 Design Methodology 

As shown in Figure 2.13 and Figure 2.14, the perpetual pavement design framework consists 

of specific components. The following subsections will discuss each component and how they 

are considered within PerRoad. 

2.4.2.1 Structural Inputs 

In the PerRoad software, up to five seasonal conditions can be modelled with up to five 

distinct pavement layers. Each pavement layer is modelled as linear elastic using Waterways 
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Experiment Station Layered Elastic Analysis (WESLEA) (Van Cauwelaert et al. 1989), so each 

must be characterised by its elastic stiffness and Poisson ratio. The variability in stiffness and 

thickness can be selected by the designer, and can be modelled using Monte Carlo simulation 

as either normal or lognormal random variables. To accomplish this, pairs of independent 

standard uniform random variables are generated with pseudo-random number generators 

using the time function as a seed value (Timm 1997). These are then transformed into standard 

normal variables using Equations [2.1] and [2.2]  (Box & Muller 1958): 

S1 = �-2 ln U1 cos 2πU2 [2.1]

S2	=	�-2 ln U1 sin 2πU2 [2.2]

Where S1 and S2 are a pair of independent standard normal random variables generated 

from U1 and U2, a pair of independent standard uniform random variables. The values can be 

further transformed into parameters drawn from their respective distributions. For normal 

distribution (N(µ,σ)), Equations [2.3] and [2.4]: 

x1	=	µ+σS1 [2.3]

x2	=	µ+σS2 [2.4]

Where µ is the mean and σ is the standard deviation. For lognormal distribution, Equations 

[2.5] and [2.6]: 

x1	=	eµy+σyS1 [2.5]

x2	=	eµy+σyS2 [2.6]

Where µy and σy are the mean and standard deviation of the log-transformed data, 

respectively. These input values may be obtained from pavement data sources, such as research 

studies on properties, construction records, or pavement management data (Timm 1997).  

PerRoad requires the designer to enter the threshold criteria and transfer functions as 

structural inputs. One of the core concepts of mechanistic-empirical design is the need for local 

calibration (Monismith 1992).  Therefore, there are no default values built into the program for 

either the thresholds or transfer functions. This encourages the designer to carefully consider 

the appropriate values (Timm & Newcomb 2006).  
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2.4.2.2 Traffic Inputs 

As traffic characterisation is one of the key elements affecting the final design thickness of 

the pavement, traffic input is of critical importance with any design procedure. To be consistent 

with current efforts toward mechanistic-empirical design, such as those developed under 

NCHRP 1-37A (ARA Inc. ERES Consultants Devision 2004), the perpetual pavement design 

framework utilises load spectra for traffic characterisation. Steer, single, tandem and tridem 

axles can be incorporated into the design with the data entered as relative frequencies of axles 

in particular weight ranges. To facilitate design when precise traffic data are not available, 

default load spectra, representing varying route classifications, were developed for use in the 

program. Several data sources have been consulted in developing the default spectra.  

First, axle weight distributions for each vehicle classification (FHWA Class 4–13) and 

number of axles per vehicle classification contained in the current version of the AASHTO 

Design Guide software (ARA Inc. ERES Consultants Devision 2004) were obtained. These 

data provided load spectra on a per-vehicle basis.  

Second, an FHWA report (Hallenbeck et al. 1997) documented a representative percentage 

of each vehicle type for eight route classifications. Third, the Long Term Pavement 

Performance (LTPP) database, Datapave 3.0, was used to determine vehicle percentages for 

three additional route classifications; rural minor collectors, urban collectors and rural local 

collectors. The end result of combining these data sources was load spectra by route 

classification. Figure 2.15 shows the default load spectra for the tandem axles. Heavy axles in 

this figure represent loads from Federal Highway Administration Class 4 through 13 vehicles. 

As one would expect, the rural interstate carries many more tandem axles, commonly found on 

class 9 vehicles, when compared to an urban collector (Timm & Newcomb 2006). 
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Figure 2.15. Tandem Axle Load Spectra by Functional Classification (Timm & Newcomb 

2006) 

The computer program uses the load spectra to simulate the random loading effects through 

Monte Carlo simulation. Unlike the material properties and layer thicknesses, which are 

represented by theoretical distributions (i.e. normal or lognormal), the load spectra are not well 

represented by a single characteristic distribution. Therefore, the load spectra are converted 

from probability density functions to cumulative density functions. Standard uniform random 

numbers are then generated to randomly select axle weights from the respective load spectra 

(Figure 2.16) (Timm & Newcomb 2006). 

 

Figure 2.16. Generation of Axle Weights from Load Spectra (Timm & Newcomb 2006) 
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2.4.2.3 Mechanistic Model and Monte Carlo Simulation 

Within PerRoad, Monte Carlo simulation is used to generate random pavement sections and 

loadings, based upon the respective characteristic distributions. The result is a distribution of 

pavement response (see Figure 2.17 as an example). As shown in the example, approximately 

20% of the Monte Carlo cycles resulted in strains exceeding the 70µƐ limit for fatigue. In other 

words, when considering all of the variability in material properties, layer thicknesses and 

loadings, about two loads in ten would cause the pavement to exceed its predetermined 

threshold.  

 

Figure 2.17. Example of Pavement Response Distribution (Timm & Newcomb 2006) 

The second component of the analysis considers the percentage above the threshold. First, 

the number of cycles until failure is calculated for each randomly generated strain that exceeds 

the threshold based on Equation [2.7]: 

Nfi
	= k1 �1εi

�k2

 [2.7]

Where ��	 is number of cycles until failure; k1, k2 are empirical constants; Ɛ is pavement 

strain response at critical location and i is Monte Carlo cycle. Second, damage is calculated for 

each simulated load that exceeds the threshold (Equation [2.8]). 

Di	= 
1

Nfi

 [2.8]
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Third, the total damage, D, over all the Monte Carlo simulations is calculated by Miner’s 
Hypothesis (Equation [2.9]). 

D	= 
Di

m

i=1

 [2.9]

In Equation [2.9], m refers to the total number of Monte Carlo cycles. It has been found 

through numerous trials (Timm 1997) that 5000 Monte Carlo cycles is sufficient for most 

pavement design scenarios. Fourth, an average damage accumulation rate, Davg, is calculated 

which has units of average damage per axle pass (Equation [2.10]). 

Davg	=	Dm [2.10]

The average damage accumulation rate can then be used to estimate, given the current traffic 

level and expected growth rate, the amount of time before damage will reach a critical point. 

For the purposes of conservatism within a perpetual pavement design, it was provisionally 

decided to set the critical point at damage equal to 0.1 until such time as field calibration allows 

further refinement. This is 10% of the traditional damage level used in mechanistic-empirical 

design and should further ensure no structural failures within the pavement. The output reports 

the results in terms of the per cent of time that the pavement responses are below their threshold 

levels, in terms of damage per million equivalent single axle loads, or the time to achieve a 

damage level of 0.1 according to Miner’s Hypothesis. This allows the designer to select the 

appropriate level of conservatism for a given situation (Timm & Newcomb 2006). 

2.4.3 Perpetual Pavement Design Approaches 

The design of perpetual pavements has expanded to provide flexibility in a variety of 

applications including high-volume and low-volume pavements, high-modulus pavements, and 

the rehabilitation of flexible and rigid pavements. Asphalt Pavement Alliance (APA) have 

reviewed and summarised perpetual design approaches that have been adopted to develop 

perpetual pavement designs which are presented below (Newcomb, Willis & Timm 2010). 

2.4.3.1 High Volume Pavements 

The output for PerRoad consists of an evaluation of the percentage of load repetitions lower 

than the limiting pavement responses specified in the input, an estimate of the amount of 

damage incurred per single axle load, and a projected time to when the accumulated damage is 

equal to 0.1 (recall, D = 1.0 is considered failure). On high volume pavements, the critical 
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parameter is the percentage of load repetitions below the limiting strains. It is recommended 

that the designer target a value of 90% or more on high volume roads (Newcomb, Willis & 

Timm 2010).  

California constructed one of the first intentionally-designed perpetual pavements in the US 

on the I-710 freeway near Long Beach (Monismith & Long 1999a). The full-depth asphalt 

portions of this project consisted of a total of 300 mm of asphalt mix and had a 75-mm bottom 

layer in which the bitumen content was raised by 0.5 percent over the optimum to 5.2%. This 

increased binder content could improve the fatigue life of the pavement (Harvey et al. 2004), 

however, it probably better serves to improve the durability of the asphalt mix in this layer. 

The intermediate 150 mm were constructed with the same aggregate gradation and binder as 

the bottom layer, but the asphalt content was 4.7%. The use of a relatively stiff unmodified 

asphalt grade in the intermediate layer helps guard against rutting. The upper 75 mm of the 

pavement structure were constructed using a heavily polymer modified binder below a 25 mm 

open-graded friction course. In tests using the California Accelerated Pavement Test Heavy 

Vehicle Simulator, this material was found to have less than half the rutting of other asphalt 

mixes (Newcomb, Willis & Timm 2010).  

Thompson and Carpenter presented perpetual pavement design concepts in the context of 

laboratory work done at the University of Illinois (Thompson & Carpenter 2004). The model 

employed to represent the pavement was a finite element program called ILLI –PAVE in which 

80 KN and 89 KN axle loads served as the loading conditions. The researchers reasoned that 

this would be the extreme case in hot weather as these loads would represent the worst 

condition with very few loads being greater than this. Their work showed that up to 30% of the 

fatigue life of the pavement could be consumed, but if the remaining strains were below the 

FEL, there would be no fatigue cracking. They went on to verify these results with field 

deflection measurements. From these, they were able to conclude that many existing pavements 

could be classified as perpetual pavements (Newcomb, Willis & Timm 2010). 

A study in Texas concluded that the Flexible Pavement System in use by the state DOT 

could be used to model perpetual pavements, and that optimisation of the existing system could 

lead to a reduction in pavement thickness by about 100 mm (Walubita et al. 2008). Another 

study Walubita et al., compared actual pavement responses from a section consisting of 430 

mm of asphalt over 200 mm of cement treated base to a FEL of 70 microstrain and a subgrade 

limiting strain of 200 microstrain (Walubita et al. 2009). They found that the asphalt layer could 
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have been 75 mm thinner and still would have met the perpetual pavement definition 

(Newcomb, Willis & Timm 2010). 

Von Quintus developed one of the earlier approaches to perpetual pavement design for the 

state of Michigan (Von Quintus 2001b). In the development of the design tables for this effort, 

he used low levels of predicted distresses for criteria rather than limiting strains. Von Quintus 

went on to suggest rehabilitation strategies to carry the pavement for a period of 40 years. In 

the spirit of perpetual pavements these rehabilitation strategies were mill and fill operations at 

years 15 and 30, except for the lowest level of traffic where they were scheduled for years 32 

and 40 (Newcomb, Willis & Timm 2010).  

APA suggests that the AASHTO Mechanistic-Empirical Pavement Design Guide 

(AASHTO 2008) is used for perpetual pavements with regards to the FEL. This design 

procedure is currently being calibrated and adopted by several states across the US. It predicts 

the accumulation of a variety of pavement distresses over a user-prescribed analysis period. 

Based on information from NCHRP Project 9-38 (Prowell & Brown 2006), optional FEL 

ranging between 75 and 250 microstrain were incorporated (Witczak, El-Badawy & El-

Basyoury 2006). Researchers have begun to investigate the use of the MEPDG in conjunction 

with the FEL to optimise pavement designs (Behbaharis, Khaki & Amini 2009; Tarefoler & 

Bateman 2009). Willis and Timm found good agreement between PerRoad and the MEPDG in 

terms of thickness requirements when the FEL was employed (Willis & Timm 2009a).  

There are several non-instrumented test sites where the performance of perpetual pavement 

designs is being observed. Rosenberger et al. describe a trial perpetual pavement constructed 

on a by-pass around Bradford, Pennsylvania that consisted of 340 mm of asphalt over 330 mm 

of granular base which was designed using PerRoad (Rosenberger, Zurat & Cominsky 2006). 

Three test sections were constructed in Ontario on Highway 402, near Sarnia (Lane, Brown & 

Tighe 2006). These sections included a perpetual pavement with a rich base, a perpetual 

pavement with a Superpave mix as the base, and a conventionally designed pavement section. 

The perpetual pavement sections, as validated by PerRoad, were 340 mm of asphalt over 550 

mm of granular base, and the conventional section, designed according to the 1993 AASHTO 

design guide, had 240 mm of asphalt over 800 mm of granular material (Newcomb, Willis & 

Timm 2010). 
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2.4.3.2 Lower Volume Pavements 

There has also been considerable interest in applying perpetual pavement concepts to low-

volume roads. Muench et al. compared a long-lasting low volume road in Washington state 

consisting of 125 mm of asphalt mix over 125 mm of crushed stone base with another road 

with 75 mm of asphalt mix over 150 mm of crushed stone (Muench et al. 2004). They found 

that the perpetual pavement design provided a much longer-lasting performance than the 

conventional pavement. Driscoll described the design of a county road in Ohio using 300 mm 

of asphalt over 150 mm of granular base, the cost of which was actually lower than the county’s 

estimate for a conventional pavement (Driscoll 2009). A medium volume road in Hamilton, 

Ontario was designed as a perpetual pavement using the 1993 AASHTO design guide and 

verified with the PerRoad program (Uzarowski, Moore & Gamble 2008). A means of designing 

perpetual pavements for low-volume roads was developed by the Asphalt Pavement Alliance 

called PerRoadXpress. This program was derived from running many low to medium volume 

pavement design cases in PerRoad. In this case, the single input screen simply consists of: 

• Functional classification of the road (urban or rural collector) 

• Two-way Annual Average Daily Traffic 

• The anticipated traffic growth 

• The soil classification and/or soil modulus 

• The aggregate base thickness 

• The asphalt mix modulus 

In the case of low-volume roads, the PerRoad approach of using limiting strains would result 

in overly thick pavements because a low number of heavy vehicles, such as garbage trucks and 

delivery vans, would dictate the design. Instead, the PerRoadXpress designs were determined 

by limiting the damage occurring over a 30-year period to a value of 0.1 or less (Timm, 

Newcomb & Selvaraj 2006).  

2.4.3.3 High-Modulus Pavements 

High-modulus pavements offer a means to use less material and reduce the cost of perpetual 

pavements. In this design approach, a very stiff asphalt mix is used as the base and intermediate 

layers. High-modulus asphalt mixes are in use in several European countries in both heavy duty 

and structural rehabilitation projects where it is desirable to minimise the impact of grade 

change, yet still ensure pavement longevity. In these pavements, the base course mix is made 
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with a stiff binder combined with a relatively high binder content and low void content. This 

allows for a reduction in thickness of 25-30% in the pavement structure (Corte 2001; European 

Asphalt Pavement Association 2009).  

These structures are beginning to be investigated in the US. The Virginia laboratory study 

of a dense-graded asphalt mix with stiff asphalt (PG70-22 and PG76-22) showed that fatigue 

characteristics of the mix improved if the binder content was increased while the rutting 

behaviour remained stable (Diefenderer & Maupin 2007). It was the conclusion of this study 

that high-modulus pavements rate further study (Newcomb, Willis & Timm 2010). 

2.4.3.4 Design for Pavement Rehabilitation 

The primary mode of pavement construction in the US for the past 30 years has been 

preservation and rehabilitation.  noted that construction of new roadways in the US increased 

by only 6% between 1970 and 1998 (D’Angelo et al. 2004). To ensure the longevity and vitality 

of the nation’s highway system, it is critical that the existing pavements be evaluated to 

ascertain whether they meet or can be upgraded to perpetual pavements. This has been the 

major effort of the Second Strategic Highway Research Program (SHRP2) under Project R23 

(Jackson et al. 2009). This project examined methods for rapid renewal of roadway pavements 

with special attention to long-life designs. The methods included in the study include asphalt 

overlays of existing asphalt pavements and asphalt over rubblised concrete pavements 

(Newcomb, Willis & Timm 2010).  

As discussed in the Introduction, perpetual pavements have been unintentionally designed, 

constructed, and maintained for decades. Proof of this can be found in the 69 pavements 

honoured since 2001 in the Asphalt Pavement Alliance’s Perpetual Pavement Awards. As a 

part of the criteria for this award, pavement rehabilitation must not result in structural 

improvement over a period of at least 35 years. Thus, it has been standard practice for these 

pavements to be evaluated for structural soundness with the resulting overlay improving the 

functionality of the pavement surface (Newcomb, Willis & Timm 2010).  

The rehabilitation of I-287 in New Jersey is an excellent example of the process for 

evaluation and design of an overlay to an existing pavement. The New Jersey DOT investigated 

distresses that developed on the 26-year old pavement surface (Fee 2001). The structure was a 

250 mm thick asphalt pavement that had received minimum maintenance. The surface showed 

fatigue cracking and longitudinal cracking in the wheel paths and ruts deeper than 25 mm. A 
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detailed examination of the pavement structure showed that none of the distresses extended 

more than 75 mm into the depth of the asphalt. As a result, the decision was made to mill off 

the top 75 mm and replace it with a total of 100 mm of asphalt surfacing. This work was done 

in 1994, and a pavement survey in 2001 showed no signs of cracking or rutting (Rowe et al. 

2001). Another approach to the upgrading of existing pavements to long-life pavements was 

explored by (Loizos 2006).  

Rubblisation of concrete pavement with an asphalt overlay is a popular rehabilitation 

approach with seven states in the US having 20 or more rubblising projects, and another 10 

states having five or more projects (Von Quintus et al. 2007). Experience has shown that 

attention must be given to the subsurface site conditions. Wet and weak subgrades must be 

drained to avoid conditions where the rubblisation process may further weaken pavement 

structure and cause premature failure. It is also advisable to reduce the impact effort in such 

areas to avoid over-fracturing the concrete slabs. In some cases, it may be prudent to employ a 

crack and seat strategy if rubblisation creates problems with subgrade weakening (Newcomb, 

Willis & Timm 2010).  

Vavrik et al. described how a deteriorated 350 mm concrete pavement on the Illinois toll 

way was rubblised and overlaid with 150 mm of asphalt as the initial design for stage 

construction (Vavrik et al. 2009). This approach was predicated on the findings of Thompson 

and Carpenter  that as much as 30% of fatigue life consumption could occur without damaging 

the ability to achieve a perpetual pavement (Thompson & Carpenter 2004, 2006). After the 

first 10 years, 50 mm of the surface would be milled and 150 more millimetres of asphalt would 

be constructed. This would provide sufficient structure for a perpetual pavement (Newcomb, 

Willis & Timm 2010).  

Most of the previously mentioned I-710 freeway project in California was comprised of an 

asphalt overlay on a broken and seated concrete pavement (Monismith & Long 1999b). The 

overlay of the cracked and seated concrete was 200 mm thick, and did not have the fatigue 

resistant bottom layer. The cracked and seated concrete provided a stiff foundation for the 

asphalt and prevented the excessive bending associated with bottom-up fatigue cracking. An 

asphalt-saturated fabric was placed over a 25 mm levelling course on top of the concrete to 

guard against reflective cracking. With this exception, the materials used in the concrete 

overlay were the same as those planned for the full-depth pavement. As with the full-depth 
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section, a 25 mm open-graded friction course was placed on top (Newcomb, Willis & Timm 

2010).  

The use of perpetual pavements in rehabilitation of concrete pavements has also been used 

internationally. Lande et al. report that the Khandahar to Hurat highway in Afghanistan was a 

concrete pavement originally constructed in the 1960s. War and a lack of maintenance had 

made the road nearly unusable in some places and very rough in others. After evaluating three 

alternatives for improving the road, it was determined that the use of an asphalt overlay in a 

perpetual pavement design provided the lowest life cycle cost (Lande, Lopez & Cook 2006).  

Bendana et al. described the design and construction of perpetual pavement and standard 

asphalt pavement overlays of a section of Interstate 86 in western New York (Bendana, Sargand 

& Hernandez 2009). The perpetual pavement consisted of 225 mm of asphalt over 225 mm of 

rubblised concrete while the standard pavement was 100 mm of asphalt over 250 mm of 

rubblised concrete. The conventional section was constructed in 2006 and the perpetual 

pavement was built in 2008. These sections were instrumented for in-situ measurements of 

pavement responses under loads and are being monitored (Newcomb, Willis & Timm 2010).  

A portion of the I-5 experiment in Oregon is a 300 mm thick asphalt section constructed 

over a rubblised, continuously reinforced concrete pavement (CRCP ) and a jointed reinforced 

concrete pavement (JRCP) (Renteria & Hunt 2008; Scholz et al. 2006). The design for this 

pavement followed the National Asphalt Pavement Association (NAPA) design for rubblised 

concrete pavement which recommended 300 mm of asphalt over the 100 mm rubblised 

concrete layer (Decker 2006). The test site located on the JRCP is instrumented to monitor 

pavement responses and environmental conditions (Newcomb, Willis & Timm 2010).  

Von Quintus and Tam developed a procedure for designing long-life asphalt pavements over 

rubblised concrete for Michigan that followed the same approach used for asphalt pavements. 

The thicknesses for these asphalt pavements ranged from 150 mm to 275 mm with mill and fill 

rehabilitation at years 20 and 32 (Von Quintus & Tam 2001).  

According to APA, PerRoad may also be used to design asphalt pavements over fractured 

concrete pavements. This only requires that the second layer be specified as rubblised, cracked 

and seated, or broken and seated concrete pavement (Newcomb, Willis & Timm 2010). Beyond 

that, it follows the same mechanistic design process for a perpetual pavement as described 

earlier. 
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2.5 Perpetual Pavement Thickness 

Since the concept of designing long-life pavements began in 2000, the required thickness 

for perpetual pavement has been well studied and investigated (Willis & Timm 2009b). Nunn 

et al. first proposed the idea of thickness limits for asphalt pavements and upper and lower 

limits for pavement thicknesses. They were among the first researchers to study the thickness 

of the pavements and fatigue cracking in Europe. They found that additional material, to 390 

mm thickness as designed by the existing design charts for the UK, would not  prolong the 

fatigue life of the pavement as such pavements would perform perpetually. On the other hand, 

they noted that pavements with thicknesses less than 200 mm would not last 40 years and were 

considered substandard for lightly traffic roads. Structural deformation, rapidly increasing 

surface cracking and eventually premature pavement failure were found to occur in thinner 

pavement sections (Nunn & Ferne 2001). 

It was believed that there would be no additional life-cycle to the pavement structure when 

its thickness is greater than a certain limit (Asphalt Pavement Alliance 2002). In the US, a 

thickness of 500 mm has been proposed by some states while others have experienced surface 

confined distresses in pavements as thin as 160 mm (Gierhart 2007). The thickness of typical 

pavements in Texas designed by the Asphalt Institute (AI) mechanistic-empirical method was 

520 mm. Using perpetual pavement design concepts, the pavement thickness could be reduced 

by 180 mm (Walubita, Scullion & Scullion 2007).  

In Europe, Merril et al. continued research on pavement thickness and its effects on 

propagation of cracks in pavement structure in the Netherlands (Merrill, Van Dommelen & 

Gáspár 2006). They found evidence of full-depth cracking in ultra-thin pavements with 

thicknesses less than 80 mm while only 28% of the studied pavements with thicknesses of more 

than 290 mm showed signs of cracking. Moreover, all cracking in thick road sections was found 

to be confined to the top layers. They found that there was a distinct change in the predominant 

form of cracking that occurred at a thickness in the region between 170 and 200 mm. At this 

point, the formation of cracks changed from full-depth cracking to top-down surface cracking 

(Merrill, Van Dommelen & Gáspár 2006).  

In a study on pavement thickness and effective pavement structure, Rolt found results which 

corroborated the findings of (Merrill, Van Dommelen & Gáspár 2006; Rolt 2001). He reported 

that well-designed and constructed asphalt pavements with 270 mm of thickness could provide 
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a fatigue resistant pavement structure while little deformation would accumulate in 180 mm 

thick pavements over time. He suggested a conservative thickness of 370 mm assuming the 

propagation of surface cracks up to 100 mm into the pavement structure and excluding the 

cracked section of the pavement from contributing to load spreading. Rolt (2001) believed, 

however, that a well-built pavement of 300 mm thickness was likely to be structurally resistant 

with some minor surface deterioration (Rolt 2001). 

There has been limited research on the relationship between pavement thickness and its life-

cycle (Newcomb, Willis & Timm 2010). Al-Qadi et al. found that the tensile strain at the 

bottom of HMA and the maximum shear strain in the pavement are strongly influenced by the 

HMA thickness. They reported a significant strain reduction when the thickness of the 

pavement was increased beyond 250 mm. The results from their study also showed that the 

strains in pavements 350 mm thick were smaller than the recommended endurance limit to 

bottom-up fatigue cracking by Carpenter et al. (Al-Qadi et al. 2008).   

Some in-service roads in the US, despite having pavement structures thinner than 330 mm 

and being in service for over 40 years, such as the Kansas Turnpike, have shown little or no 

sign of fatigue cracking (Wu & Hossain 2002). Studies on long-lasting asphalt pavements in 

Washington State in the US showed that in pavements with thicknesses greater than 160 mm, 

cracks (if any) initiated at the surface and generally did not propagate through the full depth of 

the pavement structure (Mahoney 2001). 

Fee (2001) reviewed the strategies for designing and maintaining long-life pavements in the 

UK, France, the Netherlands and several states in the US. The study concluded that to achieve 

an extended-life asphalt pavement, a thickness of 300-350 mm and a minimum of 200 mm was 

required (Fee 2001). It should be noted that pavement responses and fatigue life of flexible 

pavements rely on the type of mixes and the conditions of the tests done on the materials (Willis 

& Timm 2009b).  

2.6 Perpetual Pavement Construction Concerns and Guidelines 

Construction of a perpetual pavement is almost the same as conventional asphalt pavements, 

however, it does require great attention to detail and a commitment to build it with quality from 

the bottom up. In the process of building the roadway or airfield, modern methods of testing 

are recommended to give continuous feedback on the quality of materials and construction 

(Newcomb, Willis & Timm 2010).  
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Perpetual pavements have been shown to provide an economic advantage over a non-

perpetual pavement (Asphalt Pavement Alliance 2002; Chenevière & Ramdas 2006; Rolt 

2001). This distinct advantage will, however, become null if proper mixing and construction is 

not accomplished (Newcomb, Willis & Timm 2010). Thick and stiff pavements should be 

capable of reducing stresses and strains in the pavement, but variables in the construction 

process can negatively influence the longevity of the pavement (Estes 2005).  

Mixes must be properly constructed and placed for pavements to achieve long lives 

(Newcomb, Willis & Timm 2010). Texas has been experimenting with perpetual pavements 

and the moduli of the pavement have typically been greater than their design. This increase in 

pavement moduli leads to low pavement deflections, such as those in rigid pavements (Scullion 

2006). France used a high stiffness binder (10/20 pen) in its perpetual pavement study. With 

the reduced air voids and stiffer binder, a 35% increase in pavement stiffness was observed. 

This led to resistance in fatigue cracking and rutting. Due to France’s milder climate, thermal 

cracking was not a concern except in a few extremely cold (-10°C) regions (Fee 2001).  

Proper stiffness is essential to the pavement because a stiff pavement will increase the 

fatigue life of the structure (Newcomb, Willis & Timm 2010). As a mix ages, the surface of 

the structure will become harder than the base of the structure because of trafficking and 

oxidation (Fee 2001). When this occurs, longitudinal cracking at the surface becomes the 

dominant form of surface distress in perpetual pavements (Mahoney 2001). The longitudinal 

cracks initiate near the surface and begin to propagate downward decreasing the effective road 

structure. These cracks deteriorate the surface of the pavement allowing interconnection 

between the surface distresses which weakens the entire pavement structure (Rolt 2001; Von 

Quintus 2001a). When this occurs, the perpetual pavement should receive maintenance to 

provide additional fatigue life (Asphalt Pavement Alliance 2002).  

The foundation plays an important role in the perpetual pavement concept and must support 

paving and compaction operations during construction. Materials for this layer may include 

sand or sandy-gravel subgrades, stabilised fine-grained subgrade, un/stabilised granular base 

materials, or rubblised concrete. The foundation layer must be well-compacted, smooth and 

stiff enough to act as working platform for construction traffic and provide resistance to 

compactors (Newcomb, Willis & Timm 2010). To assure both quality and consistency, in-situ 

testing of the foundation as outlined in (Thomas, Newcomb & Siekmeier 2004) or in (Nunn, 

Brown & Weston 1997) is recommended (Newcomb, Willis & Timm 2010). 
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Sound performance of perpetual pavements can be achieved through proper structural 

design, mix type selection and construction practices (Newcomb, Willis & Timm 2010). The 

major construction related concerns of perpetual pavements which are detrimental to pavement 

performance are lack of density, permeability to water, lack of interface bonding and 

segregation (Newcomb, Willis & Timm 2010). 

Interlayer friction in the pavement foundation is one of the factors affecting proper density 

in the asphalt base layer. Insufficient friction between the asphalt base layer and the foundation 

may lead to material being shoved out from under the roller during compaction. The presence 

of too much dust on the foundation surface (which might have come from construction traffic) 

or the presence of moist stabilising dust palliative on the foundation surface may cause this 

problem. Slippage of the mat from under the compaction effort will not allow the proper 

vertical force to be applied to consolidate the mix. Waiting for the material to dry to lower 

moisture content, excavating the top few millimetres of the foundation to remove the dust, 

adding granular material to the top of the foundation, or using a thicker lift for the bottom of 

the base course may be used to mitigate the problem. Utilisation of a chip seal on the foundation 

to provide the required friction could be the solution in an extreme case (Newcomb, Willis & 

Timm 2010). 

Low density could have negative impacts on the cracking performance of the lower asphalt 

layers and on rutting in the upper layers. Low density can result in lower FEL and lower fatigue 

life that eventually may cause deep cracking within the pavement structure (Newcomb, Willis 

& Timm 2010). In the I-710 freeway project in California, additional bitumen was added to the 

base layer of the pavement to facilitate construction and compaction. It also improved the  

fatigue resistance of the layer as a result of the higher density achieved (Harvey et al. 2004). 

The compactability of the lift can be controlled by selecting the appropriate layer thickness and 

the corresponding nominal maximum aggregate size. Newcomb and Hansen have 

recommended Table 2.2 to ensure proper selection (Newcomb & Hansen 2006). As a rule of 

thumb, it is recommended that the lift thickness is three to four times the NMAS for fine-graded 

mixes and four to five times the NMAS for coarse-graded mixes (Brown et al. 2004). 

Binders that are oxidised by overheating in the production and mixing processes may result 

in overly stiff mixes which are difficult to compact and work with. This can potentially lead to 

low density. Utilisation of polymer modified binders could also intensify this problem 

(Newcomb, Willis & Timm 2010). Guidelines provided by Austroads (Rebbechi 2008) or 
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Asphalt Pavement Environmental Council (Asphalt Pavement Environmental Council 2000) 

may be used to ensure the proper temperature is used in the handling and application of liquid 

asphalt binders. The utilisation of Warm Mix Asphalt (WMA) technology would improve the 

workability of the mixes at temperatures 20°C to 55°C lower than the conventional asphalt 

mixes (Prowell & Hurley 2007). 

Segregation is the other concern in the perpetual pavements construction which is usually 

most problematic in coarse aggregate mixes (Newcomb, Willis & Timm 2010). It might be the 

result of separation of fine and coarse aggregate during production, transport and placement 

(AASHTO 1997) or temperature differentials that occur during transport and paving operations 

(Willoughby et al. 2002). Segregation in large aggregate and coarsely graded mixes, may make 

the mix permeable in coarse pockets which could lead to the infiltration of water and 

Table 2.2. Mix Type Selection Guide for Perpetual Pavements (Newcomb & Hansen 

2006) 
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subsequent moisture damage (Scullion 2006). Segregation may be measured with infrared 

temperature techniques and laser texture methods such as the Rosan procedure (Gardiner & 

Brown 2000). Proper handling of the material during manufacture, transport and laydown; and 

use of material transfer devices (remixing the asphalt prior to placement) can assist with 

preventing segregation. Proper material selection and mix design are also vital to avoid many 

of the problems associated with segregation. Designing the mix at a lower void content and 

thus reducing the permeability in large stone asphalt base mixes and using finer total aggregate 

gradation are some possible examples to allow less opportunity for mix segregation. A fine 

surface mix can seal the surface, to prevent moisture infiltration from the top (Newcomb, Willis 

& Timm 2010). 

Because density tends to be lower at the edges of the asphalt mat, the mix may be more 

permeable at this point and more susceptible to moisture infiltration and damage. This can have 

similar impacts on pavement performance as segregation (Newcomb, Willis & Timm 2010). 

NAPA has provided some guidance on the best way to construct longitudinal joints (NAPA 

2002). The use of echelon paving or full-width paving would eliminate the longitudinal joins, 

however, this might not be possible due to space limitations (Newcomb, Willis & Timm 2010). 

Some techniques, such as wedge joints, joint heaters, and joint sealants can improve 

longitudinal joint performance (Brown 2006). Using a fine-graded, impermeable mix on the 

pavement surface can seal the joint in lower pavement layers and provide a quiet, smooth 

surface. This is considered one of the most practical ways of protecting longitudinal joints in 

lower pavement layers (Newcomb, Willis & Timm 2010). 

Another construction problem that affects all types of pavements, regardless of design 

philosophy, is debonding. When debonding occurs, pavements cannot transfer the traffic load 

to the base of the HMA structure (Willis & Timm 2009b). This creates higher strains in the 

upper strata of the pavement which can lead to early pavement failure (Willis & Timm 2007).  

Two perpetual pavement experiments failed prematurely because of debonding issues. A 

perpetual pavement design was constructed in the NCAT Pavement Test Track in 2003 and 

was instrumented with strain gauges on the top and bottom of the fatigue-resistant rich-bottom 

layer (i.e. asphalt content 0.5% above optimum). Results showed that fatigue cracking initiated 

at an interface between a base asphalt layer and the layer above it. Forensic testing and 

modelling showed that the pavement layers had debonded, and that the resulting slip produced 

higher than anticipated tensile strains in the pavement leading to the cracking. Another 
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instrumented section was built with the same design but without the rich-bottom layer. Over 

the course of testing, the perpetual structure began to show early signs of fatigue cracking. 

Willis and Timm performed a forensic investigation into the failure mechanism of the 

pavement using theoretical and measured strains to determine the cause of the premature 

deterioration. Strains were measured at the base of the HMA layer and at the rich bottom/ HMA 

interface. Strains were also simulated using WESLEA for different scenarios where the 

pavement either remained fully bonded, slipped at the SMA upper layer, or debonded at both 

the SMA and rich-bottom layers. Strain ratios were compared for both the measured and 

theoretical values. These results, along with a thorough crack investigation of cut trenches, 

supported the theory of debonding at both the SMA and rich-bottom layers. The reasons for 

debonding in this section were unknown (Willis & Timm 2007).  

Similar results were found in the Texas perpetual pavement experiment where premature 

fatigue cracking occurred and prompted a forensic investigation. When cores were removed 

from the pavement, debonding was evident. A tack coat had not been placed between pavement 

layers and the researchers believed that this failure to properly tack the pavement resulted in 

the debonding (Scullion 2006). Currently, in the US, states can decide whether a pavement 

should receive a tack coat. Organisations such as CalTrans do not currently require tacking, 

however, for its perpetual pavements on I-710, a tack coat was needed for bonding purposes 

(Martin et al. 2001).  

In recent years, more research has focused on the bonding of asphalt layers within the 

pavement system. Mohammad et al. investigated the development of field tests for the bond 

strength of tack coats (Mohammad et al. 2009). West et al. found that both straight grade 

asphalt and asphalt emulsion can be used to produce quality tack coats, but that milling 

enhanced the bond in the case of asphalt overlays. Thus, for asphalt pavement rehabilitation, 

milling should be encouraged not only to remove surface defects but also to ensure the bonding 

of the overlay to the existing pavement surface (West, Zhang & Moore 2005). 

While a proper mix design is essential to the pavement’s life, quality construction is also 

vital (Newcomb, Willis & Timm 2010). The following suggestions have been made to increase 

a mix’s durability (Harm 2001):  

1. Require a minimum lift thickness 3 to 6 times greater than the nominal maximum 

aggregate size to increase the in-place density of the mix.  

2. Require positive dust control on plants for better mix production control.  
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3. Tack each lift with polymer before paving to better facilitate lift bonding.  

4. Reduce variability in the bottom layer of HMA by using virgin aggregate.  

5. Use a material transfer vehicle (MTV) to prevent segregation.  

6. Revise in-place density testing to promote more uniform material density.  

7. Increase the required density for the middle layer to be less than 7% air voids.  

As with any asphalt construction, volumetric control of the mix by the contractor is key to 

the consistency and quality of the final product. The contractor should have access to a fully 

equipped and staffed quality control laboratory. Periodic testing and data analysis with good 

quality control and inspection techniques will ensure the desired characteristics in pavement. 

Nuclear or dielectric methods of testing may be used for the assessment of in-place density, 

thickness can be continuously monitored with ground penetrating radar and smoothness can be 

evaluated with new lightweight Profilometers (Newcomb, Willis & Timm 2010).  

While construction procedures for perpetual pavements do not differ from normal best 

practices, it is important that close attention be given to all aspects of the production and 

placement of the material. To help ensure the longevity of the pavement structure, it is 

important that (Newcomb, Willis & Timm 2010):  

• A strong and uniform foundation is prepared 

• Optimum density in the asphalt mix is achieved 

• The asphalt mix design, production, and placement lead to good uniformity 

• Bonding between all pavement layers is achieved 

• Normal quality control procedures are followed throughout the construction 

A rut-resistant upper layer of the pavement, which allows the structure to withstand rutting, 

and a fatigue resistant base layer, which helps mitigate the presence of fatigue cracking, are the 

components of a pavement necessary to help it achieve a long lifespan. M-E design allows 

engineers to design pavement structures to withstand certain strain levels (i.e. strain at the base 

of the HMA layer) to help delay or completely eradicate fatigue cracking so only surface 

cracking needs to be rehabilitated. Currently, laboratory experiments have resulted in a FEL 

between 70 and 100 microstrain, but it is difficult to correlate laboratory values to field 

measured responses. Measured strains from the field need to be analysed to bridge the gap 

between laboratory and field strains and determine a design fatigue threshold limit for perpetual 

pavements (Newcomb, Willis & Timm 2010). 
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By reviewing the Australian Long Term Pavement Performance (LTPP) site evaluations, 

Rickards and Armstrong, concluded that factors such as wrong material supply, improper 

construction detailing and quality control, and substantially underestimated traffic loading 

were responsible for premature failure in asphalt pavements. Fundamental flaws in the asphalt 

pavement design process would be the least likely cause of such failure in asphalt pavements. 

As a result of decades of research, the following construction guidelines were encouraged to 

ensure decent construction quality (Rickards & Armstrong 2010): 

• Minimise layer interfaces by increasing layer thickness to 4 to 7 times the Nominal 

Maximum Aggregate Size (NMAS) for lower layers (allowed under AS 2150) 

• Review mix design (fine side of AS 2150 envelope suggested based on the authors’ 

research) and layer thickness to reduce permeability in asphalt base and binder courses 

• Maximum AC20 mix suggested – benefit of higher stiffness in large stone mixes 

potentially offset by permeability; tendency to segregation 

• Bitumen fog coat (emulsion with residual bitumen about 0.15l/m2 recommended on 

asphalt base layers if exposure to rainfall is likely) 

• Heavy SAMI seals are not necessary under OGAC; 7 mm seal is adequate 

• Consider permeability of substrate and shoulders; avoid localised water ingress and 

damming 

• Asphalt cannot be laid with vertical unsupported edges – specify a 1:1 batter 

• Full-Depth Asphalt (FDA) generally requires a granular sub-base (150 mm CBR ≥ 20) 

with penetration prime to ensure bonding and assist with paving 

• Cement modification (1½% cement maximum) of granular sub-base if required to 

provide bearing capacity for construction equipment 

• Bitumen or emulsion stabilised aggregate sub-base can be incorporated in structure 

• Interface of FDA and substrate must be bonded to comply with design assumptions – a 

prime or primer seal is considered vital 

• Lime stabilisation of clay subgrade materials can assist construction 

• Establish trial sections for major project and new mixes. Establish a database of mix 

designs for future reference 

• Asphalt mixes in thin surface applications breathe – the same mix may hold water and 

strip in thick structures 
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• Implement a QA system relevant to consistent high volume production on major 

projects, i.e. typical testing and sampling regimes are excessive and should be reduced 

when the process is seen to be under control 

• Ensure design assumptions are achieved in the constructed pavement – this requires 

pre-agreed and costed testing protocols (understand the inherent variability and 

relevance of performance indicators such as modulus) 

2.7 Performance and Economics of Perpetual Pavements 

For perpetual pavements to be viable, they must perform from the perspectives of both 

engineering and economics. Designing against structural defects, proper materials selection, 

good construction practices, and scheduling resurfacing activities to maintain the functionality 

of the pavement are the primary engineering concerns for performance. Efficient design, low 

maintenance and rehabilitation costs, and long pavement life will ensure the economy of the 

pavement (Newcomb, Willis & Timm 2010).  

The perpetual pavement concept necessitates periodic monitoring of the pavement condition 

to keep track of surface distresses and prevent their propagation deeper into the pavement 

structure.  Distresses, such as top-down fatigue cracking, thermal cracking, rutting, and surface 

wear to the top wearing surface, are minimised by timely resurfacing. It has been historically 

shown that distresses in thick, well-constructed asphalt pavements extend no deeper than their 

surfaces (Newcomb, Willis & Timm 2010; Prowell et al. 2010). 

The Asphalt Pavement Alliance have been nominating and awarding perpetual pavements 

since 2001. The award is given to owners of asphalt pavements that are at least 35 years old 

and never have had a structural failure. The average interval between resurfacing of each 

winning pavement must be no less than 13 years. The road must demonstrate the qualities 

expected from long-life asphalt pavements: excellence in design, quality in construction, and 

value to the traveling public. Engineers at the National Centre for Asphalt Technology (NCAT) 

evaluate the nominations for the perpetual pavement which are validated by a panel of industry 

experts. Between 2001 and 2009, a total of 69 pavements qualified for the award throughout 

the US. Winners include interstate highways, rural roads, city streets, and airport runways 

(Newcomb, Willis & Timm 2010). 

A Dutch study of 189 pavement sections by Schmorak and Van Dommelen showed that in 

asphalt pavements thicker than 150 mm, surface cracking was limited to the top 100 mm 
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surface layer (Schmorak & Dommelen 1996). They concluded that conventional bottom-up 

fatigue cracking was very unlikely for thick asphalt pavements and surface cracking would be 

the main form of failure in such pavements. This was also confirmed in the UK by Lecsh and 

Nunn (1997) who showed that pavement deterioration in thick asphalt structures was much 

more likely to occur in the wearing course than deep in the pavement. It was also observed that, 

despite the common assumption that the structure layers of the pavement deteriorate over time, 

the pavement actually became stronger (Lecsh & Nunn 1997). A review of information 

contained in European-wide studies of long-lived asphalt pavements on high-traffic routes done 

by (Ferne & Nunn 2006) and (Merrill, Van Dommelen & Gáspár 2006) also supported these 

observations. 

A review of thick asphalt pavements (between 150 and 480 mm) aged 23 to 35 years on I-

90 through Washington State in the US, which comprised 40% of the total length (about 225 

km out of 580 km), showed that none of the pavement sections had ever been structurally 

rehabilitated. The average age of the pavement sections until first resurfacing for the sections 

west of the Cascade Mountains near Seattle, was 18.5 years and was 12.4 years for sections on 

the eastern side of the state. The time until second resurfacing was 12.2 years for the eastern 

side (Baker & Mahoney 2000). This research was followed up and included Oregon and 

California pavements (asphalt and concrete). It was concluded that there was essentially no 

difference in the age of flexible and rigid interstate pavements for Washington and Oregon 

states. The asphalt pavements were also reported to be considerably smoother than the concrete 

pavements (Mahoney et al. 2007). 

Another example of a long-life asphalt pavement is a 26-year old 250 mm pavement on I-

287 in New Jersey which had received minimum maintenance. Only the surface showed fatigue 

cracking, longitudinal cracking in the wheel paths, and ruts (deeper than 25 mm), none of which 

extended more than 75 mm into the depth of pavement structure. The maintenance policy for 

this pavement was to mill off the top 75 mm and to replace it with 100 mm of asphalt surfacing. 

Similarly, Route 82 in Connecticut, the 2007 Perpetual Pavement Award winning section, 

consisted of 250 mm asphalt over 250 mm granular materials and had been in service for 24 

years without experiencing any structural distress (Yut, Nener-Plante & Zofka 2010).  

The construction of the I-710 perpetual pavement (built in 2003), which consisted of a 200 

mm asphalt layer over 100 mm of cracked and seated concrete, was reviewed by Monismith et 

al. (2009) after five years of service. The deflection data assured a structurally sound pavement 
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structure (Monismith et al. 2009). Scullion reported very low deflections of a perpetual 

pavement constructed in Texas which indicated that the overall pavement stiffness was 

approaching that of concrete pavement (Scullion 2006). 

The performance of four flexible pavement sections on US 75 in Kansas near Sabetha was 

investigated by Romanoschi et al. These sections were designed as conventional asphalt 

pavements as well as a perpetual pavement and were instrumented with strain gauges to 

monitor pavement responses. The results indicated that the strains under an 80 KN axle load, 

and even in the hottest season, were less than 70 microstrain. The results also indicated that 

perpetual pavement with rich base layer may have superior fatigue performance (Romanoschi 

et al. 2008; Romanoschi, Gisi & Dumitru 2006; Romanoschi, Lewis & Portillo 2009). 

Huddleston, reported a 250 mm asphalt section in the City of Eugene, Oregon, that despite 

being in service for 55 years, was still in good conditions (Huddleston 2008). 

 

Figure 2.18. Comparison of Average Kansas Interstate Costs (Cross & Parsons 2002) 

The economics of long-life asphalt pavements have proven to be advantageous when 

compared to concrete pavements or conventionally designed pavements (Newcomb, Willis & 

Timm 2010). Cross and Parsons (2002) compared several interstate asphalt sections in Kansas 

with concrete sections from an economic perspective. The authors found that over a 40-year 

period, asphalt pavements were more economical than concrete pavements for the Kansas 

interstate system (Figure 2.18). This was attributed to the extensive rehabilitation and 

reconstruction activities that were later performed on some of the concrete sections (Cross & 

Parsons 2002). Similar studies on four US interstate highways in Ohio also revealed the same 
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trend (Gibboney 1995). Studies in Pakistan (Kamal, Hafeez & Muzaffarkhan 2006) and 

Afghanistan (Lande, Lopez & Cook 2006) showed that perpetual pavements were clearly more 

economical than comparable rigid pavements. 

El-Hakim, Tighe and Galal (2009) evaluated and compared the long term economic costs 

of perpetual pavements with conventional asphalt pavements in Ontario. The perpetual 

pavement cross-section was comprised of 335 mm of asphalt mix over 115 mm of a bitumen 

stabilised subgrade. The conventional pavement was 280 mm of asphalt over 330 mm of 

granular material. According to the MEPDG, the perpetual pavement had a better predicted 

performance and was 6.6% cheaper in life cycle costs over a of 50-year period (El-Hakim, 

Tighe & Galal 2009).  Utilisation of perpetual pavement on low volume roads in Washington 

saved over $160,000 per 2-lane miles over a 50-year period (Muench et al. 2004). Cheneviere 

and Ramdas confirmed the economic benefits of perpetual pavements over conventional 

pavements in the UK where the life cycle cost gives a clear indication of its sustainability 

(Chenevière & Ramdas 2006). 

A life cycle cost analysis was conducted to compare a perpetual pavement design to a deep 

lift asphalt alternative for Victoria Avenue in Margate, QLD in a study by McDonald (2016). 

The perpetual pavement design incorporated EME2 high modulus asphalt technology. Several 

rehabilitation options were considered along the period of analysis (100 years) using deep lift 

asphalt rehabilitation strategy. The life cycle cost analysis results showed that the Net Present 

Value (NPV) of the perpetual pavement strategy including routine maintenance cost was lower 

compared to the deep lift asphalt option which made the perpetual pavement strategy more 

attractive and cost convenient. It was also suggested that the perpetual pavement have lower 

user costs compare to the deep lift asphalt which made a better benefit/cost ratio for perpetual 

pavement alternative. Details of the analysis can be found elsewhere (McDonald 2016). 
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 Development of the ASP-fL Perpetual Pavement 

Design Procedure 

 

 

 

3.1 Introduction 

Over the last ten years, the design of LLAPs or perpetual asphalt pavements has become a 

problem of increasing concern to both the Road Authorities (RAs) and the asphalt industry in 

Australia. Of particular concern are requirements for the use of Australian local asphalt mixes 

due to higher pavement temperatures experienced in Australia compared to the UK and the US. 

Whilst the UK guidelines for design and construction of LLAPs are limited to specified mixes 

and specified loading-temperature environments, they have not been validated against field 

trials of LLAPs using Australian asphalt mixes and for Australian loading-temperature 

conditions. The US MEPDG design procedures have a different framework to the current 

Austroads design approach (e.g. having different requirements for laboratory material 

characterisation methods, structural response models and semi-empirical performance models), 

therefore new material data and FEL performance models established for the US perpetual 

asphalt design are not readily transferable to the Austroads design procedure to suit Australian 

conditions. 

In 2011 the Australian Asphalt Pavement Association (AAPA) commenced the Asphalt 

Pavement Solutions for Life (APS-fL) project and developed a detailed plan to explain and 

validate a mechanistic design procedure for the incorporation of the FEL into pavement design. 

In particular, the procedure needed to consider the Australian environmental conditions and 

incorporate the effects of the increased healing potential of Australian mixes due to the higher 

pavement temperatures experienced in Australia relative to the rest of the developed world.  

This chapter provides the technical basis of the AAPA’s proposed FEL-based perpetual 

pavement design procedure. 
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3.2 Research Issues 

The development of LLAP design procedures within the framework of Australian pavement 

design procedures requires: 

(i) The adoption of improved laboratory material characterisation methods to allow 

more accurate prediction of the asphalt design moduli and Fatigue Endurance Limits 

(FEL) for Australian loading-temperature conditions 

(ii) The establishment of simple FEL design criteria suitable for the selection of 

pavement thickness in the design process 

(iii) The establishment of field trials for the validation of design criteria of the defined 

FEL 

3.2.1 Proposed Modulus Testing Method for Design Asphalt Moduli in Perpetual 

Pavement Designs  

Currently, the Austroads pavement design procedure adopts reference flexural beam 

modulus testing (at 10 Hz and at 20oC) used in the Shell design method (or equivalent IDT 

modulus) to determine the reference asphalt design modulus. This modulus is then empirically 

adjusted for design traffic speed and design temperature (WMAPT) to achieve the final asphalt 

design modulus. AAPA, however, considered that this approach would tend to produce lower 

design modulus values and, hence, excessively conservative asphalt thicknesses.  

In line with the US MEPDG design procedures, which adopt dynamic modulus testing to 

determine design asphalt modulus values, AAPA proposed the use of dynamic modulus testing 

to directly obtain design asphalt modulus values at specified design traffic speeds and at various 

design temperatures. It requires verification of dynamic modulus values for use as design 

asphalt moduli in perpetual pavement designs 

3.2.2 Proposed FEL-Stiffness Relationship for Australian Asphalt Mixes for Perpetual 

Pavement Designs 

The recently developed NCHRP perpetual asphalt pavement design procedure in the US 

(Witczak et al. 2013b) endorsed the laboratory-based FEL-asphalt stiffness relationship drawn 

from laboratory flexural beam testing by (Thompson & Carpenter 2006). AAPA has also 

proposed implementing this FEL-asphalt stiffness relationship into the Austroads pavement 

design procedure for perpetual pavement design. Before the use of a single FEL-stiffness 
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relationship could be recommended for routine pavement design in Australia, it had to be 

established whether the single stiffness-FEL relationship found for a range of US mixes held 

for Australian mixes. 

3.2.3 Proposed Field Trials for Calibration of FEL-Stiffness Relationship 

The asphalt pavement types, materials and construction techniques, loading and 

environmental conditions in Australia are unique. Due to insufficient local field trials of 

perpetual pavements, AAPA proposed to use a number of existing heavy-duty pavements in 

Australia and NCAT field trials overseas to calibrate the conversion factor from laboratory to 

field conditions in the preliminary developmental stage. More extensive field trials of LLAP 

in the UK will be also used in a later stage of the validation work. 

The following research findings on the above topics are extracted from the AAPA Asphalt 

Pavements Solutions for Life report (Sullivan et al. 2015), which provides technical 

background to the development of the AAPA long life asphalt pavement design procedure.  

3.3 Verification of Dynamic Modulus Values for Use as Design Asphalt 

Moduli in Perpetual Pavement Design 

There is currently significant debate amongst researchers on what laboratory modulus tests 

should be used to determine design asphalt moduli (used in the mechanistic pavement analysis 

to determine field critical strain) and how the loading frequency used in various laboratory 

modulus tests is related to loading time in field vehicle loadings.  

D'Angelo, Dongre and Myers (2006) reported that the three common Australian modulus 

test methods (Indirect Tensile on a CYlindrical sample, IT-CY; 4 Point Bending on a PRismic 

beam, 4PB-PR; and Direct Compression test on CYlindirical samples, DC-CY) have different 

definitions of time and need frequency conversions to shift between the time and frequency 

(D'Angelo, Dongre & Myers 2006). They found that shift factors could be established from 

single time/temperature testing and that the time shift factors are valid across the whole time 

frequency domain. For the purposes of standardisation, the modulus results need to be 

converted to a reference stiffness value. Comparable stiffness is obtained between any of the 

three test methods by using a constant definition of time (inter-conversion) as shown in 

Table 3.1. 
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Table 3.1. Loading Frequency Conversion for Stiffness Test Methods 

Conversion from 
Conversion to 

IT-CY(time) 4PB-PR(frequency) DC-CY(frequency) 

IT-CY(time) - 
1

2tIT-CY

 
1

2πtIT-CY

 

4PB-PR(frequency) 
1

2f4PB-PR

 - 
f4PB-PR

π
 

DC-CY(frequency) 
1

2πfDC-CY

 πfDC-CY - 

The loading frequency in common Australian tests can have different physical meanings 

and the reporting of moduli at a particular frequency, without reference to the loading type, 

could be confusing/misleading. To remove this confusion, it is recommended that a standard 

practice be established for the reporting of modulus values for different test methods and is 

referenced back to an equivalent design modulus. The study underlines the considerable 

challenges involved in comparing modulus results from various test methods. It is strongly 

recommended that testing is harmonised across Australia and a standard reporting method 

implemented. 

As mentioned previously, the Austroads pavement design procedure adopts the reference 

flexural beam modulus testing (at 10 Hz and at 20oC) used in the Shell design method to 

determine the reference asphalt design modulus, which is then empirically adjusted for design 

traffic speed and design temperature (WMAPT) to achieve the final asphalt design modulus. 

As this approach would tend to produce lower design modulus values and, hence, excessively 

conservative asphalt thicknesses, AAPA proposed dynamic modulus tests to determine design 

asphalt moduli. 

Sullivan et al. conducted a study using the results of field measured moduli from FWD 

testing on the NCAT, Westrack and MnRoads test track sites to develop and validate direct 

inter-conversion between the dynamic modulus test and field stiffness. (Sullivan et al. 2015). 

Analyses of dynamic modulus test results from NCAT, MnRoads and WesTrack, against field 

stiffness determined from FWD testing, found (i) frequency in the dynamic modulus test should 

be considered as an angular frequency, and (ii) that a shift of 1/2π on the frequency axis will 

allow the use of dynamic modulus values to determine the modulus resulting from a pulse load 

in the field. Using this conversion it was found that dynamic modulus results at 5.3 Hz 
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(1/(2×π×0.03)) could be used to accurately predict the moduli determined from FWD loading 

with a pulse width of approximately 0.03 seconds over a wide range of temperatures.  

The results of the optimisation also found that the use of the mid-layer depth resulted in a 

slight underestimation of the effective asphalt layer modulus for day time testing. If mid-layer 

depth is used, a correction of +2°C is required to correct for the average temperature within the 

asphalt layers. If modulus calculations were to be undertaken during the day at times other than 

mid-day, more work on modelling the full temperature with depth profile in the pavement 

structure is needed to determine the effective temperature of the asphalt layers.  

Using the pulse frequency conversion and temperature correction obtained from 

comparisons with FWD testing, the multi-variable optimisation found that dynamic moduli 

could be used to accurately predict strain under a moving load when time of load is corrected 

for the effective load length. It was found that when computing strain under a moving load, the 

thickness of the asphalt layer was insignificant. It was also found that the time of loading is 

more strongly related to the length of the deflection response than the current approach of using 

a stress pulse. The results of the optimisation on the thick asphalt sections of Phase II NCAT 

support the recommendation of Coffman (1967) that a vehicle acts as a cyclic load with a wave 

length of six feet, with the optimisation determining the wave length of 1.8 m. Based on these 

findings, the frequencies in the dynamic modulus test (Table 3.2) are recommended for use in 

pavement design with an equivalent combined asphalt layer (Coffman 1967).  

Table 3.2 Recommended Frequencies for Dynamic Modulus Testing 

3.4 Verification of Laboratory Based FEL-Stiffness Relationship for Use in 

Perpetual Pavement Design 

The NCHRP 9-44 study recommended that material stiffness be used to develop a practical 

stiffness-FEL relationship for perpetual pavement design. The advantage of using stiffness is 

that it can be used as a surrogate for changes in mix properties and temperature, eliminating 

many of the issues associated with the Cumulative Distribution of Strain (CDS) approach 

(Bonaquist 2009). 

Speed (km/hr) 50 60 70 80 90 100 110

Recommended Frequency

Dynamic Modulus Test (Hz)
1.2 1.5 1.7 2 2.2 2.5 2.7
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3.4.1 Laboratory Based FEL-Stiffness Relationships for Overseas Studies 

The early work by Monismith and McLean (1972b) recommended a single FEL (70µε) for 

LLAP design. However, subsequent research by Thompson and Carpenter (2006) showed that 

the use of the single 70µε level was conservative and that the FEL was reached at significantly 

different strain levels depending on the binder type and or content. This finding was reinforced 

by the findings of the NCHRP 9-44 study which found the FEL was not only a function of 

binder type and content but also test temperature and length of the rest period. This clearly 

shows that the original assumption of a single FEL is not valid for a range of asphalt mixes and 

temperatures (Monismith & McLean 1972b; Thompson & Carpenter 2006; Witczak et al. 

2013b).  

Thompson et al. attributed the different FEL of different mixes to binder differences, 

however, because of the lack of binder data, they could only undertake an assessment against 

the stiffness (Thompson & Carpenter 2006). They did, however, find a high correlation 

between FEL and stiffness. This finding was expanded by the NCHRP 9-44 study, which found 

that the use of mix stiffness alone was as accurate as the use of binder content, binder type and 

temperature (Witczak et al. 2013b). The conclusion which could be drawn from both studies 

was that the basic material property, stiffness, is an extremely good surrogate for mix variables 

and could be directly related to the FEL. This is shown conceptually in Figure 3.1 which shows 

the recommended stiffness-FEL relationships from the NCHRP 9-44 study for both a 1-second 

and 10-second rest period and relationship of the data to the Thompson and Carpenter (2006) 

findings. (N.B. In Figure 3.1 the measured strain from the Thompson and Carpenter) data has 

been halved to account for the different test methods, haversine vs. sinusoidal) (Thompson & 

Carpenter 2006; Witczak et al. 2013b). 

While both approaches show a strong relationship between stiffness and FEL, there is a 

distinct difference in the predicted FEL, with different values and shapes of the stiffness-FEL 

curves. These differences are most likely due to different definitions of the FEL being used in 

the testing. The FEL recommended by Thompson and Carpenter (2006) represents the point 

where cracking will not occur, but some damage may still occur to the mix. The Healing Index 

(HI) approach recommended by the NCHRP 9-44 study represents the case where no damage 

will occur (including internal heating). While there is a difference in the value and shape of the 

curves, in all cases as stiffness increases FEL decreases asymptotically and will most likely 
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reach a limiting value. The limiting value will most likely be a function of the rest period.  The 

approach which most closely represents field performance of LLAP should be adopted.   

It is anticipated that the FEL recommended by Thompson et al. will more closely match the 

definition of the FEL used in this project of “the maximum tensile strain at which, whilst 

damage might occur, the asphalt will never develop macro-cracking requiring deep structural 

treatment” (Thompson & Carpenter 2006). The findings of these two extensive studies 

undertaken by both the University of Illinois and Arizona State University showed that the use 

of the basic material property, stiffness, could be directly related to the FEL of a mix and can 

allow for healing. If this concept was to hold true in actual pavements, this simplified approach 

could provide a practical tool which could be used for the purpose of perpetual pavement design 

incorporating binder changes, healing and temperature effects.  

The NCHRP 9-44 proposed the incorporation of healing into pavement design based on the 

use of stiffness-FEL relationships for different rest periods (Witczak et al. 2013b). The NCHRP 

project found that the effect of rest periods was a significant factor and could increase the FEL 

by a factor of 3 at reset periods of greater than 10 seconds relative to a 1 second rest periods. 

The NCHRP project also found that for rest periods of greater than 10 seconds resulted in little 

increase in healing potential. 

 

Figure 3.1. Laboratory FEL-Asphalt Stiffness Curves from NCHRP 9-44 and Thomson 

et al. (2006) 
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3.4.2 Laboratory Based FEL-Stiffness Relationship for Australian Asphalt Mixes 

A range of multi strain 4-Point Bending test on Prismatic Beams (4PB-PR) fatigue tests 

undertaken on Australian mixes in the Fulton Hogan historical database were re-examined to 

approximate the FEL of each mix. The FEL of each mix was approximated, using the constant 

Plateau Value (PV) of the Ratio of Dissipated energy (RDEC) approach and the constant strain-

Nf to failure level (1.1×107) recommended by both Thomson et al. and the NCHRP 9-38 project 

(Prowell et al. 2008; Thompson & Carpenter 2006). 

The results of this analysis are summarised in Table 3.3 which documents the mixes used in 

the analysis, the slope and intercept of the straight-line strain-Nf to failure curve and the 

estimated FEL. These results are also shown graphically in Figure 3.2. 

Figure 3.2. FEL – Asphalt Stiffness Curve for Australian Asphalt Mixes from APS-fL

Study (Sullivan et al. 2015) 

The results of the conventional mixes, the elastomeric (A10 and A15E) and the plastomeric 

A35P mixes, follow the same shape as the results found in the Thompson et al. study 

(Thompson & Carpenter 2006). 
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Table 3.3. Endurance Limit Strain (ELS) of Australian Asphalt Mixes (Sullivan et al. 

2015) 
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3.4.3 Generalised FEL-Stiffness Relationship for Australian Mixes 

Given the similarities in the results for both Thompson and Carpenter (2006) and the 

Australian approach, the data were combined to form a standard FEL-stiffness relationship 

which can be used to estimate the FEL for conventional, EVA and SBS modified mixes and is 

described in Equation [3.1] following (Thompson & Carpenter 2006). 

FEL=k120200 Smix
-0.65+k2 [3.1]

Where 

FEL: Fatigue Endurance Limit, (µε) 

Smix: Flexural beam modulus determined with the 4-point beam test at the 10 Hz frequency 

used in AGPT/T233, (MPa)  

k1: Adjustment factor for difference in rest periods 

k2: Mix adjustment factor (0 for conventional mixes) 

While it was initially believed, and recommended in the NCHRP 9-44 study, that a single 

FEL could be established to relate stiffness to the FEL for any mix, this only appears to hold 

true for a range of non-modified asphalts, with binder contents in the range of typical asphalt 

mixes (4.2-5.5% binder) and it does not appear valid for highly modified mixes (Witczak et al. 

2013b). This can be seen in Figure 3.2 which shows that significantly higher FELs can be 

achieved for mixes produced with high modification or high binder contents and a shift factor 

will need to be applied for those mixes. 

 It is also noted that the two mixes produced with high RAP contents (> 30%) exhibited 

significantly lower FEL. While this dataset is small and may not hold with the use of 

rejuvenators, until additional studies are undertaken it is not recommended that high RAP 

mixes (> 30%) be used in the fatigue susceptible layers of a perpetual pavement. 

3.5 AAPA Proposed Field FEL-Stiffness Relationship for Pavement Design 

It was hypothesised that the single stiffness-FEL relationship, as found in laboratory testing, 

also holds true for a design asphalt modulus under field loadings and temperature conditions. 

Subsequently, AAPA proposed that the empirical field FEL-stiffness relationships could be 

determined or calibrated by fitting the data of field asphalt critical strains to the field modulus 

obtained from existing LLAP pavement sections. In this case, the field FEL-stiffness 

relationship for pavement design could be expressed in form of Equation [3.2] 
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Field FEL=k120200EField
-0.65+k2 [3.2]

Where, 

FEL: Fatigue Endurance Limit, determined from the critical strains of the LLAP pavements, 

(microstrain) 

EField: Field asphalt modulus, (MPa) 

k1: Adjustment constant for laboratory to field conversion or confidence limit  

k2: Mix adjustment factor (0 for conventional mixes) 

AAPA proposed to test this hypothesis and determine the conversion factor values for 

laboratory to field conditions by comparing the laboratory FEL-stiffness relationship with the 

field FEL-stiffness relationship derived from existing LLAP pavements. 

3.6 Field FEL-Stiffness Relationships for NCAT Test Sections 

Willis and Timm undertook the following analysis methods to determine stiffness and field 

critical strain for both cracked and un-cracked NCAT pavements (Willis & Timm 2009a): 

• The effective modulus master curve of the combined asphalt layers for each section 

of the Phase II structural sections (N2-N8) was determined in accordance with the 

previously developed and calibrated method 

• The asphalt stiffness (in term of dynamic modulus) was determined for the effective 

asphalt layer, over the full range of midpoint 

• Layer temperatures experienced at the NCAT test section (0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30 and 

40°C) at the equivalent loading frequency in the Direct Compression test on 

Cylindrical samples (DC-CY) (2 Hz), equates to the design speed of 80 km/hr. 

• The design axle loading used in the forward calculation was the 90 kN (axle weight 

on the NCAT test track) 

• For each mid-point temperature, the horizontal strain at the base of the combined 

asphalt layer, the critical location for fatigue cracking, was calculated using the 

elastic material properties of the base and subgrade support values from Timm and 

layered elastic theory (Timm et al. 2006; Willis et al. 2009). 

The calculated critical strains and asphalt stiffness at different temperatures for each Phase 

II structural test section are shown in Figure 3.3. When the stiffness-strain relationships are 

more closely examined, it can be seen that sections N4 and N3, which did not crack in Phase 
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II and the subsequent studies, had strain levels across the whole stiffness range which are lower 

than the sections which cracked.  

Figure 3.3. NCAT Asphalt Mix Dynamic Modulus – Tensile Strain Relationships

(Sullivan et al. 2015) 

While it might be argued that sections N3 and N4 have not been fully established as 

perpetual pavements, “sections N3 and N4 strain profiles can be used to represent the least 

conservative strain profiles which are able to withstand trafficking without fatigue cracking” 

(Willis & Timm 2009a). Therefore, at least initially, these two sections can be used to 

determine the deviation or upper limit for a field-based FEL and will provide an excellent 

starting point for development of a field-based FEL design model. However, due to this 

limitation it is not recommended that the FEL developed from the analysis of the NCAT test 

sections be used for design and that any recommendation needs to be further validated by 

investigation of actual perpetual pavements (Willis & Timm 2009a).  

These two sections, N3 and N4, were extended into other studies and have subsequently 

received triple the traffic of any other section in the 2003 study, and have shown no signs of 

structural failure. It is therefore rational that these two sections be used, at least initially, to 

determine and calibrate the upper limit for a field-based fatigue threshold. While the cells N4 
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and N3 have currently only experienced a traffic level (4×107) which is not generally 

considered to be a true perpetual pavement, they are close to if not at the accepted endurance 

level and will provide a good starting point for development of the threshold.  

Using the results of the NCAT sections N3 and N4 and assuming the same power law 

applied in both laboratory and field FEL-stiffness relationships, a field FEL-stiffness 

relationship for the NCAT sections N3 and N4 could be obtained, as shown in Equation [3.3]. 

FEL=28280 EField
-0.65 [3.3]

Where 

FEL: NCAT Fatigue Endurance Limit, (µε) 

 EField: Field Asphalt stiffness estimated from dynamic modulus testing, (MPa) 

Comparing Equation [3.3] and [3.2] and by assuming k2 = 0 for conventional asphalt mixes, 

a laboratory to field Conversion Factor of 1.4 was derived.  

3.7 Field FEL-Stiffness Relationship for Existing Australian LLAP Asphalt 

Pavement Sites 

To develop the FEL-asphalt stiffness model, Roads and Maritime database was examined 

to find both partial and full depth asphalt pavements which may be either susceptible to fatigue 

cracking) or not susceptible to fatigue cracking. This subset of the Roads and Maritime 

database was then re-examined to identify potential perpetual pavements. This subset was 

obtained by filtering for pavements which: 

• Had greater than 140 mm combined asphalt thickness 

• Were greater than 20 years old 

• Had cumulative traffic loading greater than 3 × 107 ESAs 

The break point between perpetual and fatigue susceptible pavements was established by 

analysing some additional pavement sections. The criteria used to select these fatigue 

susceptible pavements were that they had greater than 240 mm thickness of asphalt, were 

fatigue cracked without constraints on cumulative traffic loading and/or age. These pavements 

were then categorised into three (i) perpetual, (ii) possible perpetual and (iii) non-perpetual 

groups. The categorisation was undertaken by examining the results of the visual survey 

undertaken at the time of testing, the current visual condition of the pavement and any 
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comments on asphalt condition and by examining the assessment of the remaining life of the 

pavement determined as part of the visual assessment. 

In addition to the Roads and Maritime sites, the data collected for the previous AAPA 

studies (AAPA 2000, 2004) was also inspected to find any additional sites which could be used 

to establish the FEL for Australian perpetual pavement design. Five sites were classified as 

perpetual one of which (Q6, Bruce Highway) was used in the derivation of the FEL criteria 

(Australian Asphalt Pavement Association (AAPA) 2000, 2004; Foley G 2008; Sharp et al. 

2000). 

16 pavement sections were categorised by Sullivan et al. (2015) as perpetual and included 

in the derivation of the FEL criteria (Table 3.4). All sites had an asphalt thickness less than 300 

mm. Also, the cumulative traffic loadings of these perpetual sites were 108 ESA or less at the 

time the visual inspection. This traffic volume can normally occur in a period of 20 years on a 

heavily trafficked Australian freeway which is considerably shorter than the design periods of 

30–40 years commonly used for such pavements. Table 3.5 summarises the Roads and 

Maritime sites classified by Sullivan et al. (2015) as non-perpetual sites. More details of the 

non-perpetual sections can be found elsewhere (Jameson 2016; Sullivan et al. 2015). 
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Table 3.4. Australian LLAP Validation Sites (Sullivan et al. 2015) 
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Table 3.5. Australian Non-LLAP Validation Sites (Sullivan et al. 2015) 

For each of these sites the stiffness-strain relationship was established by: 

• Determining the supporting sub-base layer and subgrade modulus values from back-

calculation of the deflection bowl 

• The mid-layer asphalt temperature was calculated for four seasons: summer, autumn, 

winter, and spring. The mid-layer temperature was also calculated for the upper 10th 

percentile summer temperature and lower 10th percentile winter temperature using the 

calibrated BELLS equation procedure developed by (Roberts, Roper & Michel 2010) 

• The vehicle speed for the heavy vehicle was taken as 10 km lower than the posted speed 

limit 
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• The design axle loading of 9.0 tonnes was taken as the upper 97.5th percentile axle 

loading in Australia  

• The field asphalt modulus (in term of dynamic modulus) was calculated based on 40 

mm AC14 C320 asphalt with the remaining asphalt being an AC20 C320 layer, typical 

of asphalt used to construct pavements 

• For each season, the horizontal strain at the base of the combined asphalt layer was 

calculated using Layered Elastic analysis. (NB to be consistent with back-calculation, 

all layers were isotropic) 

Once the strains had been calculated, the relationship between stiffness and strain for each 

of the Australian validation sites was plotted as shown in Figure 3.4.  

Visual inspection of the results showed that a limit appeared to exist between the Sydney 

Newcastle Freeway (H-S39) site and New England Highway site (H-S27_18). This observation 

suggested that the FEL-stiffness curve needed to be shifted to the deviation between the Sydney 

Newcastle Freeway section (H-S39) and the New England Highway site (H-S27_18), as shown 

in Figure 3.4.  

Figure 3.4. Asphalt Mix Stiffness-Field Strain Curve for Australian LLAP Sites (Sullivan 

et al. 2015) 
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Figure 3.4 shows the in-service FEL relationship which was developed by adjusting the 

Laboratory derived FEL. This relationship was based on the notion that FEL values should be 

such that there is a low probability that pavements designed with the method become fatigue 

cracked. The position of the line was adjusted until the strains calculated for almost all the 

Australian cracked sites were above the FEL design curve (Jameson 2016). 

Using the results of the Australian validation sites H22, S15 and H23, a FEL-stiffness 

relationship was established from field validation data for LLAP pavements, as shown in 

Equation [3.4]. 

FEL=18180 EField
-0.65 [3.4]

Where 

FEL: Fatigue Endurance Limit at given modulus, (microstrain) 

EField: Field Asphalt mix stiffness estimated from dynamic modulus testing, (MPa) 

Comparing Equations [3.4] and [3.2] and by assuming that k2 = 0 for conventional asphalt 

mixes, a laboratory to field conversion factor of 0.9 was derived. 

This offers a practical FEL-stiffness relationship, which can be used for perpetual pavement 

design. At levels below the FEL-stiffness relationship, Australian pavements have not 

experienced cracking after 30 years and loadings in excess of 8×107 ESA. At strain levels 

above this relationship, pavements appear to be fatigue susceptible with most, but not all, 

pavements experiencing damage.  

3.8 Proposed Confidence Limits for FEL-Stiffness Relationship 

While the relationship found from visual observation of the FEL-stiffness curve shown in 

Figure 3.4 will usually result in a true perpetual pavement, there is no statistical reason or 

confidence behind the recommended level. While it may be argued that an FEL design method 

does not require a statistical confidence level, statistical confidence can be easily inserted into 

the method by using the k1 adjustment constants to move the design curve up or down to cover 

more points (or a higher or lower confidence), as shown in Equation [3.5]. 

FEL= k1 × 20200 Efield
-0.65+k2 [3.5]

Where 

FEL: Fatigue Endurance Limit, (microstrain) 
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Efield: Field Asphalt mix stiffness, (MPa) 

k1: Laboratory to field conversion factor or confidence levels 

k2: Mix adjustment factor 

This approach moves the standard equation up or down to account for changes in healing 

potential of the mix due to different binders and rest periods or in this case, confidence levels 

incorporating all of these variables. 

To establish confidence limits, the predicted strain for each of the perpetual pavement 

sections which fell between the section with the lowest strain-stiffness relationship, which had 

shown signs of failure (Sydney-Newcastle Freeway section H-S39), and the section with the 

highest stiffness-strain relationship which showed no signs of failure (H-S29 and N4 as lines 

cross over), were analysed. The analysis fitted a power relationship to the strain-stiffness curve 

for each of the 14 sections which fell in the indeterminate zone. These relationships were then 

used to predict the strain at stiffness values near the upper summer temperature (1500 MPa), 

the WMAPT (3000 MPa) and winter lower temperature (6500 MPa). For each of the stiffness 

values the strains were ranked from highest to lowest and the strains were then plotted against 

the inverse standard normal distribution (normal (z) score) as shown in Figure 3.5. 

In the resulting distributions for the three stiffness levels, the distribution closely follows 

that of a normal distribution and for all practical purposes can be assumed to follow a normal 

distribution. Because the results followed that of a normal distribution, confidence levels could 

easily be developed by solving the line-of-best fit of the normal score against the predicted 

strain for the normal (z) score at a set confidence limit. 
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Figure 3.5. Normal Score – Fatigue Endurance Limit (Sullivan et al. 2015) 

AGPT02 uses five levels of project reliability 80, 85, 90, 95 and 97.5% (Jameson 2012). 

These reliability (probability) figures can be equated to a normal (z) score of the standard 

normal cumulative distribution (mean zero and standard deviation of 1) of 0.842, 1.036, 1.282, 

1.644 and 1.960. This can be seen conceptually in Figure 3.5 where the 95th percentile value 

(1.64) can be seen to equate to an FEL of 150 µε for a stiffness of 1500 MPa. 

Using these confidence levels the standard FEL equation could then be adjusted by changing 

the confidence coefficient, k1, to fit the predicted FEL level at the required confidence level. 

The resulting fitting parameters and the confidence based FEL are shown in Table 3.6. The 

resulting confidence limits for 80 and 95 percentiles can be seen on Figure 3.6. Figure 3.6 

shows the ‘indeterminate zone’ which included perpetual and non-perpetual pavements. The 

assumption in defining this zone is that any pavement with strains below this zone has a high 

probability of being fatigue resistant and those pavements with strains above this zone have a 

high probability of being fatigue susceptible (Jameson 2016). 
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Figure 3.6. Confidence Limits and Perpetual Pavement Sections (Sullivan et al. 2015) 

The proposed FEL relationship for use in the AGPT02 is shown in Figure 3.7. The in-service 

FELs for 95% confidence level are about 80% of the laboratory FEL values. 

 

Figure 3.7. Laboratory FEL versus In-service FEL for 95% Confidence Level (Jameson 

2016) 
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Using the recommended relationship, on a subgrade of CBR 5 the 50% confidence level 

will give thicknesses in the range of 260-270 mm and at the 95th percentile level, thicknesses 

in the range of 330-340 mm. These results compared favourably with the recommendations of 

Rolt (2001) that well-designed and constructed asphalt pavements with 270 mm thickness 

could provide a fatigue resistant pavement structure and Nunn and Ferne (2001) that 280 mm 

was sufficient to resist fatigue cracking (Nunn & Ferne 2001; Rolt 2001). The additional 

thicknesses above these figures at higher confidence levels simply allowed for increased 

confidence in design and possible deficiencies in materials and design. 

Table 3.6. Fatigue Endurance Limit and Confidence Limits 

 

Given that the confidence based shift factors were all correlated with the standard FEL 

relationship obtained from US and Australian mixes, the shift factor k1 is simply a laboratory 

to field conversion. Given that this is a simple shift, confidence levels could easily be applied 

to mixes which do not fall on the standard FEL relationship, such as EME2 and A5E mixes. 

The same confidence shift factors may be applied to the results of laboratory testing using the 

PV approach as found in the APS-fL study. 

3.9 AAPA Proposed LLAP Mechanistic Design Approach 

Similar to the Austroads design procedures in AGPT – Part 2, the AAPA proposed LLAP 

design procedure adopts the elastic layer model CIRCLY as response model to calculate critical 

strains at the bottom of the asphalt layer. CIRCLY is based on linear elastic theory, but unlike 

most other elastic programs, it accepts (cross) anisotropic materials and complex load 

configurations. It is adequate for modelling pavements containing asphalt layers provided 

asphalt temperature and rate of loading are considered (Jameson 2012).  

3.9.1 Material Characterisation 

An asphalt flexible pavement with granular base is characterised as a series of horizontal 

layers of infinite horizontal extent on an infinitely deep subgrade, composed of materials that 

1500 MPa 3000 MPa 6500 MPa

0.800 0.842 174 110 68 1.000

0.850 1.036 168 107 66 0.970

0.900 1.282 161 102 63 0.925

0.950 1.645 150 95 59 0.860

0.975 1.960 140 88 54 0.800

Normal Score

(z)

FEL (με)
k2

Confidence

 Limit
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are homogeneous, linear elastic and anisotropic. Typical values for Poisson’s ratio and 

anisotropy for the asphalt, unbound granular base and subgrade are given in Table 3.7. 

Table 3.7. Design Assumptions in CIRCLY 

 

(a) Design Moduli of Asphalt 

Similar to the Austroads design procedures in AGPT – Part 2, the AAPA proposed LLAP 

design procedure does not differentiate multiple asphalt layers (such as surfacing, intermediate 

and base asphalt) (Jameson 2012). It assumes that all asphalt layers can be combined into a 

single equivalent layer, which has an equivalent modulus determined by Equation [3.6]. The 

AAPA proposed perpetual pavement design procedure also allows estimation of asphalt design 

moduli from laboratory dynamic modulus testing results (Chapter 4). In this case, the 

viscoelastic properties of asphalt are considered by using vehicle speed and effective layer 

temperature.  

�
 hi

n

i=1

E
eff

1
3 =
 hiEi

1
3

n

i=1

 [3.6]

(b) Design Modulus of Granular Base Layer 

In line with the Austroads design procedures in AGPT – Part 2, the AAPA proposed LLAP 

design procedure does not differentiate base and sub-base materials (Jameson 2012). It assumes 

all base and sub-base layers can be combined into one layer, and a sub-layering procedure for 

the combined granular layer is used to assign the thickness and moduli of the sub-layers as 

described below: 

• The sub-layer thickness must be approximately 50-150 mm 

• The ratio of moduli of adjacent sub-layers (R) (see Equation [3.7]) should not exceed 2 

R = (E top of granular base/E subgrade)
1/n [3.7]

Where 

Etop of granular base: Modulus of the top sub-layer 

Vertical Horizontal 

Asphalt 0.40 0.40 Eh = Ev

Granualar Base 0.35 0.35 Eh = Ev/2

Cement Treated Base 0.20 0.20 Eh = Ev

Subgrade 0.45 0.45 Eh = Ev/2

Poisson's Ratio
ModulusLayer
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Esubgrade: Subgrade modulus 

n: Number of sub-layers 

As per Austroads design procedures in AGPT – Part 2, the AAPA proposed LLAP design 

procedure assumes a presumptive Etop of granular base value of 550 MPa (Jameson 2012). 

(c) Design Modulus of Subgrade Layer 

As suggested by the Austroads design procedures in AGPT – Part 2, the AAPA proposed 

LLAP design procedure assumes a presumptive design subgrade modulus of 10×CBR MPa 

(Jameson 2012). Given the many assumptions used in the determination of design modulus 

values for pavement layers and the subgrade, the designer can assign a confidence level for the 

estimations of design material inputs and select a k1 value according to the assigned confidence 

level (Table 3.8). 

3.9.2 Assessment of Critical Response under Design Loadings 

Critical responses are assessed as critical strains at the bottom of the asphalt layer, which 

are then compared with two FEL-stiffness criteria for two different vehicle loadings as follows:  

a) Equation [3.8] for the design load of 9.0 t single axle with dual tyres (SADT) 

b) Equation [3.9]for the design load of 8.2 t single axle with dual tyres (SADT)  

FEL=k120200 EDesign
-0.65 +k2 [3.8]

FEL=
8.2

Ul

�k120200 EDesign
-0.65 +k2� [3.9]

Where, 

FEL: Fatigue Endurance Limit, (microstrain) 

EDesign: Asphalt modulus, (MPa) 

Ul: Upper 97.5th single load, (tonnes) 

k1: Laboratory to field conversion factor or confidence limit as given in Table 3.8 

k2: Mix adjustment factor (0 for conventional mixes) 

Table 3.8. Recommended Confidence Limit 

 

Confidence Level 80% 85% 90% 95% 97.50%

k1 1.000 0.970 0.925 0.860 0.800
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3.9.3 Critical Loading-Temperature Regimes 

For a new perpetual pavement design, the designer must also determine values of asphalt 

moduli at three critical loading-temperature regimes using guidelines in the AAPA proposed 

LLAP design procedures (Sullivan et al. 2015). These include: 

(i) Winter Morning Pavement Temperature (WMPT) 

(ii) Summer Day Time Pavement Temperature (SDPT) 

(iii) Weighted Mean Annual Pavement Temperature (WMAPT)  

These asphalt moduli are then used as input in the CIRCLY analyses to determine asphalt 

critical strains at the three loading-temperature regimes for comparison with the FEL-stiffness 

criteria.  

3.10 Summary 

In line with the recent development of the NCHRP perpetual asphalt pavement design 

procedure in the US (NCHRP Project 9-44 2013), the Australian Asphalt Pavement Association 

(AAPA) has proposed a new perpetual asphalt pavement design procedure based on the well-

established Fatigue Endurance Limit (FEL) concept. The proposed methodology implements a 

generalised asphalt FEL-stiffness relationship drawn from laboratory flexural beam testing into 

the Austroads pavement design procedure for perpetual pavements. 

Currently, the Austroads pavement design procedure adopts the reference flexural beam 

modulus testing (at 10 Hz and 20oC) used in the Shell design method to determine the reference 

asphalt design modulus, which is then empirically adjusted for design traffic speed and design 

temperature (WMAPT) to produce the final asphalt design modulus. The AAPA, however, 

considered that this approach would tend to produce lower design modulus values and, hence, 

excessively conservative asphalt thicknesses. Consequently, AAPA proposed dynamic 

modulus testing to directly obtain design asphalt moduli at specified design traffic speeds and 

at various design temperatures. 

A study of a direct inter-conversion between the dynamic modulus test and field stiffness 

using the results of field measured moduli from FWD testing on the NCAT, Westrack and 

MnRoads test tracks sites (Sullivan et al. 2015) found that dynamic modulus results at 5.3 Hz 

(1/(2×π×0.03)) could be used to accurately predict the modulus determined from FWD loading 

with a pulse width of approximately 0.03 seconds over a wide range of temperatures. The study 
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also provided recommended frequencies for use in the dynamic modulus test in pavement 

design with an equivalent combined asphalt layer.  

AAPA also used a number of existing cracked/un-cracked heavy-duty pavements in 

Australia and NCAT field trials overseas to calibrate the value of k1 for field conditions. In 

these field trials, however, it was difficult to assess perpetual status and many existing un-

cracked asphalt pavements may have not been regarded as perpetual pavements. Different 

methods and data sources were used to estimate field asphalt moduli which are required to 

predict field critical strains. Field values of k1 were in the range of 0.9 to 1.4, which could be 

influenced by different interpretation methods for perpetual pavement condition and different 

methods to estimate field asphalt moduli. It can be argued that most heavy-duty pavements in 

Australia and pavement sections in NCAT field trials have not been fully established as 

perpetual pavements. Accordingly, there is a need to calibrate the AAPA proposed FEL-

stiffness criteria using extensive field trials of perpetual pavements available for UK sites. 

It should be noted that the dynamic modulus test has not been adopted by Austroads to 

determine asphalt design moduli and subsequently, there is lack of dynamic modulus data for 

typical Australian asphalt mixes. In the early implementation stage of the AAPA perpetual 

pavement design procedure, there was a need to identify Australian mixes that had similar 

material characteristics to those already used in existing perpetual pavements overseas. This 

would allow the overseas experience to be transferred and reused. In addition, not all 

practitioners in Australia have access to the dynamic modulus testing facilities. As dynamic 

modulus testing, and the analysis of the test results, can be a complex and costly exercise, it 

may not be justified for routine pavement designs. Therefore, there is a need to establish a 

national database of asphalt material mechanical properties, including the dynamic modulus 

data for typical Australian asphalt mixes, as a cost-effective solution for both pavement design 

and pavement management purposes. 
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 Development of the National Database of Material 

Properties for Australian Asphalt Mixes 

 

 

 

4.1 Introduction 

The review of asphalt mixes used in perpetual pavements overseas (see Chapter 2) revealed 

that different asphalt mix types are used in base, intermediate and surface layers depending on 

the layer performance requirements. The fatigue resistant HMA base layer is one of the most 

important layers in the pavement structure to provide resistance to bottom-up fatigue cracking. 

The tensile strain at the bottom of the HMA base layer can be reduced by designing a stiff base 

layer (Newcomb, Willis & Timm 2010). The intermediate layer in perpetual pavement 

structures is required to have stability and durability. Using course aggregates (providing stone-

on-stone contact of the aggregate stone skeleton) and a binder with relatively high-temperature 

grading in the PG binder grading system provides stability in this layer (Asphalt Pavement 

Alliance 2002). Performance requirements for the surface layer, or the wearing course of a 

perpetual pavement, include resistance to rutting and surface cracking, adequate friction, 

mitigation of splash and spray and minimisation of tyre noise (Asphalt Pavement Alliance 

2002; Newcomb, Buncher & Huddleston 2001).  

Early in the implementation stage of the AAPA perpetual pavement design procedure there 

was a need to identify Australian mixes that have similar material characteristics to those used 

in existing perpetual pavements overseas so that the overseas experience could be transferred 

and reused. As the dynamic modulus test has not been adopted by Austroads to determine 

asphalt design moduli, there is also a lack of dynamic modulus data for typical Australian 

asphalt mixes. Currently, not all practitioners in Australia have access to the dynamic modulus 

testing facilities. In addition, dynamic modulus testing and the analysis of the test results can 

be complex and expensive and may not be justified for routine pavement designs.  

Therefore, a national database of material properties (including data on the intrinsic 

characteristics of material used in mix designs, binder viscosity properties and dynamic 
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moduli) for typical Australian asphalt mixes, was needed as a cost-effective solution for both 

pavement design and pavement management purposes.  

This chapter presents a database of intrinsic material characteristics, binder viscosity 

properties and dynamic moduli established for 28 typical dense graded Australian asphalt 

mixes to support the implementation of the perpetual pavement concept in Australia. It also 

provides researchers, for the first time, a comprehensive database of performance properties of 

typical Australian asphalt mixes and their binder constituents. It also describes laboratory test 

methods and testing procedures used to collect the data. 

4.2 Background 

In 2011, the Australian Asphalt Pavement Association (AAPA) initiated the Asphalt 

Pavement Solution for Life national project (APS-FL) to address industry concerns that current 

pavement design procedures were producing overly conservative asphalt thickness 

requirements. It was believed that part of the problem was the use of unrealistic material 

properties due to limited data on the material characterisation of Australian asphalt mixes 

(Sullivan, Gabrawy & Yousefdoost 2013; Sullivan et al. 2015).  

The characterisation of asphalt material properties across the full range of temperatures and 

loading speeds experienced by a pavement is expected to improve the accuracy of predicting 

the response of a pavement to loading and subsequent performance. Furthermore, by linking 

this database to the fatigue endurance limit (FEL) of the pavement, the perpetual pavement 

concept will be introduced to Australia. As a result, the maximum thickness of asphalt could 

be determined beyond which any increases will result in little to no increases in structural 

capacity of the pavement (Witczak, El-Badawy & El-Basyoury 2006).  

The first phase of the APS-FL project was to establish a national database of intrinsic and 

mechanical properties of typical Australian asphalt materials most commonly used in major 

projects. This aspect was accomplished with the intent of developing a framework for initiating 

and introducing the concept of perpetual pavement design into the Austroads mechanistic-

empirical design procedures. To establish this database, intrinsic material properties used in 

mix design, binder viscosity properties and dynamic modulus were chosen to best characterise 

the mechanical behaviour and performance properties of the asphalt mixes. Dynamic modulus 

testing has gained recent worldwide acceptance for characterising asphalt mixes across the full 

temperature and frequency range. In addition, dynamic modulus tests will enable the 
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development of master curves which will link Australian mix characterisation with 

international research.  

Dynamic modulus (|E*|) is a fundamental property of asphalt mixes and is required as a 

material input in most mechanistic‐empirical pavement design systems. As a result of the 

National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP) project 9‐19 (Superpave Support 

and Performance Models Management) and project 9‐29 (Simple Performance Tester for 

Superpave Mix Design), the Asphalt Materials Performance Tester (AMPT), formerly known 

as the Simple Performance Tester (SPT), was developed to measure dynamic moduli and 

evaluate the performance of Superpave HMA mixes in the US (Witczak et al. 2002).  

To characterise the rheology of the binder constituent of the asphalt mixes, binders were 

tested for their complex shear modulus, phase angle and complex viscosity in the Dynamic 

Shear Rheometer (DSR). The DSR is capable of quantifying linear viscoelastic properties of 

the binder making it well suited for characterising binders across the in-service pavement 

temperature range (Yusoff, Shaw & Airey 2011). 

Several asphalt material performance property databases are already available in the 

literature, but nearly all of them have been developed for US asphalt mixes. There is concern 

about whether the US developed asphalt material databases are applicable to the Australian 

asphalt design framework. Some of these databases include Witczak, Federal Highway 

Administration (FHWA), North Carolina Department of Transportation (NCDOT), Western 

Research Institute (WRI), Citgo, North Carolina State University (NCSU), and the Long-Term 

Pavement Performance (LTPP) project. Details on the material properties and specifications of 

these databases can be found elsewhere (Al-Khateeb et al. 2006; Andrei, Witczak & Mirza 

1999; Bari & Witczak 2006; Christensen Jr, Pellinen & Bonaquist 2003; Garcia & Thompson 

2007; Kim et al. 2011; Sakhaei Far 2011; Sakhaeifar, Richard Kim & Kabir 2015).  

4.3 Methods for Data Collection 

This database will provide a resource to assist pavement engineers evaluate the comparative 

design characteristics and properties of asphalt mixes with respect to the design of perpetual 

pavements. Consequently, the approach was to: 

• Collate as much information as possible on intrinsic material properties used in mix 

design, binder viscosity properties and dynamic moduli of 28 typical Australian 
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asphalt mixes that were considered suitable for perpetual pavement applications by 

the asphalt industry representative in Australia (AAPA) 

• Use standard laboratory testing methods and testing procedures to obtain 

information on intrinsic and mechanical properties of the asphalt mixes 

Wherever possible, information was gathered by a single operator and using the same 

laboratory testing facilities to reduce errors due to different operators and different testing 

facilities. Every reasonable effort was made to assure the most accurate interpretation of the 

data. 

4.4 Material Selection 

The 28 standard dense graded asphalt materials used in this study were produced by 

Australia’s leading asphalt producers. The asphalt samples consisted of 15 mixes with Nominal 

Maximum Aggregate Size (NMAS) of 14 mm and 13 mixes with NMAS of 20 mm. The asphalt 

samples were carefully selected and nominated to ensure coverage of the spectrum of 

Australian asphalt materials (including aggregates and binders) most commonly used in major 

projects.  

The studied mixes contained nine types of aggregates (Hornfels, Granite, Greywacke, 

Limestone, Dolomite, Dolomitic Siltstone, Basalt, Latite and Dacite) and five types of binders 

(C320, C600, AR450, Multigrade and A15E PMB). The RAP content of the mixes varied from 

nil to 30%. Details of the aggregate type and gradation, binder type and content, mix design 

method, compaction efforts, RAP content, filler type and content and volumetric properties of 

14 mm and 20 mm mixes are presented in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2, respectively. For reasons 

of confidentiality, the material sources are not provided in this report. 
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Table 4.1. Properties of the Studied 14 mm Asphalt Mixes 

 

Asphalt Mix ID 14-01 14-02 14-03 14-04 14-07 14-09 14-10 14-11 14-12 14-13 14-15A 14-15B 14-31 14-32 14-33 

Design Method Austroads Marshall Marshall Marshall Austroads Marshall Marshall Austroads Austroads Marshall Austroads Austroads Austroads Austroads Marshall 

Agg. Type 1 Granite Greywacke Granite Granite Basalt Granite Basalt Dolmanite Latite Hornfels Basalt Basalt Limestone Dacite Granite 

Binder Type C320 A15E C320 C320 AR450 C320 C320 C320 AR450 Multigrade A15E AR450 C320 AR450 C320 

Filler Type Lime N/A Lime Lime Lime Lime N/A N/A N/A N/A Lime Lime N/A Lime Lime 

Aggregate Grading 

19 mm 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 

13.2 mm 99 98 98 97 98 98 99 88 91 96 97 97 91 96 96 

9.5 mm 82 80 87 77 88 84 83 74 81 85 82 82 73 83 82 

6.7 mm 65 67 70 63 72 68 71 64 65 69 68 68 62 62 67 

4.75 mm 53 54 55 53 59 54 57 51 53 57 52 52 48 54 54 

2.36 mm 40 40 39 42 39 38 37 36 38 36 37 37 35 39 38 

1.18 mm 27 29 32 35 31 26 29 27 28 26 28 28 27 27 29 

0.6 mm 18 22 26 26 24 19 22 19 20 20 23 23 20 16 21 

0.3 mm 12 15 16 17 14 13 15 11 13 14 15 15 13 12 14 

0.15 mm 8 9 7 8 8 9 8 6 8 7 7 7 6 9 8 

0.075 mm 5.8 6.5 4.3 5.3 5.1 4.9 5.4 4.8 5.5 5.6 5.3 5.3 4.3 6.5 5.3 

Volumetric Properties 

B (%) 2 5.1 5.3 4.4 4.8 5.1 4.7 5.0 4.8 5.2 4.6 5.2 5.2 4.7 5.4 4.8 

RAP (%) 20.0 Nil 7.0 20.0 15.0 Nil Nil 15.0 15.0 Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil 20.0 

Filler (%) 1.0 1.5 1.0 1.0 1.5 1.5 1.0 0.0 2.0 N/A 1.5 1.5 0.0 1.5 1.0 

Beff - m (%) 3 4.8 4.7 4.3 4.8 4.9 4.7 4.4 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.4 4.4 4.3 4.8 4.4 

Beff - V (%) 4 11.0 10.7 10.2 11.1 11.3 10.9 10.4 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.1 10.1 10.1 11.2 10.4 

BFI 5 8.9 7.6 8.3 8.3 9.0 9.2 8.1 9.0 8.0 8.0 8.1 8.1 9.1 8.6 N/A 

Comp. Effort 6 120 C 50 B 75 B N/A 120 C 75 B 50 B 80 C 120 C N/A 120 C 120 C 80 C 120 C 75 B 

Pa (t/m
3) 7 2.62 2.57 2.70 2.70 2.66 2.71 2.74 2.66 2.63 2.66 2.64 2.64 2.65 2.66 2.69 

ρmax (t/m3) 8 2.490 2.545 2.482 2.485 2.452 2.531 2.577 2.515 2.503 2.509 2.485 2.498 2.511 2.465 2.508 

AV (%) 9 4.8 3.2 4.4 4.2 4.2 4.7 4.5 4.6 4.7 3.4 5.0 5.8 4.5 4.1 4.0 

VMA (%) 10 15.8 13.9 14.6 15.3 15.5 15.6 14.9 14.6 14.7 13.4 15.1 15.9 14.6 15.3 14.4 

VFB (%) 11 70 77 69.5 72.5 73 70 70 68.5 68 74.5 67 63.5 69.5 73 72.5 

1 Aggregate Type, 2 Binder Content, 3 Effective Binder Content (by mass), 4 Effective Binder Content (by volume), 5 Binder Film Index, 6 Compaction Effort (C: Cycles, B: Blows), 7 Particle Density of Combined 
Mineral Aggregate, 8 Maximum Density of the Asphalt Mix, 9 Air Voids, 10 Voids in Mineral Aggregate, 11 Voids Filled with Binder (to the nearest 0.5%) 
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Table 4.2. Properties of the Studied 20 mm Asphalt Mixes 

 
 

Asphalt Mix ID 20-01A 20-02 20-04 20-05 20-06 20-09 20-10 20-11 20-12 20-13 20-16  20-32  20-33 

Design Method Austroads Marshall Marshall Marshall Marshall Marshall Marshall Austroads Austroads Marshall Marshall Austroads Austraods 

Agg. Type 1 Granite Greywacke 
Hornfels  
Granite 

Metagreywacke Latite Granite Basalt 
Dolomitic 
Siltstone 

Latite Hornfels Granite Dacite Basalt 

Binder Type C320 C600 C320 C600 C600 C320 C320 C320 AR450 Multigrade C320 AR450 AR450 

Filler Type Lime N/A N/A N/A N/A Lime N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Lime 

Aggregate Grading 

19 mm 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 

13.2 mm 99 98 100 98 99 99 99 89 91 100 99 94 98 

9.5 mm 86 78 85 82 80 79 84 69 80 94 79 85 86 

6.7 mm 69 68 72 67 65 61 73 60 72 80 61 76 72 

4.75 mm 56 61 56 58 57 52 62 52 55 63 52 61 56 

2.36 mm 47 49 43 50 49 44 51 41 42 55 44 55 45 

1.18 mm 35 34 30 35 36 33 35 29 32 40 33 34 32 

0.6 mm 26 25 22 26 27 23 27 23 24 28 23 26 26 

0.3 mm 19 20 17 19 20 17 20 17 17 21 17 18 20 

0.15 mm 13 12 12 12 13 12 14 10 11 13 12 13 12 

0.075 mm 7.2 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 7.6 7.3 5.0 7.0 7.1 8.0 8.5 6.6 

Volumetric Properties 

B (%) 2 4.4 4.8 4.5 4.7 4.8 4.5 5.0 4.3 4.9 4.4 4.5 5.0 4.8 

RAP (%) 20.0 Nil 30.0 Nil 15.0 Nil NA 15.0 20.0 15.0 Nil Nil 15.0 

Filler (%) 1.0 1.5 0.0 2.0 1.0 1.5 0.0 0.0 1.5 N/A 1.5 1.5 1.5 

Beff - m (%) 3 4.3 4.4 4.3 4.3 4.1 4.4 4.1 3.8 3.9 4.3 4.4 4.5 4.6 

Beff - V (%) 4 10.1 10.2 10.2 10.0 9.3 10.4 9.9 9.0 9.1 10.1 10.4 10.4 10.7 

BFI 5 8.6 8.0 8.6 8.2 7.5 9.6 8.0 9.5 8.5 8.3 9.5 8.1 9.7 

Comp. Effort 6 120 C 50 B N/A 50 B 50 B 75 B 50 B 80 C 120 C N/A 75 B 120 C 120 C 

Pa (t/m
3) 7 2.64 2.68 2.70 2.66 2.59 2.69 2.73 2.66 2.64 2.68 2.69 2.66 2.65 

ρmax (t/m
3) 8 2.535 2.593 2.516 2.487 2.467 2.525 2.608 2.521 2.497 2.505 2.529 2.496 2.491 

AV (%) 9 4.8 3.8 4.0 2.6 3.3 3.4 5.6 4.3 3.5 4.5 4.7 5.1 4.3 

VMA (%) 10 14.9 14.0 14.2 12.6 12.6 13.8 15.5 13.3 12.6 14.6 15.1 15.5 15.0 

VFB (%) 11 68 73 72 79.5 73.5 75 64 67.5 72.5 69.5 69 67.5 71.5 

1 Aggregate Type, 2 Binder Content, 3 Effective Binder Content (by mass), 4 Effective Binder Content (by volume), 5 Binder Film Index, 6 Compaction Effort (C: Cycles, B: 
Blows), 7 Particle Density of Combined Mineral Aggregate, 8 Maximum Density of the Asphalt Mix, 9 Air Voids, 10 Voids in Mineral Aggregate, 11 Voids Filled with Binder (to the 
nearest 0.5%) 
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4.5 Laboratory Testing Plan 

The research methodology/experimental plan of the laboratory testing adopted in this study 

is depicted in Figure 4.1. Asphalt suppliers in this study were asked to provide their asphalt 

product, binder, and filler constituent of their mixes separately. Asphalt mixes were then tested 

in the asphalt mixer performance tester (AMPT) for dynamic modulus (E*) and phase angle 

(δ). Binders and fillers were tested in the Dynamic Shear Rheometer (DSR) for their complex 

shear modulus (G*), phase angle (δ) and complex viscosity (η*) in virgin, post-RTFO, 

recovered and mastic conditions. 

Figure 4.1. Experimental Plan of the Laboratory Testing 

All test results were entered into an Excel database and then into an Access database. Users 

can view the charts and explanations in this database, and click on any of the tables or 

underlined tittles to find the required information.  

4.6 Dynamic Modulus Testing Sample Preparation 

As one project objective was to model actual field performance of the nominated asphalt 

samples, the experiment was designed using plant produced asphalt mixes. It was believed that 

these materials more closely matched the reality of asphalt produced and placed in the field. 

Asphalt samples were taken in loose form from plant production and were then cooled and 

delivered to the laboratory. Samples were coded to avoid disclosure of the mix design details 
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of the mixes for commercial purposes. The mix design of the studied asphalt samples was based 

on two common methods currently being used in Australia: (a) Marshall mix design method 

(Marshall compaction), and (b) the Austroads mix design method (Gyropac compaction).  

For the 28 production mixes, 300 kg of representative asphalt samples were taken from plant 

production mixes from actual projects, cooled and delivered to the Fulton Hogan’s National 

Technical Laboratory in sealed nominal 20 kg containers. Reheating was standardised across 

all mixes to minimise any effect ageing may have on the measured material characterisation. 

The reheating process was as follows: 

1- Material was warmed to 70°C and broken down by hand on a quartering tray and 

quartered to produce representative 28-30 kg for each shear-box block 

2- The mix was placed in two separate shear-box feeding trays 

3- Thermocouples were inserted into the centre of the loose mix for each tray 

4- The shear-box trays were covered and placed in preheated ovens at 150°C for 

conventional binders and 165°C for the polymer modified binders 

5- Temperature was monitored via the thermocouples inserted in the sample until a 

constant temperature of the mix was achieved. 

The compaction method chosen for the production of laboratory samples was the shear box 

compactor (PReSBOX), even though the method has not been adopted by Austroads. The 

shear-box compactor was selected because: 

1- The current Austroads practice (gyratory compactor) could not produce specimens 

of the correct size and air void distribution for use in dynamic modulus tests 

2- In the US, the standard compaction method, the Superpave Gyratory Compactor, 

was not readily available in Australia, produces more variable samples than the shear 

box, and requires more laboratory time and material than the shear box. 

3- The rolling wheel compactor was impractical and as stated by (Harman et al. 2002), 

“rolling wheel compaction proved to be somewhat impractical as a sole means of 

laboratory compaction, the equipment proposed was large and required very large 

batches of mix.”  

4- The shear box is highly repeatable, as confirmed by Qiu et al. (2012) who found 

“The asphalt mix specimens obtained from the same asphalt mix block have a 

variation in voids content of less than 1%” and that “the shear box compactor 
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provides a reliable means of sample preparation, making it very suitable for 

producing specimens with constant volumetric properties” (Qiu et al. 2012). 

As most work undertaken in the US uses a different compaction method, the Superpave 

Gyratory Compactor (SGC), parallel testing was needed to ensure the results of the shear box 

compacted mixes are directly comparable to Superpave Gyratory Compactor compacted mixes. 

Results of this comparison are discussed in (Sullivan et al. 2015). 

4.6.1 Shear Box Compactor (PReSBOX) 

The compaction procedure of the shear box compactor is shown schematically in Figure 4.2. 

The PReSBOX compactor applies a constant vertical axial load and a cyclic horizontal shear 

force with a constant maximum shear angle to compact asphalt blocks. It is believed that the 

shearing action of the PReSBOX compactor closely replicates the conditions under which 

asphalt is placed in the field, producing blocks with uniform air void distribution, particle 

orientation, and density (Molenaar, van de Ven & Rickards 2009; Qiu et al. 2012).  

The concept of the shear box is a sample, at a controlled temperature and of prescribed size 

and prismatic shape, subjected simultaneously to constant static vertical pressure and to a 

lateral (shearing) stress that alternates in direction. The vertical pressure, shearing rate (no. of 

cycles/minute) and shear angle are controlled during compaction and compaction is continued 

until a predetermined height is achieved. Because the shear box compactor produces large 

rectangular prismatic blocks, multiple specimens can be obtained from the same block, 

therefore reducing the variability between samples (Figure 4.3). Currently, there is an ASTM 

standard practice available for compacting asphalt specimens using the shear box compactor 

(ASTM D7981-15: Standard Practice for Compaction of Prismatic Asphalt Specimens by 

Means of the Shear Box Compactor), however this standard had not been published at the time 

of testing.  
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Figure 4.2. Schematics of PReSBOX Loading System (Molenaar, van de Ven & Rickards 

2009) 

For the AAPA study, the dimension of each shear box compactor prism was 450 × 150 × 

180 to 200 mm (L × W × D). From this block, three AMPT samples (100 × 150 mm cylinders) 

were obtained by coring of manufactured block. The process followed to compact the shear 

box prisms is as follows: 

1- The top and bottom platen of the shear box are preheated to the mix temperature 

2- A mix feeder is placed on top of the mould, the feeder is designed to minimise 

segregation and provide particle orientation in the direction of compaction and 

achieve uniform density 

3- The sample was fed into the mould using two feeder trays, one from each side of the 

mould 

4- The surface of the sample is manually levelled using minimum mixing to avoid 

surface segregation 

5- The top platen is placed on surface of the sample 

6- A 750 kPa constant vertical pressure is applied to the sample 

7- Shearing is applied to the sample at a rate of 3 cycles per minute, at a shear angle of 

2° 

8- Shearing is continued until the required density of the specimen is achieved 

9- The number of cycles and shear force required to compact each prism to the target 

void were recorded 
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10- Bulk density of each block was recorded by water displacement method (AS/NZS 

2891.9.2:2014) 

11- Any remnants of the un-compacted materials were retained in their original drums 

for possible future examination. 

 

Figure 4.3. Shear Box Compactor (PReSBOX) 

Each asphalt sample prism from the shear box was cored to produce three cylinders using a 

100 mm diameter diamond tipped coring apparatus. Each sample was then trimmed to 150 mm 

height, with approximately 15 mm being taken from each end of the sample, using a diamond 

tipped automated saw, to produce test specimens with a diameter of 100 mm and height of 150 

mm. The density of the trimmed samples was calculated and tested for consistency and 

conformity with the target voids (4 ± 0.5%) and two of the three cylindrical samples were tested 

in the AMPT. The third sample was kept as a reference and stored for any future/replicate 

testing. Although several trial mixes were compacted for each mix to work out the required 

mass to achieve this target, it proved difficult to achieve. The resulting per cent air voids ranged 

from 2.6 to 5.8%. A total 28 blocks were compacted. Three specimens were cored from each 

block, two of which were used for dynamic modulus testing and one specimen was stored for 

future tests. A selection of spare specimens was also shipped to the National Centre for Asphalt 

Technology (NCAT) in the US to validate the accuracy of the dynamic modulus testing 
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machine used for this study. Results from NCAT verified the test results and reassured the 

accuracy of the measured dynamic modulus values. Detailed comparison of the results can be 

found elsewhere (Sullivan, Gabrawy & Yousefdoost 2013). 

4.7 Asphalt Dynamic Modulus and Phase Angle 

In AAPA’s new proposed perpetual pavement design procedure, dynamic moduli of the 

asphalt are used as an input into the design process. The main focus of this study therefore was 

measuring and establishing master curve parameters for dynamic modulus values of the mixes. 

The asphalt phase angles were only recorded as supplementary data for future investigations. 

To obtain real information on the characterisation of standard production mixes used 

throughout Australia, the APS-fL project undertook dynamic modulus tests on all 28 actual 

production mixes. 

4.7.1 Asphalt Dynamic Modulus and Phase Angle Testing Procedure 

The AMPT at Fulton Hogan’s asphalt laboratory was used to perform the dynamic modulus 

tests in accordance with AASHTO TP 79‐13 (determining the dynamic modulus and flow 

number for hot mix asphalt using the asphalt mix performance tester). In the dynamic modulus 

test, an asphalt specimen is subjected to a controlled sinusoidal compressive stress at various 

temperatures, frequencies, and confinement pressures. The dynamic modulus and the phase 

angle of the specimens are then calculated based on the applied stresses and the axial response 

strains with respect to time.  

At the time of testing it was unknown what state of stress would be required to accurately 

model the response of the pavement to cover all possible stress states. The AAPA study 

conducted dynamic modulus testing in both unconfined and confined states. For the confined 

state, three levels of confinement were used: 50, 100 and 200 kPa. To minimise potential 

damage to the specimen, testing was undertaken in the order below with each test completed 

before the next sequential test. This approach was taken because asphalts are stronger at lower 

temperatures and higher frequencies: 

• For each test temperature, dynamic modulus tests were conducted on each specimen 

at a full sweep of loading frequencies (25, 10, 5, 1, 0.5 and 0.1 Hz) 

• Testing was conducted at 200, 100, 50 and 0 kPa confining pressures 

• Test temperatures were used from coolest to highest 5, 20, 35 and 50°C 
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• Two replicates samples were tested for each factor combination for both confined 

and unconfined testing 

Industrial Process Controls (IPC) AMPT (Asphalt Materials Performance Tester), formerly 

SPT (Simple Performance Tester), was used to conduct the dynamic modulus test. The AMPT 

is a closed-loop servo-hydraulic testing system manufactured by IPC in Australia. The machine 

is capable of applying load over a wide range of frequencies (from 0.1 to 25 Hz). The servo-

hydraulic system is controlled by an IPC controller. The temperature control system of the 

AMPT is refrigeration-based and is able to control temperatures in the range of 5-55°C for 

extended periods. The measurement system is computer controlled and capable of measuring 

and recording a minimum of 8 channels, simultaneously. Seven channels are used for the 

dynamic modulus test, three channels for on-sample vertical deformation measurements, two 

channels for the load cell and the actuator Linear Variable Differential Transducer (LVDT), 

one channel for temperature, and one channel for the confinement pressure measurement. 

Loads are measured using electronic load cells capable of measuring loads with an accuracy of 

± 0.1%. Vertical deformations are measured using three LVDTs. Figure 4.4, shows the AMPT 

testing system used in this study. 

 

Figure 4.4. Dynamic Modulus Test Setup (AMPT) 
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4.7.2 Test Results 

As an example, the measured dynamic moduli and phase angles for mix 14-09 across a range 

of confinement pressures, temperatures and frequencies, as well as their corresponding 

coefficient of variation (CV%) values, are presented in Table 4.3. For the entire dynamic 

modulus study, the calculated CV of all tested samples ranged between 0 and 31.4%. For the 

phase angle, the minimum and maximum CVs were 0 and 37.6%. In general, the dynamic 

moduli and phase angle CVs were higher at low temperatures, high frequencies, and high 

confinement pressures. 

At low test temperatures (5˚C and 20˚C), confinement pressure has little to no effect on the 

measured dynamic modulus and phase angle. The application of the four levels of confinement 

pressure was therefore limited to temperatures 35˚C and 50˚C only. At 5˚C and 20˚C, samples 

were only tested with no confinement pressure. This effect has also been reported by other 

researchers (Zeiada et al. 2011).  

The variation in dynamic modulus and phase angle with loading frequency at different test 

temperatures and confinement pressures for mix 14-09 is illustrated in 3D in Figure 4.5 and 

Figure 4.6. As expected, Figure 4.5 shows that at any given loading frequency, the dynamic 

modulus drops with an increase in temperature; and at a given temperature, the dynamic 

modulus increases with an increase in loading frequency. Application of confinement pressure 

increases the dynamic modulus and its effect becomes more evident at higher temperatures and 

lower loading frequencies. When the modulus is low, the behaviour of the asphalt specimen is 

predominantly governed by the internal friction of aggregates (Biligiri & Kalman 2012; 

Dolzycki & Judycki 2008; Pellinen & Witczak 2002; Rahmani et al. 2013; Zeiada et al. 2011). 

Different mixes have different incremental increases due to the application of higher 

confinement pressures. The test results revealed up to ten-fold increases in dynamic moduli at 

200 kPa confinement pressure. 
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Table 4.3. An Example of Measured Dynamic Modulus and Phase Angle Results for 

Asphalt Mix 14-09 

 

   Loading Frequency 

   
25 Hz 

 
10 Hz 

 
5 Hz 

 
1 Hz 

 
0.5 Hz 

 
0.1 Hz 

Temp. CF Param. E* δ 
 

E* δ 
 

E* δ 
 

E* δ 
 

E* δ 
 

E* δ 

5 0 Core 1 23628 7.3 
 

22127 8.2 
 

20959 9.1 
 

18056 11.2 
 

16720 12.2 
 

13530 15.1 

 
 

Core 2 23843 6.5 
 

22448 7.5 
 

21284 8.1 
 

18408 9.8 
 

17074 10.8 
 

13944 13.5 

 
 

Ave. 23736 6.9 
 

22288 7.8 
 

21122 8.6 
 

18232 10.5 
 

16897 11.5 
 

13737 14.3 

 
 

CV(%) 0.6 8.6 
 

1.0 6.9 
 

1.1 8.6 
 

1.4 9.0 
 

1.5 8.7 
 

2.1 7.8 

                    
20 0 Core 1 14192 15.6 

 
12334 17.6 

 
10937 18.9 

 
7952 23.4 

 
6826 25.1 

 
4333 30.2 

 
 

Core 2 14892 14.5 
 

13050 16.8 
 

11656 18.5 
 

8535 22.8 
 

7410 24.6 
 

4886 29.6 

 
 

Ave. 14542 15.0 
 

12692 17.2 
 

11297 18.7 
 

8244 23.1 
 

7118 24.9 
 

4610 29.9 

 
 

CV(%) 3.4 5.2 
 

4.0 3.0 
 

4.5 1.7 
 

5.0 1.9 
 

5.8 1.5 
 

8.5 1.3 

                    35 0 Core 1 6700 28.2 
 

5138 30.2 
 

4058 31.8 
 

2066 36.0 
 

1478 37.2 
 

646 38.9 

 
 

Core 2 7104 26.5 
 

5548 28.6 
 

4436 30.3 
 

2344 34.7 
 

1699 36.0 
 

757 38.2 

 
 

Ave. 6902 27.3 
 

5343 29.4 
 

4247 31.1 
 

2205 35.4 
 

1589 36.6 
 

701 38.5 

 
 

CV(%) 4.1 4.4 
 

5.4 3.7 
 

6.3 3.5 
 

8.9 2.6 
 

9.8 2.2 
 

11.2 1.2 

 50 Core 1 6913 27.0 
 

5354 29.2 
 

4254 30.7 
 

2279 34.9 
 

1695 34.4 
 

895 32.6 

 
 

Core 2 7256 26.1 
 

5697 28.2 
 

4593 29.8 
 

2480 33.7 
 

1829 34.7 
 

884 35.3 

 
 

Ave. 7085 26.5 
 

5526 28.7 
 

4424 30.2 
 

2380 34.3 
 

1762 34.6 
 

890 33.9 

 
 

CV(%) 3.4 2.5 
 

4.4 2.5 
 

5.4 2.2 
 

6.0 2.6 
 

5.4 0.6 
 

0.9 5.6 

 100 Core 1 6982 26.0 
 

5437 28.5 
 

4371 30.1 
 

2439 32.7 
 

1895 32.4 
 

1121 29.2 

 
 

Core 2 7435 25.2 
 

5837 27.5 
 

4738 29.2 
 

2663 32.8 
 

2028 33.2 
 

1101 32.1 

 
 

Ave. 7209 25.6 
 

5637 28.0 
 

4555 29.7 
 

2551 32.7 
 

1962 32.8 
 

1111 30.7 

 
 

CV(%) 4.4 2.2 
 

5.0 2.4 
 

5.7 2.3 
 

6.2 0.2 
 

4.8 1.8 
 

1.3 6.7 

 200 Core 1 6880 25.6 
 

5447 28.0 
 

4439 29.4 
 

2632 31.7 
 

2158 30.6 
 

1422 27.9 

 
 

Core 2 7681 23.9 
 

6073 26.5 
 

4990 28.3 
 

2999 31.2 
 

2411 31.1 
 

1486 29.5 

 
 

Ave. 7281 24.8 
 

5760 27.3 
 

4715 28.8 
 

2816 31.4 
 

2285 30.9 
 

1454 28.7 

 
 

CV(%) 7.8 4.9 
 

7.7 4.0 
 

8.3 2.8 
 

9.2 1.2 
 

7.8 1.1 
 

3.1 3.9 

                    50 0 Core 1 2192 39.0 
 

1323 41.9 
 

894 42.5 
 

349 41.9 
 

240 40.7 
 

112 35.3 

 
 

Core 2 2310 38.8 
 

1422 41.4 
 

974 41.8 
 

387 41.9 
 

260 41.1 
 

115 36.2 

 
 

Ave. 2251 38.9 
 

1373 41.6 
 

934 42.1 
 

368 41.9 
 

250 40.9 
 

113 35.7 

 
 

CV(%) 3.7 0.4 
 

5.1 0.8 
 

6.0 1.1 
 

7.3 0.0 
 

5.8 0.8 
 

2.1 1.9 

 50 Core 1 2423 36.4 
 

1607 37.1 
 

1191 36.0 
 

660 31.0 
 

553 27.7 
 

401 20.7 

 
 

Core 2 2500 35.9 
 

1673 36.8 
 

1256 35.7 
 

690 31.5 
 

575 28.4 
 

415 21.0 

 
 

Ave. 2462 36.2 
 

1640 37.0 
 

1224 35.8 
 

675 31.3 
 

564 28.0 
 

408 20.9 

 
 

CV(%) 2.2 0.9 
 

2.8 0.6 
 

3.8 0.6 
 

3.1 1.3 
 

2.8 1.7 
 

2.6 1.0 

 100 Core 1 2582 34.7 
 

1812 34.4 
 

1402 32.8 
 

853 27.4 
 

743 24.1 
 

580 17.7 

 
 

Core 2 2535 35.1 
 

1787 34.6 
 

1394 33.2 
 

860 28.0 
 

754 25.2 
 

597 19.2 

 
 

Ave. 2559 34.9 
 

1800 34.5 
 

1398 33.0 
 

856 27.7 
 

748 24.6 
 

588 18.4 

 
 

CV(%) 1.3 0.8 
 

1.0 0.4 
 

0.4 0.8 
 

0.6 1.6 
 

1.0 3.2 
 

2.0 5.5 

 200 Core 1 2861 31.3 
 

2145 30.0 
 

1724 28.6 
 

1191 23.2 
 

1050 20.7 
 

848 16.2 

 
 

Core 2 2823 31.6 
 

2130 30.5 
 

1754 28.5 
 

1201 24.1 
 

1062 21.8 
 

814 17.1 

 
 

Ave. 2842 31.4 
 

2138 30.2 
 

1739 28.6 
 

1196 23.7 
 

1056 21.3 
 

831 16.6 

 
 

CV(%) 0.9 0.8 
 

0.5 1.2 
 

1.2 0.3 
 

0.6 2.7 
 

0.8 3.8 
 

2.8 3.9 

NOTE: Temp.: Temperature (°C), CF: Confinement Pressure (kPa), Param.: Parameter 
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Figure 4.5. Variation in Dynamic Modulus for Asphalt Mix 14-09 at Different 

Temperatures, Loading Frequencies and Confinement Pressures 

 

 

Figure 4.6. Variation in Phase Angle for Asphalt Mix 14-09 at Different Temperatures, 

Loading Frequencies and Confinement Pressures 

As the viscous (time dependent) behaviour of the bitumen manifests itself in phase angle of 

the asphalt mix, changes in phase angle at different temperatures and loading frequencies are 

more complex than the dynamic moduli. An example of change in phase angle at various test 
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temperatures, frequencies, and confinement pressures is shown in Figure 4.6. At 5˚C and 20˚C, 

the phase angle decreases with increasing frequency. At 35˚C and 50˚C, however, the phase 

angle appears to increase with increasing frequency until it reaches a peak. It then drops at 

higher frequencies indicating a more viscous behaviour of the mix at high temperatures and 

low frequencies. With an increase in temperature and confinement pressure, the peak shifts 

towards the higher loading frequencies. Part of this complex behaviour can be attributed to the 

fact that the aggregate interlock becomes more predominant at high temperatures and low 

frequencies (Flintsch et al. 2008). A similar trend was observed for all the studied mixes. A 

complete list of results for all asphalt mixes can be found elsewhere (Sullivan et al. 2015). 

4.8 Development of Dynamic Modulus Master Curves 

By implementing the time‐temperature superposition principle, dynamic modulus master 

curves, which describe the time dependency of materials, were developed to account for the 

effects of temperature and loading frequency. Essentially, the dynamic modulus data at various 

temperatures were shifted in line with respect to loading frequency at any confinement pressure 

until the curves merged into a single smooth function (ARA Inc. ERES Consultants Devision 

2004). In this study, a sigmoidal function and a second-order polynomial shift factor, as 

outlined in AASHTO R62-13, were used to develop the master curves for dynamic moduli of 

the asphalt materials (AASHTO 2013). The general form of the utilised master curve and the 

shift factor functions are given in Equations [4.1] and [4.2], respectively. Microsoft Excel 

Solver was used to find the fitting parameters by minimising the sum of squared errors between 

the measured and the calculated values (in MPa) from Equation [4.2] at each 

temperature/frequency combination for all levels of confinement pressure. During curve fitting 

it was ensured that the goodness-of-fit statistics met the requirements of the standard (i.e. Se/Sy 

< 0.05 and R2 > 99%). 

Log E*=δ+
α

1+eβ+γLogfr
 [4.1] 

Log fr=Log f+a1�TR-T�+a2�TR-T�2 [4.2] 

Where δ, α, β and γ are the master curve fitting parameters, a�	and	a� are the shift factor 

fitting parameters, f is the loading frequency (in Hz) at the test temperature, f� is the reduced 

frequency at the reference temperature, T is the test temperature (°C) and T  is the reference 

temperature (20°C in this study). 
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The resulting master curves for all asphalt mixes at different confinement pressures are 

presented in Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8. The shift factors and fitting parameters of the sigmoidal 

functions for the 14 mm and 20 mm asphalt mixes tested in this study are presented in Table 4.4 

and Table 4.5. The data (fitting parameters) presented in Table 4.4 and Table 4.5 were used to 

plot the master curves depicted in Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8. For clarity, the line style presented 

in these figures was used to depict mixes with similar binders.  

Although the studied asphalt mixes were designed based on different specifications as 

defined by different road authorities in each State, relatively little variation in dynamic moduli 

of the mixes was observed. This variation was even less pronounced in the larger 20 mm mixes. 

As expected, an increase in the confinement pressure, due to a greater degree of aggregate 

interlock, resulted in higher dynamic moduli in the asphalt mixes. The asphalt mixes with 

modified binders (especially mixes containing multigrade binders) behaved differently to the 

other mixes (Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8). Mixes 20-13 and 14-13 showed higher dynamic 

moduli at lower reduced frequencies which translates into low loading frequencies and or high 

temperatures. This can most likely be explained by the binder type (multigrade) being less 

temperature susceptible and able to retain its hardness at higher temperatures (Rebbechi & 

Petho 2014). Viscosity charts also showed higher viscosity of the multigrade binder at the 

higher end of the test temperature spectrum (Figure 4.10). 
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(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 4.7. 14 mm Asphalt Mixes Dynamic Modulus Master Curves at Reference 

Temperature 20°C for (a) No Confinement Pressure, (b) 50 kPa Confinement, (c) 100 kPa 

Confinement, and (d) 200 kPa Confinement 
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(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 4.8. 20 mm Asphalt Mixes Dynamic Modulus Master Curves at Reference 

Temperature 20°C for (a) No Confinement Pressure, (b) 50 kPa Confinement, (c) 100 

kPa Confinement and (d) 200 kPa Confinement 
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Table 4.4. Dynamic Modulus Master Curve Fitting Parameters of 14 mm Asphalt Mixes at All Levels of Confinement

  Mix ID 

CP FP 14-01 14-02 14-03 14-04 14-07 14-09 14-10 14-11 14-12 14-13 14-5A 14-15B 14-31 14-32 14-33 

0 δ 6.739 7.669 5.963 6.223 4.432 6.155 6.587 7.063 6.510 4.856 6.864 6.061 6.096 6.611 7.034 
 α 3.648 2.764 4.446 4.213 6.017 4.289 3.838 3.362 3.858 5.718 3.451 4.288 4.338 3.804 3.407 
 β -1.821 -0.891 -1.750 -1.778 -2.477 -1.999 -1.956 -1.802 -2.106 -2.003 -1.206 -1.856 -2.054 -1.816 -1.657 
 γ -0.641 -0.615 -0.454 -0.538 -0.448 -0.537 -0.611 -0.663 -0.593 -0.298 -0.483 -0.486 -0.537 -0.591 -0.618 
 a1 0.127 0.119 0.126 0.126 0.132 0.127 0.121 0.126 0.124 0.134 0.121 0.125 0.120 0.129 0.124 
 a2�103 0.686 0.712 0.601 0.656 0.585 0.673 0.616 0.729 0.504 0.777 0.693 0.718 0.631 0.891 0.585 

50 δ 8.262 8.119 8.215 7.964 7.311 8.158 8.268 8.352 8.128 7.394 8.106 8.200 8.234 8.266 8.230 
 α 2.063 2.297 2.131 2.432 3.109 2.245 2.125 2.041 2.213 3.116 2.111 2.074 2.163 2.087 2.178 
 β -1.288 -0.641 -0.923 -1.168 -1.816 -1.320 -1.321 -1.266 -1.534 -1.398 -0.682 -1.114 -1.307 -1.226 -1.163 
 γ -0.889 -0.672 -0.607 -0.662 -0.532 -0.685 -0.759 -0.820 -0.720 -0.369 -0.666 -0.686 -0.678 -0.815 -0.751 
 a1 0.127 0.119 0.125 0.127 0.129 0.124 0.120 0.126 0.123 0.133 0.119 0.124 0.119 0.129 0.123 
 a2�103 0.872 0.746 0.728 0.708 0.533 0.713 0.653 0.807 0.509 0.795 0.847 0.854 0.688 1.057 0.606 

100 δ 8.500 8.327 8.509 8.265 7.756 8.427 8.557 8.589 8.404 8.019 8.280 8.438 8.527 8.506 8.466 
 α 1.814 2.087 1.841 2.132 2.662 1.986 1.839 1.807 1.937 2.463 1.945 1.831 1.876 1.841 1.947 
 β -1.141 -0.489 -0.685 -0.970 -1.631 -1.128 -1.108 -1.081 -1.355 -1.154 -0.525 -0.960 -1.085 -1.061 -0.995 
 γ -0.957 -0.696 -0.623 -0.677 -0.546 -0.685 -0.775 -0.836 -0.737 -0.411 -0.671 -0.726 -0.681 -0.859 -0.767 
 a1 0.128 0.118 0.127 0.128 0.130 0.123 0.120 0.126 0.124 0.133 0.120 0.123 0.121 0.130 0.122 
 a2�103 1.028 0.808 0.824 0.860 0.584 0.630 0.697 0.814 0.595 0.812 0.993 0.811 0.751 1.115 0.571 

200 δ 8.640 8.550 8.736 8.548 8.229 8.637 8.814 8.823 8.641 8.445 8.550 8.644 8.796 8.675 8.648 
 α 1.681 1.876 1.626 1.844 2.180 1.800 1.581 1.574 1.699 2.002 1.707 1.624 1.608 1.676 1.772 
 β -1.004 -0.287 -0.467 -0.760 -1.391 -0.916 -0.879 -0.880 -1.172 -0.941 -0.233 -0.759 -0.844 -0.904 -0.823 
 γ -0.959 -0.708 -0.638 -0.714 -0.575 -0.651 -0.806 -0.880 -0.755 -0.462 -0.661 -0.743 -0.699 -0.870 -0.766 
 a1 0.126 0.117 0.123 0.129 0.134 0.124 0.122 0.124 0.125 0.134 0.118 0.126 0.123 0.131 0.123 
 a2�103 0.971 0.864 0.815 0.977 0.801 0.671 0.850 0.759 0.701 1.028 1.112 1.086 0.926 1.079 0.738 

CP: Confinement Pressure (kPa), FP: Fitting Parameters 
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Table 4.5. Dynamic Modulus Master Curve Fitting Parameters of 20 mm Asphalt Mixes 

at All Levels of Confinement 

  Mix ID 

CP FP 20-01A 20-02 20-04 20-05 20-06 20-09 20-10 20-11 20-12 20-13 20-16 20-32 20-33 

0 δ 7.035 6.304 6.594 6.853 6.561 6.529 6.677 6.690 6.337 3.388 5.855 5.992 6.187 
 α 3.389 4.241 3.867 3.586 3.847 3.926 3.768 3.777 4.059 7.129 4.609 4.429 4.251 
 β -1.640 -1.840 -1.881 -1.951 -2.172 -1.793 -1.990 -1.878 -2.081 -2.470 -1.857 -2.010 -2.121 
 γ -0.652 -0.473 -0.556 -0.570 -0.544 -0.605 -0.624 -0.613 -0.570 -0.281 -0.439 -0.506 -0.540 
 a1 0.119 0.128 0.125 0.129 0.124 0.123 0.132 0.128 0.124 0.137 0.125 0.127 0.133 
 a2�103 0.549 0.670 0.597 0.606 0.512 0.612 0.827 0.827 0.513 0.806 0.597 0.678 0.791                

50 δ 8.317 7.800 8.131 7.662 7.521 7.828 8.279 8.099 7.752 6.946 8.239 7.842 7.469 
 α 2.086 2.711 2.294 2.766 2.874 2.593 2.131 2.335 2.618 3.531 2.159 2.541 2.954 
 β -1.053 -1.373 -1.338 -1.680 -1.881 -1.362 -1.412 -1.380 -1.649 -1.762 -1.039 -1.435 -1.743 
 γ -0.772 -0.558 -0.684 -0.619 -0.593 -0.721 -0.793 -0.748 -0.671 -0.332 -0.592 -0.618 -0.599 
 a1 0.119 0.127 0.123 0.128 0.123 0.122 0.130 0.126 0.121 0.136 0.125 0.126 0.132 
 a2�103 0.567 0.655 0.551 0.551 0.525 0.623 0.857 0.838 0.463 0.793 0.668 0.748 0.772                

100 δ 8.560 8.137 8.395 7.922 7.823 7.820 8.565 8.382 7.969 7.746 8.518 8.168 7.676 
 α 1.854 2.375 2.038 2.507 2.572 2.641 1.850 2.058 2.414 2.709 1.886 2.214 2.753 
 β -0.853 -1.192 -1.159 -1.557 -1.741 -1.284 -1.209 -1.183 -1.505 -1.492 -0.834 -1.252 -1.632 
 γ -0.775 -0.571 -0.689 -0.629 -0.599 -0.640 -0.813 -0.750 -0.651 -0.362 -0.609 -0.636 -0.589 
 a1 0.118 0.128 0.123 0.127 0.124 0.123 0.129 0.128 0.122 0.138 0.124 0.126 0.134 
 a2�103 0.572 0.713 0.519 0.530 0.599 0.532 0.744 0.891 0.468 0.854 0.655 0.818 0.836                

200 δ 8.826 8.427 8.586 8.177 8.006 8.426 8.734 8.629 8.162 8.446 8.750 8.488 7.873 
 α 1.590 2.091 1.860 2.255 2.395 2.037 1.696 1.821 2.227 1.967 1.648 1.893 2.562 
 β -0.597 -0.996 -0.988 -1.404 -1.614 -0.905 -1.020 -0.981 -1.352 -1.192 -0.630 -1.021 -1.507 
 γ -0.806 -0.576 -0.674 -0.629 -0.576 -0.673 -0.776 -0.750 -0.631 -0.430 -0.639 -0.650 -0.570 
 a1 0.119 0.129 0.124 0.130 0.129 0.124 0.130 0.127 0.127 0.139 0.125 0.130 0.139 
 a2�103 0.703 0.787 0.530 0.579 0.867 0.766 0.856 0.891 0.852 0.992 0.851 1.039 1.093 

CP: Confinement Pressure (kPa), FP: Fitting Parameters 

4.9 Binder Characterisation 

The DSR test equipment at Fulton Hogan’s binder laboratory was used to characterise the 

rheological properties of the binder component of the selected asphalt mixes (Figure 4.9). The 

DSR apparatus applies sinusoidal shear forces to a binder sample (formed between two parallel 

plates) at preselected frequencies and temperatures to calculate the rheological properties of 

the binder. In the oscillatory-type test, DSR measures two main parameters: angular rotation 

and the torque from which all the rheological properties can be calculated (e.g. stress and 

strains) using Equations [4.7] and [4.8] (Md. Yusoff 2012): 

σ=
2T

πr3
 [4.3] 

γ=
θr

h
 [4.4] 

Where: 

σ: Shear stress 

T: Torque 

r: Radius of the parallel discs 
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γ: Shear strain 

θ: Angular rotation (displacement) 

h: Gap between parallel discs 

 

Figure 4.9. Dynamic Shear Rheometer (DSR) 

The DSR equipment can measure phase angle by determining the sine wave forms of the 

torque and strain. Once stress and strain are calculated, complex shear moduli and complex 

viscosity can be calculated using Equations [4.5] and [4.6] following (Md. Yusoff 2012).  

G*=σγ [4.5]

η*=G*ω  [4.6]

Where G*is complex shear modulus, σ shear stress, γ shear strain and ω angular frequency. 

4.9.1 Binder Characterisation Testing Procedure 

In this study, the complex shear modulus (G*), phase angle (δ) and complex viscosity of the 

binders (η*) were tested and measured in accordance with AASHTO T 315‐12. Testing was 

carried out at 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55 and 60°C temperatures and at 0.1, 0.1586, 0.2513, 

0.3984, 0.6316, 1, 1.587, 2.521, 4, 6.383, 10 Hz loading frequencies. To fully characterise the 
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rheological properties of the binders, the DSR test was carried out on virgin binders (provided 

by suppliers straight from the bitumen tanks in the asphalt plants), RTFO aged binders, selected 

mastic binders (blend of the virgin binders and the filler component of the mixes, blended in 

proportions according to the job mix formula), and selected recovered binders from the 

provided asphalt samples. Recovered binders were tested to compare the laboratory simulated 

aging (RTFO) and the actual ageing that a binder undergoes through the production process. 

4.9.2 Binder Characterisation Testing Plan 

The binder test plan is summarised in Table 4.6. All virgin and RTFO aged binders were 

tested with the DSR apparatus. However, due to time constraints and limited availability of the 

testing equipment, it was decided to only test one recovered and one mastic binder of each type. 

Details of the Australian binder classification and their specifications can be found in the 

Austroads and Australian Standard publications (Standards Australia 2013; Tredrea & ARRB 

Group 2006). Although all binders imported into Australia are required to comply with the 

Australian AS2008 specifications for a range of basic tests, such as viscosity at 60°C and 135°C 

and penetration, the rheology of the binders of the same grade may still vary significantly 

depending on the source and the chemical composition of the binders (Neaylon 2013). Details 

of the source of the imported binders are not normally provided by the suppliers. In addition, 

blending binders from different sources is a common practice for bitumen manufacturers in 

Australia. This will further complicate the prediction of the performance of the binders based 

on their grading. Results from the rheology tests also confirmed the variation in performance 

of the binders even within the same grading category. 

Table 4.6. Binder Test Plan Summary 

Mix IDs 
14-01 14-04 - 14-09 14-10 14-11 14-12 14-13 14-15A 14-15B - 14-31 14-32 14-33 

20-01A 20-04 20-05 20-09 20-10 20-11 20-12 20-13 - - 20-16 - 20-32 - 

Binder Type C320 C320 C600 C320 C320 C320 AR450 Multigrade A15E AR450 C320 C320 AR450 C320 

Virgin � � � � � � � � � � � � � � 

RTFO � � � � � � � � � � � � � � 

Mastic    �  � � � �      

Recovered    �  � � � �      

4.9.3 Results of Binder Viscosity 

Viscosity by definition is the rate of shear stress to the rate of shear strain at any given 

temperature. In binders, at temperatures as high as 135°C, this ratio is relatively constant and 

they behave as Newtonian fluids. At low to intermediate temperatures, however, the gradient 

is no longer constant and binders are classified as non-Newtonian. With the introduction of the 
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Superpave Performance Grading (PG) system, DSR testing gained popularity for measuring 

complex shear modulus (G*), the phase angle and the complex viscosity (η*) of binders over 

a wide range of loading frequencies and temperatures. The Cox-Merz rule has been 

successfully used to mathematically correlate the apparent viscosity (η) and the complex shear 

modulus (G*) of fluids. According to this rule, complex viscosity is equal to complex shear 

modulus divided by the angular frequency (ω), η*=
G*

ω
 . In Newtonian fluids, the apparent 

viscosity is equal to the complex viscosity (i.e. dynamic and complex viscosity of binders at 

high temperatures when the phase angle approaches 90° are the same). Witczak et al. 

implemented the Cox-Merz rule to correlate binders’ complex viscosity and apparent viscosity. 

This model is known as Witczak–Bonaquist and for ω = 10 rad/s it can be simplified and 

expressed as Equation [4.7] in which η is the apparent viscosity (cP), |G*| is the binder complex 

shear modulus, and δ is the binder phase angle in degrees (ARA Inc. ERES Consultants 

Devision 2004; Bari & Witczak 2007). 

η='(G*(
10

) * 1

sin δ
+4.8628

 [4.7]

Once a binder’s apparent viscosities are determined, temperature dependency of the binder 

can be established and the ASTM A-VTS parameters found by a linear regression between 

double logarithm of the viscosity in cP (η) and the logarithm of the temperature in Rankine 

(TR) as expressed in Equation [4.8]. 

log log η =A+VTS log TR [4.8]

Temperature susceptibility charts of the studied binders, including the ASTM A-VTS 

parameters for virgin, RTFO aged, recovered and mastic binders, are shown in Figure 4.10. To 

improve clarity, asphalt mixes made of similar binder types are shown in similar colours (e.g. 

C320 binders are shown in black).   
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(c) 

(d) 

Figure 4.10. Temperature Susceptibility of (a) Virgin Binders, (b) RTFO Aged Binders, 

(c) Recovered Binders, (d) Mastic Binders 
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The virgin and RTFO aged binders presented in Figure 4.10, exhibit relatively similar trends 

with changes in temperature. As one would expect, RTFO ageing increases the viscosity of the 

binders and slightly raised the viscosity charts. The modified binders (such as multigrade and 

polymer modified A15E binder) showed distinctively different behaviour when compared to 

the others. They both appeared to be less sensitive to temperature change within the test 

temperature range with the multigrade binder showing greater viscosity at higher temperatures 

and the A15E polymer modified binder being less viscous at lower temperatures. The 

behaviour of mastic binders is more complex, as the filler-filler interaction becomes 

increasingly important (Yan, Xu & Zhang 2013). In general, the multigrade binder showed 

even less temperature susceptibility in mastic form. Recovered binders were expected to 

behave similarly to RTFO aged binders. This was not the case in this study as the recovered 

binders were more viscous. This may indicate that they had been aged more during the 

production and recovery process or could be due to filler particles in the recovered binder. 

4.9.4 Development of Binder Complex Shear Modulus and Phase Angle Master Curves 

Similar to asphalt mixes, the time-temperature superposition principle was used to develop 

master curves for the complex shear modulus and the phase angle of the virgin, RTFO aged, 

recovered and mastic binders. A number of shift factor equations can be found in the literature 

(Anderson, Christensen & Bahia 1991; Booshehrian, Mogawer & Bonaquist 2013; Christensen 

& Anderson 1992; Rowe & Sharrock 2011; Zhang, Luo & Lytton 2012). For the binders 

studied in this research, it was found that shift factor and master curve equations similar to 

those used for the asphalt mixes (Equations [4.1] and [4.2]) produced the most accurate master 

curve fitting for the binder complex shear modulus and phase angles. 

As an example, the dependency of the rheological properties of a C320 binder (mix 20-04) 

on loading time and temperature is shown in Figure 4.11. In general, binder complex shear 

moduli increased with an increase in loading frequency and a decrease in temperature. The 

phase angle is an indication of the viscous or elastic behaviour of the binder. A higher phase 

angle indicates less elastic performance of the binder. Higher phase angles occurred at higher 

temperatures and lower frequencies in the binders tested (Bautista et al. 2015). 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 4.11. Binder Properties of The C320 Binder Component of The Mix 20-04 at 

Different Temperatures and Loading Frequencies (a) Complex Shear Modulus and (b) 

Phase Angle 

The complex shear modulus (G*) and phase angle (δ) master curves of the virgin, RTFO 

aged, recovered and mastic binders are shown in Figure 4.12. The fitting parameters associated 

with these curves are presented in Table 4.7 and Table 4.8. The performances of the virgin and 

RTFO aged binders were similar with the RTFO aged binders being slightly more elastic than 
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the virgin binders. The shear moduli of the polymer modified A15E and multigrade binders 

appeared to be less sensitive to temperature and frequency changes in all conditions. Similar 

observations were made in the viscosity plots (Figure 4.10). Recovered binders were again 

found to be stiffer which indicated that either they were more oxidised during the recovery 

process and of higher viscosity or that there were filler particles in the binder. 
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(c) 

 

(d) 

Figure 4.12. Complex Shear Modulus and Phase Angle Master Curves for (a) Virgin 

Binders, (b) RTFO Aged Binders, (c) Recovered Binders, and (d) Mastic Binders at 

Reference Temperature 20°C 
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Table 4.7. Binder Complex Shear Modulus Master Curve Fitting Parameters at Different 

Conditions 

Mix ID 
  14-01 14-04 - 14-09 14-10 14-11 14-12 14-13 14-15A 14-15B - 14-31 14-32 14-33 
  20-01A 20-04 20-05 20-09 20-10 20-11 20-12 20-13 - - 20-16 - 20-32 - 

Binder Type 

Condition FP C320 C320 C600 C320 C320 C320 AR450 MG A15E AR450 C320 C320 AR450 C320 

Virgin δ -0.713 -0.663 -0.505 -0.603 -0.683 -0.669 -0.764 -0.452 -0.404 -0.696 -0.516 -0.647 -0.754 -0.575 
 α 1.489 0.977 0.391 0.859 1.187 1.230 1.722 -0.262 1.127 1.248 0.027 0.934 1.657 0.541 
 β 5.594 6.160 6.858 6.405 5.860 5.892 5.276 7.587 7.453 5.817 7.310 6.237 5.268 6.726 
 γ -1.952 -2.055 -1.707 -1.606 -2.025 -1.865 -2.242 -1.751 -0.405 -2.215 -1.695 -1.884 -2.340 -1.712 
 a1�103 0.995 0.979 0.804 0.881 0.906 0.827 0.973 0.719 0.596 0.933 0.998 0.813 1.043 0.933 
 a2 -0.130 -0.132 -0.123 -0.121 -0.126 -0.122 -0.133 -0.119 -0.100 -0.131 -0.129 -0.122 -0.136 -0.126 
                

RTFO δ -0.724 -0.780 -0.538 -0.609 -0.746 -0.683 -0.857 -0.500 -0.324 -0.790 -0.559 -0.703 -0.762 -0.697 
 α 1.507 1.811 0.810 0.741 1.726 1.362 2.051 1.106 -0.262 1.948 0.571 1.417 1.790 1.544 
 β 5.459 5.090 6.218 6.373 5.203 5.611 4.783 5.880 9.208 4.944 6.539 5.583 5.118 5.427 
 γ -2.229 -2.524 -2.097 -1.964 -2.275 -2.271 -2.554 -2.109 -0.646 -2.546 -2.069 -2.307 -2.643 -2.084 
 a1�103 0.883 1.051 0.860 0.842 0.930 0.867 0.000 0.713 0.704 0.949 0.971 0.964 1.004 0.861 
 a2 -0.129 -0.139 -0.132 -0.124 -0.130 -0.130 -0.089 -0.127 -0.108 -0.134 -0.135 -0.134 -0.141 -0.126 
                

Recovered δ    -0.669  -0.733 -0.766 -0.431 -0.605      

 α    1.302  1.669 1.847 0.529 1.956      

 β    5.718  5.268 4.966 6.480 5.107      

 γ    -2.168  -2.283 -2.671 -2.225 -1.770      

 a1�103    0.955  0.847 0.824 0.537 0.912      

 a2    -0.131  -0.127 -0.128 -0.129 -0.129      
                

Mastic δ    -0.962  -0.961 -1.010 -0.042 -0.790      

 α    2.774  2.661 3.066 -28.476 3.020      

 β    3.979  4.113 3.624 42.873 3.835      

 γ    -3.249  -3.279 -3.839 -1.345 -2.358      

 a1�103    0.943  1.008 0.858 0.376 0.975      

 a2    -0.132  -0.135 -0.138 -0.091 -0.132      

Note: FP: Fitting Parameter 
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Table 4.8. Binders Phase Angle Master Curve Fitting Parameters at Different Conditions

Mix ID 
  14-01 14-04 - 14-09 14-10 14-11 14-12 14-13 14-15A 14-15B - 14-31 14-32 14-33 
  20-01A 20-04 20-05 20-09 20-10 20-11 20-12 20-13 - - 20-16 - 20-32 - 

Binder Type 

Condition FP C320 C320 C600 C320 C320 C320 AR450 MG A15E AR450 C320 C320 AR450 C320 

Virgin δ 1.528 1.517 0.708 1.205 1.473 1.367 1.516 0.648 3.646 1.425 0.786 1.499 1.449 1.198 
 α 0.440 0.456 -26.415 -0.471 0.391 0.280 0.436 -106.219 1.554 0.393 -41.610 0.407 0.406 -0.096 
 β 1.502 1.486 28.344 2.413 1.548 1.658 1.503 108.124 0.265 1.549 43.551 1.535 1.532 2.034 
 γ -0.953 -0.720 -4.353 -1.982 -0.902 -1.227 -0.580 -5.713 -2.552 -0.608 -4.874 -1.033 -0.449 -1.630 
 a1�103 0.780 0.920 0.675 0.801 0.809 0.756 0.765 0.618 -98.362 0.882 0.865 0.894 0.954 0.885 
 a2 -0.127 -0.133 -0.131 -0.126 -0.127 -0.125 -0.130 -0.128 0.376 -0.131 -0.137 -0.127 -0.137 -0.131 
                

RTFO δ 1.352 1.353 0.630 1.118 1.329 1.197 1.353 0.512 2.359 1.293 0.769 1.344 1.279 1.205 
 α 0.377 0.384 -6.021 -0.065 0.318 0.235 0.285 -34.352 1.372 0.347 -1.692 0.307 0.330 0.238 
 β 1.558 1.552 7.938 2.001 1.617 1.698 1.659 36.225 0.452 1.588 3.624 1.629 1.601 1.693 
 γ -0.691 -0.329 -2.715 -1.290 -0.684 -0.723 -0.341 -4.269 -1.908 -0.343 -1.888 -0.586 -0.206 -0.917 
 a1�103 0.726 0.858 0.635 0.834 0.810 0.789 0.353 0.385 -1.631 0.774 0.891 0.810 0.858 1.019 
 a2 -0.128 -0.135 -0.136 -0.130 -0.130 -0.130 -0.102 -0.133 -0.099 -0.132 -0.141 -0.129 -0.138 -0.137 
                

Recovered δ    1.160  1.260 1.206 0.560 1.327      

 α    0.167  0.264 0.222 -1.035 0.713      

 β    1.764  1.670 1.703 2.899 1.114      

 γ    -0.895  -0.701 -0.336 -1.335 -0.850      

 a1�103    0.932  0.879 0.517 0.480 0.327      

 a2    -0.134  -0.130 -0.123 -0.141 -0.129      
                

Mastic δ    1.357  1.395 1.267 1.336 1.464      

 α    0.175  0.182 0.141 1.659 0.534      

 β    1.758  1.758 1.783 0.242 1.284      

 γ    0.334  0.294 0.818 11.178 -0.246      

 a1�103    0.945  0.871 0.790 4.929 0.350      

 a2    -0.136  -0.131 -0.138 -0.408 -0.126      

Note: FP: Fitting Parameter 
 

4.10 Summary 

As part of the national Asphalt Pavement Solution for Life project to address the concerns 

of the asphalt industry over what is believed to be an excessively conservative pavement design 

thicknesses in Australia, this study set out to establish an asphalt material property database of 

the most commonly used asphalt materials to characterise performance behaviour of the asphalt 

mixes and their binder constituents. It also presents, for the first time, a comprehensive material 

characterisation dataset for engineers and researchers to use in mechanistic pavement designs 

and link the outcomes to observations in real life pavement performance. The data presented 

in this study is intended to enable researchers to expand other existing mechanical property 

databases developed for Australian mixes. 

This chapter presented a database of intrinsic material characteristics for mix design, binder 

rheological properties and asphalt dynamic moduli for 28 dense graded Australian asphalt 

mixes across a range of loading frequencies and temperatures. It also presented a database of 

the rheological properties of the binders. The dynamic modulus tests were carried out on all 
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asphalt mixes at different levels of confinement pressures. The binders were tested using the 

DSR for complex shear modulus, phase angle, and complex viscosity at virgin, post-RTFO, 

recovered and mastic states.  

Dynamic modulus master curves for Australian asphalt mixes were developed across a 

spectrum of temperatures, loading frequencies and confinement pressures (Figure 4.7, 

Figure 4.8, Table 4.4 and Table 4.5). Master curves and shift factor fitting parameters were 

presented so that the dynamic moduli of the studied mixes can be reproduced and interpolated 

for any loading frequency and temperature within the tested spectra. Despite all the intrinsic 

differences between the asphalt mixes, the mechanical responses of the mixes to dynamic 

loading at different temperatures were not significantly variable. The only exceptions to this 

uniform behaviour occurred for the mixes comprised of polymer modified A15E and 

multigrade binders. Asphalt mixes with multigrade binders tended to maintain their high 

moduli, even at lower loading frequencies and/or higher temperatures. Furthermore, the mixes 

with polymer modified binders exhibited lower moduli across the entire range of reduced 

frequencies. In general, increases in the confinement pressure resulted in an increase in the 

dynamic moduli for all mixes. 

Using the Witczak–Bonaquist model, the complex shear moduli and phase angles for the 

binders were converted to apparent viscosity. The A-VTS viscosity charts were then developed 

(Figure 4.10) to investigate temperature susceptibility of the binders at different states. The 

multigrade binder showed higher viscosity at higher temperatures than the other binders. The 

A15E polymer modified binder had the lowest viscosity at lower temperatures and both binders 

showed less temperature sensitivity (i.e. their gradients, VTS, over the temperature change 

were the smallest). As expected, the RTFO aged binders appeared to be more viscous across 

the tested temperature range due to increased oxidisation. This resulted in a relatively constant 

upward shift of the temperature susceptibility line within the viscosity chart. The recovered 

binders were found to be more viscous than the RTFO aged binders which suggested that they 

were either aged more during the recovery process or that there were traces of the filler particles 

present in the recovered binders. Recovered binders generally showed higher viscosity and 

lower temperature susceptibility. The viscosity charts of the mastic binders were different due 

to the filler-filler interaction. 

Complex shear modulus and phase angle master curves of the binders were also developed 

in this research. It was found that a similar sigmoidal master curve function and second-order 
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polynomial shift factor equation best fit the binder rheological property data points. Although 

the binders investigated in this study were collected from different suppliers across Australia, 

all binders showed very similar behaviour for each condition with the exception of the A15E 

polymer modified binder. This binder showed lower shear moduli at lower frequencies and 

higher temperatures. The RTFO aged binders showed higher shear moduli than virgin/straight 

run binders across the whole temperature/loading frequency spectrum, recovered binders 

exhibited signs of greater levels of oxidisation or possible presence of filler particles. The 

mastic binders’ rheology was less sensitive to temperature/frequency changes and generally 

was more viscous than RTFO aged binders. 

This database can be used to develop models for predicting dynamic moduli of asphalt 

materials from various intrinsic characteristics of the mix, such as volumetric properties of the 

asphalt mix, aggregate gradation and binder properties for pavement design purposes. This will 

be discussed further in Chapter 5. 
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 Development of a Predictive Model of Mechanical 

Properties for Australian Asphalt Mixes 

 

 

 

5.1 Introduction 

Currently, the US pavement design MEPDG uses measured dynamic modulus values 

(determined from laboratory testing) for level one of the design scheme in the hierarchical 

design approach and allows estimated dynamic modulus values (predicted using the approved 

predictive models) for levels two and three of the design (Rickards & Armstrong 2010). There 

is concern, however, about the applicability of the available dynamic modulus predictive 

models, which are mainly developed in the US, to Australian asphalt mixes. 

Chapter 4 described a database of intrinsic material characteristics for mix design, binder 

rheological properties and dynamic moduli of 28 Australian asphalt mixes suitable for 

perpetual pavements. Subsequently, there is opportunity to (i) evaluate the accuracy of the five 

commonly used international dynamic modulus predictive models against the established 

database for the Australian asphalt materials, and (ii) establish the Australian dynamic modulus 

predictive model for levels two and three of the pavement design. 

This chapter provides dynamic modulus data extracted from the developed Australian 

database of asphalt mixes to evaluate the accuracy of five dynamic modulus predictive models 

(Witczak 1-37A, Witczak 1-40D, Hirsch, Alkhateeb and an Artificial Neural Network model) 

in estimating the dynamic moduli for typical asphalt mixes in Australia. The process through 

which a dynamic modulus predicative model suitable for Australian asphalt mixes and 

conditions were developed, is also discussed. 
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5.2 Background 

Dynamic modulus (|E*|) is a fundamental property of asphalt mixes, and is required as a 

material input in most mechanistic-empirical pavement design systems, typically the 

Mechanistic Empirical Pavement Design Guide (MEPDG) in the US. As a result of NCHRP 

projects 9-19 (Superpave Support and Performance Models Management) and 9-29 (Simple 

Performance Tester for Superpave Mix Design), the Asphalt Materials Performance Tester 

(AMPT), formerly known as Simple Performance Tester (SPT), was developed to measure 

dynamic moduli and evaluate the performance of Superpave HMA mixes. By implementing 

the time-temperature superposition principle, dynamic modulus master curves can be 

developed to account for the effects of temperature and loading frequency. These dynamic 

modulus master curves can then be used to determine dynamic moduli across any desired 

temperature and loading rate (ARA Inc. ERES Consultants Devision 2004). Dynamic modulus 

testing and construction of the master curves, however, can be time consuming, costly and 

requires trained staff (Azari et al. 2007; Birgisson, Sholar & Roque 2005; Obulareddy 2006; 

Singh, Zaman & Commuri 2011).  Consequently, a database of dynamic moduli for US asphalt 

mixes has been established and several models (Witczak 1-37A, Witczak 1-40D, Hirsch and 

Alkhateeb) have been developed to predict dynamic moduli of asphalt materials from various 

intrinsic characteristics of the mix, such as volumetric properties, aggregate gradation, binder 

properties, particularly for pavement design purposes. Details of these US dynamic modulus 

predictive models are discussed below. 

5.2.1 Witczak 1-37A Model 

Witczak et al. developed this model based on a database of 2750 data points representing 

dynamic modulus test results for 205 asphalt mixes tested over 30 years in the laboratories of 

the Asphalt Institute, the University of Maryland, and the Federal Highway Administration 

(ARA Inc. ERES Consultants Devision 2004). The original version of the model was developed 

by Shook and Kalas in 1969 which was further modified and refined by Fonseca and Witczak 

in 1996 (Li, Zofka & Yut 2012). Witczak 1-37A was developed based on a combined database 

of the original Fonseca and Witczak model (1430 data points, 149 conventional asphalt mixes) 

and an additional 1320 data points of 56 new mixes including 34 mixes with modified binders 

(Andrei, Witczak & Mirza 1999). This model is based on non-linear regression analysis and is 

currently being utilized to predict dynamic moduli of the asphalt mixes in level 2 and 3 designs 

of the MEPDG in US and is given in Equation [5.1] (ARA Inc. ERES Consultants Devision 
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2004). It incorporates basic volumetric properties and grading of the asphalt mix, binder 

viscosity and loading frequency into a sigmoidal function to predict dynamic moduli over a 

range of temperatures and frequencies. A summary of the details of the Witczak 1-37A 

database is presented in Table 5.1 (Garcia & Thompson 2007). 

log E =-1.249937+0.029232.p
200

-0.001767.,p
200
-2

-0.002841.p
4
-0.058097.Va 

-0.802208.
Vbeff�Vbeff+Va� 

+
3.871977-0.0021.p

4
+0.003958.p

38
-0.000017.,p

38
-2

+0.005470.p
34

1+e,-0.603313-0.313551.log�f�-0.393532.log�η�-  

[5.1]

Where: 

E: Asphalt mix dynamic modulus, (105 psi) 

Ƞ: Bitumen viscosity, in 106 poise (at any temperature, degree of ageing) 

f: Load frequency, (Hz) 

Va: % Air voids in the mix, by volume 

Vbeff: % Effective bitumen content, by volume 

p34: % Retained on the 3/4 inch sieve, by total aggregate weight (cumulative) 

p38: % Retained on the 3/8 inch sieve, by total aggregate weight (cumulative) 

p4: % Retained on the No. 4 sieve, by total aggregate weight (cumulative) 

p200: % Passing the No. 200 sieve, by total aggregate weight 

Table 5.1. Summary of Witczak 1-37A Dataset  

Temperature Range 0 to 130°F (-17.7 to 54.4°C) 

Loading Frequency 0.1 to 25 Hz 
Binder 9 unmodified, 

14 Modified 

Aggregate 39 types 

Asphalt Mix 171 with unmodified binder 
34 with modified binder 

Compaction Kneading and Gyratory 

Specimen Size Cylindrical 4 × 8 in (10.2 × 20.3 cm): Kneading Compaction 
Cylindrical 2.75 × 5.5 in (7 × 14 cm): Gyratory Compaction 

Specimen Ageing Un-aged 

Total Data Points 2750 

Witczak 1-37A requires an established linear viscosity–temperature relationship to calculate 

the viscosity of the binder at a desired temperature using Equation [5.2].  

log log η   = A+VTS log TR [5.2]
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η is the viscosity of the binder (centipoise), TR is temperature (Rankine), A and VTS are 

regression constants. 

Depending on the availability of the data and the required level of accuracy, the binder 

viscosity can be obtained directly from laboratory measurements or can be estimated using 

empirical relationships with a series of conventional binder tests, such as ring and ball, 

penetration or kinematic viscosity. Typical values for A and VTS are also provided in the 

MEPDG based on performance grade, viscosity grade or penetration grade of the binder (ARA 

Inc. ERES Consultants Devision 2004; Robbins & Timm 2011). In this study, A and VTS were 

calculated by establishing a linear regression for laboratory measured viscosities of the binders 

at 5, 20, 35 and 50°C, temperatures at which the dynamic moduli of asphalt would also be 

tested.  

5.2.2 Witczak 1-40D Model 

Bari and Witczak (2006) conducted further dynamic modulus testing on asphalt mixes 

which resulted in a revised version of Witczak’s former model by using 7400 data point 

acquired from 346 different HMA mixes. Their expanded database consisted of HMA mixes 

with different aggregate gradations, binder types (conventional, polymer modified and rubber 

modified), mix types (conventional un-modified and lime or rubber modified) and ageing 

conditions (no ageing, short-term oven ageing, plant ageing and field ageing) (Andrei, Witczak 

& Mirza 1999). The test specimens in their new database had a cylindrical size of 4 × 6 in 

(10.16 × 15.24 cm) and were compacted by gyratory compaction. Dynamic modulus tests were 

conducted at 0 to 130°F (-17.7 to 54.4°C) and 0.1 to 25 Hz loading frequency (Bari & Witczak 

2006). 

In their new model, the sigmoidal structural form of the original model was maintained and 

the same inputs of volumetric and gradation properties of the mix were used. However, DSR 

test results were incorporated instead of viscosity and frequency to reflect the rheology of the 

binder with changing temperature and load rate (Bari & Witczak 2006; Robbins & Timm 

2011). The revised model is expressed as Equation [5.3]. 
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[5.3]

Where |Gb*| and δb are the dynamic shear modulus of the binder (in PSI) and the phase angle 

of the binder (in degrees) associated with |Gb*|, respectively (Bari & Witczak 2006).  

As part of the model development, Bari & Witczak (2006) assumed that the angular loading 

frequency in dynamic compression mode (fc in Hz) as used in dynamic modulus tests and 

loading frequency in dynamic shear mode (fs in Hz) as used in the DSR test are not equal but 

related as fc=2πfs  (Bari & Witczak 2006). Therefore, in this study, loading frequencies of 

3.979, 1.592, 0.796, 0.159, 0.080 and 0.016 Hz (equivalent to 25, 10, 5, 1, 0.5 and 0.1 Hz in 

compression mode) were used in the DSR test to estimate shear modulus (|Gb*|) and phase 

angle (δb) as the inputs into the dynamic modulus predictive model. 

5.2.3 Hirsch Model 

Christensen Jr, Pellinen and Bonaquist (2003) applied the Hirsch model, an existing law of 

mixtures which combines series and parallel elements of phases, to asphalt mixes. They 

developed this model based on a database that included results from testing on 18 asphalt mixes 

using eight different binders and five different aggregate size and gradation (Table 5.2). A total 

of 206 observations were included in the dataset for each shear and compression test.  The 

Hirsch model incorporates volumetric properties of the mix (VMA and VFB) and dynamic 

shear moduli of the binder (Gb*). The binder shear moduli of the Hirsch database were 

measured using the Superpave Shear Tester (SST) frequency sweep procedure on asphalt 

specimens. The model is given in Equations [5.4] and [5.5] (Christensen Jr, Pellinen & 

Bonaquist 2003). 

(E*(
mix

= Pc × �4,200,000 *1-
VMA

100
++3(G*(

binder
*VFB×VMA

10,000
+� 

+�1-Pc� 3 1-
VMA
100

4,200,000
+

VMA

3VFA(G*(
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[5.4] 
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Pc=

�20+
VFB×3(G*(

binder

VMA
0.58

650+�VFB×3(G*(
binder

VMA
0.58 [5.5] 

Where: 

|Gb*|: Absolute Value of the binder complex shear modulus, (psi) 

|E*|: Absolute value of asphalt mix dynamic modulus, (psi) 

VMA: Voids in mineral aggregates in compacted mix, (%) 

VFB: Voids filled with binder in compacted mix, (%) 

Table 5.2. Summary of the Hirsch Dataset 

Factor ALF1 MN/Road West Track  Total 

Design Method Marshall Marshall Superpave 2 

Binders AC-5, 10, 20 AC-20 PG 64-22 8 

SBS Modified 120/150-Pen 

PE-Modified  

Aggregate Size   
and Gradation 

19-mm Dense 9.5mm Fine 19 mm Fine 5 

37.5-mm Fine 19 mm Coarse 

Asphalt Mix 7 5 6 18 

Total Data Point 78 59 69 206 

For Complete Database 

Air Voids (%) 5.6 to 11.2 Complex Shear Modulus (MPa) 20 to 3880 

VMA (%) 13.7 to 21.6 Phase Angle (degrees) 8 to 61 

VFB (%) 38.7 to 68 Temperature (°C) 4, 21 and 38 

Dynamic Modulus (MPa) 183 to 20900 Loading Frequency 0.1 and 5 

1: FHWA Accelerated Loading Facility 
 

5.2.4 Alkhateeb Model 

Al-Khateeb et al. (2006) used law of mixtures and combined behaviour of a three-phase 

system of aggregate, binder and air voids in parallel arrangement with each other to formulate 

their predictive model as described in Equation [5.6]. They tested the dynamic moduli of plant-

produced lab-compacted (PPLC), lab-produced lab-compacted (LPLC) and field cored 

specimens for their study. The LPLC specimens were fabricated with six binders: unmodified 

PG-70-22, PG 70-28 air blown, PG 70-28 Styrene-Butadiene-Styrene Linear-Grafted (SBS 

LG), PG 76-28 crumb rubber blended at the terminal (CR-TB), PG 70-28 Ethylene Terpolymer, 

and PG 70-34 binder containing a blend of SB and SBS. The aggregates used to prepare the 

specimens were crushed diabase stone with NMAS of 12.5 mm. Details of the aggregate 

specifications are presented in Table 5.3. 
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Table 5.3.  Summary of the Alkhateeb Dataset 

Aggregate and Mix Properties Aggregate Grading 

Bulk Dry Specific Gravity (t/m3) 2.947 Sieve size (mm) %Passing 

Bulk Saturated Surface Dry Gravity (t/m3) 2.965 37.5 100 

Apparent Specific Gravity (t/m3) 3.001 12.5 93.6 

Absorption (%) 0.6 9.5 84.6 

Los Angeles Abrasion (%) 19 4.75 56.7 

Sand Equivalent (%) 75 2.36 34.9 

NMAS (mm) 2.5 1.18 24.8 

LPLC Binder Content (%) 5.3 0.6 18.2 

LPLC and PPLC Compaction Gyratory 0.3 13.1 

Targeted Air Voids (%) 7±0.5 0.15 9.3 

Specimen Cylinder Size(mm) 100 x 150 0.075 6.7 

Dynamic Modulus Test Temperature (°C) 4, 9, 31, 46, 58   

Dynamic Modulus Test Frequency (Hz) 0.1, 0.5, 1, 5, 10   

The LPLC specimens were short-term oven aged (4 hours at 135°C) with the binder content 

of 5.3% and the targeted air voids of 7 ± 0.5 %. Gyratory compaction was used to compact the 

LPLC and PPLC specimens (100 x 150 mm). The dynamic modulus test was performed on the 

specimen at 4, 9, 31, 46 and 58°C and 0.1, 0.5, 1, 5, 10 Hz loading frequency. Alkhateeb’s 

model was calibrated with four polymer modified asphalts and one plant produced neat asphalt, 

The calibrated model was then validated against the other mixes of the dataset (Al-Khateeb et 

al. 2006). 

(E*(
m

= 3 *100-VMA

100
+
56
67 �90+1.45

(G*(
b

VMA
0.66

1100+�0.13
(G*(

b

VMA
0.66

89
9: (G*(

g
 [5.6] 

|Gb*|is the complex shear modulus of binder in Pa and |Gg*|is the complex shear modulus 

of binder in glassy state in Pa which is assumed to be 109 Pa. 

5.2.5 Artificial Neural Network (ANN) Model 

Various artificial neural network techniques have been used recently to predict the dynamic 

modulus of an asphalt mix (Ceylan, Gopalakrishnan & Kim 2008; Ceylan, Gopalakrishnan & 

Kim 2009; Sakhaeifar et al. 2010b; Sakhaeifar et al. 2009; Singh, Zaman & Commuri 2013). 

In 2011, North Carolina State University (NCSU) compiled the most comprehensive asphalt 

material database at that point in time and developed an ANN model which was presented in 

the form of a software package (ANNACAP Artificial Neural Networks for Asphalt Concrete 
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Dynamic Modulus Prediction). This model was developed, verified and calibrated based on 

five databases in the US: Witczak, FHWA Mobile Trailer, North Carolina Department of 

Transportation, Western Research Institute and Citgo (Sakhaeifar et al. 2009). It was based on 

supervised learning using a feed-forward back-propagation method with the sigmoidal function 

used as a transfer function. More technical details of the formulation of this model and the 

incorporated databases of binder and asphalt mixes are detailed elsewhere (Kim et al. 2011; 

Sakhaeifar et al. 2010a; Sakhaeifar et al. 2009). In this study, the G*-based ANN model was 

used where VMA, VFB and G* values of the binder at test temperatures and frequencies were 

fed into the model and the dynamic modulus values of the mixes predicted. These values were 

then compared with the measured dynamic moduli of the tested asphalt mixes. 

5.3 Dynamic Modulus Database of Australian Asphalt Mixes 

As previously described in Chapter 4, the dynamic modulus database includes a total of 

1344 dynamic moduli data points, which is suitable for assessing the performance of the 

nominated predictive models.  

Details of the aggregate and binder properties are provided in Chapter 4. This study focused 

on 28 standard dense graded asphalt materials produced by Australia’s major asphalt producers. 

The asphalt samples consisted of 15 mixes with nominal maximum aggregate size (NMAS) of 

14 mm and 13 mixes with NMAS of 20 mm. The mixes contained nine types of aggregates 

(Honfels, Granite, Greywacke, Limestone, Dolomite, Dolomatic Siltstone, Basalt, Latite and 

Dacite) and five types of binders (C320, C600, AR450, Multigrade and A15E PMB). The Rap 

content of the mixes varied from nil up to 30 percent.  

The ranges of the dataset parameters used in this study are listed in Table 5.4. A total of 84 

specimens were prepared of which 56 were tested in-house and 24 kept for future and 

comparative testing.  

Since the test temperature and loading frequency used for dynamic modulus and DSR tests 

were different, master curves were developed for the DSR test results (complex shear modulus 

and phase angle) for all the binder samples so that shear moduli and phase angles could be 

obtained from developed master curves for any desired temperature and loading frequency.  
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Table 5.4. Ranges of Asphalt and Binder Properties 

Parameter Min. Max. 

NMAS (mm) 14 20 

Air Voids (%) 2.57 5.83 

Effective Bitumen Content (%) 9.0 11.5 

Retained on the 3/4” Sieve (%) 0.0 11.0 

Retained on the 3/8” Sieve (%) 13.4 40.0 

Retained on the No. 4 Sieve (%) 43.0 59.0 

Passing the No. 200 Sieve (%) 3.6 6.5 

Voids in Mineral Aggregates (%) 12.5 16.3 

Voids Filled with Bitumen (%) 64.0 80.0 

RAP Content (%) 0 30 

Bitumen Complex Shear Modulus1 (1-40D) (Pa) 347 1.44E+07 

Bitumen Phase Angle2
 (1-40D) (Degrees) 0.52 87.26 

Bitumen Complex Shear Modulus3 (Pa) 1390 3.24E+07 

Bitumen Viscosity (106 Poise) 0.01 62.94 
1 G*obtained from master curves at frequencies converted to compression mode (fc=2πfs) 
2 δ obtained from master curves at frequencies converted to compression mode 
3 G* obtained from master curves at frequencies in shear mode 

Master curves are constructed based on time-temperature superposition principles. The 

binders complex shear modulus and phase angle data at various temperatures were shifted in 

line with respect to the loading frequency until the curves merged into a single smooth function. 

Master curves describe the time dependency of materials. The temperature dependency of 

materials are defined by the amount of shifting required at each temperature to form the master 

curve (ARA Inc. ERES Consultants Devision 2004).  

Christensen‐Anderson, Christensen‐Anderson‐Marasteanu, Alqadi‐Elseifi and a sigmoidal 

function model were nominated to construct the G* and δ master curves (Christensen & 

Anderson 1992; Elseifi et al. 2002; Marasteanu & Anderson 1999). The sigmoidal function and 

a second order polynomial shift factor provided the best fit with minimum errors and were 

therefore selected for developing the master curves. The general form of the utilized master 

curve and the shift factor functions are given in Equations [4.1] and [4.2], respectively. 

Microsoft Excel Solver was then used to find the fitting parameters by minimizing the sum of 

squared errors between the measured complex shear modulus and phase angle and the values 

calculated using Equation [4.1] at each temperature/frequency combination. 
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5.4 Evaluation of the Accuracy of the US Models for Australian Asphalt 

Mixes 

Four approaches were adopted to assess the reliability of the nominated models: (i) Plotting 

measured versus predicted dynamic modulus values and comparing them with the line of 

equality (LOE), (ii) evaluating goodness-of-fit statistics, (iii) analysing the residuals, and (iv) 

analysing bias statistics. A total of 1344 data points were used to assess the performance of the 

nominated predictive models. In some studies a logarithmic scale is chosen to present the 

results, most likely because of the relatively wide range of dynamic modulus values and 

because both Witczak models (1-37A and 1-40D) estimate the log |E*| rather than the actual 

values (Birgisson, Sholar & Roque 2005; Li, Zofka & Yut 2012; Robbins & Timm 2011; Singh, 

Zaman & Commuri 2011). In this study, the dynamic modulus values illustrated in the figures 

and tables are in arithmetic scale as it was believed that the logarithmic scale may not 

realistically reflect the level of errors developed by the models (Ceylan et al. 2009). 

5.4.1 Measured Versus Predicted Dynamic Modulus 

For each dynamic modulus prediction model stated previously, plots of measured versus 

predicted values are presented in Figure 5.1.  

First, the predicted dynamic modulus values were plotted against the measured values along 

with LOE to examine the scattering of the data. The conformity of trendlines with LOE (with 

the slope of unity) shows how the estimations match the actual data. An accurate predictive 

model will produce results following the LOE in an oval shape (Kim et al. 2011). Figure 5.1 

compares measured and predicted dynamic modulus values from the nominated models. Plots 

were segregated by temperature to evaluate the robustness of the models to predict dynamic 

moduli at each test temperature. The goodness-of-fit statistics of the model predictions at 

different temperatures are also listed in Figure 5.1.  

As can be seen from Figure 5.1, Witczak 1-37 A, Hirsch, Alkhateeb and ANN models 

generally under predicted the dynamic modulus values.  The Witczak 1-40D greatly over 

predicted the |E*|. The magnitude of over/under prediction of the models varies with 

temperature and generally broadens at lower temperatures (higher dynamic modulus values). 

Note that due to relatively larger predicted values by the Witczak 1-40D model, the axes scales 

for this model are set differently to the other three models in Figure 5.1.  
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To get an approximate overview of the level of over or under prediction of the models, linear 

constrained trendlines (lines with zero intercepts) were fitted to data in the predicted-measured 

space (Figure 5.1). All the models predictions tend to deviate from LOE at high dynamic 

modulus values except Witczak 1-37A, which appeared to keep its linear trend at all 

temperatures. The overall performance of the Hirsch and Alkhateeb models at different 

temperatures were relatively similar; they both under predicted |E*| by approximately 58%. 

Witczak 1-37A predictions were the closest to the LOE, yet still under predicted the values by 

approximately 31%. The Witczak model (1-40D) overestimated dynamic moduli by about 

136%. The ANN model also under predicted |E*| by about 27%, however, the ANN data were 

more scattered at higher modulus values. Dongre et al. found that Hirsch and Witczak 1-40D 

models tend to under predict |E*| when the air voids or the binder content of the mix is more 

than the mix design (Dongre et al. 2005).  
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(d) 

 
(e) 

Figure 5.1. Measured vs Predicted Dynamic Modulus Plots: (a) Witczak 1-37A, (b) 

Witczak 1-40D, (c) Hirsch, (d) Alkhateeb and (e) ANN  
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5.4.2 Goodness-of-Fit Statistics 

To evaluate the goodness-of-fit statistics, standard error of estimate which is an indicator of 

likely error in the prediction (Se), standard deviation of the measured values (Sy), and the 

coefficient of determination (R2) as a measure of model accuracy were calculated for each 

model using Equations [5.7], [5.8], [5.9] and [5.10] (Francis & Glenda 2003). The standard 

error ratio (Se/Sy) was also determined to facilitate evaluation of the non-linear models (Ceylan 

et al. 2009; Witczak et al. 2002). Witczak et al. and Singh et al. have used Se/Sy and R2 criteria 

in their studies to subjectively classify the performance of the models for their dataset (Singh, 

Zaman & Commuri 2011; Witczak et al. 2002) which is presented in Table 5.5. In Equations 

[5.7], [5.8], [5.9] and [5.10], E*m is the actual dynamic modulus (measured), E*p is the 

estimated dynamic modulus, E̅* is the average of the measured dynamic moduli, n is the size 

of the sample and k is the number of regression coefficients of the model. 

Sy = 
;∑ .Emi

* -E=m
* /2

n
i=1 �n-1�  

[5.7] e = ,Epi
* -Emi

* - [5.8] 

Se = >∑ ,Epi
* -Emi

* -2n
i=1�n-k-1�  [5.9] R2 = 1-

�n-k-1��n-1� 'Se

Sy

)2

 [5.10] 

Details of the goodness-of-fit statistics of the studied models for Australian asphalt mixes 

are listed in Table 5.6. Witczak 1-37A has the highest R2 and the least sum of squared errors 

(SSE), which indicates that its performance is relatively superior to the other models, however, 

according to the Witczak et al. classification criteria, it still cannot be classified as an 

“Excellent” fit to data. A substantial level of sum of squared error (SSE) and Se/Sy, and low R2 

values calculated for the Witczak 1-40D, Hirsch and Alkhateeb models indicate that their 

overall performance can be rated as poor or very poor. Negative average error for the Witczak 

1-37A, Hirsch and Alkhateeb models reflects the fact that predictions of these models were 

consistently lower than the measured values visually observed from LOE plots (Figure 5.1). 

Similarly, the positive average error of Witczak 1-40D indicates the over predictive nature of 

this model.  

The negative R2 of the Witczak 1-40D model implies that for this model, sum of squared 

errors (SSE) is greater than the total sum of squares (SST); in other words, a horizontal line of 

y= E̅*m (average measured dynamic moduli) fits the data better and produces less error than 
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the studied non-linear model. This suggests that the utilised model is not necessarily a good fit 

for the particular dataset. Robbins and Timm also encountered similar issues with the Witczak 

1-40D model in their studies (Robbins & Timm 2011).  

Table 5.5. Criteria for Subjective Classification of The Goodness-of-Fit Statistics  

 Criteria R2 (%) Se/Sy  

 Excellent ˃90 ˂0.35  
 Good 70-89 0.36-0.55  
 Fair 40-69 0.56-0.75  
 Poor 20-39 0.76-0.90  
 Very Poor ˂19 ˃0.90  

Unlike the overall performance of the models, the robustness of the models was 

considerably different at various levels of temperature. As the goodness-of-fit statistics in 

Table 5.6 suggest, although the overall performance of Witczak 1-37A can be classified as 

good, only its predictions at 35°C are consistent with the measured values (R2 = 0.81) and the 

model’s performance at other temperatures is significantly inaccurate.  

Table 5.6. Goodness of Fit Statistics of the Studied Predictive Models 

Criteria 1-37A 1-40D Hirsch Alkhateeb ANN 

Se/Sy 

Overall 0.49 2.28 0.88 0.87 0.58 

5 Degrees 1.55 7.90 2.85 2.85 1.54 

20 Degrees 0.86 2.29 1.34 1.26 1.35 

35 Degrees 0.44 0.38 0.71 0.57 1.05 

50 Degrees 1.00 0.39 0.53 0.48 0.67 

R2 

Overall 0.76 -4.19 0.23 0.24 0.67 

5 Degrees -1.35 -59.92 -7.03 -7.10 -1.36 

20 Degrees 0.28 -4.10 -0.79 -0.59 -0.82 

35 Degrees 0.81 0.86 0.50 0.67 -0.11 

50 Degrees 0.02 0.85 0.72 0.77 0.55 

Other 
Statistics 

SSE 1.76E+10 3.78E+11 5.60E+10 5.52E+10 2.43E+10 

Average |E*p| 5945 16548 3807 3994 5408 

Average Error -2015 8588 -4152 -3965 -2551 

Slope 0.62 2.69 0.34 0.33 0.79 

Intercept 1030.65 -4837.28 1088.81 1355.37 -840.54 

Overall Rating Good Very Poor Poor Poor Fair 

Average Measured Dynamic Modulus |E*m|: 7959 MPa    

Total Sum of Squares (SST): 7.29E+10     

The Hirsch and Alkhateeb models seem to be applicable only at 50°C, providing R2 of 0.72 

and 0.77, respectively; their under prediction becomes significant at lower temperatures. 

Witczak 1-40D overall goodness-of-fit statistics show a very poor performance, however, its 
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accuracy at 35 and 50°C is considerably more reliable than at lower temperatures, providing 

R2 of 0.86 and 0.85, respectively, which is higher than the other models. However, its 

substantial over predictions at 5 and 20°C influence its overall performance and make it 

generally unreliable. Singh, Zaman and Commuri (2011) demonstrated that the Hirsch and 

Alkhateeb models’ predictions were reliable at low temperatures whereas both Witczak models 

(1-37A and 1-40D) performed well at high temperatures only. They noted that all models were 

inaccurate at low temperatures and high air voids (Singh, Zaman & Commuri 2011) . The ANN 

model predictions get very scattered at lower temperatures and can only provide fair predictions 

at 50°C with R2 of 0.55 and Se/Sy of 0.67. Its predictions at temperatures below 50°C are very 

poor. 

5.4.3 Residual Distributions 

Figure 5.2 illustrates the cumulative distribution of residuals for each model. Ideally, 

residuals are expected to be of a small width, be symmetrical and to centre at nil (Robbins & 

Timm 2011). Witczak 1-37A residuals range from -11.3 to 1.6 GPa giving a span of 12.9 GPa, 

which is quite different from the later model (1-40D) that gives approximately 6.4 and 3.9 

times greater width than the Witczak 1-37A and Hirsch models, respectively. The Hirsch and 

Alkhateeb models residual distributions show a similar trend, ranging from -20 to 1 GPa. More 

than 77% of Witczak 1-40D residuals are in the positive area, which is an indication of its 

considerable over estimation. The ANN residual distribution is more balanced in terms of over 

or under predictions compared to the other models; it ranges between -15.3 to 9.5 GPa, 

however, after Witczak 1-40D, it has the largest span which confirms its scattered predictions 

depicted in Figure 5.1. The 50th percentile of Witczak 1-40D was the closest to zero (376 MPa), 

followed by Witczak 1-37A with -887 MPa. The 50th percentile of Hirsch was the furthest from 

zero (-1957 MPa). Overall, it appeared that none of the models had the residuals cumulative 

distribution of a robust model.  
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Figure 5.2. Cumulative Distribution of Residuals 

Plots of residuals versus predicted dynamic moduli for all five models (Figure 5.3) shows 

that the models’ predictions are mostly inconsistent at higher dynamic modulus values, i.e. 

lower temperatures, 5°C. Note that due to very high magnitudes of residuals in Witczak 1-40D, 

the axis scale in Figure 5.3b is different to the rest of residual plots. Normally the distribution 

of residuals for a good model should be random and in a horizontal band pattern (Robbins & 

Timm 2011). Figure 5.3 suggests that the variance of the residuals for none of the studied 

models is constant and varies at different temperatures. The trend in residuals in Hirsch and 

Alkhateeb models is very similar, in both models the error increases in terms of under 

prediction as the predicted dynamic modulus increases. Both models underestimate dynamic 

moduli for more than 80% of the overall data and 100% of the moduli at 5°C. Witczak 1-37A 

residuals show a negative trend in general, however, Figure 5.3a suggests that it over predicts 

moduli at 50°C and the positive and negative residuals are relatively balanced at 35 °C resulting 

in a higher R2; this is in line with the detailed goodness-of-fit statistics in Table 5.6. Witczak 

1-40D over predicts more than 77% of the data points and as Figure 5.3b shows, the positive 

trend in its residuals escalates considerably at lower temperatures. The ANN residuals are more 
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scattered compared to the other models, however, the data points are still skewed away from 

zero towards the negative realm with more than 80% of the data being under predicted. 

Part of the Witczak 1-37A under prediction could be attributed to the fact that laboratory 

produced asphalt mixes with no ageing were used for its development; whereas plant produced 

laboratory compacted specimens were used in this study. Plant production is believed to age 

the asphalt slightly less than laboratory conditioning in an oven (i.e. 4 hours at 135°C in 

accordance with AASHTO R30 standard practice) (Robbins & Timm 2011). This contradicts 

the expected results from the Hirsch model as it was developed based on laboratory conditioned 

asphalt mixes, the results from Figure 5.3c clearly show the under predicting theme in this 

model (Christensen Jr, Pellinen & Bonaquist 2003). The expanded database of Witczak 1-40D 

incorporated plant produced and short-term oven aged asphalt mixes into the database, 

therefore one would expect more accurate predictions from this model. The estimated dynamic 

moduli by this model, however, were considerably over predicted (Figure 5.3b). 
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(d) 

 
(e) 

Figure 5.3. Residual Distribution for (a) Witczak 1-37A, (b) Witczak 1-40D, (c) Hirsch, 

(d) Alkhateeb and (e) ANN Models 
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5.4.4 Overall Bias of the Models 

Another measure to evaluate the performance of the models is to look at their overall bias 

by comparing the slope and intercept of non-constrained linear fits to the predicted versus 

measured dynamic modulus data. The slope and the intercept of a reliable model would be 

close to 1 and zero, respectively. Figure 5.4 shows the average error, slope and intercept of 

non-constrained linear trendlines for each model. The divergence between slopes and the unity 

suggests the dependence of prediction errors to actual values (Li, Zofka & Yut 2012). The 

larger the intercepts, depending on their sign, the more the estimations are over or under 

predicted. Slopes range from as low as 0.33 for the under predictive Hirsch and Alkhateeb 

models to as high as 2.69 for the considerably over predictive Witczak 1-40D model. The ANN 

model has a slope of 0.79 which is the closet to unity. The intercepts of Witczak 1-37A, Hirsch 

and Alkhateeb trendlines with slopes below unity are positive. The intercept of the Witczak 1-

40D model is negative to compensate for the steep incline.  

 

Figure 5.4. Overall Bias in Studied Models 

Overall it seems that all models exhibit a significant amount of bias in their predictions. 

Ceylan et al. (2009) compared the overall bias of both Witczak models with two artificial neural 

network (ANN) models and found a relatively moderate amount of bias in the Witczak models 

compared to the ANN based models (Ceylan et al. 2009). From the results obtained in the first 

stage of this study, it can be concluded that the dynamic moduli estimated by the five nominated 

models are not accurate or robust enough to be used to predict dynamic moduli of typical 
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Australian asphalt mixes. Therefore, some modification to the models to improve their 

performance for the studied material is warranted.  

5.4.5 Sensitivity of the Model Input Parameters 

Sensitivity analysis is a technique to determine the influence of the input parameters of a 

model on the outputs. It also reveals the correlation between the uncertainties of the inputs and 

the outputs of the model. Therefore, it can help determine the input parameters of a model that 

need to be measured more precisely to improve the accuracy of the model. Spearman rank 

correlation index and the extreme tail coefficient were used to evaluate the sensitivity of the 

models to their input parameters.   

Spearman rank correlation index (ρ) is a non-parametric technique and tests the strength of 

a relationship between two sets of data which is calculated by using Equation [5.11]. The 

absolute value of ρ quantifies the strength of the correlation between two variables, when ρ 

approaches unity, the variable has the maximum impact on the model output and when it is 

closer to zero, the effect is marginal. The sign of ρ defines whether the variable is directly or 

inversely proportional to the outcome; a positive value indicates that the correlation is directly 

proportional and a negative value shows an inversely proportional correlation. In Equation 

[5.11], ρ is the Spearman rank correlation index, di is the difference in the ranks between the 

input and the output values in the same data pair, and n is the number of data (Abu Abdo 2012). 

ρ=1-' 6∑ di
2

n�n2-1�) [5.11]

Tornado plots of the Spearman index of the studied models are illustrated in Figure 5.5. The 

binder property inputs into the model (i.e. viscosity, complex shear modulus and phase angle) 

had the most significant effect on the predicted dynamic modulus for all the predictive models. 

The high positive ρ values for viscosity and complex shear modulus indicates that as the 

viscosity and G* of the binder increase, the predicted dynamic modulus value will also 

intensify. Phase angle had a high but negative ρ value for Witczak 1-40D which indicates that 

as the viscous behaviour of the binder increases, the predicted dynamic modulus decreases. For 

a particular type of binder, this can happen due to an increase in temperature or a drop in 

loading rate. Figure 5.5 also shows that the aggregate and volumetric properties of the mixes 

had relatively marginal effects on the models predictions. Va (%Air Voids) and p200 (Passing 

the No. 200 sieve) had the lowest ρ value in both Witczak models and thus had minimal 
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influence on the predicted E*. The sensitivity of the Hirsch and Alkhateeb’s models predictions 

to VMA and VFB are insignificant.  
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(d) 

Figure 5.5. Tornado Plots of Spearman Rank Correlation Index (a) Witczak 1-37A 

Model, (b) Witczak 1-40D Model, (c) Hirsch Model and (d) Alkhateeb Model 

Extreme tail analysis is a statistical tool to evaluate the extent to which the input parameters 

contribute to the extreme values of the predictions. It can assist with improving the accuracy 

of the model by controlling the uncertainties of the parameters which cause the tail of the 

models output distribution. To identify the main contributors to the extreme values of the 

predictions, the normalized α coefficient was calculated for each input parameter of each model 

using Equation [5.12]. The top 5% and bottom 5% of the predicted dynamic modulus values 

were considered as the right and left tails respectively. The effect of parameters with |α| values 

of greater than 0.5 are considered as significant. In Equation [5.12], MedianGroup is the median 

of the input in the group, MedianTotal is the median of the input in the total dataset and σTotal is 

the standard deviation of the input in the total dataset (Abu Abdo 2012). 

α='MedianGroup-MedianTotal

σTotal

) [5.12]

The results of the extreme tail analysis (Table 5.7) confirm the results of the tornado plots. 

For Witczak 1-37A, viscosity and frequency are the primary contributors to the high dynamic 

modulus values. Va seems to have insignificant effect on extreme values in both Witczak 

models. Complex shear modulus is the main contributor to extreme values of Witczak 1-40D, 

Hirsch and Alkhateeb predictions. Extreme tail analysis results also suggest that input 

parameters generally do not have a significant effect on forming the low extreme dynamic 

modulus values, the only exception is δb in Witczak 1-40D which significantly contributes to 

extremely low |E*| predictions. 
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Table 5.7. Extreme Tail Analysis Details of Models’ Input Parameters 

Input 
Witczak 1-37A 

Input 
Witczak 1-40D 

 Input 
Hirsch Alkhateeb 

Left Tail Right Tail Left Tail Right Tail Left Tail Right Tail Left Tail Right Tail 

Ƞ -0.0109 2.4012 |Gb*| -0.2238 2.5831 |Gb*| -0.4654 1.9326 -0.4654 1.9726 

f -0.3301 2.5039 δb 0.8564 -1.8269 VMA 0.2177 -0.7360 0.0933 -0.5079 

Va 0.0921 -0.2762 Va 0.1204 -0.4746 VFB -0.0561 0.8941   

Vbeff 0.4093 -0.1488 Vbeff 0.4093 -0.1488      

p34 0.0000 0.3685 p34 0.0000 0.3685      

p38 -0.2625 0.2625 p38 0.1312 0.7874      

p4 -0.1109 0.3326 p4 0.1109 0.7760      

p200 0.0000 0.0409 p200 0.0000 -0.6817      

Results from the sensitivity analyses suggest that binder properties, such as viscosity, 

complex shear modulus, and binder phase angle play an important role in the predicted |E*| 

values. This can partially explain the discrepancies between the measured and the predicted 

dynamic moduli of the nominated models as the binder database on which the models were 

developed are entirely different. 

5.5 Development of Australian Dynamic Modulus Predictive Models 

The results from the previous section showed that the dynamic moduli predictions of the 

nominated models contained relatively large amounts of error and bias. It was also found that 

the robustness of the models at different temperatures was inconsistent and generally worsened 

at lower temperatures/higher dynamic modulus values. A summary of the goodness-of-fit 

statistics of the original models for the studied Australian asphalt materials is presented in 

Table 5.8.  

Table 5.8. Goodness-of-fit Statistics of the Original Predictive Models 

Criteria Witczak 1-37A Witczak 1-40D Hirsch Alkhateeb 

Se/Sy 0.98 2.28 0.88 0.87 

R2 0.05 -4.19 0.23 0.24 

SSE 6.96E+10 
 

3.78E+11 5.60E+10 5.52E+10 

Average |E*p| 2812 16548 3807 3994 

Rating Very Poor Very Poor Poor Poor 

Total Sum of Squares (SST) 
 

7.29E+10 
 

  

Average Measured |E*m|(MPa) 7959 
 

  

It is believed that the performance of the original models was unsuitable for Australian 

mixes. Therefore, modifications were warranted to obtain more reliable predictions. Three 

approaches were adopted: (i) linearly transforming the models’ predictions, (ii) non-linearly 
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transforming the models’ predictions, and (iii) adjusting their numerical coefficients without 

altering the structure of the original models.  

5.5.1 Linear Transformation 

First, linear trendlines were fitted to the dataset in measured versus predicted space for each 

model using least squared errors method. This was done so that the linear equations could 

transform the results from each predictive model to obtain measured dynamic modulus values 

with minimum bias. To prevent development of negative dynamic modulus values, best fit 

linear regressions were constrained to have zero intercept for equations with negative intercepts 

(Hirsch and Alkhateeb). The goodness-of-fit of the transformed data and the linear 

transforming functions are presented in Table 5.9. The linear transformation considerably 

improved the accuracy of the models. The overall performance of Witczak 1-37A became rated 

as excellent by simply multiplying its predictions by a factor of 2.812. Similarly, linearly 

transformed dynamic modulus predictions by Witczak 1-40D, Hirsch and Alkhateeb provided 

a “good” fit to the measured dataset. 

Figure 5.6 illustrates the standard error ratio (Se/Sy) and the coefficient of determination (R2) 

values of linearly transformed dynamic modulus predictions segregated by temperature. The 

criteria introduced by (Witczak et al. 2002) to subjectively classify the accuracy of the 

predictions are displayed on the graph to show the extent to which the models’ predictions fit 

into each classification . In Figure 5.6, bars are also colour coded to help with visual assessment 

of model performance. A robust model would express itself as a horizontal bar shifted towards 

the right side of the graph where the R2 values are high and Se/Sy values are low. For simplicity, 

negative R2 values are marked as N/A. Figure 5.6 shows that although the overall performance 

of the models has improved significantly through linear transformation, the local performance 

of the models at test temperatures is still inconsistent. Linearly transformed Witczak 1-37A can 

be classified as good only at 20oC and 35oC while its results at 5oC and 50oC are very poor fits 

to the measured data. Witczak 1-40D can only fairly match the measured data at 20oC and 35oC 

Table 5.9. Goodness-of-fit Statistics of Linearly Transformed Predictive Models 

Model Se/Sy R2 Transforming Equation Rating 

Witczak 1-37A 0.31 0.91 ELT = 2.812 Ep + 147 Excellent 

Witczak 1-40D 0.35 0.88 ELT = 0.328 Ep + 2538 Good 

Hirsch 0.38 0.85 ELT = 2.245 Ep Good 

Alkhateeb 0.43 0.82 ELT = 2.163 Ep Good 

ELT: Linearly transformed dynamic modulus 
Ep: Predicted dynamic modulus by original models 
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and its level of bias was very high at 50oC. Despite the good overall performance of linearly 

transformed Alkhateeb and Hirsch results, their accuracy is fairly poor at individual 

temperatures. 

Figure 5.6. Goodness-of-fit Statistics (R2 and Se/Sy) of Linearly Transformed Dynamic 

Modulus Predictions Segregated by Temperature 

5.5.2 Non- Linear Transformation 

The power function was the best non-liner transformation for the Witczak 1-37A, Hirsch 

and Alkhateeb models. A second order polynomial function best fitted the data for Witczak 1-

40D. Overall goodness-of-fit statistics for the non-linear transformed dataset were calculated 

and are presented in Table 5.10. Figure 5.7 illustrates the Se/Sy and the R2 values of the non-

linearly transformed dynamic modulus predictions at test temperatures. 
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Table 5.10. Goodness of Fit Statistics of Non-Linearly Transformed Models 

Model Se/Sy R2 Transforming Function Rating 

Witczak 1-37A 0.73 0.46 ENLT = 0.0071 Ep
1.5838 Fair 

Witczak 1-40D 0.24 0.94 ENLT = -0.0000037 Ep
2 + 0.566 Ep+1274 Excellent 

Hirsch 0.36 0.87 ENLT = 0.0831 Ep
1.3712 Good 

Alkhateeb 0.44 0.80 ENLT = 0.2508 Ep
1.2274 Good 

ENLT: Non-linearly transformed dynamic modulus 
Ep:  Predicted dynamic modulus by original models 
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Non-linear transformation improved the overall robustness of the models relative to the 

performance of the original models. It was noted that non-linear transformation did not have a 

great advantage over linear transformation for the Hirsch and Alkhateeb models as the accuracy 

of the transformed datasets (by both methods) is relatively the same. Witczak 1-40D 

predictions can generally be classified as an excellent fit when transformed by the listed 

quadratic function. Linearly transformed Witczak 1-37A seems to produce less error than the 

exponentially transformed results suggesting the linear conversion is a better alternative for 

this model. 

Figure 5.7. Goodness-of-fit Statistics (R2 and Se/Sy) of Non-Linearly Transformed 

Dynamic Modulus Predictions Segregated by Temperature 

Figure 5.7 suggests that although non-linear transformation does not significantly improve 

the overall performance of the models compared to linear transformation, it can moderate the 

level of bias at different temperatures. This improvement is more evident in Hirsch and 

Alkhateeb models. Both linearly and non-linearly transformed data for all the models are 

visually depicted in Figure 5.8.  
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(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 5.8. Linear and Non-linear Transformed Datasets in Predicted Versus Measured 

Dynamic Modulus Space for Four Studied Models: (a) Witczak 1‐‐‐‐37A, (b) Witczak 1‐‐‐‐
40D, (c) Hirsch and (d) Alkhateeb 
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Note that due to relatively larger values predicted by the Witczak 1‐40D model, the axis 

scales for this model are set differently from the other three. Although the results obtained from 

non-linearly transformed predicted dynamic moduli of the nominated models were statistically 

acceptable, it was believed that the achieved accuracy of the transformed predictions still did 

not meet the purpose of this study. There were also concerns that non-linear transformation of 

the results may compromise the initial intention of maintaining the original structure of the 

models. Therefore, for the next attempt to improve the performance of the models, a different 

approach was adopted. 

5.5.3 Modification of Numerical Coefficients 

To acquire more accurate results by modifying the numerical coefficients in each model 

(without altering the structure of the original models), Microsoft Excel Solver was used to 

minimise the sum of squared errors (SSE) between measured dynamic modulus values and the 

predictions for all temperature/loading frequency combinations of the tested asphalt mixes. 

Solver uses the Generalised Reduced Gradient algorithm (GRG2) for optimising non-linear 

problems which is reported to be sufficiently accurate for this purpose (Bari & Witczak 2006). 

The original values of the coefficients were used as the initial seeds in the Solver. Most of the 

altered coefficients changed considerably after the optimisation process compared to the 

original values. 

The goodness-of-fit statistics of the models altered by modification of the numerical 

coefficients were calculated and are presented in Table 5.11. The performance of the models 

improved significantly providing Se/Sy ratios of less than 0.26 with high R2 values of more than 

0.93 which suggest “excellent” overall goodness-of-fit for all models. Furthermore, the revised 

models show small overall bias taking into account that the average error of the modified 

models are almost negligible and the slopes of the plotted measured |E*| versus predicted values 

are close to unity with small intercepts. Since Witczak 1-40D has the most coefficients, it was 

expected that the convergence of the solution by Solver to optimise this model would be more 

accurate. However, the goodness-of-fit statistics suggest that the performance of the modified 

Witczak 1-37A is more robust than the rest of studied models. 

Some studies have reported that there are concerns about the accuracy of some predictive 

models at very low or high temperatures (Al-Khateeb et al. 2006; Bari & Witczak 2006; Dongre 

et al. 2005; Pellinen 2001; Schwartz 2005). Details of the goodness-of-fit statistics of the 

modified models at each test temperature are presented in Figure 5.9 and LOE plots are 
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presented in Figure 5.10. It can be seen from Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10 that even the modified 

Hirsch and Alkhateeb models tend to slightly over predict |E*| values at high temperatures 

(50oC). In addition, the modified Alkhateeb model still underestimates dynamic moduli at low 

temperatures.  

Table 5.11. Goodness-of-fit Statistics of the Modified Numerical 

Coefficient Models 

Criteria 1-37A 1-40D Hirsch Alkhateeb 

Goodness 
 of Fit  
Statistics 

Se 1162 1267 1739 1951 

Se/Sy 0.16 0.17 0.24 0.26 

R2 0.98 0.97 0.94 0.93 

SSE 1.80E+09 2.14E+09 4.05E+09 5.10E+09 

Average |E*p| 7964 7976 7928 8049 

Overall Bias 

Average Error 3 16 -31 89 

Slope 0.975 0.968 0.949 0.917 

Intercept 204.0 269.0 374.9 750.1 

Residuals 
Minimum -5118 -4878 -8319 -6792 

Maximum 3962 4799 9182 9967 

Rating Excellent Excellent Excellent Excellent 

Average Measured |E*m| 7959    

Total Sum of Squares (SST) 7.29E+10    

 

Figure 5.9. Goodness-of-fit Statistics (R2 and Se/Sy) of Modified Dynamic Modulus 

Predictions Segregated by Temperature 
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Although all the modified models have statistically acceptable performances, the overall 

performance of Witczak 1-37A seems to be the most accurate with R2 of 0.98 and Se/Sy ratio 

of 0.16. Table 5.11 suggests that the SSE of Witczak 1-37A is approximately 16% less than its 

successor version 1-40D. The Se/Sy ratio of the modified Witczak 1-37A is the lowest of all 

models which indicates that the magnitude of developed errors in this model is lower than in 

the others. Moreover, the overall bias of the revised Witczak 1-37A estimates and the 

dispersion of the data points around the LOE suggest that the modified Witczak 1-37A is the 

most accurate dynamic modulus predictive model and can to be used to predict dynamic moduli 

in the absence of solid laboratory data for Australian asphalt mixes. The modified model with 

new coefficients is presented in Equation [5.13]. 

Log	E=29.635529-0.939190.p
200

+0.479764.,p
200
-1.27

-0.08725.p
4
-0.137126.Va 

-0.260496.
Vbeff

0.121371.�Vbeff+Va� 
+

14.502412+0.034646.p
4
+0.035694.p

38
-0.016154.,p

38
-1.18

-0.003046.p
34

0.422758+e,-4.03718-0.348713.log�f�-0.556815.log�η�-  

[5.13] 

Where: 

E: Asphalt mix dynamic modulus, (MPa) 

Ƞ: Bitumen viscosity, in 106 poise 

f: Load frequency, (Hz) 

Va: % Air voids in the mix, by volume 

Vbeff: % Effective bitumen content, by volume 

p34: % Retained on the 3/4 inch sieve, by total aggregate weight (cumulative) 

p38: % Retained on the 3/8 inch sieve, by total aggregate weight (cumulative) 

p4: % Retained on the No. 4 sieve, by total aggregate weight (cumulative) 

p200: % Passing the No. 200 sieve, by total aggregate weight 

It should be noted that the presented model was modified based on the established database 

of the tested mixes; extra care should be taken when applying this model to any mix outside 

the range of tested materials. It is the author’s intention to expand the mechanical behaviour 

database of the local asphalt mixes and binders over time and increase the confidence margin 

around the applicability of the presented model.    
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(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 5.10. Measured versus Predicted Values of Dynamic Modulus by Australian

Models: (a) Modified Witczak 1-37A, (b) Modified Witczak 1-40D, (c) Modified Hirsch 

and (d) Modified Alkhateeb 
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5.6 Summary 

In this chapter, 1344 dynamic modulus data points were determined for 28 Australian typical 

dense graded asphalt mixes and used to (i) evaluate the accuracy and feasibility of five 

commonly used dynamic modulus predictive models (Witczak 1-37A, Witczak 1-40D, Hirsch, 

Alkhateeb and an ANN), and (ii) establish new dynamic modulus predictive models for 

Australian asphalt mixes. In the evaluation of the US models, it was found that: 

• Although the overall performance of Witczak 1-37A and the ANN models were 

more accurate than the other models, they under predicted the dynamic moduli of 

the mixes by approximately 31% and 27%, respectively. The ANN predictions were 

the most scattered of all and did not show any clear/particular trends especially at 

lower temperatures. The overall predictions of Hirsch and Alkhateeb models at 

different temperatures were similar; they both under predicted |E*| by approximately 

58%. The modified Witczak model (1-40D) substantially overestimated dynamic 

moduli by 136%.  

• Unlike the overall model performance, robustness of the models at different 

temperatures varied considerably. Generally, the models performed poorly at low 

temperatures (5oC and 20°C). Witczak 1-37A can only reliably predict dynamic 

modulus at 35°C. Hirsch and Alkhateeb predictions could only be classified as 

“good” at 50°C. The ANN model predictions were acceptable with fair precision at 

only 50°C. Although the overall goodness-of-fit statistics of Witczak 1-40D were 

very poor, its predictions at 35oC and 50°C were the most accurate of all. 

• Residual-predicted moduli plots of the models suggested that that the variance of the 

residuals was not constant in any of the models and varied at different temperatures. 

Generally, residuals increased at lower temperatures/higher dynamic modulus 

values. The residual distributions of the Hirsch and Alkhateeb models were fairly 

similar within the entire temperature spectrum. Residuals of Witczak 1-37A and the 

ANN model deviated less from the zero line but still could not be regarded as 

accurate models. Overall, none of the models had the cumulative residual and 

residual-predicted moduli distribution of a robust model.   

• The level of bias and error developed in the models suggested that the application of 

the nominated models to predict |E*| for Australian mixes is impractical. In general, 

this study found that the five nominated models performed fairly poorly in predicting 

dynamic moduli for the studied asphalt materials. It is believed that some of the 
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inaccuracy and errors observed in the models prediction can be attributed to the 

different material databases on which the models were developed, calibrated and 

verified. 

• Sensitivity analyses showed that the models predictions are highly dependent on the 

inputs related to binder characteristics (complex shear modulus, phase angle and 

viscosity). Ρ200 and Va were found to have minimal influence on both Witczak 

models predictions. The effects of volumetric properties of the mix (VMA and VFB) 

in the Hirsch and Alkhateeb models were also marginal. 

For the development of the new Australian models, three methods were used to enhance the 

performance of the nominated models, including: (i) linearly transforming the models’ 

predictions, (ii) non-linearly transforming the models’ predictions and (iii) adjusting the 

numerical coefficients in each model without altering the structure of the original models. It 

was found that: 

• Linear transformation significantly improved the accuracy of predictions for all 

models. Witczak 1-37 predictions provided an excellent fit to the data with an overall 

R2 of 0.91 via a simple linear transforming function. Despite the good overall 

performance of all the models through linear transformation, the local performance 

of the models at test temperatures was still inconsistent. 

• Non-linear transformation of the models’ predictions also enhanced the performance 

of the models. It was found that a quadratic transforming function best improved the 

Witczak 1-40D results with an overall R2 of 0.94. Generally, the inconsistency of 

the transformed data at different temperatures was shown to be more moderate than 

linear transformation. The non-linear transformation was not advantageous over the 

linear transformation as it did not result in any significant improvement in the 

models’ accuracy compared to linear transformation. 

• Adjusting the numerical coefficients in each model significantly improved the 

overall viability of the models as well as their local performance at test temperatures. 

Modified Hirsch and Alkhateeb models still showed some bias at very low and very 

high temperatures (i.e. 5 and 50oC). The performances of the modified Witczak 1-

37A and 1-40D were comparatively close, however, the modified Witczak 1-37A 

predictions produced about 16% less error than 1-40D and had the highest R2 (0.98) 

amongst all the models.  
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It is recommended that the modified Witczak 1-37A model with new coefficients presented 

in Equation [5.13] be adopted as the Australian dynamic predictive model for predicting 

dynamic moduli in the absence of solid laboratory data for Australian asphalt mixes. Extra care 

should be taken when applying this model to mixes outside the range of tested materials. 
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 Long-Term Field Properties of In-Service Long 

Life Asphalt Pavements in UK 

 

 

 

6.1 Introduction 

A review of the research undertaken in the development of the empirical FEL-stiffness 

criteria for perpetual pavement designs (see Chapter 3) showed that many field trial pavements 

in the US and Australia, which were used in validation field trials in the developmental stage, 

may not be regarded as perpetual pavements. Therefore, there is a need to select further 

overseas field trial long-life asphalt pavement (LLAP) sections for the validation work. 

The review of field trials of LLAP in Australia and overseas (see Chapter 2) indicated that 

the UK field trials of LLAP present the most comprehensive field study to date. It included 31 

sections that were examined as part of the TRL report 250 undertaken by (Nunn, Brown & 

Weston 1997) to establish the UK LLAP design procedure. Subsequently, the Transport 

Research Laboratory (TRL) has made significant efforts in their VALMON studies to monitor 

the long-term pavement performance of UK perpetual pavement in field trials for future 

reference.  

The UK LLAP field trials were also selected as the main validation field trials in the ASP-

fL project. As part of the ASP-fL project, AAPA has purchased a substantial amount of 

historical data from TRL relating to the VALMON studies in the UK. This data included a 

comprehensive deflection history data (Falling Weight Deflectometer - FWD) for several in-

service heavily trafficked road networks in the UK. 

In this study, long-term FWD data of the 31 UK LLAP sections collected over a 10-year 

period were analysed to determine their long-term field material properties. The analysis 

method consisted of back-calculating the pavement layer moduli from the FWD deflection and 

normalising the back-calculated layer moduli to a reference temperature. By assessing changes 
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in the normalised back-calculated layer moduli over time, potential perpetual pavement 

structures were identified.  

The field back-calculated moduli were also used as material inputs in structural analyses to 

determine the field asphalt critical strains under vehicle loadings and validate the AAPA 

empirical FEL-stiffness criteria for perpetual pavement designs. This will be discussed further 

in Chapter 7. 

This chapter provides (i) a brief description of the UK LLAP trials, (ii) the VALMON 

database that provided long-term deflection data for 31 UK LLAP sections, (iii) details of the 

back-calculation methodology used in this project, and (iv) results of field back-calculated 

elastic layer moduli. This chapter also identifies the potential perpetual pavement structures 

based on long-term field back-calculated layer moduli at a reference temperature.  

6.2 Overview of the UK LLAP Trials 

6.2.1 Design of UK LLAP Pavement Sections 

Nunn (1997) performed experimental studies in the field in the UK and proposed concepts 

for long-life pavements for which classical bottom-up fatigue cracking would not occur (Nunn 

1997). Nunn defined long-life pavements as those that last at least 40 years without structural 

deterioration. In this case, fully flexible pavements were designed and well-constructed for a 

40-year life and for traffic in excess of 80 msa (Nunn, Brown & Weston 1997). Given that the 

UK’s pavement design system was based on experimental roads that had carried up to 20 msa, 

these relationships were being extrapolated to more than 200 msa to select the design 

thicknesses for the LLAP sections.  

(Nunn, Brown & Weston 1997) also evaluated the most heavily travelled pavements in the 

UK, most of which had carried in excess of 100 msa to evaluate the current design system of 

that time and concluded the following (Carteret & Jameson 2009): 

• Pavements with less than about 180 mm of asphalt deformed at a high rate but thicker 

pavements deform at a rate about two orders of magnitude less; the sudden transition 

suggesting a threshold effect 

• No correlation existed between the rate of rutting and pavement thickness for thick 

(180+ mm) asphalt pavements 
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• The level of traffic loading was not the major factor affecting the residual fatigue life 

of the thick asphalt pavements 

• Deterioration of thick, well-constructed, fully flexible pavements was not structural, 

and that deterioration generally occurred at the surface in the form of cracking and 

rutting 

• Any evidence of fatigue cracking or damage in the main structural layers of the thicker, 

more heavily trafficked pavements was unable to be detected 

• Deterioration, either cracking or deformation, was far more likely to be found in the 

surfacing than deep in the pavement structure 

• The great majority of the thick pavements studied became stronger over time, rather 

than gradually weakening with trafficking as assumed 

6.2.2 Field Testing of UK Perpetual Pavement Sections 

Nunn & Ferne (2001) also examined the deflection histories of 10 heavily trafficked sections 

of motorways to investigate whether the strength of thick, fully flexible pavements reduced 

with time and traffic. The deflections of these sites showed considerable fluctuations which 

was attributed partly to the difficulty of applying accurate temperature corrections, seasonal 

variations in the subgrade strength, and variation in alignment of successive surveys. Further 

confirmation of these deflection trends was also provided by FWD measurements on the same 

sites. The results of the FWD measurements indicated that all the sections showed a trend of 

steady or decreasing deflection with age and traffic, with one exception that showed no decisive 

trend either way. The authors concluded that the traffic-induced stresses and strains in the road 

base and the subgrade, which were considered responsible for structural deterioration, were 

decreasing due to stiffening of the pavement over time (Nunn & Ferne 2001). 

6.2.3 Development of the UK Perpetual Pavement Design Guide 

As a result of the work by Nunn and his colleagues, the UK design procedure for asphalt 

pavements was revised in 1997 to include a minimum asphalt thickness corresponding to a 

minimum threshold pavement strength for the most common asphalt mixes, beyond which the 

pavement should have a very long but indeterminate structural life. The design charts were 

further developed and presented in the form of design nomograms (Figure 6.1) by Highways 

England (formerly known as Highways Agency). 
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Figure 6.1. Thickness Design Nomograms for Flexible Pavements (Great Britain 

Department for Transport Highways Authority 2008) 

6.3 Long Term Pavement Performance of UK Perpetual Pavement Sections 

The Transport Research Laboratory (TRL) has been monitoring the performance of several 

in-service pavement test sections in the UK for more than 30 years for future pavement design. 

This program included analyses of long-term pavement performance (LLPP) of in-service 

heavily trafficked motorway sites in the UK (VALMON). The VALMON data relates to 31 

sites which include 25 fully flexible and 6 flexible composite sites. These sections were the 

same sections that were examined as part to the TRL report 250 undertaken by (Nunn, Brown 

& Weston 1997) to establish the UK LLAP design procedure. The length of the surveyed road 

sections varied between 654 to 2331 m. Some of the sections were further sub-sectioned due 

to different pavement structure material or thicknesses.  

The Australian Asphalt Pavement Association (AAPA) has purchased a substantial amount 

of historical data from TRL relating to the VALMON Studies. The VALMON data consisted 

of the following: 

• Raw FWD data on 31 pavement sections collected over a period of ten years 

• Temperature data recorded during the survey at surface, air, and depths of 40 mm, 100 

mm and 200 mm of the pavement (an example of a temperature log data is presented in 

Table 6.1 
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• Pavement sections generic material specification including construction year and 

maintenance history/records 

• Pavement sections thicknesses for both fully flexible and composite pavements  

Table 6.1. Example of Temperature Record Data on VALMON Pavement Sections 

 

An example of the cumulative traffic volume data in msa is presented in Table 6.2. Annual 

traffic volume in lane 1 is expressed in msa (million standard axles) from construction until 

2005. Details of the total asphalt/composite pavement thicknesses are presented in Table 6.3.  

Surface Air 40 mm 100 mm 200 mm

1995 - - - - - - - - 17/05/1995

0 21.6 16.9 16.6 14.1 11.6 11:50 MP 54/3

300 - - 17.8 15.1 - 12:28 MP 54/0

500 - - 18.1 15.4 - 13:00 MP 53/8

1000 18.9 16 16.9 15.6 - 14:00 MP 53/3

0 15.8 15.6 13.8 11.1 9.6 11:35 MP 54/3

210 17.7 17.2 16.3 - - - MP 54/1

501 19.2 17.3 18 14.4 - 12:25 MP 53/8

1003 22.2 17.7 20.5 15.5 - 13:20 MP 53/3

0 8.4 9.8 10.1 9.6 10.1 10:25 MP 54/3

501 12 11.2 10.8 11.1 - 11:25 MP 53/8

1003 10.6 10.3 10.5 9.9 - 12:10 MP 53/3

0 11.7 8.4 11.3 10.1 9.5 13:05 MP 54/3

499 9.2 6.3 10.9 10.1 - 13:45 MP 53/8

1003 8.3 7.7 9.2 9.4 - 14:20 MP 53/3

0 10.1 9.9 9.4 8.8 8.4 12:30 MP 54/3

499 13.2 12.4 9.9 9.1 8.8 13:00 MP 53/8

1003 11.9 10.9 10.4 9.5 8.9 13:30 MP 53/3

0 14.7 10.9 16.5 18.3 19.8 23:46 MP 54/3

499 13.6 10.5 15.3 17.4 19.6 0:22 MP 53/8

1003 12.4 11.5 14.7 17 19 0:57 MP 53/3

0 15.7 15.8 15.9 16.3 16.4 2:00 MP 54/3

499 16.2 16.4 15.8 16.2 16.4 2:31 MP 53/8

1003 16 16.5 15.6 16 16.5 3:03 MP 53/3

8/04/1997

8/04/1998

11/04/2000

14/11/2001

25/05/2004

10/10/2005

Date
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h

e
st

e
r

1996

1997

1998

2000

2001

2004

2005

24/04/1996

Site Year Chainage (m)
Temperature (°C)

Time Notes
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Table 6.2. Example of Traffic Data for a VALMON Site 

 

 

TRL Site ID Year
Annual Traffic

 in Lane 1 (msa)

1 1981 0.749

1 1982 0.734

1 1983 0.972

1 1984 1.324

1 1985 1.59

1 1986 1.818

1 1987 2.217

1 1988 2.506

1 1989 2.646

1 1990 2.792

1 1991 2.943

1 1992 3.032

1 1993 3.118

1 1994 3.203

1 1995 3.293

1 1996 3.38

1 1997 3.627

1 1998 3.891

1 1999 4.161

1 2000 4.451

1 2001 4.746

1 2002 4.864

1 2003 4.994

1 2004 5.124

1 2005 5.255

77.43

VALMON Traffic Data

Cumulative Traffic (MSA)
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Table 6.3. VALMON Pavement Section Details 

6.4 Back-Calculation of Pavement Layer Moduli from FWD Deflections 

6.4.1 Australian Back-Calculation Models 

In Australia, three back-calculation models have been developed at ARRB for use in 

conjunction with the Austroads Pavement Design Guide: EfromD, EfromD2 and EfromD3. 

Traffic (Lane1) Record Traffic

Site No./Name Pavement Type Section Asphalt Material Cement Bound (msa) (Years)

54/3 – 54/2 450 -

54/2 - 53/7 440 -

53/7 – 53/3 480 -

02 Chigwell Flexible - 450 - 44.156 1978-2005

03 Brentwood Flexible - 310 - 88.000 1982-2005

04 Frodsham Flexible - 430 - 83.943 1971-2005

05 Prestwich Flexible - 370 - 117.836 1971-2005

06 Bedworth Flexible - 630 - 104.393 1971-2005

07 Carnforth Flexible - 310 - 70.227 1960-2005

282/8 - 282/3 495 -

282/3 - 281/8 395 -

87/7 – 87/3 520 -

87/2 – 86/7 580 -

10 Keele Flexible - 425 - 112.361 1962-2005

31/5 – 31/0 555 -

30/9 – 30/6 465 -

29/300 - 30/440 325 -

30/440 - 30/640 245 -

30/640 - 31/600 235 -

31/600 - 30/625 265 -

30/625 - 30/440 275 -

30/440 - 29/300 325 -

13 Northampton Flexible - 460 - 94.120 1979-2005

14 Stafford Flexible - 405 - 130.369 1962-2005

- 360 -

- 355 -

15 Wisbech Flexible - 305 - 5.734 1996-2005

16A Cole Green Flexible

16B Cole Green Flexible

45 Polegate Flexible - 320 - 1.726 2002-2005

17B Gatwick B Flexible - 370 - 40.237 1974-2005

29 Cardiff Flexible - 380 - 64.266 1975-2005

Flexible - 125 - 290 -

Flexible - 125 - 225 -

35 Stoke-on- Flexible - 420 - 100.909 1962-2005

37/4 – 38/0 270 180

38/0 – 38/4 365 85

18 Tewkesbury Flexible Composite - 300 190 72.503 1983-2005

19 Andover Flexible Composite - 100 200 24.488 1969-2005

39 Featherstone Flexible Composite - 180 200 36.877 1983-2005

40 Swinfen Flexible Composite - 230 or 265 105 or 140 16.853 1980-2005

41 Sawtry Flexible Composite - 170 530 32.255 1998-2005

Site Information
Nominal Average Thickness(mm) 

of Upper Pavement Layers

01 Chester Flexible

08 Darton Flexible

09 Huddersfield Flexible

11 Warrington Flexible

12W Telford 

West
Flexible

20.377

17A Gatwick A Flexible Composite

12E Telford East Flexible

-

32 Thornbury

30 Bentley

305 -

40.237

72.503Flexible

6.234

4.496

77.430

70.243

98.513

93.716

19.872

1981-2005

1968-2005

1972-2005

1975-2005

1983-2005

1983-2005

1971-2005

1993-2005

1975-2005

1974-2005
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EfromD (Elastic properties from Deflection) uses CIRCLY in the iterative process and 

adopts the Rosenbrock Function Minimisation Algorithm (Mulawa & Machura 1973) to 

generate new trial values of material properties in the iterative process. A detailed description 

and the EFROMD user manual can be found in (Makarov, Potter & Sharp 1990). 

EfromD2 (Back-calculation of Elastic Properties of Material Layers FROM Deflection 

Bowl) also uses the elastic layer model CIRCLY, but adopts new algorithms in the iterative 

process which are directly based on the principles of structural analysis. This enables 

significant reduction in computation time (to about a twentieth of that required by EfromD) 

and has the flexibility for back-calculating layer moduli and Poisson's ratios of pavement layers 

and subgrade (Vuong 1989a, b).  

EfromD3 was an improvement of the back-calculation EfromD2. It includes (i) procedures 

to enable back-calculation layer moduli unbound pavement layers and subgrade, which have 

stress-dependent characteristics, (ii) other special features (such as generating critical 

deflection based on input deflections at fixed offsets, constraints, etc.) to enable EfromD2 to 

work at its full potential, and (iii) the Rosenbrock Function Minimisation Algorithm used in 

EfromD to perform a number of iterations to search for finer solutions at the end of the 

EfromD2 back-calculation process. In addition, EfromD3 has a user interface that allows easy 

back-analyses. In this research program, the EfromD3 software package developed by Vuong 

(2006) was used. The following section provides an overview of the technical basis of EfromD3  

6.4.2 Technical Basis of Back-Calculation Model EfromD3 

The EFROMD3 basic algorithms were developed by (Vuong 1989a, 2001) based on the 

principles of structural analysis and are briefly described below.  

Figure 6.2 shows the flow chart of the iteration process used in EfromD3. The first estimated 

(seed) values of moduli are provided as input by the user and the moduli are then updated after 

each iteration until satisfactory agreement between actual and estimated deflections is reached.  
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Figure 6.2. Flowchart for Back-Calculation of Elastic Parameters from Pavement 

Deflection Bowls Using EfromD3 

In principle, a correction factor to update a layer modulus after each iteration is based on a 

relationship between the elastic modulus and the deflection of the layer concerned. For the 

simplest situation, where the pavement has a single layer which behaves elastically and has a 

fixed (known) Poisson’s ratio, the elastic modulus of the layer is taken as being inversely 

proportional to the strain and layer deflection as seen in Equations [6.1] to [6.3].  

E = σ / ε [6.1]

δ = Σ ε [6.2]

E ∝ 1/δ [6.3]

Where: 

E: Layer modulus 

σ: Applied stress 

ε and δ: Resulted strain and layer deflection. 

Therefore, the correction factor for an estimated value of modulus for a layer (I) used in the 

Nth iteration (EN), can be expressed in terms of the estimated and actual layer deflections as: 
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CF(I) = 1 – [( δa(I) - δe(I))/ δa(I)] [6.4]

Where, δe(I) and δa(I) are the estimated and actual deflection, respectively, of the layer I in 

the pavement. So that a new modulus value for layer I can be estimated from the next iteration, 

(N+1)th can be expressed as: 

EN+1(I) = EN(I).CF(I) [6.5]

For the case of multiple-layer pavements, the surface deflections are the sum of all layer 

deflections. Figure 6.3 shows an example where the pavement had four layers of elastic 

materials and was loaded by a uniform pressure, P, on a circular of radius Rp. The surface 

deflection and layer deflections calculated with CIRCLY are plotted in Figure 6.3. Referring 

to Figure 6.3, the deflection in each layer (I) reduces with increasing radial distance and 

becomes effectively zero at a distance, called the “critical radial distance”, Rc(I).  

 

Figure 6.3. Illustration of Relationship Between Surface Deflection and Layer Deflection

Thus, the surface deflection at each critical radial distance Rc(I), is the sum of deflections 

of all layers below layer I, i.e. independent of the deflections of layers above the layer I. It can 

be expressed as Equation [6.6]: 

D[Rc(I)] = Σ δ[Rc(I), J] [6.6]

For J = I+1 to F 
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Where: 

D[Rc(I)] is the surface deflection at Rc(I) 

δ[Rc(I), J] is the deflection of layer J at Rc(I) 

F is the final layer (semi-infinite layer). 

Equation [6.6] allows the use of surface deflections Da[Rc(I)] and De[Rc(I)] to replace the 

layer deflections δa(I) and δe(I) in Equation [6.4] to calculate the correction factor for the 

modulus of each layer (I). Equation [6.4] can be re-written as: 

CF(I) = 1 – [(Da[Rc(I-1)] - De[Rc(I-1)])/ Da[Rc(I-1)]] [6.7]

When all CF(I) values equal 1, i.e. no further correction is possible, equilibrium is reached 

in the back-analysis process.   

As the surface deflection at Rc(F-1) is the deflection of the bottom layer (F) at Rc(F-1), the 

calculation of the correction factor for the bottom layer is direct and the convergence of this 

layer is very fast.  However, the calculation of the correction factors for the upper layers are 

not direct, their convergence is dependent on the convergence of the underlying layers. 

To increase the convergent rate for an upper layer I (I ≠F), the difference between the two 

adjacent critical points Rc(I) and Rc(I-1) is used rather than the total surface deflection:  

∆D(I) = D[Rc(I-1)] - D[Rc(I)] [6.8]

This term is considered the best estimator for the deflection of the layer I concerned, because 

it consists mainly of the deflection of layer I and a small part of the deflection of the lower 

layer I+1.  Therefore, it can be used for deriving the correction factor of modulus of layer I, by 

replacing the terms δa(I) and δe(I) in Equation [6.7] with ∆Da(I) and ∆De(I), respectively. 

CF(I) = 1 – [∆Da(I) - ∆De(I)]/ ∆Da(I) [6.9]

With: 

∆Da(I) = Da[Rc(I-1)] - Da[Rc(I)] [6.10]

∆De(I) = De[Rc(I-1)] - De[Rc(I)] [6.11]

It should be noted that: 
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• For the first layer (I = 1), Rc(I-1) = 0, i.e. at the loading centre where the maximum 

deflection in this layer occurs 

• For the last layer (I = F), Rc(F) = ∝, i.e. at infinity where the deflection in this layer 

D[Rc(F)] is zero 

The use of Equation [6.9] enables very fast convergence in EFROMD3. Based on CIRCLY 

analyses of pavements having different structures and loading configurations (single wheel 

load and dual wheel loads), (Vuong 1989a, b) also suggested a general expression for the 

critical distances Rc(I), at which the deflection in layer I becomes effectively zero: 

Rc(I) = RP + K(I).Zb(I) [6.12]

Where: 

Zb(I) is the depth from the surface to the bottom of layer I 

RP is the effective radius of the loading area  

K (I) is a constant assigned to the load configuration and pavement type used in the analysis 

(Vuong 1989a, b) also suggested a value of RP equal to the radius of loading area for a 

single circular load, and a value of RP approximately equal to half of the distance between the 

centres of the two loading areas for a dual wheel load. Values of K(I) have been found in the 

range of 1 to 2 for different pavement types, with a stiffer pavement and lower layers having a 

higher K(I) value. 

In theory, the pavement can be sub-divided into as many independent layers as possible to 

enable accurate back-calculation of the modulus of the layers concerned, provided that: 

• A value of ∆Da(I) can be obtained for each sub-layer I concerned 

• There are no errors in ∆Da(I) (from both the response model and the measurement device) 

• Other material properties (such as Poisson’s ratio, non-linear and anisotropic behaviour) of 

each sub-layer are known and can be fixed in the response model 

This has been demonstrated by (Vuong 1986a, b), where EFROMD2 can accurately back-

calculate the layer moduli from deflections generated with CIRCLY. In this case, the solution 

is fully converged, regardless of the seed modulus values used, to produce a perfect match of 

all deflections selected at critical distances. 
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6.4.3 Back-analysis Procedures for UK LLAP Pavement Sections   

The UK LLAP pavement test sections are very stiff and produced very small and shallow 

FWD deflection bowls under the 80 kN FWD load, with typical values of maximum deflection 

of 50 micron at loading centre (or at geophone position D0) and minimum deflection of 15 

micron at the distance of 2250 mm from loading centre (or at geophone position D6). 

Generally, measurement error can be about 1 micron and this represents 2% of the maximum 

deflection D0 or 6.7% of the minimum deflection D6. 

The Error Function (EF) used in EFROMD3 to compare actual and estimated responses has 

the form of: 

EF = SUM [wi.(1 - Dei/Dai)]
2 / SUM wi

2 [6.13]

Where: 

Dai (i =1, n): Actual deflection values at n locations on a half deflection bowl 

Dei (i =1, n): Corresponding estimated deflection values 

wi (i =1, n): User-assigned weights to each of the n deflections  

(Generally, a default value of wi = 1 is applied for all FWD deflections) 

In principle, in hypothetical pavement cases (i.e. no measurement error), EFROMD3 can 

produce a perfect match between estimated and actual deflection bowl results with fitting errors 

(EF) of less than 1% being accepted as reasonably accurate. However, given the potential large 

measurement errors of 2% in this study, it was considered appropriate to set the allowable 

maximum EF value at 2%. 

To capture more accurate back-calculated pavement layer moduli, especially the moduli of 

the surface layer, two sets of back-calculations were conducted using EfromD3. 

6.4.3.1 Back-Calculation of Equivalent Layer Moduli Based on FWD Deflection Profile 

 In the first analysis, the pavement layer thicknesses were assumed to be equal to the 

distances between the FWD geophones. The number of geophones and their spacing/position 

used in the data collection are presented in Table 6.4. 

Table 6.4. FWD Geophone Position Configuration 

 

D0 D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6

0 300 600 900 1350 1800 2250

Geophone ID

Position (mm)
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Based on the provided construction details, some assumptions were made for the first set of 

moduli back-analyses on the VALMON road sections: 

• Pavement layer thicknesses were assumed to be equivalent to the position of the 

geophones 

• 7 layers were modelled in EfromD3 

• Three generic pavement layers were modelled (asphalt, granular base for flexible 

pavements and cemented material for composite pavement, and subgrade) 

• Anisotropy degree of 1 was assumed for asphalt and cemented material (Ev/Eh = 1), and 

anisotropy degree of 2 was assumed for granular base and subgrade material (Ev/Eh = 

2) as suggested by AGPT02 (Jameson 2012). 

• Poisson’s ratio of 0.4 was assumed for asphalt material, 0.35 for granular base, 0.45 for 

subgrade, and 0.2 for cement treated base material as suggested by AGPT02 (Jameson 

2012). 

• FWD loading plate of 300 mm in diameter 

For the first back-analysis run, it was assumed that the first three geophones reflect the 

moduli of the asphalt layer, the fourth geophone represents the base layer (granular base in 

flexible pavements and cement treated base material in composite pavement sections), and the 

remaining geophones reflect the deflections of the subgrade material. The first three geophones 

are located at 0, 300 and 600 mm from the centre of loading and represent two asphalt layers 

of 300 mm each. The FWD loading plate was considered 300 mm in diameter (i.e. extending 

150 mm from the centre of loading) so the asphalt layers were assumed to consist of two layers 

of 150 and 300 mm to account for the FWD loading plate with a radius of 150 mm. 

Table 6.5 shows an example of the EformD3 output file. The back-calculated moduli with 

less than 2% error for each studied road section were selected as the representative moduli of 

the section. Table 6.6 shows an example of the summarised moduli results for one of the site 

sections ranked by result accuracy.  
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Table 6.5. An Example of EfromD3 Output Results 

 

Test No. Chain. Load D0 D0-D200 Error

at 566kPa at 566kPa

(m) (kPa) (mm) (mm) D0 D300 D600 D900 D1350 D1800 D2250 D0 D300 D600 D900 D1350 D1800 D2250 E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 (%)

3995-001 0 698 0.053 0.006 65 58 51 44 37 29 24 65 58 51 44 36 30 24 58491 8045 435 672 53 1855 372 1.1

3995-002 20 685 0.056 0.009 68 57 56 48 35 27 22 70 55 51 45 37 29 22 5825 51186 310 25 85 11837 2109 5.7

3995-003 40 703 0.050 0.003 62 58 50 41 36 27 22 64 57 49 42 34 27 22 60000 6386 416 1006 65 781 387 3.1

3995-004 60 698 0.045 0.004 56 51 45 40 33 27 23 57 51 45 40 33 27 23 59994 9364 1577 236 166 1293 299 1.1

3995-005 80 703 0.041 0.004 51 46 41 36 30 25 20 51 46 41 36 30 25 20 59083 13670 492 269 443 189 378 1.0

3995-006 100 701 0.041 0.003 51 47 42 38 30 24 20 52 46 41 37 30 25 20 58759 10431 3839 77 88 2112 541 2.4

3995-007 120 703 0.040 0.007 50 41 33 25 22 17 14 50 40 32 27 21 17 14 30043 6763 534 3029 211 1604 483 3.6

3995-008 140 698 0.035 0.005 43 37 32 29 24 19 17 44 37 32 28 24 20 17 34220 12660 3921 402 218 3294 400 2.1

3995-009 160 702 0.040 0.006 50 43 33 26 22 18 16 50 41 33 27 22 18 16 50522 3970 957 1320 406 4647 354 2.8

3995-010 180 700 0.038 0.003 47 43 37 28 25 18 17 47 41 35 30 24 20 16 54521 9455 486 1405 134 18061 428 5.8

3995-011 180 700 0.040 0.006 50 43 36 30 26 19 17 51 42 36 31 25 20 16 33436 8658 1283 822 139 4026 429 3.4

3995-012 200 697 0.037 0.007 46 37 31 27 22 18 15 46 37 31 27 22 18 15 31132 7163 3972 566 272 1539 439 0.3

3995-013 220 702 0.038 0.008 47 37 31 27 20 16 13 47 37 31 26 21 16 13 17828 10824 2754 254 399 1632 572 1.6

3995-014 240 700 0.045 0.006 56 49 39 29 25 21 16 56 47 38 32 25 20 16 52142 4657 369 1689 556 409 397 4.7

3995-015 260 700 0.040 0.007 49 40 34 29 22 17 14 50 40 34 29 22 17 14 20441 10954 1739 269 273 1803 541 1.5

3995-016 280 698 0.038 0.006 47 39 33 27 22 17 14 47 39 33 28 22 17 14 28011 10553 950 588 231 1897 507 1.4

3995-017 300 701 0.042 0.009 52 41 34 29 23 18 14 52 41 34 29 23 18 14 24283 6295 3100 772 105 345 681 0.4

3995-018 320 697 0.040 0.006 49 42 33 28 22 16 14 50 41 33 28 22 17 13 38931 6090 2063 389 194 4053 536 3.1

3995-019 340 697 0.042 0.013 52 36 32 26 22 17 14 52 36 32 27 22 17 14 6122 24286 899 1153 228 1918 499 2.0

3995-020 360 699 0.036 0.011 45 32 28 24 19 16 13 45 32 28 24 19 16 13 8956 20707 2644 445 830 1366 498 1.2

3995-021 377 702 0.035 0.007 44 35 28 24 18 14 13 44 34 28 24 19 15 12 22733 8665 2897 360 391 13380 538 3.9

3995-022 394 698 0.041 0.008 50 40 32 28 20 16 14 51 39 32 27 21 17 13 20746 7078 3102 217 449 4457 524 3.5

3995-023 411 700 0.037 0.009 46 35 29 24 19 15 13 46 35 29 24 19 15 13 16185 10668 1786 560 389 5037 503 1.8

3995-024 428 699 0.035 0.008 43 33 33 23 21 17 14 158 104 81 63 42 27 18 2800 2800 500 100 100 500 500 161.6

3995-025 445 698 0.036 0.007 44 35 29 24 20 16 14 44 35 29 25 20 16 14 23438 9821 1573 990 330 4406 445 1.7

3995-026 462 696 0.033 0.007 40 32 26 22 17 13 12 40 31 26 22 17 14 11 25198 10416 2634 463 343 12322 586 3.6

3995-027 497 700 0.028 0.005 35 29 22 19 15 11 9 35 28 23 19 14 11 9 57253 5299 5399 700 224 3456 860 2.3

3995-028 517 683 0.028 0.007 34 25 22 19 15 10 10 154 102 79 61 41 27 18 2800 2800 500 100 100 500 500 238.7

3995-029 537 701 0.035 0.011 43 29 27 20 16 15 12 42 28 25 22 18 14 12 6291 46827 603 553 5242 1621 527 6.4

3995-030 557 702 0.029 0.006 36 28 23 20 15 12 10 36 28 23 20 15 12 10 22911 12523 4159 380 533 2727 723 1.7

3995-031 577 695 0.035 0.008 43 33 28 24 19 15 12 43 33 28 24 19 15 12 17195 12210 3078 572 254 1165 610 0.1

3995-032 597 702 0.044 0.010 54 42 41 29 23 17 14 53 39 36 31 24 18 13 6225 54923 53 348 133 13515 1866 7.5

3995-033 617 703 0.048 0.010 59 46 45 36 29 22 17 60 45 42 37 30 23 17 5998 56828 102 120 57 2201 1566 3.5

3995-034 643 699 0.047 0.006 58 50 40 33 26 22 17 59 49 40 34 26 21 17 44881 4566 1141 354 669 486 376 2.1

3995-035 663 699 0.045 0.010 56 44 38 32 25 18 15 56 44 38 32 25 19 15 13193 12069 1263 312 164 2477 534 2.2

3995-036 683 700 0.047 0.011 58 45 38 31 25 18 15 58 45 38 32 24 19 15 13058 9712 1143 446 165 2104 516 2.3

3995-037 703 700 0.044 0.009 54 43 36 32 23 16 13 55 43 36 30 23 17 13 18550 6956 4027 127 114 4324 945 3.8

3995-038 723 700 0.041 0.006 51 43 37 31 24 18 15 52 42 36 31 24 19 15 24143 10759 1122 281 204 2029 518 2.1

3995-039 743 699 0.046 0.008 57 47 41 34 30 22 16 57 47 41 35 28 22 17 17297 14505 298 3444 32 146 1654 3.4

3995-040 763 698 0.045 0.002 56 53 45 39 30 23 18 59 52 44 38 30 23 18 59938 6408 1158 183 166 751 435 3.0

3995-041 783 699 0.057 0.009 71 60 53 46 39 28 23 71 60 53 46 37 29 23 16958 11153 611 700 31 3014 593 2.6

3995-042 803 698 0.054 0.006 66 58 51 44 36 27 20 67 58 51 44 35 27 21 36200 9384 346 612 31 147 1153 1.7

3995-043 823 701 0.052 0.006 65 57 51 49 37 29 23 66 53 47 42 37 31 27 20395 4706 14897 39 119 11261 364 9.2

3995-044 843 699 0.048 0.006 59 52 44 38 32 24 20 60 52 44 38 31 25 20 48842 6379 1316 535 86 1401 400 2.0

3995-045 863 699 0.048 0.008 59 49 43 36 30 23 18 59 49 43 37 29 23 18 16899 14676 414 941 68 413 571 1.4

3995-046 883 699 0.045 0.006 55 48 41 35 27 21 17 56 48 40 35 27 21 17 41527 8178 1151 192 191 1406 463 1.2

3995-047 903 698 0.049 0.007 60 51 44 37 30 23 19 60 50 43 37 30 24 19 25892 9329 818 343 136 1638 397 1.3

3995-048 923 697 0.048 0.006 59 52 44 38 30 23 18 60 52 44 38 30 23 18 60000 5217 1971 198 105 625 496 0.8

3995-049 943 701 0.050 0.005 62 56 46 34 29 26 20 62 54 45 37 30 24 20 58150 4511 272 1068 1553 312 304 5.2

Calculated FWD Deflection (micron)Measured FWD Deflection (micron) Calculated Layer Moduli (MPa)
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Table 6.6. Example of Back-Calculated Layer Moduli by EfromD3 

 

 

 

Ave. E1 (MPa) STD E1 Ave. E2 (MPa) STD E2 Ave. E3 (MPa) STD E3 Ave.E4 (MPa) STD E4 Ave.E5 (MPa) STD E5 Ave. E6 (MPa) STD E6 Ave. E7 (MPa) STD E7

All Data 51 100 2.4 3939 1075 1238 279 198 95 73 19 144 92 1921 2752 197 46

All Data-Outliers 51 100 2.4 3939 1075 1238 279 198 95 73 19 144 92 1921 2752 197 46

Less than 4% Error 43 84 2.0 4049 1072 1207 292 184 97 75 20 154 94 1738 1647 189 38

Less than 3% Error 33 65 1.6 4281 1088 1154 270 157 90 78 21 177 96 1968 1789 179 34

Less than 2% Error 21 41 1.2 4160 1149 1073 270 126 90 86 21 202 84 2033 1064 166 25

All Data 51 100 2.3 13103 6861 2004 871 253 158 66 49 152 80 405 392 312 267

All Data-Outliers 51 100 2.3 13103 6861 2004 871 253 158 66 49 152 80 405 392 312 267

Less than 4% Error 47 92 2.1 13651 6807 1962 824 252 161 67 50 152 78 375 334 315 278

Less than 3% Error 40 78 1.9 13799 6862 1935 835 244 129 61 26 137 57 414 344 301 291

Less than 2% Error 18 35 1.2 16539 7530 1708 482 254 168 67 30 141 67 418 411 246 45

All Data 51 100 2.0 6739 2596 2003 451 219 67 61 25 100 54 583 265 301 397

All Data-Outliers 51 100 2.0 6739 2596 2003 451 219 67 61 25 100 54 583 265 301 397

Less than 4% Error 50 98 1.9 6798 2587 2013 449 216 63 61 25 100 55 585 268 303 401

Less than 3% Error 49 96 1.9 6826 2606 2009 453 215 63 61 25 101 55 570 246 304 405

Less than 2% Error 26 51 1.5 7737 2874 2059 495 200 65 58 31 106 55 553 322 347 555

All Data 51 100 3.3 3896 1749 1690 740 257 129 67 42 139 86 842 1570 277 258

All Data-Outliers 51 100 3.3 3896 1749 1690 740 257 129 67 42 139 86 842 1570 277 258

Less than 4% Error 32 63 2.1 4214 1745 1481 435 240 115 77 49 126 66 625 467 231 79

Less than 3% Error 25 49 1.7 4390 1817 1436 459 235 129 83 54 132 72 594 506 219 58

Less than 2% Error 12 24 1.0 4517 2250 1379 517 201 154 95 56 149 75 751 697 218 82

All Data 51 100 2.5 7139 4484 1574 616 264 174 81 52 125 91 807 916 241 94

All Data-Outliers 51 100 2.5 7139 4484 1574 616 264 174 81 52 125 91 807 916 241 94

Less than 4% Error 44 86 2.1 7597 4662 1479 480 269 181 77 39 123 82 745 716 240 98

Less than 3% Error 37 73 1.8 7766 4985 1405 464 271 195 80 41 130 87 703 745 239 106

Less than 2% Error 24 47 1.4 8453 5069 1295 424 280 233 79 43 145 87 640 571 234 113

All Data 51 100 2.7 9849 5646 1871 684 236 142 81 45 93 56 1060 1504 266 212

All Data-Outliers 51 100 2.7 9849 5646 1871 684 236 142 81 45 93 56 1060 1504 266 212

Less than 4% Error 44 86 2.4 9863 5532 1846 686 220 136 79 47 98 58 1034 1595 263 226

Less than 3% Error 32 63 1.9 10133 6061 1779 689 209 97 84 52 89 48 1047 1864 261 257

Less than 2% Error 16 31 1.4 11594 6714 1692 516 204 123 93 68 98 55 692 593 220 46

All Data 51 100 1.7 4166 1632 1055 306 144 88 91 32 201 109 1003 861 206 92

All Data-Outliers 51 100 1.7 4166 1632 1055 306 144 88 91 32 201 109 1003 861 206 92

Less than 4% Error 48 94 1.6 4246 1648 1052 295 139 88 92 32 204 109 1041 872 205 95

Less than 3% Error 45 88 1.4 4290 1684 1033 286 131 85 94 32 209 109 1066 892 204 97

Less than 2% Error 35 69 1.1 4251 1832 973 270 116 81 99 29 239 98 1135 958 182 42

All Data 51 100 3.7 4996 2363 1191 433 198 100 81 56 512 1624 1418 1358 218 92

All Data-Outliers 51 100 3.7 4996 2363 1191 433 198 100 81 56 512 1624 1418 1358 218 92

Less than 4% Error 38 75 2.2 5277 2393 1161 423 183 101 82 47 174 194 1234 989 193 39

Less than 3% Error 24 47 1.5 5963 2754 1011 421 153 113 96 54 219 233 1533 1129 182 43

Less than 2% Error 18 35 1.2 6442 2848 860 368 124 117 109 57 264 254 1863 1120 173 44

Average

 Error (%)

2004

2005
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1995

Site Year Error
Number 

of Data

% of 

Data

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000
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6.4.3.2 Back-Calculation of Equivalent Layer Moduli Based on Actual Layer Thickness 

In the second run of the back-calculation analysis, the actual layer thicknesses provided in 

the VALMON database were considered when modelling the layers into EfromD3. Similar 

assumptions to the first run analyses were made in the second set of analyses, except for the 

corrected layer thicknesses modelled in the program. 

Details of the layers’ thicknesses for each site section assumed in the second back-analysis 

run are presented in Table 6.7 and Table 6.8 for composite and flexible pavements, 

respectively. Numbers in these tables are colour coded to show the different pavement structure 

layers. Asphalt layers are printed in black, granular base material in orange, cement treated 

base material in green and the subgrade material in blue. 

The results from the first and second rounds of back-analysis were compared and where 

unjustified significant differences were observed, the particular site section was subjected to 

further detailed investigation to identify the sources of the discrepancies. The back-calculated 

moduli were carefully screened to identify and remove any outliers with unacceptable or 

unjustifiable errors.  

Table 6.7. Composite Pavements Layers Thickness Assumed for Back-Calculation of 

Layers Moduli  

 

Layer 1 Layer 2 Layer 3 Layer 4 Layer 5 Layer 6 Layer 7

37/4 – 38/0 150 120 180 750 450 450 ∞

38/0 – 38/4 150 215 85 750 450 450 ∞

27 Tewkesbury - 150 150 190 710 450 450 ∞

28 Andover - 100 200 450 450 450 450 ∞

29 Featherstone - 180 200 370 450 450 450 ∞

230/105 150 80 105 865 450 450 ∞

230/140 150 80 140 830 450 450 ∞

265/105 150 115 105 830 450 450 ∞

265/140 150 115 140 795 450 450 ∞

31 Sawtry - 170 300 230 500 450 450 ∞

Black

Green

Blue

Colour Code: 

Asphalt Material

Cement Bound Material

Subgrade

Gatwick A

Swinfen

26

30

No. Site Name Section
Thickness (mm)
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Table 6.8. Flexible Pavements Layers Thickness Assumed for Back-Calculation of Layers 

Moduli 

6.4.4 Calculation of Equivalent Elastic Moduli for Composite Layers 

Guidelines provided by the UK design manual for roads and bridges (DBMRB) (Great 

Britain Department for Transport Highways Authority 2008) were followed for the back-

calculation process. The design manual has the following requirements for layer moduli in the 

back-calculation process: 

Layer 1 Layer 2 Layer 3 Layer 4 Layer 5 Layer 6 Layer 7

54/3 – 54/2 150 300 300 450 450 450 ∞

54/2 - 53/7 150 290 310 450 450 450 ∞

53/7 – 53/3 150 330 270 450 450 450 ∞

2 Chigwell - 150 300 300 450 450 450 ∞

3 Brentwood - 150 160 440 450 450 450 ∞

4 Frodsham - 150 280 320 450 450 450 ∞

5 Prestwich - 150 220 380 450 450 450 ∞

6 Bedworth - 150 300 180 570 450 450 ∞

7 Carnforth - 150 160 440 450 450 450 ∞

282/8 - 282/3 150 345 255 450 450 450 ∞

282/3 - 281/8 150 245 355 450 450 450 ∞

87/7 – 87/3 150 300 70 680 450 450 ∞

87/2 – 86/7 150 300 130 620 450 450 ∞

10 Keele - 150 275 325 450 450 450 ∞

31/5 – 31/0 150 300 105 645 450 450 ∞

30/9 – 30/6 150 315 285 450 450 450 ∞

29/300 - 30/440 150 175 425 450 450 450 ∞

30/440 - 30/640 150 95 505 450 450 450 ∞

30/640 - 31/600 150 85 515 450 450 450 ∞

31/600 - 30/625 150 115 485 450 450 450 ∞

30/625 - 30/440 150 125 475 450 450 450 ∞

30/440 - 29/300 150 175 425 450 450 450 ∞

14 Northampton - 150 310 290 450 450 450 ∞

15 Stafford - 150 255 345 450 450 450 ∞

16 Thornbury A - 150 210 390 450 450 450 ∞

17 Thornbury B - 150 205 395 450 450 450 ∞

18 Wisbech - 150 155 445 450 450 450 ∞

19 Cole Green A - 150 155 445 450 450 450 ∞

20 Cole Green B - 150 155 445 450 450 450 ∞

21 Polegate - 150 170 430 450 450 450 ∞

22 Gatwick B - 150 220 380 450 450 450 ∞

23 Cardiff - 150 230 370 450 450 450 ∞

125 mm 125 325 300 450 450 450 ∞

290 mm 150 140 460 450 450 450 ∞

225 mm 150 75 525 450 450 450 ∞

25 Stoke-on-Trent - 150 270 330 450 450 450 ∞

Black

Orange

Blue

Chester

Darton

Huddersfield

Warrington

Telford West

Telford East

Colour Code: 

Asphalt Material

8

9

11

12

13

Thickness (mm)
No. Site Name Section

1

Bentley24

Granular Base Material

Subgrade
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I. The minimum thickness of any single layer must be 75 mm 

II. The maximum number of independent layers (including the subgrade) must be three 

III. Asphalt layers must be combined and modelled as a single layer 

IV. Concrete layers must be combined and modelled as a single layer 

V. Where an asphalt layer overlies a concrete layer, these must be modelled as separate 

layers provided that neither is less than one third the thickness of the other (subject to 

constraints I and II) 

In the back-calculation analysis (EfromD3), seven theoretical pavement layers were 

assumed: 

• One, two or three layers were dedicated to asphalt material, depending on the provided 

construction details, and the FWD geophone positions  

• One layer was assigned to granular base or cement treated base material depending on 

the type of the pavement (flexible or composite) 

• The remaining layers were assumed to be subgrade 

Since more than one theoretical layer of asphalt and subgrade material were assumed for 

most of the site sections, the layer moduli were combined for both asphalt and the subgrade 

material to come up with an equivalent layer modulus for each of the pavement materials. 

Odemark’s Principle was implemented in the calculation of the equivalent layer modulus.  

Odemark developed one of the commonly used approximation approaches to calculating 

stresses and strains in multi-layer pavement systems. This method was also known as the 

Method of Equivalent Thickness (MET) (Huang 2004; Papagiannakis & Masad 2008; Thom 

2013). Odemark’s equivalent thickness equation can be solved for an equivalent modulus while 

the layer thickness is retained (Equation [6.14]). This approach has been adopted as the Japan 

Road Association Equation and has been used to calculate the equivalent subgrade design 

strength (CBRE) in rigid pavements and equivalent asphalt moduli in flexible pavements in the 

Austroads Guide to Pavement Technology, AGPT02 (Jameson 2012). It is understood that 

Odemark principle assumes that all layers are isotropic and have the same Poisson’s ratio, 

however this method was used as per instructions outlined in the AAPA’s newly proposed 

methodology for modelling and designing perpetual pavements (Sullivan et al. 2015). It is 

unclear what the effect of subgrade anisotropy would be when the layers are not combined. 

Recently, as part of a research project conducted at ARRB group under the NACoE (National 
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Asset Centre of Excellence) agreement, the effect of combining subgrade layers to an 

equivalent modulus using Odemark principle on required asphalt thickness on a range of typical 

pavement structure in Queensland (234 different structures) was evaluated. It was found that 

generally Odemark principle will produce more conservative results (greater asphalt thickness 

requirement) compared to when the layers where not combined. The only few exceptions were 

the theoretical scenarios where the difference between the CBR of the two subsequent subgrade 

layers was extreme (e.g. CBR 15% on CBR 1.5% in a two layer subgrade system) (Yousefdoost 

& Lee 2016).  

�
 hi

n

i=1

E
eff

1
3 =
 hiEi

1
3

n

i=1

 [6.14]

Where: 

Eeff: Effective stiffness of the combined layers, (MPa) 

hi: Thickness of the ith layer, (mm) 

Ei: Stiffness of the ith layer, (MPa) 

n: Number of asphalt layers 

Once the equivalent layer moduli were calculated, a summary table of the simplified 

pavement structure consisting of an equivalent asphalt, base and subgrade material modulus 

for each road section was prepared. 

6.5 Normalisation of the Back-Calculated Layer Moduli to a Reference 

Temperature 

As previously stated, the VALMON data contained temperature readings of the air, 

pavement surface, and 40 mm, 100 mm and 200 mm within the pavement structure, as well as 

the time of the FWD testing. An example of the summarised temperature data over the survey 

period (1995 to 2005) is presented in Table 6.1. 

As can be seen from Table 6.1, the FWD survey was conducted at different times of the day 

and different months of the year which results in back-calculated moduli at different 

temperatures. It is a known fact that the performance/response of an asphalt material (as a 

viscoelastic material) is temperature dependant. The back-calculated moduli at different 

temperatures had to be corrected to a reference temperature so that the results are comparable. 

Once the moduli were converted to a standard/reference temperature, trends in structural 
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capacity of the pavements can be identified, and as previously stated, potential perpetual 

pavements identified.  

Measured temperatures were plotted against the pavement depth in an attempt to 

draw/develop a temperature profile equation for each site section in each surveyed year. Linear, 

power, exponential and second order polynomial non-linear trend lines were examined against 

the actual field measurements. It was found that linear equations provided a sufficiently 

accurate fit to the measured temperature data. Linear equations were also preferable as fitting 

non-linear curves to temperature data introduces unnecessary complexity. As such, linearly 

interpolated temperatures were used to estimate temperature at mid depths of the pavement 

structure for temperature correction of the back-calculated moduli. This is discussed in more 

detail in the following section. Examples of the plotted charts with second order polynomial 

and linear trendlines are presented in Figure 6.4.  

  
(a) Chester Temperature Profile in 1996 (b) Chester Temperature Profile in 1997 

  
(c) Chester Temperature Profile in 1998 (d) Chester Temperature Profile in 2000 
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(e) Chester Temperature Profile in 2001 (f) Chester Temperature Profile in 2004 

Figure 6.4. Examples of Pavement Temperature Profiles for the Chester Site in Different 

Years (1996-2004) 

Since the FWD testing was carried out at different times of the day for each site section, and 

at different months of the year when conducted over multiple years, the back-analysed moduli 

could not be compared as they reflected the state of the asphalt material at different 

temperatures. 

6.5.1 Selection of Temperature Correction Method 

While various temperature correction methodologies can be found in the literature 

(Akbarzadeh, Bayat & Soleymani 2012; Chen et al. 2000; Park & Kim 1997; Straube & Jansen 

2009; Willis & Timm 2009b; Zhang, Sonyok & Zhang 2008; Zhou 2014),  there is no universal 

standardised temperature correction method available. The following section explains the 

approach adopted in this study to normalise the equivalent back-calculated layer moduli for the 

pavement sections. Three approaches were trialled to normalise the layer moduli for 

temperature. 

(a) Empirical Correction Method 

The UK DMRB outlines a procedure to normalise the back-calculated asphalt moduli to a 

reference temperature (20°C). The manual acknowledges that there is no single relationship 

between the asphalt modulus and temperature that is universally applicable to all asphalts. The 

manual does, however, provide a temperature adjustment equation based on tests on a wide 

range of data which reportedly provides satisfactory temperature corrected asphalt moduli. The 

relationship is expressed in Equation [6.15]. 
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E20= ET.10
.0.0003�20-T�2-0.022�20-T�/

 [6.15] 

In which: 

E20: Asphalt stiffness at 20°C, (MPa) 

ET: Asphalt stiffness at temperature T, (MPa) 

T: Temperature of the asphalt at the time of testing (measured at 100 mm depth), (°C)  

Equation [6.15] provides a useful tool to normalise the back-calculated asphalt moduli, 

however, since the AAPA proposed perpetual pavement design methodology requires the 

asphalt strains to be calculated under three different temperature scenarios (summer, winter 

and WMAPT), the UK pavement design manual equation cannot be used as it only converts 

the moduli to the reference temperature of 20°C. 

(b) Laboratory Modulus Temperature Relationships  

The modified Witczak model (Equation [5.13]) was trained to produce moduli as close as 

possible to the back-calculated moduli. This was done by minimising the calculated moduli 

from the modified Witczak equation and the back-calculated moduli for site sections by 

changing the input parameters of the model (i.e. percentages retained on sieves 3/4", 3/8"and 

No. 4, percentages passed sieve No. 200, air void, VMA and binder viscosity). All the 

parameters were kept constant for each site over the years except for binder viscosity. Binder 

viscosity was allowed to vary between years to account for bitumen hardening as well as 

changes of temperature at the time/month of the FWD testing. Once the modified Witczak input 

parameters were defined for each site, the moduli of the asphalt layers could be converted to 

any desired temperature, e.g. reference temperature. Since the Witczak model was modified 

based on the database of the Australian asphalt mixes, the applicability of the modified Witczak 

model to the UK asphalt material was questionable. In addition, many simplifying assumptions 

were required in this approach (e.g. predefined range of input parameters). It was therefore 

decided not to use this method for the FWD data temperature correction. 

(c) Field Modulus Temperature Relationship 

Non-linear correlations were established between the back-calculated layer moduli and 

temperature, similar to the work done in NCAT (Willis & Timm 2009b). Power, log and 

exponential correlations were examined. It was found that the exponential equation best fit the 

data. For the temperature data, two sets of data were initially tested: (a) the actual/physical 

temperature measurements at 200 mm depth, and (b) linearly interpolated data at mid-depth of 
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the pavement. As the 200 mm temperature data was not available for all sites and all years, 

choosing the 200 mm temperature readings could limit the available number of site sections 

for the analysis. The linearly interpolated temperatures at the mid-depth of the pavements were 

reasonably accurate and it was decided to use these data for establishing the modulus-

temperature (E-T) correlation. The power correlation is expressed in Equation [6.16]. In 

Equation [6.16], EFWD is the back-calculated modulus of the asphalt in MPa and T is the linearly 

interpolated asphalt mid-depth temperature in °C. 

EFWD=k1ek2T  [6.16] 

 

(a) Prestwich (Strong Correlation) (b) Telford East (Strong Correlation) 

(c) Sevenoaks (Positive Correlation) (d) Warrington (Poor Correlation) 

Figure 6.5. Examples of Asphalt Moduli – Temperature Exponential Correlations. (a) 

Prestwich, (b) Telford East, (c) Sevenoaks, (d) Warrington 

Examples of the established exponential correlations for Prestwich and Telford East site 

sections are illustrated in Figure 6.5. A negative relationship between temperature and the 
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asphalt modulus was expected. While most sites (18 out of 31 sites) exhibited strong negative 

exponential relationships, 13 sites exhibited either a weak relationship or a positive exponential 

correlation. These were screened out of the database. Examples of poor correlations or positive 

exponential relationships are shown in Figure 6.5. 

The k1 and k2 model coefficients and the coefficient of determination (R2) for each site are 

listed in Table 6.9. Sites with poor correlations (R2 < 50%) were removed from the list. 

Table 6.9. Asphalt Stiffness – Temperature Correlation Coefficients 

 

Once the k1 and k2 values were established for each site section, the back-calculated moduli 

were corrected with respect to the temperature at the time of FWD testing. A reference 

temperature of 20°C was selected in this study. The temperature correction factor was 

calculated based on Equation [6.17] where CF is the temperature correction factor, Tref is the 

reference temperature (20°C), k1 and k2 are the previously established exponential correlations 

between the asphalt moduli and the mid-depth temperature (Table 6.9). 

CF= 
k1ek2Tref

k1ek2T
= ek2�Tref-T� [6.17]

The corrected back-calculated asphalt layer moduli were then calculated by multiplying the 

temperature correction factor by the asphalt moduli for each site section. For the 17 selected 

pavement sections in Table 6.9, the long-term back-calculated layer moduli at a reference 

k1 k2 R
2

Chigwell 12602 -0.027 0.56

Brentwood 9754 -0.048 0.64

Prestwich 27474 -0.035 0.67

Carnforth 19899 -0.050 0.65

Darton 22449 -0.055 0.62

Huddersfield 9628 -0.033 0.59

Keele 19185 -0.040 0.62

Telford East 16640 -0.038 0.80

Telford West 18697 -0.035 0.57

Northampton 17984 -0.026 0.79

Stafford 25501 -0.040 0.71

Cole Green 15500 -0.049 0.79

Gatwick B 20946 -0.046 0.80

Tewkesbury 21044 -0.031 0.63

Cardiff 30034 -0.062 0.91

Stoke-on-Trent EB 21032 -0.043 0.90

Stoke-on-Trent WB 20893 -0.045 0.89

Site
E = k1 EXP (k2 × T)
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temperature of 20°C were found to be in the range of 4000 MPa to 20,000 MPa. These results 

are within the range of moduli determined with laboratory characterisation methods provided 

in Chapter 4. 

6.6 Identification of Perpetual Pavement Sections 

The aim of this section was to confirm whether the selected VALMON site sections 

complied with the definition of the perpetual pavement provided in section 2.1. A perpetual 

pavement is believed to be gaining structural capacity over time, i.e. whilst maintaining its 

structural integrity, the modulus/stiffness of the asphalt layer increases due to the binder 

hardening effect. In other words, if the back-calculated FWD modulus remains the same or 

increases over time, the road section is classified as a long-life or a perpetual pavement.  

(a) Prestwich (Perpetual Pavement) (b) Carnforth (Perpetual Pavement) 

(c) Brentwood (Non-Perpetual) (d) Telford West (Non-Perpetual) 

Figure 6.6. Example of Trends in Back-Calculated Asphalt Moduli Over Time – (a) 

Prestwich, (b) Carnforth, (c) Brentwood, (d) Telford West 
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To confirm the perpetual status of the VALMON site sections, the temperature corrected 

moduli of the road sections were plotted against time (years). The observed trends could 

indicate the perpetual status of the site section. Linear trend lines were fitted to the data to 

evaluate the overall variation in the layer moduli. An allowance of 1.5% change during each 

consecutive year was considered, i.e. if the temperature corrected asphalt modulus of a 

pavement section remained within ± 1.5% of the previous year, it was assumed that the 

modulus had remained constant and the pavement would be classified as a perpetual site. 

Figure 6.6 shows an example of the plotted moduli over time and the fitted linear trend line for 

a perpetual and a non-perpetual site section.  

All but two of the sites fit into the perpetual classification: Brentwood and Telford West 

could not be proven perpetual. Table 6.10 lists the identified perpetual pavement sections of 

the VALMON data. Andover and Gatwick A sites have composite pavement structures (i.e. 

with cement treated base layers) while the rest of the listed perpetual sites are flexible 

pavements. The FWD survey was only carried out in two years for the Polgates site, therefore 

it was believed that the number of surveyed years for Polgates was insufficient to confirm its 

perpetual status and it was removed from the list.  

Table 6.10. Identification of Perpetual and Non-Perpetual Pavement Sections 

 

Site Surveyed Years % Yearly Modulus Variation Status

Chigwell 12 -0.8 Perpetual

Brentwood 11 -3.8 Non-Perpetual

Prestwich 11 1.2 Perpetual

Carnforth 9 1.3 Perpetual

Darton 7 5.6 Perpetual

Huddersfield 9 1.5 Perpetual

Keele 11 -1.1 Perpetual

Telford East 5 -0.6 Perpetual

Telford West 5 -1.5 Non-Perpetual

Northampton 10 -0.1 Perpetual

Stafford 11 0.6 Perpetual

Cole Green 10 0.3 Perpetual

Gatwick B 10 -1.0 Perpetual

Tewkesbury 11 -1.4 Perpetual

Cardiff 10 -0.4 Perpetual

Stoke-on-Trent EB 9 0.1 Perpetual

Stoke-on-Trent WB 10 -1.3 Perpetual
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6.7 Summary 

This chapter presents the long-term FWD deflection data of 31 UK LLAP sections, which 

include 25 fully flexible and 6 flexible composite in-service heavily trafficked UK motorway 

sites. The data was collected over 10 years by the Transport Research Laboratory (TRL) as part 

of the VALMON studies of long-term pavement performance.  

The data was analysed to determine the long-term field material properties. The analysis 

method consisted of back-calculating the pavement layer moduli from the FWD deflection data 

using the back-calculation model EFROMD3 and normalising the back-calculated layer moduli 

to a reference temperature (20°C).  

It was found that most of the 31 pavement sections could produce deflection fitting errors 

of less than 2%. This error level is within the tolerable measurement error of 1 micron or 2% 

of a typical maximum FWD deflection of 50 microns. By eliminating outliers (i.e. sites with 

inaccurate E-T relationships or sections with insufficient historical deflection data), 17 

pavements were selected for the validation study. For these 17 pavement sections, the 

normalised long-term back-calculated layer moduli were found to be within the range of moduli 

determined during the laboratory characterisation phase. Thus, the field back-calculated layer 

moduli of the nominated pavement sections were considered sufficiently accurate for use as 

material inputs into structural analyses to determine field critical strains for the validation of 

the FEL-stiffness criteria. 

Potential perpetual pavement structures could be identified by assessing the back-calculated 

layer moduli to a reference temperature over time. Of the 17 selected pavement sections, only 

two pavement sections were considered non-perpetual by showing a steady trend of decreasing 

stiffness over time. Such identification is very important as it is too difficult to monitor the 

micro cracks in perpetual pavements which were designed and constructed for a service life of 

at least 50 years. 

It is recommended that pavement analyses of the 17 selected UK LLAP sections be carried 

out to determined field pavement critical strains for the validation of the AAPA FEL-stiffness 

criteria. The FEL-stiffness validation analysis and results are discussed in the next chapter. 
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  Validation of FEL-Asphalt Stiffness for In-Service 

Perpetual Pavements 

 

 

 

7.1 Introduction 

A review of the research undertaken in the development of the empirical FEL-stiffness 

criteria for perpetual pavement designs (see Chapter 3) showed that many field trial pavements 

in the US and Australia, which were used in validation field trials in the developmental stage, 

may not be regarded as perpetual pavements. Consequently, there was a need to validate the 

FEL-stiffness criteria using further field trials of long-life asphalt pavement (LLAP) sections 

overseas. 

The UK LLAP field trials were selected as the main validation field trials in the ASP-fL 

project. In Chapter 6, long-term FWD data from the 31 UK LLAP sections collected over 10 

years were back-analysed to determine their long-term field material properties. Based on this 

study of long-term field material properties, 17 pavements sections, including 15 perpetual 

pavements and 2 non-perpetual pavements, were selected for the validation study.  

This chapter provides a brief description of the analytical method used to calculate field 

critical strains at different loading-temperature regimes for the selected UK LLAP pavement 

sections. Comparison of field asphalt critical strains of the UK LLAP sections with the AAPA 

proposed FEL-stiffness criteria enables establishment of new FEL-stiffness criteria for LLAP 

pavement design.  

7.2 Validation Methodology 

7.2.1 AAPA Proposed Field FEL-Stiffness Relationship for Pavement Design 

As previously described in Chapter 3, AAPA proposed that empirical field FEL-stiffness 

relationships could be determined or calibrated by fitting the data of field asphalt critical strain 
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and field modulus obtained from existing LLAP pavement sections. In this case, the field FEL-

stiffness relationship for pavement design would have a similar form to Equation [7.1]. 

FEL=k120200 EField
-0.65+k2 [7.1]

Where, 

FEL: Fatigue Endurance Limit determined from the critical strain of LLAP pavements, 

(microstrain) 

EField: Field asphalt modulus, (MPa) 

k1: Laboratory to field conversion factor or confidence level  

k2: Mix adjustment factor (0 for conventional mixes) 

AAPA proposed to test this hypothesis and determine the conversion factor values for 

laboratory to field conditions by comparing the laboratory FEL-stiffness relationship  

(i.e. k1 =1) with the field FEL-stiffness relationships derived from existing LLAP pavements.  

Sullivan et al (2015) has reported two different field FEL-stiffness relationships that were 

derived for un-cracked NCAT and Australian heavy-duty pavements (Equations [7.2] and [7.3] 

respectively).  

FEL=1.4 ×20200 EField
-0.65+k2 [7.2]

FEL=0.9 ×20200 EField
-0.65+k2 [7.3]

The field FEL-stiffness relationship for un-cracked Australian heavy-duty pavements 

appeared to be more conservative (Equation [7.3]). It was also anticipated that the results may 

be influenced by perpetual status of the selected pavements. However, it was difficult to 

confirm their perpetual status. 

It should be noted that as different laboratory to field conversion factors were derived from 

different field trials, Sullivan et al (2015) proposed to use different values of k1 as adjustment 

constants to move the design curve up or down to cover more points or to reflect a higher or 

lower confidence level as given in Table 7.1.  However, in the methodology outline no guidance 

was provided as to what k1 value or confidence limit should be used to select an optimum 

LLAP pavement thickness to avoid under/over-designing. 
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Table 7.1. Recommended Confidence Limit 

 

In this study, field critical strains-stiffness relationship of the UK LLAP pavement sections 

was determined and then compared with two different field FEL-stiffness relationships derived 

from un-cracked NCAT and Australian heavy-duty pavements. As most of the UK LLAP 

pavements were confirmed to be perpetual, except for two sections that were identified non-

perpetual but still un-cracked, it was expected that field critical strains-stiffness relationship of 

the UK LLAP pavement sections would be the most accurate. It is important to correctly select 

material and loading inputs used in the CIRCLY response model for calculating field asphalt 

stiffness and field critical strains for the UK LLAP pavement sections to ensure reliable results. 

7.2.2 Material Properties Used in Pavement Analysis for Existing UK Perpetual 

Pavement Sections 

In this validation study, actual layer moduli of asphalt, granular base and subgrade (in the 

form of field layer moduli back-calculated from pavement deflections measured with FWD - 

Chapter 6) were used in the CIRCLY response model to calculate field asphalt critical strains 

at three critical loading-temperature regimes: (i) Winter Morning Pavement Temperature 

(WMPT), (ii) Summer Daytime Pavement Temperature (SDPT), and (iii) Weighted Mean 

Annual Pavement Temperature (WMAPT). 

Figure 7.1. Schematic Pavement Model for Mechanistic Procedure (Jameson 2012) 

Confidence Level 80% 85% 90% 95% 97.50%

k1 1.000 0.970 0.925 0.860 0.800
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In the analysis of pavement response with CIRCLY, the design load is approximated as four 

uniformly loaded circular areas at centre-to-centre spacing of 330 mm, 1470 mm and 330 mm; 

a vertical load of 20 kN is applied to each circular area at a uniform vertical stress distribution 

of 750 kPa as shown in Figure 7.1.  

As the FWD loading rate has the equivalent loading vehicle speed of 80-100 km/hour, no 

correction of modulus for vehicle speed was required. For each perpetual pavement section, 

the critical loading-temperature regimes (WMPT, SDPT and WMAPT) could be determined 

based on historical temperature data of the site (section 7.3.1). Asphalt layer moduli at the thee 

critical loading-temperature regimes could be determined by interpolating the field back-

calculated layer moduli over a range of pavement temperatures (section 7.3.2). Moduli of the 

granular/cement treated base and the subgrade material were assumed to be independent of 

temperature so no temperature correction made for these moduli (section 7.4). 

Since the standard axle in the UK is defined as an axle with an 80 kN total force, Ul values 

of 8.2 tonnes were used to calculate the FEL in Equation [3.9] (Great Britain Department for 

Transport Highways Authority 2008). As suggested by the AAPA perpetual pavement design 

methodology, k2 as zero (conventional asphalt mixes) in this study. 

7.3 Field Properties of Asphalt Layers of UK Perpetual Pavement Sections 

at Critical Loading Temperatures  

According to the AAPA perpetual design methodology, asphalt moduli are required to be 

calculated at three critical loading temperatures: WMAPT, WMPT, and SDPT. This section 

details the determination of WMAPT, WMPT and SDPT and the calculation of asphalt layer 

stiffness at these temperatures for each of the UK perpetual pavement sections. 

7.3.1 Critical Loading Temperatures of UK Perpetual Pavement Sections 

(a) Determination of WMAPT at Mid-Depth of The Asphalt Layer 

The procedure to calculate the WMAPT is outlined in Appendix B of the AGPT – Part 2. 

This procedure is historically adopted from the Shell Pavement Design Manual and the 

calculations are based on a 100 mm asphalt layer (Jameson 2012). As this is the only Australian 

recognised procedure, it was decided to follow the current Australian design practice. Steps for 

determining the WMAPT of the UK perpetual sites are described below: 
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• Monthly average daily maximum air temperature and the annual monthly daily 

minimum air temperature for the UK sites were obtained from the UK Bureau of 

Meteorology Office (UK Bureau of Meteorology Office 2016). 

• The monthly average air temperature (TAir) was calculated by averaging the maximum 

and minimum air temperatures 

• The temperature weighting factor (WF) was calculated for each month using Equation 

[7.4] 

• The average of the 12 months WFs (for each site) was calculated 

• The Weighted Mean Annual Air Temperature (WMAAT) was then calculated using 

Equation [7.5] 

Once all the parameters were calculated, the WMAPT could be calculated using Equation 

[7.6] (Jameson 2012). An example of the WMAPT calculation is presented in Table 7.2 for site 

Chester. WMAPT values for all sites are listed in Table 7.3 

WF= 10(-1.224+0.06508TAir-0.000145TAir
2 )  [7.4]

WMAAT= 19.66 + 16.91 log WF + 0.3117 × �log WF�2 [7.5]

WMAPT= -12.4 + 
6.32 �WMAAT�

ln�WMAAT�  [7.6]

 
Table 7.2. Example of WMAPT Calculation for Chester  

 
 

Weighting Factor

Month Max (°C) Min (°C) Ave. WF

Jan 7.9 1.4 4.7 0.119

Feb 8.2 1.4 4.8 0.122

Mar 10.7 3.2 7.0 0.166

Apr 13.1 4.2 8.7 0.213

May 16.5 6.8 11.7 0.327

Jun 19.1 10.2 14.7 0.499

Jul 21 11.9 16.5 0.642

Aug 20.5 11.7 16.1 0.611

Sep 18.1 9.6 13.9 0.446

Oct 14.4 6.9 10.7 0.284

Nov 10.6 4 7.3 0.175

Dec 8 1.7 4.9 0.123

WMAAT 11.2 Ave. 0.311

WMAPT 16.8

Chester
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(b) Determination of WMPT and SDPT at Mid-Depth of The Asphalt Layer 

The AAPA’s proposed LLAP design procedures (Chapter 3) use the Modified BELLS 

equation (Equation [7.7]) (Roberts 2009) to calculate the Morning Temperature in Winter, and 

Day Time Temperature in Summer for Australian sites.  

T2=AAF ×

DEE
EF 8.77+0.649×T0+�2.2+0.044×T0�×

sin *2π×
hr-14

24
++ log

10
* hi

100
+×

*-0.503×T0+0.786×MMAT+4.79× sin *2π
hr-18

24
++GHH
HI
 [7.7]

Where, 

MMAT: Mean Month Air Temperature, for the month of testing 

T0: Surface temperature at time of day 

hr: Time of test on 24-hour (decimal) clock. (e.g. 14.33 = 2.20 pm) 

hi: Combined asphalt layer thicknesses, (mm) 

T2: Temperature at mid-point in pavement layer 

AAF: ARRB Adjustment Factor, (0.0175 x MMAT+ 0.6773) 

As the modified BELLS equation was calibrated based on Australian sites, it was considered 

unsuitable for UK perpetual sites. Subsequently, a new calibrated BELLS equation was 

established for the UK LLAP sites. This was done by fitting Equation [7.7] to the readily 

available pavement mid-depth temperature data of the UK perpetual sites (Chapter 6). 

Microsoft Excel Solver was used for the fitting/optimisation process where the numerical 

coefficients in the model were varied to minimise the difference between the predicted mid-

depth asphalt temperature (BELLS) and the measured temperatures. The new calibrated 

BELLS equation is presented in Equation [7.8]. The predicted versus measured values and the 

goodness-of-fit statistics of the calibrated model are shown in Figure 7.2.  

 

[7.8]

Where, 

T2=J�0.0337×MMAT�+1.1475K× 

LMN
MO 0.94+�0.5×T0�+ P,-16.4+�0.517×T0�-× sin'2π�hr-14�

24
)Q

+Rlog * hi

100
+×��-0.407×T0�+�0.804×MMAT�+'14.42× sin'2π�hr-18�

24
))STMU

MV
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MMAT: Mean Month Air Temperature, for the month of testing 

T0: Surface temperature at time of test 

hr: Time of test on 24-hour (decimal) clock,  (e.g. 14.33 = 2.20 pm) 

hi: Combined asphalt layer thickness, (mm) 

T2: Temperature at mid-point in pavement layer 

 

Figure 7.2. Goodness of Fit Statistics of the Calibrated BELLS Model 

The calibrated BELLS Model (Equation [7.8]) can be used to estimate mid-depth WMPT 

(T2 winter) and mid-depth SDPT (T2 summer) from surface WMPT (T0 winter) and surface 

SDPT (T0 summer), respectively. 

(c) Summer Surface Temperature (T0 Summer) 

Research by Sullivan et al. has shown that the upper 95th percentile pavement surface 

temperature (T0) can be estimated from air temperature and the Zenith angle by the simplified 

radiation balance approach shown in Equation [7.9]. (Sullivan et al. 2015) 

T0= Ta+25.5,cos�Z�--25  [7.9]

Where, 
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Ta: Air temperature, (°C) 

T0: Pavement surface temperature, (°C) 

Z: Zenith angle (suggested to be taken as Latitude -23.3° for areas below the Tropic of 

Capricorn and 0 for locations above the Tropic of Capricorn) 

Surface SDPT (T0 summer) can be estimated using Equation [7.9] based on the average 

‘daily maximum air temperature’ of the hottest summer month (Ta summer). Once surface 

SDPT for the hottest summer month (T0 in summer) is determined, mid-depth SDPT (T2 in 

summer) can be calculated using Equation [7.8]. For calculation of the mid-depth SDPT (T2 

summer), time should be taken as 1 p.m. (i.e. 13 hours in the modified BELLS equation). 

(d) Lower Surface Temperature (T0 Winter) 

For the lower minimum surface temperature, which occurs in the early morning during 

winter, the radiation balance equation collapses to T0 = Ta. Once the surface WMPT for the 

coldest winter month (T0 winter) is determined, mid-depth WMPT (T2 winter) can be calculated 

using Equation [7.9]. For calculation of the mid-depth WMPT (T2 winter), time should be taken 

as 6 a.m. (i.e. 6 hours in the modified BELLS equation)  

(e) Effective Mid-Depth Pavement Temperature 

As suggested in the proposed AAPA LLAP pavement design procedure, the Winter and 

Summer Effective Pavement Temperatures (WEPT and SEPT, respectively) should be used in 

pavement analyses. WEPT and SEPT are taken as the midpoint temperature (T2) + 2°C. 

WEPT = WMPT +2 [7.10]

SEPT = SDPT +2 [7.11]

Where, 

WEPT: Winter Effective Pavement Temperature (°C) 

SEPT: Summer Effective Pavement Temperature (°C) 

WMPT: Winter Morning Pavement Temperature (°C) 

SDPT: Summer Day Pavement Temperature (°C) 

A summary of the calculated WMAPT, effective summer and effective winter temperatures 

for the short-listed UK LLAP pavement sections is presented in Table 7.3. 
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Table 7.3. Summary of Temperature Scenarios for VALMON Site Sections 

 

7.3.2 Pavement Layers Moduli at WMAPT, SEPT and WEPT Temperature Scenarios 

Details of the back-calculation of the pavement layers’ moduli are provided in Chapter 6. 

The same temperature correction methodology used for normalising the asphalt moduli to the 

reference temperature (Chapter 6) was used to calculate the asphalt moduli at the three 

temperature scenarios. This was done by replacing T in Equation [6.17] with the desired 

temperature TD (i.e. SEPT, WEPT and WMAPT listed in Table 7.3 to calculate the modulus 

correction factor at the desired temperature (Equation [7.12]). Asphalt modulus at TD (SEPT, 

WEPT and WMAPT) was calculated by multiplying the correction factor by the asphalt 

modulus at the reference temperature (Equation [7.13]). The calculated asphalt layer moduli at 

WMAPT, SEPT and WEPT for the selected UK perpetual pavement sections are listed in 

Table 7.4. 

WMAPT Effective Summer Effective Winter

Chigwell (450 mm) 18.2 28.8 6.9

Brentwood (310 mm) 18.0 26.8 6.6

Prestwich (370 mm) 15.6 24.3 6.0

Carnforth (310 mm) 16.8 24.4 6.8

Darton (495 mm) 15.1 25.0 5.7

Darton (395 mm) 15.1 24.3 5.5

Huddersfield (520 mm) 15.1 25.1 5.8

Huddersfield (580 mm) 15.1 25.4 5.9

Keele (425 mm) 15.7 24.8 6.0

Telford East (265 mm) 16.1 24.3 5.6

Telford East (275 mm) 16.1 24.4 5.6

Telford East (325 mm) 16.1 24.9 5.8

Telford West (325 mm) 16.1 24.9 5.8

Telford West (245 mm) 16.1 24.1 5.5

Telford West (235 mm) 16.1 24.0 5.4

Northampton (460 mm) 16.8 27.2 6.3

Stafford (405 mm) 16.7 26.4 6.4

Cole Green (305 mm) 18.2 27.3 6.4

Gatwick B (370 mm) 17.5 27.6 6.4

Tewkesbury (300 mm) 18.3 27.7 6.6

Cardiff (380 mm) 18.1 27.3 7.4

Stroke on Trent EB (420 mm) 15.7 24.8 6.0

Stroke on Trent WB (420 mm) 15.7 24.8 6.0

Temperatures (°C)
Site
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CF = 
k1ek2TD

k1ek2TRef
= ek2�TD-Tref� = ek2�TD-20� [7.12]

ED = CF × E20 [7.13]

Where, 

CF: Temperature correction factor 

Tref: Reference temperature (20°C in this study) 

TDesired: Desired Temperature, i.e. WMAPT, effective summer or effective winter 

k1 and k2: Previously established exponential correlation between the asphalt moduli and 

the mid-depth temperature (Table 6.9). 

E20: Asphalt modulus at reference temperature (20°C) 

ED: Asphalt modulus at the desired temperature scenario 

According to the 1984 TRRL published report LR1132, ‘The Structural Design of 

Bituminous Roads’, most of the UK LLAP pavement sections were designed as deep-strength 

asphalt pavements over various sub-base types (including natural crushed rock base, composite 

hydraulic bound and composite cement bound) (Powell, Transport & Road Research 1984). 

Table 7.4. Summary of Pavement Layers Moduli 

Asphalt Thickness Base Modulus Subgrade Modulus

(mm) Effective Summer Effective Winter WMAPT MPa MPa

Chigwell 450 4033 7353 5400 1287 151

Brentwood 310 1934 5064 2940 215 100

Prestwich 370 12348 23559 16749 3309 401

Carnforth 310 6718 16128 9789 1781 431

Darton 495 7401 21386 12734 650 182

Darton 395 7670 21635 12734 650 182

Huddersfield 520 5215 9882 7253 508 156

Huddersfield 580 5161 9849 7253 508 156

Keele 425 6590 13979 9501 2510 359

Telford East 265 6682 13666 9141 1275 525

Telford East 275 6654 13642 9141 1275 525

Telford East 325 6527 13535 9141 1275 525

Telford West 325 7439 14511 10129 935 437

Telford West 245 7665 14689 10129 935 437

Telford West 235 7698 14716 10129 935 437

Northampton 460 9058 15694 11890 854 111

Stafford 405 9137 20195 13443 821 174

Cole Green 305 4435 12282 6939 330 172

Gatwick B 370 5433 14387 8652 707 192

Tewkesbury 300 9117 17390 12161 12609 199

Cardiff 380 5547 19058 9806 579 256

Stroke on Trent EB 420 6795 15368 10096 771 191

Stroke on Trent WB 420 6170 14374 9300 755 189

Polegates 320 11016 28293 16321 1321 110

Site
Asphalt Modulus (MPa)
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Table 7.4 includes a summary of thickness and back-calculated moduli for the granular base 

and subgrade of the shortlisted UK perpetual pavement sections. Referring to Table 7.4, a very 

high value of back-calculated GR base layer modulus (12,600 MPa) for the Tewkesbury site 

confirmed this pavement section had a cement treated base material (CTCB). Moderate values 

of back-calculated GR base layer moduli (in the range of 1200 MPa to 2500 MPa) for Chigwell, 

Prestwich, Carnforth, Keele, and Polegates sites confirmed that they had hydraulic modified 

sub-bases. The low values of back-calculated base moduli for other sites (Brentwood, Darton, 

Telford West, Northampton, Stafford, Cardiff and Stroke on Trent) also reflected the natural 

crushed rock base materials used in these sites. 

Since the moduli of the granular or cement treated base and the subgrade material were 

assumed to be independent of temperature, no temperature correction was needed. 

7.4 Field Critical Strains at WMAPT, SEPT and WEPT Temperatures for 

the UK Perpetual Pavement Sections 

For each of the shortlisted UK perpetual pavement sections, the field asphalt critical strains 

at three critical loading temperatures (WMAPT, SEPT and WEPT) were calculated with the 

CIRCLY response model under the 80 kN axle load (Table 7.5). The AAPA FEL values at the 

same WMAPT, SEPT and WEPT temperatures were also calculated (using Equation [7.1]) and 

are listed in Table 7.6. Since the standard axle in the UK is defined as an axle with an 80 kN 

total force, UI value of 8.2 tonnes were taken to calculate FEL values (Great Britain 

Department for Transport Highways Authority 2008). 
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Table 7.5 . Calculated Critical Strains at Three Different Temperature Scenarios 

 

Referring to Table 7.5, the field asphalt critical strains at SEPT for the shortlisted UK 

perpetual pavement sections vary between 13 µε and 109 µε. The field asphalt critical strains 

at WEPT vary in between 9 µε and 58 µε. As expected, the field asphalt critical strain values 

at WMAPT are in-between the strain values at SEPT and WEPT. As expected, the FEL values 

(Table 7.6) are lower at effective winter temperatures and higher at effective summer 

temperatures. FEL values ranged from 47 to 98 µε at effective summer temperature, 31 to 66 

µε at effective winter temperature, and 39 to 81 µε at the WAMPT. It was also noted that 

thinner pavement structures, such as Prestwich, had lower FEL values than the thicker 

pavement sections. 

 

Asphalt Thickness Base Thickness

(mm) (mm) SEPT WEPT WMAPT

Chigwell 450 300 32 22 27

Brentwood 310 440 109 58 84

Prestwich 370 380 13 9 11

Carnforth 310 440 24 15 20

Darton 495 255 19 9 13

Darton 395 355 25 12 17

Huddersfield 520 680 21 14 17

Huddersfield 580 620 18 12 15

Keele 425 325 17 11 14

Telford East 265 485 31 21 26

Telford East 275 475 29 20 25

Telford East 325 425 24 16 20

Telford West 325 425 26 17 21

Northampton 460 290 20 13 17

Stafford 405 345 21 12 16

Cole Green 305 445 55 27 41

Gatwick B 370 380 33 17 24

Cardiff 380 370 30 13 21

Stroke on Trent EB 420 330 24 14 18

Stroke on Trent WB 420 330 25 14 19

Critical Strain (µε)
Site Name
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Table 7.6. Summary of the Calculated AAPA FEL Values for VALMON Pavement 

Sections 

 

7.5 Determination of Field FEL-Stiffness Criteria for the UK Perpetual 

Pavement Sections 

Once the critical strains were calculated, the relationship between stiffness and critical strain 

for each of the UK LLAP validation sites was plotted as shown in Figure 7.3. Visual inspection 

of the results showed that a limit appeared to exist between the two non-perpetual pavement 

sections and other perpetual pavement sections. Accordingly, the field FEL-stiffness 

relationship for the UK LLAP sections was developed by adjusting the reference line (i.e. FEL- 

stiffness criteria with k1 = 1 (Equation [7.1]) to just below the strains calculated for all the non-

perpetual pavement sections. The final field FEL-stiffness relationship for the UK LLAP 

sections is expressed in Equation [7.14]. 

Revised FEL=11000 EField
-0.65 [7.14]

Where, 

Effective Summer Effective Winter WMAPT

Chigwell (450 mm) 300 98.0 66.3 81.1

Brentwood (310 mm) 440 158.0 84.5 120.4

Prestwich (370 mm) 380 47.4 31.1 38.8

Carnforth (310 mm) 440 70.3 39.8 55.1

Darton (495 mm) 255 66.1 33.1 46.4

Darton (395 mm) 355 64.5 32.9 46.4

Huddersfield (520 mm) 680 82.9 54.7 66.9

Huddersfield (580 mm) 620 83.5 54.9 66.9

Keele (425 mm) 325 71.2 43.7 56.2

Telford East (265 mm) 485 70.6 44.3 57.6

Telford East (275 mm) 475 70.8 44.4 57.6

Telford East (325 mm) 425 71.7 44.6 57.6

Telford West (325 mm) 425 65.8 42.6 53.9

Telford West (245 mm) 505 64.6 42.3 53.9

Telford West (235 mm) 515 64.4 42.3 53.9

Northampton (460 mm) 290 57.9 40.5 48.5

Stafford (405 mm) 345 57.6 34.4 44.8

Cole Green (305 mm) 445 92.1 47.5 68.9

Gatwick B (370 mm) 380 80.8 42.9 59.7

Tewkesbury (300 mm) 190 57.7 37.9 47.8

Andover (100 mm) 200 86.1 65.6 79.5

Cardiff (380 mm) 370 79.7 35.7 55.0

Stroke on Trent EB (420 mm) 330 69.8 41.1 54.0

Stroke on Trent WB (420 mm) 330 74.3 42.9 56.9

Site (Asphalt Thickness)
 Fatigue Endurance Limit (µε) - AAPABase Thickness 

(mm)
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FEL: Fatigue endurance limit (determined from the critical strains of the LLAP pavements), 

microstrain 

EField: Back-calculated modulus from FWD deflections at the given temperature, (MPa) 

By comparing Equations [7.14] and [7.1] and assuming and k2 = 0 (for conventional asphalt 

mixes), a laboratory to field conversion factor (k1) of 0.5 was derived. Also, comparison of the 

field FEL-stiffness relationship for UK LLAP sections (Equation [7.14]) with other field FEL-

stiffness relationships for un-cracked NCAT and Australian heavy-duty pavement sections 

(Equations [7.2] and [7.3]) indicated that the criteria derived based on the UK LLAP sites was 

more conservative. 

 

 

Figure 7.3. Asphalt Stiffness – Critical Tensile Strain, Original AAPA and Revised 

Curves 
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It was anticipated that Equations [7.14] confirmed the perpetual status of the selected UK 

LLAP pavements. This offers a practical FEL-stiffness relationship, which can be used for 

perpetual pavement design. At strain levels below the FEL-stiffness relationship, UK LLAP 

pavements have experienced stable or moderate increase in stiffness overtime. At strain levels 

above this relationship, UK LLAP pavements experienced moderate decrease in stiffness 

overtime, yet experienced no damage.  

7.6 Comparison of the AAPA Design Procedure with the UK Perpetual 

Pavement Design Procedure 

An additional investigation was carried out to determine the optimum asphalt thickness of 

the UK LLAP sections required to achieve perpetual condition as set out by the new proposed 

FEL-stiffness criteria in this study (Equation [7.14]). In this investigation, each UK perpetual 

pavement structure was modelled in CIRCLY with varying asphalt thicknesses, i.e. the asphalt 

thickness ranged from 100 to 700 mm with 5 mm increments whist the thickness and stiffness 

of the base and subgrade layer were kept the same. This was repeated for the three temperature 

scenarios of WMAPT, SEPT and WEPT (a total combination of 6171 scenarios). Results are 

plotted in Figure 7.4. Powerline curves were fit to the plotted critical strain – asphalt thickness 

results and the fitting parameters are listed in Table 7.7. 

Table 7.7. List of Power Correlation Coefficients for Pavement Sections at Three 

Temperature Scenarios 

 

a b R
2 a b R

2 a b R
2

Chigwell 450 7384 -0.817 0.99 4719 -0.770 0.99 5907 -0.792 0.99

Prestwich 370 3260 -0.884 0.99 2059 -0.813 0.99 2610 -0.847 0.99

Carnforth 310 4282 -0.849 0.99 2448 -0.784 0.99 3360 -0.818 0.99

Darton 495 4337 -0.746 1.00 2220 -0.702 1.00 3058 -0.721 1.00

Darton 395 4312 -0.757 0.99 2228 -0.711 1.00 3103 -0.732 1.00

Huddersfield 520 5552 -0.776 0.99 3709 -0.749 1.00 4507 -0.762 1.00

Huddersfield 580 5618 -0.776 0.99 3721 -0.747 1.00 4519 -0.760 1.00

Keele 425 4959 -0.883 0.99 2869 -0.804 0.99 3769 -0.841 0.99

Telford East 265 3792 -0.792 0.99 2503 -0.757 0.99 3162 -0.776 0.99

Telford East 275 3807 -0.793 0.99 2507 -0.757 0.99 3165 -0.776 0.99

Telford East 325 3878 -0.793 0.99 2525 -0.756 0.99 3180 -0.774 0.99

Northampton 460 4115 -0.734 1.00 2868 -0.710 1.00 3433 -0.722 1.00

Stafford 405 3993 -0.764 0.99 2371 -0.723 1.00 3082 -0.742 1.00

Gatwick B 370 5452 -0.785 0.99 2872 -0.733 1.00 3989 -0.758 0.99

Cardiff 380 4791 -0.755 0.99 2267 -0.710 1.00 3376 -0.732 1.00

Stroke on Trent EB 420 4728 -0.773 0.99 2760 -0.730 1.00 3623 -0.750 1.00

Stroke on Trent WB 420 5050 -0.778 0.99 2881 -0.732 1.00 3824 -0.753 0.99

µε = a E Summer 
b

µε = a E Winter 
b

µε = a E WMAPT 
b

Asphalt 

Thickness (mm)
Site
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(c) WMAPT 

Figure 7.4.  Asphalt Thickness – Critical Strain at Three Temperature Scenarios, (a) 

Summer, (b) Winter, (c) WMAPT 

Based on the revised limiting FEL equation (Equation [7.14]) and the critical strains 

(Table 7.7) calculated for each pavement structure, the required asphalt thickness to achieve 

perpetual condition was calculated and is listed in Table 7.8 for comparison with the actual UK 

LLAP asphalt thicknesses. Table 7.8 shows potential overdesign of the UK LLAP pavement 

sections in terms of excessive asphalt thicknesses of the perpetual pavement structures. The 

identified perpetual pavements have excessive asphalt thickness of 43 to 274 mm (i.e. 16% to 

51% of the existing thickness). 
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Table 7.8. Potential Pavement Thickness Savings Based on Revised FEL Equation 

7.7 Development of Design Chart Nomograms 

As a complementary investigation into the revised design FEL equation (Equation [7.14]), 

a series of pavement structures were modelled in CIRCLY to develop design chart nomograms. 

Since the revised equation was developed based on 3-layer pavement structures comprising of 

subgrade, granular base and asphalt layers, the design charts were developed for similar 

structures.  

A total of 2275 pavement structures were modelled in CIRCLY, each representing a 

pavement with a different subgrade modulus, base modulus, and base layer thickness. Table 

6.13 of AGPT02 provides some typical values for asphalt moduli based on the mix size and 

the binder class of mix at standard test conditions (modulus of asphalt samples with 5% air 

voids tested with indirect tensile test procedure, 40 ms rise time at 25°C test temperature). The 

asphalt moduli of 1000 to 7000 MPa with 1000 increments were assumed to cover the range 

of listed moduli in AGPT02 Table 6.13 (Jameson 2012). The required asphalt thickness to limit 

the incurred critical strain to the newly developed FEL values was calculated by Equation 

[7.14] for each individual pavement structure. The required asphalt thicknesses ranged from 

241.6 to 533.0 mm. 

In the next step, each of the 2275 pavement structures were modelled with varying asphalt 

thicknesses ranging from 100 to 700 mm with 10 mm increments (61 steps). All together 

138,775 pavement structures were modelled in CIRCLY and the critical tensile strains at the 

bottom of the asphalt layer were calculated for each modelled case. Table 7.9 summaries the 

range of variables for the analysed pavement structures in this study: 

Summer (mm) Winter (mm) WMAPT (mm)

Chigwell 450 303 233 267 303 147

Prestwich 370 196 155 176 196 174

Carnforth 310 205 148 180 205 105

Darton 495 315 188 242 315 180

Darton 395 307 186 241 307 88

Huddersfield 520 304 225 261 304 216

Huddersfield 580 306 226 261 306 274

Keele 425 208 160 184 208 217

Telford East 265 222 166 196 222 43

Telford East 275 222 166 196 222 53

Telford East 325 224 167 196 224 101

Northampton 460 343 260 299 343 117

Stafford 405 303 206 251 303 102

Gatwick B 370 295 188 239 295 75

Cardiff 380 293 164 225 293 87

Stroke on Trent EB 420 299 204 249 299 121

Stroke on Trent WB 420 299 202 248 299 121

Sites
Existing Asphalt 

Thickness (mm)

Required Asphalt Thickness (Revised FEL) Max Required Asphalt 

Thickness (mm)

Excessive Thickness

(mm)
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Table 7.9. Range of Variables of The Modelled Pavement Sections 

Figure 7.5 shows example design charts for pavement structures with asphalt modulus of 

3000 MPa. Complete sets of design charts are presented in appendix A. The following steps 

were taken to develop the design chats: 

1) Based on the assumed asphalt modulus (e.g. 3000 MPa), FEL was determined by using 

the revised FEL equation (Equation [7.14]). 

2) For the given subgrade modulus, base modulus and base thickness, pavement structures 

were modelled in CIRCLY with varying asphalt thicknesses ranging from 100 to 700 

mm with 10 mm increments.  

3) Critical strains at the bottom of the asphalt layer were calculated for each structure. 

4) Powerline correlations were established between the asphalt thickness and the 

calculated critical strains (CIRCLY output from step 3). 

5) Based on the fitted powerline parameters, the required asphalt thickness corresponding 

to the critical strain equal to the previously calculated FEL (Equation [7.14]) was 

determined.  

By following these steps, the required asphalt thickness for any given scenario with varying 

subgrade modulus, base modulus, and base thickness was calculated. The required asphalt 

thickness was found to vary between 240 mm for the strongest pavement and 530 mm for the 

weakest pavement structure. 

Results were plotted to better understand the effects of subgrade modulus, base modulus 

and thickness, and graphically compare the outcomes. The following steps should be taken to 

calculate the required asphalt thickness from Figure 7.5: 

1) Choose the subgrade modulus from the secondary horizontal line. 

2) Draw a vertical line from the chosen subgrade modulus until it intersects with the k1 

curve associated with the desired base modulus. 

Variable Unit Range Variations

Subgrade Modulus MPa 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 110, 120, 130, 140, 150 13

Base Modulus MPa 100, 200, 300, 400, 500 5

Base Thickness mm 100, 200, 300, 400, 500 5

Asphalt Modulus MPa 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, 5000, 6000, 7000 (at standard comdition) 3

Asphalt Thickness mm 100 to 700 (10 mm increments) 61

138,775Total Number of Modelled Pavement Structures in CIRCLY: 
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3) From the intersect point draw a horizontal line until it intersects the desired base 

modulus curve. 

4) The corresponding X value of the intersect point read from the primary horizontal axis 

will be the required asphalt thickness for that particular pavement structure. 

Two examples are shown in Figure 7.5 depicting asphalt layer thickness requirements with 

the following structures: 

Example 1:  

Asphalt modulus: 3000 MPa 

Base layer thickness: 200 mm 

Subgrade modulus: 60 MPa 

Base layer modulus: 500 MPa 

Required Asphalt Thickness: 427 mm 

Example 2: 

Asphalt modulus: 3000 MPa 

Base layer thickness: 500 mm 

Subgrade modulus: 90 MPa 

Base layer modulus: 400 MPa 

Required Asphalt Thickness: 344 mm 
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(a) Base Layer Thickness 100 mm 

 
(b) Base Layer Thickness 200 mm 

Base Modulus = 100 MPa

Base Modulus = 200 MPa

Base Modulus = 300 MPa

Base Modulus = 400 MPa

Base Modulus = 500 MPa

k1 (Base Modulus: 100 MPa)

k1 (Base Modulus: 200 MPa)

k1 (Base Modulus: 300 MPa)

k1 (Base Modulus: 400 MPa)

k1 (Base Modulus: 500 MPa)

40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160

300 310 320 330 340 350 360 370 380 390 400 410 420 430 440 450 460

Subgrade Modulus (MPa)

Required Asphalt Thickness (mm)

Asphalt Modulus (EAS): 3000 MPa

Base Layer Thickness (HGR): 100 mm

Base Modulus = 100 MPa

Base Modulus = 200 MPa

Base Modulus = 300 MPa

Base Modulus = 400 MPa

Base Modulus = 500 MPa

k1 (Base Modulus: 100 MPa)

k1 (Base Modulus: 200 MPa)

k1 (Base Modulus: 300 MPa)

k1 (Base Modulus: 400 MPa)

k1 (Base Modulus: 500 MPa)

40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160

300 310 320 330 340 350 360 370 380 390 400 410 420 430 440 450 460

Subgrade Modulus (MPa)

Required Asphalt Thickness (mm)

Asphalt Modulus (EAS): 3000 MPa

Base Layer Thickness (HGR): 200 mm

Exampe 1:
Subgrade Modulus: 60 MPa
Base Modulus: 500 MPa
Required Asphalt Thickness:
427 mm
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(c) Base Layer Thickness 300 mm 

 
(d) Base Layer Thickness 400 mm 

Base Modulus = 100 MPa

Base Modulus = 200 MPa

Base Modulus = 300 MPa

Base Modulus = 400 MPa

Base Modulus = 500 MPa

k1 (Base Modulus: 100 MPa)

k1 (Base Modulus: 200 MPa)

k1 (Base Modulus: 300 MPa)

k1 (Base Modulus: 400 MPa)

k1 (Base Modulus: 500 MPa)

40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160

300 310 320 330 340 350 360 370 380 390 400 410 420 430 440 450 460

Subgrade Modulus (MPa)

Required Asphalt Thickness (mm)

Asphalt Modulus (EAS): 3000 MPa

Base Layer Thickness (HGR): 300 mm

Base Modulus = 100 MPa

Base Modulus = 200 MPa

Base Modulus = 300 MPa

Base Modulus = 400 MPa

Base Modulus = 500 MPa

k1 (Base Modulus: 100 MPa)

k1 (Base Modulus: 200 MPa)

k1 (Base Modulus: 300 MPa)

k1 (Base Modulus: 400 MPa)

k1 (Base Modulus: 500 MPa)

40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160

300 310 320 330 340 350 360 370 380 390 400 410 420 430 440 450 460

Subgrade Modulus (MPa)

Required Asphalt Thickness (mm)

Asphalt Modulus (EAS): 3000 MPa

Base Layer Thickness (HGR): 400 mm
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(e) Base Layer Thickness 500 mm 

Figure 7.5. Design Chart Nomograms Based on the Revised Asphalt Stiffness – FEL 

Criteria for Different Layer Thicknesses: (a) 100 mm, (b) 200 mm, (c) 300 mm, (d) 400 

mm and (e) 500 mm 

7.8 Summary 

In this study, 17 shortlisted UK LLAP pavement sections, including two non-perpetual 

pavement sections and 15 perpetual pavements were used to calibrate/validate the AAPA 

proposed FEL-stiffness criteria. For each pavement section, field back-calculated pavement 

properties at three selected operating loading-temperature regimes were used as inputs in the 

Austroads CIRCLY-based pavement response model to determine the field asphalt critical 

strains. It was found that non-perpetual pavements and perpetual pavements produced different 

field critical strain-stiffness relationships. The field asphalt critical strain-stiffness relationships 

for the UK perpetual pavements were also different from the proposed AAPA FEL-stiffness 

criteria. This resulted in the proposal and development of a revised FEL-asphalt stiffness 

relationship as an enhanced perpetual pavement design criterion. 

Design thicknesses of the UK LLAP sections were selected using the revised FEL-asphalt 

stiffness relationship. It was found that the required design thicknesses were lower than existing 

Base Modulus = 100 MPa

Base Modulus = 200 MPa

Base Modulus = 300 MPa

Base Modulus = 400 MPa

Base Modulus = 500 MPa

k1 (Base Modulus: 100 MPa)

k1 (Base Modulus: 200 MPa)

k1 (Base Modulus: 300 MPa)

k1 (Base Modulus: 400 MPa)

k1 (Base Modulus: 500 MPa)

40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160

300 310 320 330 340 350 360 370 380 390 400 410 420 430 440 450 460

Subgrade Modulus (MPa)

Required Asphalt Thickness (mm)

Asphalt Modulus (EAS): 3000 MPa

Base Layer Thickness (HGR): 500 mm

Exampe 2:
Subgrade Modulus: 90 MPa
Base Modulus: 400 MPa
Required Asphalt Thickness:
344 mm
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asphalt thicknesses of the UK LLAP by up to 51%. This indicates that the empirical UK LLAP 

pavement design method might have resulted in overdesigns for some UK LLAP sections.  

Based on the revised FEL equation, 138,775 pavement structures with different asphalt 

thickness and stiffness were modelled in CIRCLY to establish generalised relationships 

between the asphalt layer thickness and the critical strain at the base of the asphalt layer for 

determining design thickness. Results could be illustrated in the form of pavement design 

nomogram charts. 
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 Summary and Recommendations  

 

 

 

8.1 Summary  

8.1.1 Research Need 

In line with the recent development of the NCHRP perpetual asphalt pavement design 

procedure in the US (NCHRP Project 9-44 2013), the Australian Asphalt Pavement Association 

(AAPA) has proposed a new perpetual asphalt pavement design procedure based on the well-

established Fatigue Endurance Limit (FEL) concept. The proposed methodology implements a 

generalised FEL-asphalt stiffness relationship drawn from laboratory flexural beam testing into 

the Austroads pavement design procedure for perpetual pavement design (see Equation [3.1]). 

FEL=k120200 Smix
-0.65+k2 [3.1]

Where, 

FEL: Fatigue Endurance Limit, (microstrain) 

Smix: Flexural beam modulus, (MPa) 

k1: Adjustment constant for differences in rest periods or confidence levels 

k2: Mix adjustment factor  

AAPA also used existing cracked/un-cracked heavy-duty pavements in Australia and NCAT 

field trials overseas to determine in-service FEL-stiffness relationships for pavement design. 

(see Equation [7.1]). 

FEL=k120200 EField
-0.65+k2 [7.1]

Where, 

FEL: Fatigue Endurance Limit determined from the critical strain of LLAP pavements, 

(microstrain) 
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EField: Field asphalt modulus, (MPa) 

k1: Laboratory to field conversion factor or confidence level  

k2: Mix adjustment factor (0 for conventional mixes) 

However, in these field trials, it was difficult to assess the perpetual status of the pavements 

and many existing un-cracked asphalt pavements may not be perpetual pavements. In addition, 

different methods and different data sources were used to estimate field asphalt moduli, which 

were required in the pavement analysis to predict field critical strains.  It was also found that 

laboratory to field adjustment factors (k1) were in the range of 0.9 to 1.4, which could be 

influenced by different interpretation methods for perpetual pavement condition and different 

methods to estimate field asphalt moduli. Therefore, it was difficult to implement the proposed 

AAPA FEL-stiffness criteria, in its current form, in pavement design. Calibration of the AAPA 

proposed field FEL-stiffness criteria, using extensive field trials of LLAP in the UK, was 

needed. 

Currently, Austroads pavement design procedure adopts the reference flexural beam 

modulus testing (at 10 Hz and at 20oC) used in the Shell design method (or equivalent IDT 

modulus) to determine the reference asphalt design modulus. This modulus is then empirically 

adjusted for design traffic speed and design temperature (WMAPT) to achieve the final asphalt 

design modulus. However, AAPA considered that this approach would tend to produce lower 

design modulus values and, hence, excessively conservative asphalt thicknesses. 

Consequently, AAPA proposed to use dynamic modulus testing to directly obtain design 

asphalt moduli at specified design traffic speeds and at various design temperatures. 

The dynamic modulus test has not been adopted by Austroads to determine asphalt design 

moduli and, therefore, there is lack of dynamic modulus data for typical Australian asphalt 

mixes. It should be noted that in the early implementation stage of the AAPA perpetual 

pavement design procedure, there was a need to identify Australian mixes that have similar 

material characteristics to those already used in existing perpetual pavements overseas so that 

the overseas experience could be transferred and reused. In addition, not all practitioners in 

Australia have access to the dynamic modulus testing facilities. The dynamic modulus testing, 

and the analysis of the test results can be a complex and costly exercise and may not be justified 

for routine pavement designs. Therefore, there was a need to establish a national database of 

asphalt material mechanical properties, including the dynamic modulus data for typical 
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Australian asphalt mixes, as a cost-effective solution for both pavement design and pavement 

management purposes. 

8.1.2 Research Objectives 

The overall objective of this study was to enhance the proposed AAPA perpetual pavement 

design procedure by:  

(i) Establishing a national material database for Australian asphalt mixes for perpetual 

pavement design 

(ii) Calibrating/validating the AAPA proposed FEL-stiffness criteria using in-service 

field trials of perpetual asphalt pavements in the UK 

The specific tasks of this research project were as follows: 

• Development of a database based on laboratory characterisation of mechanical 

behaviour and performance properties of most commonly used Australian asphalt 

mixes and their binder constituents 

• Evaluation of five internationally widely accepted performance prediction models 

against the developed Australian database, and hence, development of an Australian 

based, performance prediction model based on the established database 

• Characterisation of the field performance of nominated UK site sections and 

identification of perpetual pavement sections based on the back-analysed moduli, and 

the provided construction and maintenance history 

• Calibration of the AAPA proposed FEL-stiffness criteria against the characterised field 

data obtained from the UK LLAP field trials 

8.1.3 Research Findings 

8.1.3.1 National Database of Asphalt Properties for Pavement Design 

The first part of the study involved development of a comprehensive database of 28 typical 

Australian dense graded asphalt mixes commonly used in major projects. The asphalt mixes 

and their binder constituents were subjected to an extensive suite of laboratory tests to 

characterise their mechanical behaviour and performance properties. Dynamic modulus testing 

was conducted on 15 different 14 mm and 13 different 20 mm asphalt samples collected from 
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asphalt producers across different states. Dynamic modulus master curves were developed so 

that performance of the mixes could be characterised at any desired loading frequency, 

temperature and confinement pressure. Along with the asphalt testing, binder components of 

the mixes were subjected to Dynamic Shear Rheometer (DSR) testing in virgin, RTFO aged, 

mastic and recovered states. Master curves of the complex shear modulus and the phase angle 

of the binders were also developed and the parameters were incorporated into the database.  

This database presents for the first time in Australia, a comprehensive material 

characterisation dataset for engineers and researchers to use in mechanistic pavement designs. 

The developed asphalt dynamic modulus master curves (Table 4.4, Table 4.5, Figure 4.7 and 

Figure 4.8) allow for the asphalt response to be calculated at any desired temperature, loading 

frequency and confinement pressure. It was found that despite all the intrinsic differences 

between the asphalt mixes, mechanical responses of the mixes to dynamic loading at different 

temperatures are not significantly variable. The only exceptions to this uniform behaviour 

occurred for the mixes comprised of polymer modified A15E and multigrade binders. Asphalt 

mixes with multigrade binders tended to keep their high modulus, even at lower loading 

frequencies and/or higher temperatures. Furthermore, the asphalt mixes with polymer modified 

binders exhibited lower moduli across the entire range of reduced frequencies. In general, 

increases in the confinement pressure resulted in an increase in the dynamic modulus of all 

mixes.  

Virgin, RTFO aged, mastic and recovered binder constituents of the asphalt mixes were also 

tested for their rheological properties using DSR testing equipment. The binder rheological 

properties are expressed in terms of viscosity A-VTS charts as well as complex shear modulus, 

phase angle master curves and fitting parameters (Table 4.7, Table 4.8, Figure 4.10 and 

Figure 4.12).  

Amongst the tested binders, the multigrade binder had the higher viscosity at higher 

temperatures. The A15E polymer modified binder had the lowest viscosity at lower 

temperatures and both binders showed less temperature sensitivity. As expected, the RTFO 

aged binders appeared to be more viscous across the tested temperature range due to increased 

oxidisation. The recovered binders were more viscous than the RTFO aged binders which 

suggested that they either aged more during the recovery process or that there were traces of 

the filler particles present in the recovered binders. Recovered binders generally showed higher 
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viscosity and lower temperature susceptibility. Viscosity charts of the mastic binders were 

different due to the filler-filler interaction in these binders. Although the binders investigated 

in this study were collected from different suppliers across Australia, all the binders showed 

very close rheological behaviour for each condition with the exception of the A15E polymer 

modified binder which showed lower shear moduli at lower frequencies and higher 

temperatures. 

8.1.3.2 Australian Prediction Models for Asphalt Design Modulus  

Once the material properties database was established, the accuracy of the five most widely 

used dynamic modulus predictive models (which are mainly developed in the US) was 

evaluated against the established Australian material database. Witczak 1-37A, Witczak 1-

40D, Hirsch, Alkhateeb and an ANN-based (Artificial Neural Network) models were 

examined. Predictions of 1344 dynamic modulus data points were evaluated against the 

laboratory measured values. It was found that the overall performance of Witczak 1-37A and 

the ANN models were more accurate than the other models, however, they under predicted the 

dynamic moduli of the mixes by approximately 31% and 27%, respectively. The ANN 

predictions were the most scattered of all and did not show any clear/particular trend, especially 

at lower temperatures. The overall predictions of the Hirsch and Alkhateeb models at different 

temperatures were similar; they both under predicted dynamic moduli by approximately 58%. 

The Witczak 1-40D model substantially overestimated dynamic moduli by 136%. Sensitivity 

analyses on the models showed that the model predictions are highly dependent on the inputs 

related to binder characteristics (complex shear modulus, phase angle and viscosity). It was 

also found that the behaviour of the models at various temperatures was fairly inconsistent. For 

example, Witczak 1-40D considerably over predicted dynamic moduli overall, however, it was 

the most robust at high temperatures compared to the rest of the models.  Details of the 

goodness-of-fit statistics, bias and residual distribution of the models are presented in Chapter 

5. Overall, it was found that the five models were not robust enough to accurately predict the 

dynamic moduli of the Australian mixes and modifications were therefore needed to improve 

the predictions.  

Various approaches were adopted to modify/improve the accuracy of the models including 

linear and non-linear transformations, and adjustment of the numerical coefficients of the 

models. It was found that more accurate results could be obtained/achieved by altering the 
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numerical coefficients of the original model equations. The goodness-of-fit statistics of the 

results on different modification approaches are presented in Chapter 5. Numerically modified 

Witczak 1-37A showed higher accuracy and was found to be suitable for predicting dynamic 

moduli of the Australian asphalt mixes. It is recommended that the modified Witczak 1-37A 

model with new coefficients presented in Equation [5.13] be adopted as the Australian dynamic 

primitive model for predicting dynamic moduli in the absence of solid laboratory data for 

Australian asphalt mixes. Extra care should be taken when applying this model to mixes outside 

the range of tested materials. 

8.1.3.3 Long-term Field Properties of In-Service Perpetual Pavements in UK  

In this study, long-term FWD deflection data of 31 UK LLAP sections (which include 25 

fully flexible and 6 flexible composite in-service heavily trafficked UK motorway sites) were 

analysed to determine their long-term field material properties. The analysis method consisted 

of back-calculating the pavement layer moduli from the FWD deflection using the back-

calculation model EFROMD3 and normalising the back-calculated layer moduli to a reference 

temperature (20°C).  

Most of the 31 UK LLAP pavement sections could produce deflection fitting errors of less 

than 2%, which is within the tolerable measurement error of 1 micron or 2% of a typical 

maximum FWD deflection of 50 microns. By eliminating outliers (i.e. sites with inaccurate E-

T relationships or sections with insufficient historical deflection data), 17 pavements were 

selected for the validation study. For these 17 selected pavement sections, the normalised long-

term back-calculated layer moduli were found to be within the range of moduli determined 

during the laboratory characterisation phase. Thus, the field back-calculated layer moduli of 

those 17 pavement sections were considered accurate for use as material inputs into structural 

analyses to determine field critical strains for validating the FEL-stiffness criteria. 

Potential perpetual pavement structures could be identified by assessing the back-calculated 

layer moduli to a reference temperature over time. It was found that two of the selected 17 

pavement sections were considered non-perpetual after showing a steady trend of decreasing 

stiffness over time. Such identification is very important as it has been too difficult to monitor 

the micro cracks in perpetual pavements designed and constructed for a service life of at least 

50 years.   
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8.1.3.4 Calibration of the AAPA Proposed FEL-Stiffness Criteria Using In-Service 

Perpetual Pavements in UK  

In this study, 17 LLAP pavement sections, including two non-perpetual pavement sections 

and 15 perpetual pavements, were used to calibrate the AAPA proposed field FEL-stiffness 

criteria. For each pavement section, field back-calculated pavement properties at three selected 

operating loading-temperature scenarios were used as inputs in the Austroads CIRCLY-based 

pavement response model to determine the field asphalt critical strains.  

It was found that non-perpetual and perpetual pavements produced different field critical 

strain-stiffness relationships. Therefore, based on the field back-analysed data, a revised field 

asphalt mix stiffness dependent FEL relationship was established (Equation [7.14]). It was 

found that the revised field FEL-asphalt modulus criteria (based on the field back-analysed 

data) differed from AAPA proposed field FEL-stiffness criteria and was found to be more 

conservative possibly due to the perpetual status of the UK LLAP sections. 

Revised FEL=11000 EField
-0.65 [7.14]

Where, 

FEL: Fatigue endurance limit (determined from the critical strains of the LLAP pavements), 

microstrain 

EField: Back-calculated modulus from FWD deflections at the given temperature, (MPa) 

It also should be noted that the analysis of dynamic modulus test results from NCAT, 

MnRoads and Westrack, against field moduli determined from FWD testing, found that 

dynamic modulus results at 5.3Hz (1/(2π×0.03)) could be used to accurately predict the moduli 

determined from FWD loading with a pulse width of approximately 0.03 seconds over a wide 

range of temperatures. This finding encourages the use of dynamic moduli as the design 

modulus in the AAPA perpetual pavement design procedure. 

It was also found that design thicknesses of the UK LLAP sections (selected using the 

revised FEL-stiffness relationship) were lower than existing asphalt thicknesses of the UK 

LLAP by up to 51%. This indicated that the old empirical UK LLAP pavement design 

methodology may have resulted in overdesigns of some UK LLAP sections.  
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Based on the revised field FEL-stiffness equation, 138,775 pavement structures with 

different asphalt thickness and stiffness were modelled in CIRCLY to establish generalised 

relationships between the asphalt layer thickness and the critical strain at the base of the asphalt 

layer for determining design thickness. Results were illustrated in form of pavement design 

nomogram charts. 

8.2 Recommendations  

It has been recognised that asphalt mixes in Australia are different from other asphalt mixes 

used elsewhere in the world. This is the first time that dynamic moduli are being used for 

pavement design in Australia. There is therefore a need to obtain dynamic modulus data for all 

conventional asphalt mixes as well as mixes made with polymer modified binders (PMBs). It 

is recommended that the national database of asphalt properties be expanded by including other 

PMB mixes and other high performance mixes such as EME2. 

Further research is needed to determine the conversion factors between dynamic modulus 

and flexural beam modulus (or indirect tensile modulus) to allow usage of previous flexural 

beam modulus data of asphalt mixes and polymer modified binders (PMBs). 

It has also been recognised that the asphalt pavement types, materials and construction 

techniques, loading and environmental conditions in Australia are unique, and may not be 

duplicated elsewhere in the world. Due to insufficient local field data, the AAPA proposed 

perpetual pavement design procedure was calibrated against the field performance of the UK 

perpetual site. It is recommended that the Australian long life pavement be identified through 

Long Term Pavement Performance (LTPP) programs and their performance be included in the 

validation process.  

Foamed bitumen technology is gaining popularity in road projects in Australia in recent 

years, however there is no harmonised and standardised modelling methodology in the current 

M-E pavement design procedure for foamed stabilised materials. It is recommended that 

potential application of foam technology in perpetual pavement design and construction be 

subjected to further investigated to achieve a unified modelling/design protocol. 
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EGR = 400 MPa

EGR = 500 MPa

Asphalt Modulus (EAS): 1000 MPa

Base Layer Thickness (HGR): 200 mm
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20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160

240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380 400 420 440 460 480 500 520 540

Subgrade Modulus (MPa)

Required Asphalt Thickness (mm)

Base Modulus = 100 MPa

Base Modulus = 200 MPa

Base Modulus = 300 MPa

Base Modulus = 400 MPa

Base Modulus = 500 MPa

EGR = 100 MPa

EGR = 200 MPa

EGR = 300 MPa

EGR = 400 MPa

EGR = 500 MPa

Asphalt Modulus (EAS): 1000 MPa

Base Layer Thickness (HGR): 300 mm

20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160

240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380 400 420 440 460 480 500 520 540

Subgrade Modulus (MPa)

Required Asphalt Thickness (mm)

Base Modulus = 100 MPa

Base Modulus = 200 MPa

Base Modulus = 300 MPa

Base Modulus = 400 MPa

Base Modulus = 500 MPa

EGR = 100 MPa

EGR = 200 MPa

EGR = 300 MPa

EGR = 400 MPa

EGR = 500 MPa

Asphalt Modulus (EAS): 1000 MPa

Base Layer Thickness (HGR): 400 mm
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20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160

240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380 400 420 440 460 480 500 520 540

Subgrade Modulus (MPa)

Required Asphalt Thickness (mm)

Base Modulus = 100 MPa

Base Modulus = 200 MPa

Base Modulus = 300 MPa

Base Modulus = 400 MPa

Base Modulus = 500 MPa

EGR = 100 MPa

EGR = 200 MPa

EGR = 300 MPa

EGR = 400 MPa

EGR = 500 MPa

Asphalt Modulus (EAS): 1000 MPa

Base Layer Thickness (HGR): 500 mm

20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160

240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380 400 420 440 460 480 500 520 540

Subgrade Modulus (MPa)

Required Asphalt Thickness (mm)

Base Modulus = 100 MPa

Base Modulus = 200 MPa

Base Modulus = 300 MPa

Base Modulus = 400 MPa

Base Modulus = 500 MPa

EGR = 100 MPa

EGR = 200 MPa

EGR = 300 MPa

EGR = 400 MPa

EGR = 500 MPa

Asphalt Modulus (EAS): 2000 MPa

Base Layer Thickness (HGR): 100 mm
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20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160

240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380 400 420 440 460 480 500 520 540

Subgrade Modulus (MPa)

Required Asphalt Thickness (mm)

Base Modulus = 100 MPa

Base Modulus = 200 MPa

Base Modulus = 300 MPa

Base Modulus = 400 MPa

Base Modulus = 500 MPa

EGR = 100 MPa

EGR = 200 MPa

EGR = 300 MPa

EGR = 400 MPa

EGR = 500 MPa

Asphalt Modulus (EAS): 2000 MPa

Base Layer Thickness (HGR): 200 mm

20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160

240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380 400 420 440 460 480 500 520 540

Subgrade Modulus (MPa)

Required Asphalt Thickness (mm)

Base Modulus = 100 MPa

Base Modulus = 200 MPa

Base Modulus = 300 MPa

Base Modulus = 400 MPa

Base Modulus = 500 MPa

EGR = 100 MPa

EGR = 200 MPa

EGR = 300 MPa

EGR = 400 MPa

EGR = 500 MPa

Asphalt Modulus (EAS): 2000 MPa

Base Layer Thickness (HGR): 300 mm
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20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160

240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380 400 420 440 460 480 500 520 540

Subgrade Modulus (MPa)

Required Asphalt Thickness (mm)

Base Modulus = 100 MPa

Base Modulus = 200 MPa

Base Modulus = 300 MPa

Base Modulus = 400 MPa

Base Modulus = 500 MPa

EGR = 100 MPa

EGR = 200 MPa

EGR = 300 MPa

EGR = 400 MPa

EGR = 500 MPa

Asphalt Modulus (EAS): 2000 MPa

Base Layer Thickness (HGR): 400 mm

20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160

240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380 400 420 440 460 480 500 520 540

Subgrade Modulus (MPa)

Required Asphalt Thickness (mm)

Base Modulus = 100 MPa

Base Modulus = 200 MPa

Base Modulus = 300 MPa

Base Modulus = 400 MPa

Base Modulus = 500 MPa

EGR = 100 MPa

EGR = 200 MPa

EGR = 300 MPa

EGR = 400 MPa

EGR = 500 MPa

Asphalt Modulus (EAS): 2000 MPa

Base Layer Thickness (HGR): 500 mm
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20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160

240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380 400 420 440 460 480 500 520 540

Subgrade Modulus (MPa)

Required Asphalt Thickness (mm)

Base Modulus = 100 MPa

Base Modulus = 200 MPa

Base Modulus = 300 MPa

Base Modulus = 400 MPa

Base Modulus = 500 MPa

EGR = 100 MPa

EGR = 200 MPa

EGR = 300 MPa

EGR = 400 MPa

EGR = 500 MPa

Asphalt Modulus (EAS): 3000 MPa

Base Layer Thickness (HGR): 100 mm

20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160

240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380 400 420 440 460 480 500 520 540

Subgrade Modulus (MPa)

Required Asphalt Thickness (mm)

Base Modulus = 100 MPa

Base Modulus = 200 MPa

Base Modulus = 300 MPa

Base Modulus = 400 MPa

Base Modulus = 500 MPa

EGR = 100 MPa

EGR = 200 MPa

EGR = 300 MPa

EGR = 400 MPa

EGR = 500 MPa

Asphalt Modulus (EAS): 3000 MPa

Base Layer Thickness (HGR): 200 mm
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20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160

240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380 400 420 440 460 480 500 520 540

Subgrade Modulus (MPa)

Required Asphalt Thickness (mm)

Base Modulus = 100 MPa

Base Modulus = 200 MPa

Base Modulus = 300 MPa

Base Modulus = 400 MPa

Base Modulus = 500 MPa

EGR = 100 MPa

EGR = 200 MPa

EGR = 300 MPa

EGR = 400 MPa

EGR = 500 MPa

Asphalt Modulus (EAS): 3000 MPa

Base Layer Thickness (HGR): 300 mm

20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160

240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380 400 420 440 460 480 500 520 540

Subgrade Modulus (MPa)

Required Asphalt Thickness (mm)

Base Modulus = 100 MPa

Base Modulus = 200 MPa

Base Modulus = 300 MPa

Base Modulus = 400 MPa

Base Modulus = 500 MPa

EGR = 100 MPa

EGR = 200 MPa

EGR = 300 MPa

EGR = 400 MPa

EGR = 500 MPa

Asphalt Modulus (EAS): 3000 MPa

Base Layer Thickness (HGR): 400 mm
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20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160

240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380 400 420 440 460 480 500 520 540

Subgrade Modulus (MPa)

Required Asphalt Thickness (mm)

Base Modulus = 100 MPa

Base Modulus = 200 MPa

Base Modulus = 300 MPa

Base Modulus = 400 MPa

Base Modulus = 500 MPa

EGR = 100 MPa

EGR = 200 MPa

EGR = 300 MPa

EGR = 400 MPa

EGR = 500 MPa

Asphalt Modulus (EAS): 3000 MPa

Base Layer Thickness (HGR): 500 mm

20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160

240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380 400 420 440 460 480 500 520 540

Subgrade Modulus (MPa)

Required Asphalt Thickness (mm)

Base Modulus = 100 MPa

Base Modulus = 200 MPa

Base Modulus = 300 MPa

Base Modulus = 400 MPa

Base Modulus = 500 MPa

EGR = 100 MPa

EGR = 200 MPa

EGR = 300 MPa

EGR = 400 MPa

EGR = 500 MPa

Asphalt Modulus (EAS): 4000 MPa

Base Layer Thickness (HGR): 100 mm
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20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160

240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380 400 420 440 460 480 500 520 540

Subgrade Modulus (MPa)

Required Asphalt Thickness (mm)

Base Modulus = 100 MPa

Base Modulus = 200 MPa

Base Modulus = 300 MPa

Base Modulus = 400 MPa

Base Modulus = 500 MPa

EGR = 100 MPa

EGR = 200 MPa

EGR = 300 MPa

EGR = 400 MPa

EGR = 500 MPa

Asphalt Modulus (EAS): 4000 MPa

Base Layer Thickness (HGR): 200 mm

20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160

240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380 400 420 440 460 480 500 520 540

Subgrade Modulus (MPa)

Required Asphalt Thickness (mm)

Base Modulus = 100 MPa

Base Modulus = 200 MPa

Base Modulus = 300 MPa

Base Modulus = 400 MPa

Base Modulus = 500 MPa

EGR = 100 MPa

EGR = 200 MPa

EGR = 300 MPa

EGR = 400 MPa

EGR = 500 MPa

Asphalt Modulus (EAS): 4000 MPa

Base Layer Thickness (HGR): 300 mm
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20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160

240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380 400 420 440 460 480 500 520 540

Subgrade Modulus (MPa)

Required Asphalt Thickness (mm)

Base Modulus = 100 MPa

Base Modulus = 200 MPa

Base Modulus = 300 MPa

Base Modulus = 400 MPa

Base Modulus = 500 MPa

EGR = 100 MPa

EGR = 200 MPa

EGR = 300 MPa

EGR = 400 MPa

EGR = 500 MPa

Asphalt Modulus (EAS): 4000 MPa

Base Layer Thickness (HGR): 400 mm

20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160

240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380 400 420 440 460 480 500 520 540

Subgrade Modulus (MPa)

Required Asphalt Thickness (mm)

Base Modulus = 100 MPa

Base Modulus = 200 MPa

Base Modulus = 300 MPa

Base Modulus = 400 MPa

Base Modulus = 500 MPa

EGR = 100 MPa

EGR = 200 MPa

EGR = 300 MPa

EGR = 400 MPa

EGR = 500 MPa

Asphalt Modulus (EAS): 4000 MPa

Base Layer Thickness (HGR): 500 mm
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20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160

240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380 400 420 440 460 480 500 520 540

Subgrade Modulus (MPa)

Required Asphalt Thickness (mm)

Base Modulus = 100 MPa

Base Modulus = 200 MPa

Base Modulus = 300 MPa

Base Modulus = 400 MPa

Base Modulus = 500 MPa

EGR = 100 MPa

EGR = 200 MPa

EGR = 300 MPa

EGR = 400 MPa

EGR = 500 MPa

Asphalt Modulus (EAS): 5000 MPa

Base Layer Thickness (HGR): 100 mm

20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160

240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380 400 420 440 460 480 500 520 540

Subgrade Modulus (MPa)

Required Asphalt Thickness (mm)

Base Modulus = 100 MPa

Base Modulus = 200 MPa

Base Modulus = 300 MPa

Base Modulus = 400 MPa

Base Modulus = 500 MPa

EGR = 100 MPa

EGR = 200 MPa

EGR = 300 MPa

EGR = 400 MPa

EGR = 500 MPa

Asphalt Modulus (EAS): 5000 MPa

Base Layer Thickness (HGR): 200 mm
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20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160

240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380 400 420 440 460 480 500 520 540

Subgrade Modulus (MPa)

Required Asphalt Thickness (mm)

Base Modulus = 100 MPa

Base Modulus = 200 MPa

Base Modulus = 300 MPa

Base Modulus = 400 MPa

Base Modulus = 500 MPa

EGR = 100 MPa

EGR = 200 MPa

EGR = 300 MPa

EGR = 400 MPa

EGR = 500 MPa

Asphalt Modulus (EAS): 5000 MPa

Base Layer Thickness (HGR): 300 mm

20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160

240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380 400 420 440 460 480 500 520 540

Subgrade Modulus (MPa)

Required Asphalt Thickness (mm)

Base Modulus = 100 MPa

Base Modulus = 200 MPa

Base Modulus = 300 MPa

Base Modulus = 400 MPa

Base Modulus = 500 MPa

EGR = 100 MPa

EGR = 200 MPa

EGR = 300 MPa

EGR = 400 MPa

EGR = 500 MPa

Asphalt Modulus (EAS): 5000 MPa

Base Layer Thickness (HGR): 400 mm
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20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160

240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380 400 420 440 460 480 500 520 540

Subgrade Modulus (MPa)

Required Asphalt Thickness (mm)

Base Modulus = 100 MPa

Base Modulus = 200 MPa

Base Modulus = 300 MPa

Base Modulus = 400 MPa

Base Modulus = 500 MPa

EGR = 100 MPa

EGR = 200 MPa

EGR = 300 MPa

EGR = 400 MPa

EGR = 500 MPa

Asphalt Modulus (EAS): 5000 MPa

Base Layer Thickness (HGR): 500 mm

20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160

240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380 400 420 440 460 480 500 520 540

Subgrade Modulus (MPa)

Required Asphalt Thickness (mm)

Base Modulus = 100 MPa

Base Modulus = 200 MPa

Base Modulus = 300 MPa

Base Modulus = 400 MPa

Base Modulus = 500 MPa

EGR = 100 MPa

EGR = 200 MPa

EGR = 300 MPa

EGR = 400 MPa

EGR = 500 MPa

Asphalt Modulus (EAS): 6000 MPa

Base Layer Thickness (HGR): 100 mm
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20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160

240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380 400 420 440 460 480 500 520 540

Subgrade Modulus (MPa)

Required Asphalt Thickness (mm)

Base Modulus = 100 MPa

Base Modulus = 200 MPa

Base Modulus = 300 MPa

Base Modulus = 400 MPa

Base Modulus = 500 MPa

EGR = 100 MPa

EGR = 200 MPa

EGR = 300 MPa

EGR = 400 MPa

EGR = 500 MPa

Asphalt Modulus (EAS): 6000 MPa

Base Layer Thickness (HGR): 200 mm

20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160

240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380 400 420 440 460 480 500 520 540

Subgrade Modulus (MPa)

Required Asphalt Thickness (mm)

Base Modulus = 100 MPa

Base Modulus = 200 MPa

Base Modulus = 300 MPa

Base Modulus = 400 MPa

Base Modulus = 500 MPa

EGR = 100 MPa

EGR = 200 MPa

EGR = 300 MPa

EGR = 400 MPa

EGR = 500 MPa

Asphalt Modulus (EAS): 6000 MPa

Base Layer Thickness (HGR): 300 mm
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20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160

240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380 400 420 440 460 480 500 520 540

Subgrade Modulus (MPa)

Required Asphalt Thickness (mm)

Base Modulus = 100 MPa

Base Modulus = 200 MPa

Base Modulus = 300 MPa

Base Modulus = 400 MPa

Base Modulus = 500 MPa

EGR = 100 MPa

EGR = 200 MPa

EGR = 300 MPa

EGR = 400 MPa

EGR = 500 MPa

Asphalt Modulus (EAS): 6000 MPa

Base Layer Thickness (HGR): 400 mm

20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160

240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380 400 420 440 460 480 500 520 540

Subgrade Modulus (MPa)

Required Asphalt Thickness (mm)

Base Modulus = 100 MPa

Base Modulus = 200 MPa

Base Modulus = 300 MPa

Base Modulus = 400 MPa

Base Modulus = 500 MPa

EGR = 100 MPa

EGR = 200 MPa

EGR = 300 MPa

EGR = 400 MPa

EGR = 500 MPa

Asphalt Modulus (EAS): 6000 MPa

Base Layer Thickness (HGR): 500 mm
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20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160

240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380 400 420 440 460 480 500 520 540

Subgrade Modulus (MPa)

Required Asphalt Thickness (mm)

Base Modulus = 100 MPa

Base Modulus = 200 MPa

Base Modulus = 300 MPa

Base Modulus = 400 MPa

Base Modulus = 500 MPa

EGR = 100 MPa

EGR = 200 MPa

EGR = 300 MPa

EGR = 400 MPa

EGR = 500 MPa

Asphalt Modulus (EAS): 7000 MPa

Base Layer Thickness (HGR): 100 mm

20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160

240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380 400 420 440 460 480 500 520 540

Subgrade Modulus (MPa)

Required Asphalt Thickness (mm)

Base Modulus = 100 MPa

Base Modulus = 200 MPa

Base Modulus = 300 MPa

Base Modulus = 400 MPa

Base Modulus = 500 MPa

EGR = 100 MPa

EGR = 200 MPa

EGR = 300 MPa

EGR = 400 MPa

EGR = 500 MPa

Asphalt Modulus (EAS): 7000 MPa

Base Layer Thickness (HGR): 200 mm
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20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160

240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380 400 420 440 460 480 500 520 540

Subgrade Modulus (MPa)

Required Asphalt Thickness (mm)

Base Modulus = 100 MPa

Base Modulus = 200 MPa

Base Modulus = 300 MPa

Base Modulus = 400 MPa

Base Modulus = 500 MPa

EGR = 100 MPa

EGR = 200 MPa

EGR = 300 MPa

EGR = 400 MPa

EGR = 500 MPa

Asphalt Modulus (EAS): 7000 MPa

Base Layer Thickness (HGR): 300 mm

20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160

240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380 400 420 440 460 480 500 520 540

Subgrade Modulus (MPa)

Required Asphalt Thickness (mm)

Base Modulus = 100 MPa

Base Modulus = 200 MPa

Base Modulus = 300 MPa

Base Modulus = 400 MPa

Base Modulus = 500 MPa

EGR = 100 MPa

EGR = 200 MPa

EGR = 300 MPa

EGR = 400 MPa

EGR = 500 MPa

Asphalt Modulus (EAS): 7000 MPa

Base Layer Thickness (HGR): 400 mm
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20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160

240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380 400 420 440 460 480 500 520 540

Subgrade Modulus (MPa)

Required Asphalt Thickness (mm)

Base Modulus = 100 MPa

Base Modulus = 200 MPa

Base Modulus = 300 MPa

Base Modulus = 400 MPa

Base Modulus = 500 MPa

EGR = 100 MPa

EGR = 200 MPa

EGR = 300 MPa

EGR = 400 MPa

EGR = 500 MPa

Asphalt Modulus (EAS): 7000 MPa

Base Layer Thickness (HGR): 500 mm


